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FOREWORD
The Program
The NASA/lAURA University Advanced Design Program is a unique
program that brings together NA,Dt engineers, students, and
faculty from United States engineering schools by integrating
current and fitture NA_DI space/aeronautics engineering design
projects into the university cur_culum. The Program was
conceived #1 the fall of 1984 as a pilot project to foster
engineering design education in the universities and to
supplement NASA's in-house efforts in advanced planning for
space and aeronautics design. Nine universities and five NASA
centers participated in the first year of the In'lot project. Close
cooperation between the NASA centers and the universities, the
careful selection of design topics, and the enthusiasm of the
students has resulted in a very successful program that now
includes tbl'rtyfour universities and eight NASA centers.
The study topics cover a bro_ul range of lX)tential space and
aeronautics projects which could be undertaken during a
20-305,ear lmriod beginning with the Space Station Initial
O[_,rating Configuration scheduled for the mid 1990"s. Both
nmnned attd unmanned endear.ors are embraced, and the
systems aPlmoach to the design problem is emphasized. The
student teams pursue the chosen problem during their senior
year in a one or two senzester capstone design course and submit
a comprehensive u_tten report at the conclusion of theproject.
Fimdly, student representatives from each of the universities
summarize their work in oral presentations at the annual
Summer Conference, held at one of the NASA centers and
attended by the unive,xity faculty, NASA and USRA personnel,
and aerospace industo_ relwesentatives.
The Proceedings Volume
As the Advanced Design I_)gram has gmu,n in size, it has also
matured in terms of the quality of the student projects.
Distribution of the comprehensive fimd reports is t,ery limited, so
the restdts of the studies have reached only a snmll audience,
principally thosewho attend theSummer Conference. In order to
broado, the distribution, the deciMon was made to publish a
Proceedings l_olume u,hich summarizes the project results and
roughly parallels the Conference presentations. The present
volume is the first in this series and represents the student u_rk
accomplished during the 1987-1988 academic year and reported
at the 4th Annual Summer Conference held at the Kennedy Space
Center, June 13-17, 1988.
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UCLA's Advanced Aeronautic Design group focussed their
efforts on design problems of an unmanned hypersonic vehicle.
It is felt that a .scaled hypersonic drone is necessary to bridge
the gap between present theory on hypersonics and the future
reality of the National Aerospace Plane (NASP) for two
reasons: (1) to fulfill a need for experimental data in the
hypersonic regime, and (2) to provide a testbed for the
scramjet engine which is to be the primary mode of propulsion
for the NASP.
The group concentrated on three areas of great concern to
NASP design: propulsion, thermal management, and flight
systen_. Problem solving in these areas was directed toward
design of the drone with the idea that the same design
techniques could be applied to the NASP.
A 70 ° swept double-delta wing configuration, developed in
the 70's at NASA Langley, was chosen as the aerodynamic and
geometric m(xiel for the drone. This vehicle would be air
launched from a B-1 at Mach 0.8 and 48,000 feet, rocket
boosted by two internal engines to Math 10 and 100,000 feet,
and allowed to cruise under power of the scramjet engine until
burnout. It would then return to base for an unpowered
landing. Preliminary energy calculations based on flight
requirements give the drone a gross launch weight of 134,000
pounds and an overall length of 85 feet.
PROPULSION GROUP
The efforts of the propulsion group have been directed
towards dcweloping tools to analyze the effects of aircraft
geometry and frecstream conditions on scramjet performance.
Specifically, the group has been concerned with the shock
structure, boundaD,-layer growth and inlet geometry of a Mach-
10 drone research vehicle, and the impact of these parameters
on the efficient 3, and thrust of the scramjets.
The t(n)ls used to analyze the flowfield have primarily
consisted of pre-existing computer software. S/x programs
(S3_IB, INLET, CPIPE, SEAGULL, SCRAM, EDDYBL) were used
to c_,aluate different components of the drone's undertxxfy and
scramjet engines (see Fig. l). SCRAM is a one-dimensional
program for the estimation of scramjet performance of a
hypersonic vehicle. SCRAM begins with the geometry of the
vehicle and calculates gross estimates of thrust, efficiency, and
other engine parameters. It is used by our group as a check
for the more detailed analysis. STUB allows an analysis of the
detached shock structure off the nose of the vehicle, which
SEAGULL is unable to analyze due to the region of subsonic
flow behind the detached sh(x2k. SEAGULL calculates inviscid
conical shock structures and freestream conditions for
axisymmetric geometries. SEAGULL is used to calculate the
shock structures over the drone fi)rebody and the expansion
waves in the exhaust plume of the nozzle. EDDYBL is a two-
dimensional/axisymmetric, compressible, turbulent boundary-
layer program. Using the freestream conditions from SEAGULL
EDDYBL is used to calculate the boundary-layer growth along
the vehicle. INLET uses an inviscid analysis to design
hypersonic engine inlets. For given inlet conditions and desired
combustor entrance conditions, INLET calculates the cowl
geometry required. Data from SEAGULI. and EDDYBL will be
used to generate inlet conditions for use with INLET, and
EDDYBL will be used to calculate the boundary-layer growth
in the inlet. Finally, CPIPE is a one-dimensional code for the
analysis of scramjet combustor performance. CPIPE will use the
output conditions from INLET to calculate the combustor
efllciencies, An overall momentum balance on the engine gives
the actual thrust of the scramjet engine configuration. The use
of these codes allows a detailed analysis of scramjet engine
performance from nose to tail of the vehicle. A more detailed
description of work on the seramjet performance analysis is
given in the following .sections.
SCRAM
SCRAM is a one-dimensional airframe-integrated scramjet
simulation program. It is currently being used by NASA on the
National Aerospace Plane (NASP) project as a first iteration
on scramjet performance calculations. It is available to the
Advanced Aeronautics Design (AAD) students on IBM PC
computers and has been run using the hypersonic cruise
vehicle (HCV) geometry as inputs.
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The inputs to SCRAM include freestream conditions,
scramjet geometry, and other parameters necessary for
calculating the flowfield, such as kinetic energy efficiency,
which approximates momentum losses due to shocks, and
temperatures along the surfaces. SCRAM calculates the
flowfield characteristics for five stages of the scramjet:
freestream, forebody, inlet, combustor, and nozzle. It outputs
the flow conditions at the end of each stage, as well as
boundary-layer thicknesses. It then calculates the engine-cTcle
performance parameters and outputs them in an overall
summat3 _.
SCRAM is used in two ways for the hypersonic drone
concept. First, it is used to help determine the sizing of the
engine. By developing a scaled drone instead of a full-sized,
piloted hypersonic vehicle, there is a concern that the scramjet
engine will not be large enough to produce st_cient thrust.
Since SCRAM generates values that are optimistic for the
engine performance, it offers a means of evaluating relative
worth of designs prior to a more detailed analysis using the
other programs.
SCRAM was also used to check the other programs used by
the propulsion group, such ms INLET, CPIPE, and SEAGUI,L
Flow conditions at each stage generated by SCRAM can be
used as inputs into the other codes so that output values can
be compared. Thus, SCRAM offers a quick and simple means
of verifying the other programs being used for the project.
STUB
The detached shock structure generatcd by" a supersonic
blunt body is described by a computer progra T using the time-
dependent technique outlined by Anderson. Inputs to the
program include upstream properties and body shape.
Flowfield properties and the shock structure are then
computed.
As listed by Anderson, the governing differential equations
for steady supersonic flowfields and steady subsonic flowfields
are h_,perbolic and elliptic, respectively. Anderson points out
g.$
that the Fact that the nature of the governing equations changes ,7 -
from elliptic to hyperbolic across the sonic line causes severe ,.6
g.5
mathematical and numerical difficulties. However, the 9.,
unsteady equations of motion described by Anderson 2 are g_
9.2
h_perbolic with respect to time, regardless of whether the flow g.,
0
is supersonic or subsonic. Therefore, the time-dependent a.9
technique is utilized as a means of determining the detached 8.s
shock structure generated by a supersonic blunt body. 6.7
8.B
The flow is assumed to be adiabatic, inviscid, and rotational. 8.s
B(_, forces are neglected. The procedure used in the program a._
is described below, a.2
First, the shock shape and location relative to the body are a._
assumed. The flowfield is then covered with grid points, and 7.9
7.8
values for density , velocity components, and other flow _._
properties arc arbitrarily as.sumed. These guesses are denoted
as the "initial" values of these properties at time equal to zero.
The finite-difference method is then applied to the spatial
derivatives in the nondimensionalized conservation equations
(conservation of mass, (ff x and y momentum, and of energy)
presented by Anderson. MacCormack's predictor-corrector
technique is used for the finite-difference calculation of the
time derivatives in the conservation equations.
Time steps are introduced, and new values of flow4ield
properties and shock shape are computed with ad_.ncing time
until the flow properties converge to a so-called steady-state
value. The shock structure is altered accordingly at each step
so that upstream salues will correspond to the computed
steady-state values downstream of the shock (as calculated
using shock relations immediately behind the shock). These
final "steady-state" v_ues in fact become the solutions for the
correct shock structure and downstream flowfield properties.
This program was used to evaluate the flowfield near the
nose of the vehicle, thus providing inputs for EDDYBL to
calculate the boundary-layer growth along the forebtxly of the
vehicle.
SEAGULL
SEAGLq.L is a code desigrled for the analysis of a two-
dimensional or axis)rnmetric supersonic inviscid flow of an
ideal gas. For the purposes of the Propulsion Dcsign group,
SEAGUq.L was used to model the external compression along
the forcbx)dy of a scramjet engine. SEAGULL provides only an
inviscid solution for the forebody flowfield and shock structure,
and thus a boundary-layer code, EDDYBL, was used with
SEAGULL to iteratively solve Ibr a vinous flowfield solution.
SEAGULL was run for a _mple geomett T of one 5 °-
comprcssion ramp. The results of this run are shown in Figs.
2 and 3. All values shown are at the surface of the vehicle
(since SEAGULL is a two-dimensional code, it produces
variation in flow4icld properties in lx)th the axial and radiai
directions). The end flowfield properties calculated using
SEAGULI. (and EDDYBL) were used as inputs for the program
INLET
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EDDYBL
EDDYBL is a fully compressible, two-dimensional or
axisymmctric computer program for the calculation of
boundary-layer properties. The program accounts for mas,s flux
as the body surface, heat flux, pressure and temperature
gradients, and both transverse and longitudinal body cur_ature.
The program does not, however, account for the effects of
shock/boundary-layer interaction or ,separated flow.
For the purposes of the propulsion design group, EDDYBL
will be u_d in conjunction with the programs SEAGULL and
INLET, which perform inviscid analyses on the forelx)dy and
inlet of the mramjet, respectively. Provided with upstream
conditions and geometry from these programs, EDDYBL
outputs the boundary-layer characteristics of the flow field. The
boundary-layer thickncss was then used to redefine the
geomctt3', thus creating a new invi_id input geometry for the
programs SEAGt_£ and INLET This alters the shock structure
calculated fi)r the forebody or inlet, respectively, and thus
alters the upstream conditions u_d for EDDYBL. This iterative
procedure W_LSused until the flowficld properties converged
on a _'iscous solution.
EDDYBL w_s helpful in determining the overall performance
of a given _-ramjet configtwation by calculating the boundary-
layer growth at the inlet entrance (or cowl lip), and thus
determining the effective mass flow entering the engine.
Further calculations of boundary layer growth within the inlet
helped determine the effective contraction ratio of the inlet,
which in turn was important in determining the combustion
efticiency. Overall, using EDDYBI. in conjunction with the
inviscid codes SEAGULL and INLET will provide a more
realistic evaluation of the performance of a given _ramjet
configuration.
The resulting boundary-layer thickness for the first sixty feet
of the drone are shown in Figs. 4 and 5. Transition to
turbulcnce was shown to occur at a Rcynokts number of about
35,000,000, which compares favorabl)_ with experimental
results of h}T_ersonic flow oven cones. The boundary-layer
thickness was found to be unacceptably thick entering the
inlet, however, thus indicating the need for boundary-layer
diversion or suction.
INLET
INLET is the main code to aid in designing the internal cowl
and centerbody geometries of the scramjet. It is a two-
dimensional inviscid code that uses the method of character-
istics to determine the internal shock structure of the inlet.
Given the conditions at the entrance to the inlet and the
desired combustor entrance conditiorts, INLET calculates the
cowl geometry required. Although the distinction between the
forebody and inlet can be nebulous, the propulsion group has
decided to use SEAGIL_L mainly for external compression and
INLET for internal compression. Thus the main benefit of using
INLET is that it determines the cowl geometry. However, it
is necessary to have the desired combustor entrance
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requirements, ms well as the upstream entrance conditions
(acquired from SFAGULL). It was therefore necessary to
iteratively use INLET and CPIPE (combustor code) to
determine (1) what combustor entrance requirements are
optimal for a Math-10 flight condition, and (2) whether INLET
can provide a reasonable cowl geometry' for those
requirements.
CPIPE
CPIPE is a one-dimensional real gas analysis of the
combustion of hydrogen in air in a supersonic channel. Given
the initial upstream conditions and geometry definition, CPIPE
outputs the downstream one-dimensional flow properties.
CPIPE was used to model the combustor region of the
scramjet engine. CPIPE is a relatively" simple analysis of the
combustor as it uses only one-dimensional conservation
equations to calculate the downstream conditions. However,
more complicated anal}_,es of the .supersonic combustor are
rare and tend to concentrate on the flow structure in specific
areas of thc combnstor (i.e., directly behind a ffameholding
structure or fuel-injection area). In addition, CPIPE has .several
useful features .,aich ms( 1 ) possibilities for .several fuel-injection
points at a variety of angles, (2) estinlates of ignition and
flameholding likelihood, and (3) estimates of heat flux, given
temperature distribution. Thtls, CPIPE served the purpose of
scramjet performance analysis without being unnecessarily
complex.
Since CPIPE is one dimensional it will bc necessary to
average the flowfield values obtained from INLET in order to
input the appropriate values in CPIPE.
CPIPE was validated using actual wind tunnel test data rtm
at NASA Langley Research Ccntcr. Temperature and pressure
distributions for _m'ious combustor designs that were tested
in langlcy's supersonic combustor test facility, were also used
to x-alidate CPIPE 4.
THERMAL MANAGEMENTGROUP
The phenomenon of aerodynamic heating was first expe-
rienced in reentry vehicles whcrc heating rates on the order
of tens of Btu/ft 2 were encountered for relativeb' short perkx.ls
of time. In .spite of high heating ratcs, the short time interval
that the vehicles were in the critical regime allowed the
problem to be managed with pm_sive %_tems, such as ablative
mrfaces or heat sink structures.
Air breathing vehicles, while generally experiencing less
intense heating rates, tend to be in the critical regimes for
much longer periods of time. The aircraft skin does not lx)_scss
sufficient thermal capacity to act ms a heat sink. In addition,
requirements for reumbility and turnaround time rule out
ablative .surfaces.
With these considerations, the aim of the thermal manage-
ment group was to design and compare active cooling s'ystems
that met the requirements of the h)]3ersonic drone and its
flight envelope. The design procedure involved the determi-
nation of a flight condition to bc studied; justification of the
use of an active regeneration cooling s3_tem; and, tin'ally the
optimization of the design of such a s3.'stem
First, to obtain useful data from flight tests, a ,suitable flight
profile needed to be established. Given a range of Math
numbers (5-12) for mramjet operation and a rough estimation
of the fuel rank size (8 feet in diameter, 40 feet in length),
the task _s to find a flight condition where acti_a: cooling
was needed (due to material temperature limitations) while
maximizing the flight time available for data collection and
experimentation.
Thc group de_x:loped a code called Hypersonic Equilibrium
Temperature and Heat Flux (HETAQ) to help dt_'cl(_, a
database of flight conditions. HETAQ varied Math numbers
from 5 to 12, altitudes from 70,000 feet to 115,OO0 feet, and
nose radii from 1 to 6 inches. Lees' Approximate Mcth(x.l was
used for determining heating rates, and an energy balance of
the convective heat transfer with the radiative heat transfcr
produced the skin equilibrium temperature. A simple routine
incorporating the thrust equation w;_s tLsed to determine the
total flight time a_ilable, given the geometry of the proposed
fiael tank, Math number, and aititude. The code calculated time
to thermal equilibrium for aluminum and titanium noses at
each given flight condition. This was necessary to prove that
the time required for the craft to reach thermal equilibrium
would bc less than the crui_ flight time.
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Once the database was developed from the ItETAQ code,
the group selected a flight condition .suitable for the entire
design team. The propulsion group wanted the highest .speed
at which the heating rates could be handled. However,
traveling faster meant shorter flight times (lower 1,9). Based
on HETAQ data, anything faster than Mach 9 or 10 would use
t_xo much fuel and create undesirable heating rates. Therefore,
the speed was set at Math 10, and the "altitude set at 100,000
feet. In addition, the nose radius was set at one inch, since
a small nose radius pr_xluces a higher equilibrium temperature
(the temperature that would arise without cooliog), which we
wanted in order to justify the use of an active cooling ,system.
Indeed, the final calculated equilibrium temperature was
4000 ° R, high enough to require an active c_x)ling .system.
In summary, with a flight profile of Mach I0 at 100,000 feet,
and with a nose radius of one inch, results from HETAQ
determined that the stagnation point and points aft required
cooling.
The next step then was to write a program to analyze a
combination impingement-cooling and regenerative-cooling
_.,stem. ACSES, or Actively Cooled Structure Evaluation System,
is a FORTRAN code that models the system for a given flight
condition and system variables. The purpose of ACSES ks to
allow the investigator to vary such parameters as tube
diameter, coolant mass flow rate, and tube spacing. It enables
study of the effects of these parameters on maximum skin
temperature, total heat load, and coolant pressure drop. The
code first analyzes the impingement cooling manifold at the
nora, determines the coolant temperature exiting the manifold,
and then calculates maximum wall temperatures cooled by
tubes extending aft of the nose.
A method commonly used to cool the leading edge of a gas
turbine airfoil involves the impingement of jets of a coolant
against the leading edge's inside surface. Impingement cooling
can al_) be applied to the nose of the h)personic drone
research vehicle. Livingood s presents Nusselt number
correlations determined experimentally for jet impingement
upon a concave, _mi-hemisphcrical surface. Since the nose of
the hypersonic test vehicle was modelled as a semi-
hemisphere, a .subroutine program was written in FORTRAN
to utilize the Nusselt number correlations in determining the
final fluid bulk temperature exiting the semi-hemisphere.
The geometrical parameters of the manifold, coolant
properties, and fluid temperatures entering the manifold were
inputted into the program. The output was TBOUT, the fluid
bulk temperature exiting the manifold and entering the
regenerative cooling system. The calculations was an iterative
one: using film temperatures based on initial guess for TBOUT,
coolant properties were determined; these properties were put
into Lk4ngood's correlation for average Nu_selt number to find
the average heat transfer coefficient; calculating the total heat
transfer duc to aerodynamic heating, the heat transfer
cc_-fficient was used to determine TBOUT; this value was
compared with the initial guess, and the procedure repeated
until values converged. Thus, the output of this subroutine
returned a _-afue for TBO[_, an input value used for analysis
of the tube system.
Next, the tube .system was analyzed using the fin concept
and divided into sections resembling thin-walled circular shells.
The temperature at the midpoint between two tubes could not
exceed the maximum allowable wall temperature. In the code,
a provision was provided to branch each tube (at a specified
distance) into two additional tubes to further increase the heat
transfer and reduce the midline temperature of the skin.
The first coolant studied was liquid hydrogen. The other
coolants considered, Therminol 60 and aqueous glycol (30%),
required the addition of a heat exchanger. A heat exchanger
design ct_le, provided by a member of the UCLA faculty, was
used in conjunction with ACSES to design systems with these
coolants. Graphs were generated detailing the relation of the
number of tubes to skin maximum temperature at each station
for a constant mass flow rate.
These techniques and tools developed by the thermal
management group would allow the analysis and preliminary
design of the active cooling _,stem of a hypersonic research
vehicle.
FLIGHT SYSTEMS GROUP
The flight systems group has been involved in conceptual
sensor design to meet the needs of the thermal management
and propulsion groups. Devices were designed to measure the
following important parameters: outer skin friction of the
aircraft, shock-wave structure, engine temperatures, flow
velocity, flow constituent concentration, and pressure. Factors
that made the design challenging were extremely high
temperatures, pressures, flow velocities, numerous shock
waves, and turbulence--all associated with the operation of the
vehicle at h}personic speeds.
Device design used concepts from such diverse fields as
quantum mechanics, ,solid state physics, fiber optics, and fluid
dynamics.
Flush Air Data System
This system is designed to measure angle of attack, velocity,
and angle of slideslip of the aircraft. The technique used is
similar to that of the Space Shuttle. The system consists of four
sets of small pressure orifices imbedded around the nose,
aligned along its vertical and horizontal diameters.
Platinum Resistance Thermometer
This sensor utilizes the characteristic of platinum to change
its resistance with temperature. A platinum resistor is placed
in the middle of a balanced bridge circuit. The rest of the
circuit is made relatively temperature insensitive. Measure-
ments taken with this sensor have proven to be accurate to
within 4%. Because the only part of the circuit that needs to
bc exposed to the temperature to be measured is the platinum,
the limits of the sensor are that of the platinum itself. This
is sufficient for the needs of the hypersonic vehicle.
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Interferometric Pressure Sensor
This sensor uses a continuous-wave, low-power laser in a
Michclson intcrferometcr to measure displacement distances
accurately, and then deduce the pressure. A quartz film is
placed flush with the wall where the pressure is to be
measured. Below it is a substrate film that is transparent to
the laser being used. One of the reflecting aluminum slabs of
the interferometer is placed in the quartz, and one in the
substrate. The pressure will change the height of the "aluminum
in the quartz film, where the MicheLson intcrfcrometer then
measures.
MOSFET Hydrogen Senducer
This sensor measures the hydrogen concentration in the
combustor using a tin), semiconductor device called a MOSFET
The normal gate is replaced with a palladium surface that is
sensitive to hydrogen. When placed in contact with the
combustor flow, the hydrogen reacts with the palladium, and
this is measured by the MOSFET This allows realtime
measurement with a proven accuracy of within 4%. Placement
of the sensor is flush with the combustor walll so that no part
interferes with the combustor flow. The sensor is capable of
withstanding temperatures of the surrounding combustor
walls.
Fiber Optic Pressure Sensor
An elastic drum is attached flush with the combustor wall,
allowing the pressure to enter iuside. An optical fiber is
wrapped around the drum, and the drum will vibrate and bend
in response to the pressure. A laser beam of known intensity
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is injected into the optical fiber. Intensity loss due to the
pressure-induced curvature of the drum can be measured
giving an accurate pressure measurement.
Coherent Anti-Stokes Spectroscopy (CARS)
This dex4ce uses lasers to measure temperature, pressure,
flow vehx:ity and flow constituents in the combustor. The laser
light is p:t_sed through a quartz window into the combustor
where it produces emission spectra of moleodes. The .spacing
of these intensity x.'s. frequency curves is a function of
temperature and pressure. A shift in spectrum frequency is a
function of velcx:ity. Since each type of molecule has its own
distinct spectrum, the intensit T of this spectrum is a function
of how many molecules of this t)pe is flowing through the
combustor. Therefore, anal>xing the spectrum allows one to
derive the_ • four parameters.
Dual-Laser Skin Friction Interferometer
The skin friction serxsor uses a non-intrthsive, double-laser
beam oil viscosity balance technique. Two out-of-phase laser
beams reflected from an oil film gives alternate constructive
and destructive interferences and the number of fringes and
thus the rate of change of the oil film over a given time span
can be precisely computed in terms of the known laser
wavelength. The skin friction is related to the rate of change
of thickness of the flowing oil film The oil film used is silicon
oil because of its wide range of viscosity, its relative
insensitivity to temperature, low .surface tension, and its vet T
low vapor pressure. Its advantages include accuracy, simplicity,
low cost, non-intrusiveness, and it can be used in turbulent
flOWL
Multiple Shock-Wave Sensor
This optical sensor is intended to measure shock waves that
arc at oblique angles to the combustor walls. Pulsed laser
beams are emitted into the combustor through quartz
windows. When a beam hits a shock wave, part of it will be
reflected back. The rest will continue until it hits another
shock wave, or the opposite combustor wall, _) the detector
will receive a number of intertsity pulses with time. From the
time delay of the reflected wave, the distance to the shock
wave can be computed. This arrangement permits detection
of several shock waves inside the combustor, as long as there
are oblique shock waves.
Sapphire Diaphragm Sensor
This device measures pressure and temperature with a
.sapphire diaphragm placed flush with the aircraft's surface.
First, pressure is measured by pa._sing linearly ix)larized light
through the diameter of the diaphragm. Due to the photoclas-
tic effect, a fraction of the light becomes elliptically polarized
as pressure is applied to the diaphragm; the attenuation of
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linearly polarized light is thus a function of pressure.
Temperature measurement simply makes use of the black b_ly
radiation emitted by the _pphire as it is heated up.
Fiber Optic Vortex Flowmeter
An optical fiber is placed across the diameter of the pipe
cm'D_ing hydrogen for the coolant ._,stem. At one end of the
fiber is a light-emitting di(xie. As the light travels down thc
fiber, there is a frequency shift which is a linear function of
the mean flow spe-ed of hydrogen in the pipe. The detectable
frequency change can bc changed with the choice of fiber
material, the tension in the fiber, and by changing the
frequency of the light-emitting diode. This device has been
tested with only a slight deviation from linearity of the
frequency shift with a 5% accuracy.
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INTRODUCTION
In 1986 NASA and USRA identified Cal Poly as one of seven
"Centers of Aircraft Design Education," and accepted a
proposal from Col Poly to conduct a three-year stud)" of the
potential for lighter-Than-Air (LTA), Vertical Take-Off And
landing (VTOL), and Short Take-Off And landing (STOL)
aircraft concepts for air transportation within the California
corridor. The project emphasizes configurations that are both
innovativc and unconventional in design for use in the 2010
time period.
The topic of LTA/VTOL/STOL aircraft was selected because
it is consistent with the mission of the NASA Ames Research
Center and is a broad topic that succeeding classes at Cal Poly
can continue to iterate and refine to produce meaningful
results for NASA.
The stttdents have been encouraged to be innovative in
order to ident_' key technologT areas that can be developed
into future research programs. The aircraft/air transportation
_tems currently being developed are de_ribed below.
VTOL concepts. These include warm-cycle rotary-wing
aircraft and joined-wing, variable-diamcter tilt rotor.
STOL concepts. These include blown flap flying wing
aircraft; upper _rface blown cantilever wing aircraft; and
upper gurface blown delta wing aircraft.
Air Transportation Systems. These incorporate a VTOL
aircraft which serves as a "taxi" to and from a continuously
moving platform: helip.¢x)id airship/twin turboprop, quad lift fan
cantilever wing aircraft; modified deltoid airship/advancing
blade concept helicopter; and magnetic levitation train/joined
wing, variable diameter tilt rotor.
Air transportation needs in the California corridor include
commuter air service, executive air transport, emergency
medical service, public service, offshore oil support, and
freight/package .service.
Along with studying the technical issues normally involved
in any aircraft design problem, the topics of safety, noise, public
acceptance, and economic viability in commercial operations
are also addressed.
STOLIT
In the design of the STOLIT (Short Take Off and landing
Intrastate Transport) aircraft data pertaining to stability and
control, propulsion, performance, economics, etc., were
calculated and defined (Fig. 1). For stability and control the
e.g. was calculated to be at 38 feet behind the nose of the
aircraft and the static margin is approximately 40% of the cord.
For directional stability a directional coefficient, Cn = 0.098,
was calculated and the rudder power was found to be large
enough to overcome one-engine-out conditions. The propul-
sion force.s were calculated to be: T, ouj = 4,735 Ibs at sealevel,
with a T_q of 3,250 at 25,000 feet. The takeoff gross weight
(TOGW) was calculated to be 30,748 lbs.
Direct operating cost (DO(;) values were calculated for two
mission profiles, intermetro and commuter. For the intermetro
route a DOC of approximately .875 cents per ton mile was
calculated for 700 n.m. and the commuter route had a DOC
of approximately .82 cents per ton mile for 20 n.m.
Special features introduced in the KIXOLIT .aircraft are: Air
Cushion Ianding System (ACLS), Upper Surface Blowing,
Computer Pilot, and Improved Passenger Proce_ing and
Services. Including all these different technologies, the aircraft
will be able to operate in a more flexible market.
The STOLIT aircraft is feasible now. The major components
of the aircraft, the USB wing and ACLS, have alread), been
Due to record levels of population and travel in the
California corridor, time, space, and cost will make ground
transportation almost impossible by the year 2010. An Upper
Surface Blown Short Take-Off and Ianding aircraft was
designed to ba)th connect metropolitan areas and alleviate high
density traffic. The aircraft was configured through technology
surveys, trade ,studies and an itcrative design process based on
efficient'}; nolo', safcty, passenger _rvices, and thne savings.
Wlng Zoadlng : 82 Ibs/,_:a
Vcrut_ = 290 : KtS
Schedual Range = 700 Nrq
Span = 5d 8 Ft
Total length = 70 0 Ft
Gross Takeoff Weight = 30,749 los
Fig. I. Upper-_rfacc blown STOI. aircraft
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Fig. 2. STOI, Fl_ingAVing aircraft
proven workable. Assumptions were made about materials
adwances for the skin and airframe which would optimize the
design, but the aircraft could almost be built now and certainly
in 20 )'ears. The STOIJT is a viable ,solution for the problems
of CaLifornia corridor commuting. The 40-passenger payload
fulfills the requirements proposed by the corridor stud), as well
as requirements for ,speed, "altitude and field length. This
aircraft could open up commuter traffic to small communities
thus linking people lMng in remote areas to major centers of
businms.
Recommendations for further stud)' include refinement of
the ACLq and computer pilot, development of higher efficiency
engines and use of composites in airframe and skin production.
STOL FLYING WING
California's expanding economy" and growing population
have placed tremendous demands on the current trarLqx)rta-
tion ._tcms. By the year 2010, them demands are expected
to surpx_,s the limits of the existing ._,_tem.s. For this reason,
new systems have to bc designed incorporating the latest
technok_gies and procedures. One prol-x)md _tem utilizes
.WfOL aircraft for shuttling commuters throughout California.
The STOL Flying Wing has been designed for this purpom
(Fig.2).
The advantages of aerodynamic efficient')- and structural
simplicity, inherent for an all-wing aircraft, are unsurpassed.
The large interior cabin with theater-t31_c seating offers
passengers the most conffortable environment a_ilable. ,"_fety
was given priority thn)ughout the design. Features such as an
advanced cockpit to eliminate pilot error, and the ability to
jettison the outer wing motions to maintain control "after a
midair collision and eliminate fuel explosions, will reduce
airplane cata_strophcs. Other special features of the design
include the use of the engines for control, serf-contained
pasmnger loading and unloading, and over-the-wing mounted
engines. Weight, cost, and drag were optimized_
The aircraft designed marks a major step away from the
traditional pattern followed by pa._mnger aircraft to date. By
the year 2010, the conventional cantilever wing aircraft will
tx _ too costly to operate. Aircraft like the STOL Flying Wing
will bc required for their efficiency and passenger preference.
THE 3USB-40 - A FI_I_ISTIC STOL AIRCRAFF
To satisfy the requirements of Cal Poly;s mnior design series,
a futuristic, three-surface STOI. transport, dublx_d 3USB-40, was
designed to satisf T the propomd air task; .several aircraft
configurations were compared including dual-fuselage aircraft,
-all of which would um upper surface blowing (USB) as a high
lift mechanism (Fig. 3). Each configuration was rated using
.several different criteria and given a total seore repremnting
its capability to satisfy the design objective. With them criteria
defined, the comparison was completed and the cantilever
wing was chosen to be the basic configuration of the 3USB-
40.
Since USB _ depends solely on high energy engine exhaust
moving over the wings, it was found that one-engine-
inoperative (OEI) requirements could not be satisfied with
only two engines. This is due to an uncontrollable roll rate
when one engine is out caused by an extreme imbalance in
lift on the wings. At this point, four turbofans werc chosen
and the weight estimations were begun along with the design
of the interior and cockpit. It will be possible to configure the
interior of the 3USB-40 as a 21-passenger business jet, a 40-
passenger commercial transport, a cargo transport, or an)'
combination of the alxwe.
LE_T_ _0 a FT.
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Fig. 3. Three-view drawing, 3USB-40
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The Rail and Plane Integrated Design (RAPID) sTstcm
It was proiected that in the year 2010, the air tra_c control
system will be automated, so a computer controlled fly-by-light
s'ystem with a single human backup will be used. The pilot
will have enough hands-on flying to keep him/her from
boredom, but the bulk of the inflight information will be
monitored and proces.,_:d by computer.
Stability and control iterations were performed, showing a
slightly unstable aircraft. Active flight controls were selected
to correct this problem as opposed to larger, heavier control
surfaces. With the design and components chosen, the 3USB-
40 will have a gross weight of 26,767 ibs and a takeoff distance
of around 1800 ft on a 95°F day. This is well within safety
limits for operation out of a 2500 ft airfield.
It is felt that the 3USB-40 should be a prime candidate for
use as a short haul transport in the California corridor in 2010.
Research is recommended, however, in the stability and
control of aircraft utilizing USB, especia_y in the takeoff and
approach configurations. Continued improvements in propul-
sive efficiency and artificial intelligence capabilities are also
;C-.
r
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encouraged, both of which should be greatly improved by the
year 2010. With these advances made, it is evident that the
3USB-40 could be built and begin _rvicing the smaller airports
in California with very little or no change to the airports
themselves. This will be a very important consideration in the
future when a new, efficient, state-of-the-art tran.,_ortation
system is being developed.
RAPID
The RAPID (Rail and Plane Integrated Design) system
utilizes a magnetic levitation train with an interfacing variable-
diameter tilt-rotator aircraft which is designed to meet the
increased tran_q_ortation needs resulting from the projected
population increase of 30% by the year 2010 (Fig. 4).
In designing the aircraft, various parameters of weight and
balance, stability and control, performance, and cost efficiency
were investigated. The weight and balance analysis found a
takeoff weight of 34,650 lbs, an empty weight of 31,185 lbs,
and a c.gl location of 25.8 fi from the nose and 6.36 fi above
the floor. The static longitudinal stability for the airplane in
flap-up, gliding flight with propellers windmitling was found
to be -0.034, and for gliding flight with fixed controls and no
propeller it was found to be 0.1599. Both of these are
considered statically stable. The stick-fixed neutral Ix]int for
gliding flight is 0.2996%, and for windmilling is 0.174% of the
mean aerodynamic chord. The performance calculations
yielded a maximum rate of climb of 6000 fi/min, a cruise
speed of 304 knots at an altitude of 8000 ft, and a maximum
range of 495 n.m. The direct operating cost analysis yielded
a cost savings of approximately 50% for the RAPID system over
strictly aircraft transport.
The use of a removable passenger compartment, which
allows for a rapid turnaround time, is one of the main features
that gives our aircraft an advantage over other conventional
designs (Fig. 5). The tilt rotor gives the flexibility to take off
and land vertically in congested metropolitan areas such as on
building roo_ops, parking lots, etc. The use of" a joined-wing
configuration gives the aircraft added fuel storage, significant .
LI _,
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Fig. 5 Rcmo_-ablc p:tssenger compartment of the RAPID s-_stcrn Fig. 6. Variable-diameter tilt rotor aircraft
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weight _ving,s, and structural strength. The magicv train "allo,_
the use of electric power which is not only more abun -dant
than fossil fuels, but also has le_s impact on the environment.
The RAPID system is considered a feasible and cost effective
solution to the transportation needs in the California Corridor
in the year 2010.
CARP
A tradeoff study was done among various VIOL configura-
tions: pure helicopter, compound helicopter, variable
compound, stowed rotor, tilt rotor, variablc-diameter tilt rotor,
and folding tilt rotor (Fig. 6). These were compared on the
basis of six requirements: speed, complexity, hover efficient,
noise, empty weight, and productivity factor. A variable-
diameter tilt rotor was found to be best _ited for the design
requirements as set by the California Corridor Study. The
chosen design uses a joined wing (thinner airfoil), has both
VTOL and STOL capabilities, low disk loading (13 psf), high
L/D for cruise, high productivit)" factor, low noise in cruLse,
and tow tip speed with the TRAC rotor. Problem areas include
engines overpowered in cruise due to OEI re(F_irements;
transmission and drive .system complexity; requires dual
control systems, one for cruise and one for hover.
Stability and control: neutral point is 105% mean aerody-
namic chord (MAC) in glide and it moves about 7% MAC with
full power. The c.g will never be 42% MAC ahead of neutral
point; elevators are _tisfactorily sized. The static margin range
is -0.06 to 0.42. Two Allison T406 engines will supply 13,088
hp maximum; TOGW = 40,656 lbs; Empty weight = 30,861
lbs. Forward cg. is 24.41 ft. Aft c.g. is 25.96 ft for a total
fuselage length of 62.36 ft. Therefore, the e.g. travel is 1.52
ft. '_q'OL performance at sea level can climb 7000 fpm; at 6000
ft altitude can climb 5000 fpm. Airplane mode performance:
at 15,000 ft, 200 kts, can climb 3235 fpm. Service ceiUng is
23,300 ft, (OEI service ceiling: 18,200 ft.). Special features of
design: variable diameter rotor, joined wing, tilt pylons, cabin
layout has 4 pa._senger-access doors for quicker turnaround
I i
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Fig. 7. Commcroal VIOL translx_rt
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Fig. 8. AoX'anccd Blade Concept Hellcat
time, crew is composed of 2 pilots and no flight attendants.
Preliminary design of CARP has progressed quite weft It is
strongly recommended that the _m'iable-diameter tilt rotor
concept be looked at more dusely in VFOL rotorcrafi design,
for it is a viable concept wdth few di_dvantages A wariablc-
diameter rotor _tem seems to be the natural choice for the
tilt rotor aircraft, since it combines the vertical takeoff and
-landing performance of the tandem rotor helicopter with the
cruise performance of the turboprop airplane. Areas for further
stud), include cycling engines or cutting one engine back in
cruise to alleviatc overpowered engines in cruise; savings in
weight due to use of composites; finding the actual variable-
diameter retraction; placement of rotor relative to the fuselage
and their effects on cabin noise levels; aert_mamic and
interference effects of the joined wing; .special stability
consideratiorLs for the joined wing and tilt rotor combination.
VTOL
This report is the result of three quarters of senior design
work towards the completion of a commercial VTOL (Vertical
Take-Off and Landing) transport which will dock and unload/
load pas._engers with a moving airship (ITA-partially lighter
than air) to .suit the needs of the California Corridor in the
year 2010 (Fig. 7). Its goal is to establish the need for the
designed aircraft, then by considering its mimion profile an
analysis of the type of aircraft to fit this mission profile will
be presented.
The VTOL presented is a combination Lift Fan for x,_OL
capability, and two turbofans for cruise flight. Incorporated in
the design is a twin vertical tail in conjunction with a canard,
and tip sails to reduce its induced drag.
Maximum TO. Weight: 31,160 lbs.
Number of Crew:
--Flight Obse_tion: 1 Auto pilot, 1 Captain for Flight
--Cabin: 1 Cabin Attendant
Number of Passengers: 39
Design Cruise Speed: 400 knots, M = .70
Critical Math Drag Rise: M = .74
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Range: 400 n.m
Fuel Weight: 3350 lbs
Absolute Ceiling: 19,820 ft
Service Ceiling: 19,500 ft
Dimensions:
Wing Span: 60 fi
Length: 65 fi
Height (to fumlage top): 13ft
Wing Area:
Wing Area: 571 sq ft
Rtx)t Chord: 14 fi
Tip Chord: 2.8 fi
Wing Sweep: 9 °
HELICAT
The commuter congestion in the metropolitan areas,
particularly Los Angeles, has been a .serious problem over the
past years. A .system has been proposed, ms a rapid transit
system, that will help alleviate the Los Angeles Metropolitan
traffic congestion for the year 20 !0.
The configuration chosen for this system w_s an Advanced
Blade Concept (ABC) helicopter (Fig. 8). This configuration
was selected based on the needs of the transportation system.
Such aspects include high lift capability, low noise (for public
acceptance), and that no runway would be required for
landing or takeoff.
The weight and balance of the ABC are a.s follows: takeoff
gro_s weight is 24,500 pounds, the empty weight (with
module) is 13,690 pounds, center-of-gravity location is 3.28
inches in front of the rotor, the center of gravity travel is 32
inches ahead and 26 inches behind the main rotor.
Fig. 10. General Arrangement of the Los Angeles Commuter Air
Transit System
The ABC's powerplant design was based on a Pratt and
Whitney .125A. The maximum power was rated at 5320 hp
for the ABC. It had a specific fuel consumption of 0.40 lb/
hphr.
The stability characteristics of the ABC are as follows: (for
trim condition) the thrust required on the rotor is 27,124
pounds, the pitching angle of the rotor is 10.14 ° , and the
flapping angle of the rotor is a 9.63°; the size of the horizontal
and vertical stabilizer is found to be 130 ft 2 and 15 ft 2 (for
each stabilizer, since there are two vertical tails) respectively.
The performance parameters calculated are as follows: the
horsepower for hover is 3330 hp, the horsepower for cruise
(204 ft/mc), is 4996 hp, the rate of climb is 1997 ft/min, and
the rate of de.seent is 1878.8 ft/min.
Since the ABC has already proven to be a .successful aircraft
today, the feasibility of using this aircraft for this system by the
year 2010 is quite good. Alternatives in energy sources, .such
as fusion, solar energy, and microwave power should be
investigated. Fly-by-wire and fly-by-light should also be
researched.
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Fig. 9. ThrecMcw drawing
LTAC
By the year 2010, commuter demands will be forcing the
state of California to bring about new, more efficient means
of transportation. For that reason, we have come up with what
we believe to be an innovative and viable aircraft to meet this
foreseen demand. It is basically a cross between a lighter-than-
air airship and a passenger aircraft, which we have designated,
the Lighter Than Air Craft (LTAC-Fig. 9). In this report the
design for the California Corridor LTAC is presented along with
the performance specifications, characteristics, design
philosophy and methodology. It was analyzed for flight
performance, geometry, and direct operating cost using
classical performance equations with adapted empirical direct-
operating-cost equations. The design was inspired by the basic
configuration developed by the Aereon Corporation during the
late 1960's. Although the Aereon configuration never went into
commercial u_', we believe, based on a cost anal}._is, that the
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LTAC put forth in this report would fare quite well in the
competitive transportation market. Moreover, it shows promise
as a ,safe, stable, and controllable passenger tratSlX)rt.
LTA
Highway congestion in metropolitan areas is Ix-yond design
limits and is not expected to decrease. Various ma._s transit
transportation can be implemented to help relieve some (ff the
expected congestion. This feasiblity study evaluates the
advantages of a Lighter-Than-Air (LTA) ma._s transit system to
serve this purpose projected for the year 2010 (Fig. 10).
The ma_s transit system uses permanently airborne LTNs
cruising between 1500 and 2000 fcct AGL with compound
helicopters interfacing with the LTAs to drop off and pick up
pmssengers traveling in booth compartments. The modular
conceT_t provides the ach-antages (ff rapid turn around time for
the XrI'OI. aircraft that interface with the LTA without hastening
passengers or eliminating customer convenience.
Optimization (ff a dynamic lift configuration of the LTA _xxs
accomplished employing the Comprehensive Airship Sizing and
Performance Computer Program (CASCOMP). Stability and
control cMculations were performed and system initiation and
operating costs were estimated.
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A STUDY ON THE PLANFORM EFFECTS OF HIGH-SPEED VEHICLES
CALIFORNIA STATE POLYTECHNIC UNIVERSITY, POMONA
A study is presented on the planform effects of transport aircraft in the Mach 3 to 6 range. A request
for proposal containing a baseline mission profile was common to four aircraft designs. These aircraft
were designed to perform the ,same mission in order to obtain conclusions regarding the performance
of the aircraft. The four configurations include the blended-wing-body concept, Mined-wing concept,
oblique-wing concept and the caret (waverider) concept. This paper prints the top-Ievel performance
trends common to the four configurations during high-speed flight. No conclusions are presented on
the best planform xs all the designs have positive and negative aspects. However, both the positive and
negative features of the designs are identified.
DESIGN SPECIFICATIONS CONFIGURATIONS
A request for proposal was developed using the available
studies done by McDonnell Douglas and Boeing on the high-
speed civil transport. The request for proposal is for a
complete aircraft design that meets the following criteria.
1. The aircraft must have an overall range of 6500 nautical
miles.
2. The design Math number shall be between 3 and 6.
3. The aircraft must be able to accommodate 250
pa._sengers.
4. The aircraft must be able to operate from existing airports.
Other considerations and goals were established by the
design groups. The turnaround-time goal was 1 hour, the noise
of the aircraft had a l-psf overpressure goal while depletion
of the ozone layer was to bc kept to a minimum. Given this
request for proposal, a mission profile was then developed.
The initial design process began with the selection of the
mission profile. The mission profile was constrained to meet
all the requirements set forth in the request for proposal and
be compatible with the Federal Aviation Regulations require-
ments. The mission profile ,selected for the four configurations
is shown in Fig. 1. It is a generic ferry mission with both climb
and dement counted in the total range. The loiter, takeoff and,
landing legs of the mission are not included in the overall
mission range.
The four configurations for the study were the blended-
wing-body, the joined-wing, the oblique-wing and the caret
(waverider) configuration. Each of the designs has both strong
and weak points. The purpose of this study was to study the
effects of the four configurations to give aircraft designers a
better feel for how these planforms perform at hypersonic
speeds.
The blended-wing-body is shown in Fig. 2. It has an aspect
ratio of 1.25 with a wing loading of 106 lbs/ft 2. One of the
advantages of the blended-wing-body is that it is a proven
design. Other aircraft such as the SR-71 and the Concorde
utilize blended features. In this design the interference drag
is reduced and the fuselage can be used for lift. Another
advantage is that the blended configuration contains more
volume than other designs. This is important because fuel can
be stored in the wings away from the passengers, increasing
safety. However, the drag is higher than some of the other
configurations and it does not have good low-speed
performance.
The joined-wing configuration is shown in Fig. 3. It has a
takeoff wing loading of 131 lbs/ft 2 at an aspect ratio of 3.5.
The advantage of the joined-wing design is that it is a
structurally sound design. The front wing is .swept back to
meet the rear wing to form a truss. The inherent stability of
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Fig. 5, High-Speed Civilian Transport: Condor 250 (Caret Design)
the tru_ design allows the wings to be thinner than those on
other aircraft. Becau,_ of the two lifting surfaces and the thin
wings, drag can be reduced while lift can be increased, it
should bc noted that the joined-wing configuration had to
utilize a retractable canard in order to achieve a better roll
at takeoff. One of the disadvantages of the joined-wing design
is that it has a smaller u_ble volume than other configurations.
Therefore, all of the fuel for the flight must be carried in the
fuselage decreasing .-safety. Another disath_mtage is that the
joined-wing does not have a.s good a compression surface for
the inlet as the blended configuration.
The oblique-_ng configuration is shown in Fig. 4. It has an
aspect ratio of 8.7 with a wing loading of 125 lbs/ft 2 pounds
per square foot. The major ad_.ntage for the oblique-wing Ls
its low-speed performance. The overhead wing will rotate at
higher .q')eeds to keep the wing w4thin the Mach cone. This
will give the oblique wing moderately good performance at
high speeds. The major disadvantage of the oblique design is
the rotating wing. First, the aircraft will be unstable a.s the wing
is being rotated. Second, the aircraft will have to carry heaW
mechanical devices to rotate the wing. Finally, with this
configuration, it will be more difficult to control the heat load
on the structure, Other disaeh:antages are the smMler volume
for fuel and the lack of a good compression surface ff)r the
inlets.
The caret design is shown in Fig. 5. It has a takeoff wing
loading of 70 lbs/ft-' w_th a wing area of 13,290 ft 2. The caret
is a very good high-speed design with the configuration
designed to "ride" the sh¢x'k wave. The entire Ix)ttom (ff the
aircraft acts as a lifting surface and as a compression surface
for the inlets. Another advantage is that there is more usable
volume (compared to the other three configurations) in this
configuration. The major ack_ntage for the design is its low-
speed performance.
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Fig. 6. High Speed Commercial Transport (HSCT): Preliminary
Aircraft Sizing Charts
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PERFORMANCE
The four configurations were designed with the generic
sizing chart shown in Fig. 6. The sizing chart allowed the
determination of the preliminary wing loading and thrust-to-
weight ratio for the aircraft to be made. From this chart and
an initial weight estimate, the initial planform area and thrust
required can be found =. The chart allows takeoff, landing, and
cruise conditions to be examined on one chart.
The takeoff distance is proportional to the wing loading and
inversely proportional to the aircraft thrust-to-weight ratio. A
takeoff field distance was chosen to be 11,500 feet so that the
aircraft will be able to operate from existing airfields. A
simplified method for takeoff and landing performance was
found 2. The ,,_,nergistic effects of altitude and atmosphere can
be included in this analysis by incorporating the effects due
to density change. A chart of takeoff distance as a function of
altitude for hot, standard, and cold day operations is shown
in Fig. 7.
The climb performance utilizes a minimum time to climb
with a dynamic pressure constraint. Minimum time to climb
was chosen as the objective flight path becaizse of the noise
considerations at takeoff. The climb path is shown in Fig. 8
and uses a maximum dynamic pressure limit of 1000 lbs/ft z.
The cruise leg of the mission will be at the optimum altitude
and Math number for each of the aircraft. As shown in Fig.
9, the required thrust vs. altitude gives a minimum thrust
required at altitudes between 80,000 and 90,000 feet.
However, each of the configurations may deviate from this
optimum altitude. The reason is that this region is most
,susceptible to ozone depletion. Therefore, if aircraft are to fly
in this region, more time must be spent analyzing pollution
effects.
The requirements set forth in the FAR Part 25 state that
civilian transport aircraft must use a landing field length
proportional to the square of the approach velocity. The
joined-wing configuration, for example, has an approach speed
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of 195 knots with a stall .speed of 150 knots. With this
approach velocity, and assuming 50% fitel, the aircraft will be
able to land within the landing field length.
AERODYNAMICS
The aerodynamics of the four configurations were evaluated
using several methods. In the ,subsonic region, slender body
theory was used. In the supersonic range, linearized theory was
used, while for speeds alxwe Math 5, corrected Ncwtonian
impact theory was employed 3:t'5. A breakdown of the drag at
supersonic .speeds is shown in Fig. 10. As tan be seen, one
of the major contributors to drag is wave drag. However, area
ruling can be used to reduce _ve drag as can be seen in Fig.
11. In order to reduce wave drag at supersonic speeds, the
area distribution of the aircraft should have a Gau._sian or
somewhat parabolic shape. The area distribution is dose to
being Gaussian but there still is a large amount of area towards
the rear of the aircraft, However, this is desirable at hypersonic
speeds because the plume of the engines eliminates most of
the base drag.
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Fig. 1S. Weight Distribution
The cruise drag polar for the joined wing configuration is
shown in Fig. 12. The zero-lift drag coefficient at cruise is
about 0.04 with a lift-to-drag ratio at cruise close to 3.
The center-of-g_avity travel for the blended-wing-b(m'y is
shown in Fig 13. The center-of-gravity for maximum gross
takeoff weight is about 5% of the mean aerodynamic chord
(MAC) forward of the mean aerodynamic center giving
favorable static stability derivatives. The center-of-gravity travel
of the aircraft during normal cruise moves about 8 feet forward
with fuel distribution meth(_ls being used during transition
from subsonic to supersonic speeds. Other weight distribution
combinations, including maximum fore and "aft, arc also shown
giving the entire center-of-gravity era'elope.
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WEIGHTS
The total weight of the aircraft is the sum of the empty
weight, fixed weight, and fuel weight. The initial weight of the
fuel can be found by finding the fuel fraction for each leg in
the mission z. A breakdown of the fuel weight is shown in Fig.
14. As can be seen, the cruise portion of the mission uses the
most fuel. Therefore, in order to minimize fuel requirements,
the cruise leg should be flown at an optimum Mach number
and altitude.
The fixed weight is comprised of the crew, passengers,
equipment, luggage and inflight refreshments. The weight for
each passenger was assumed to be 175 pounds with 40 pounds
of baggage each. With these assumptions, the fixed weight of
the aircraft is estimated to be 60,000 pounds.
The empty weight of the aircraft was found by summing thc
component weights of each clement, using the General
Dynamics method of weight estimation for transport aircraft.
A breakdown of the weight distribution for the blended-wing-
body configuration is shown in Fig. 15. It can be seen that
the fuel comprises the major portion of the weight.
STRUCTtmF_/I-mAT TRANSFER
The maximum loads that the aircraft will encounter are
shown on the V-N diagram for the caret design in Fig. 16. The
maximum positive load factor for this aircraft is about 2.5;
maximum negative load factor is close to -1.0. From this
diagram, it can be seen that the gust lines lie within the
envelope, required by FAR.
The aircraft will encounter both aerodynamic loads and
thermal stresses. The maximum heating rates will occur at the
stagnation points of the aircraft such as the nose and the
leading edge of the wing 6. As shown in Fig. 17, the maximum
stagnation temperature for Mach 4 is slightly over 1200°R. As
the Mach number increases to Mach 5, the stagnation
temperature approaches 1700°1t. From this data, the materials
to be used for the configurations can be determined, if the
cruise Mach number is 4 or less the aircraft can be made of
a titanium-alloy skin with an aluminum substructure. The
titanium will be used ms a heat sink and no active cooling will
be required. If the Mach number is over 4, the leading edges
must be either actively cooled or made of a more heat-resistive
material such as carbon-carbon composites.
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PROPULSION
For propulsion of the aircraft, two engine designs were
considered. The first was the air-turbo-ramjet as shown in Fig.
18. Aerojet an General Electric supplied generic data on the
performance of their air-turbo-ramjet design. The .second
design was the wrap-around turbojet and is shown in Fig. 19.
A preliminary, idealized-performance-cycle analysis was
developed to attain a gross thrust for the engine. The cycles
for the two engines are shown in Figs. 20 and 21. The idealized
analysis gave a static _a level thrust of alx)ut 53,000 pounds
at a specific fuel consumption of 2.4 for the air-turbo-ramjet_
The wrap-around turbojet provides a slightly lower static sea
level thrust of 49,700 tx)unds but at a .specific fuel consump-
tion of 1.6. Because of the savings of fuel, the wrap-around
turbojet was the choice for the four configurations.
The installed engine with the inlet is shown in Fig. 22. The
inlet is a two-dimensional, variable-ramp, four-shock inlet. The
shock s3'stem will have three oblique shocks with one normal
shock at cruise conditions. The pressure recovery will be
maximized by varying the ramp so that the normal component
of the Math number is constant throughout the shocks. This
method was developed by Oswatitsdl 7.
ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS
Noise
FAR 91.55 states that no civil aircraft capable of supersonic
flight max/ operate from a United States airport nor may it
operate supersonically in U.S. airspace. Landing waivers have
been granted to the Concorde to allow it to land at a few U.S.
airports. Current high-speed civil transport studies have been
made by McDonnell Douglas and Boeing aircraft companies.
Their studies assume subsonic flight over land and as little
overland travel as possible. The goal for the designs contained
herein was a ground over-pressure of less than 1 lb/ft 2.
However, the data for the four configurations were up to 1.5
lbs/ft 2.
Several methods for predicting noise were investigated but
8
the methods from Carlson were chosen . Carlson s method was
the most planform sensitive. Cross-sectional area, span
distributions, length, weight, planform area and flight path
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Fig. 21. Wraparound Cycle
were required for input. The results indicate that below 60,000
feet, lift effects are the major contributor to overpressure.
Alx)ve 60,000 feet, the volume effects are the most dominant
term. This information will be tt_d to help designers refine
their configurations.
Air Pollution
The fuel chosen fl)r the h)ur configurations is methane.
Methane is considered to be an alkaline or parafin. It
cortstitutes 50 to 9096 of natural gas. Combustion of methane
in air produces carbon monoxide, hydrocarbons, nitric oxides,
sulfur (impurities) oxides and particulates. These pr(Mucts
might deplete the ozone layer if a fleet of aircraft should fly
in the 80,000- to 90,000-foot region. Unfortunately, this is the
region wiaere the minimum thrust required is found for the
aircraft. It will then be required by the designers to perform
tradeoff studies to determine if the aircraft should be flown
above this optimum altitude in order to preserve the ozone
layer.
Cost
As subsonic travel loses its ability to maintain the pace and
needs of t_,lay's traveler, the future businessman will turn to
even faster and efficient means of tran_)rtation. The cost of
!
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the four configurations was estimated using the meth¢_Ls from
• t)
the Rand Corporation. The estnmates were based on 1988
dollars, assuming a 7% increase per year (for inflation) in
engineering, manufacturing, tooling and material costs. The
cost includes 1 prototype and 3 flight test aircraft. Also
included in the cost is the development and production of the
aircraft assuming a maximum of 5 aircraft being built per
month. With these assumptions, the total flyaway cost estimate
is close to 1200 million. Since the Boeing 747 sells at $133
million, the high-speed civil transport might pose a viable
alternative. However, the operating cost of the aircraft will be
substantially more due to the high cost of methane. It is
suspected that the high-speed civil transport will not become
more realistic until a cheaper, more powerful fuel can be
developed.
CONCLUSIONS
1. Each of the aircraft designs h_s positive and negative
aspects. For this reason, no broad conclusions are made
regarding the planform. Better conclusions can be found when
each of the four configurations are run through a design
program with optimization of different parameters. From this,
specific conclusions on the best planform for a given
optimization function can be drawn.
2. Further studies will be done on the environmental effects
of the aircraft. These should include a more accurate cost
model, noise profiles, and air pollution control techniques.
3. Energy management techniques should be investigated in
order to reduce the amount of fuel needed. This study will
help cost and air pollution reductions.
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HYI)ROGEN-FUEI_D AIRCRAFT (GROUP 1)
A preliminary study of a h}personic cruise vehicle umd a
comparison of fuel and c¢xfling requirements for a Math range
of 5-10 to pick operating conditions. The vehicle will cruise
at Math 7 at 100,000 fi which would allow a distance of 8000
nautical miles to be covered in approximately 2 hours.
Acr¢xiy_aamic heating in the slow-down phase of flight from
cruise speed to loiter speed is a significant variable which
effects the choice of Math number. Math 7 was chosen
because a further increase in speed yielded small decreases in
time savings and a large increase in aerexlynamic heating.
An altitude of 30,400 meters should not produce a
significant _)nic disturbance on the ground. The initial altitude
estimate will be re-evaluated in future studies. A range of 8000
nautical miles is roughly the distance to Japan from the United
States with a small margin of ."safety. Two hours was chosen
to allow a one-day business trip to rtT)lace the current four-
day trip.
BEAM-POWERED AIRCRAFT (GROUP 2)
The purpose of this project is to design a hypersonic
transport to attain the range of 6000 nautical miles in
approximately 2 hours using beam power. This will be
accomplished by taking off at a conventional airport with
turbojets, and once over the ocean, where .sonic booms would
bc less of a problem, using beam power from a .satellite to
power the scramjets, accelerating to Math 6 at an altitude of..
approximately 117,000 feet. Our mission objectives are to
transix)rt 200 people with assorted payload. We will also
determine the feasibility of using this type of transport for
equipment and/or business purposes. This would enable us to
lower the ticket price for a pas.senger, while raising the price
of cargo that might be needed immediately.
The planned capacity of this transl_)rt is approximately 200
seats with available area for luggage and possibly other
payloads. The weight of the plane is 462,000 pounds and will
be divided into the following areas:
Payload = 42,000 lbs.
Passenger Weight = 36,000 lbs.
Fuel (liquid hydrogen) = 100,O00 lbs.
Empty B_I3 _Weight = 50,000 Ibs.
landing Gear = 20,100 Ibs.
Optics for I_ser = 15,000 Ibs.
The skin of the aircraft is to be constructed of an aluminum
honey-comb covered with a silica-based insulation material and
Rene 41 heat shields. The configuration is held together with
inconcl shoulder Ix)Its. The liquid hydrogen fuel is to be
circulatcd through the .,_-ramjet housing fi)r cooling purposes.
This will bring it to a high enough temperature so that it can
be combusted.
An ANSYS (a computer finite-element analysis) presentation
of the airframe skin did not include any supporting members,
but the structural members and subsequent analysis can be
added if a later simulation is to be done.
Different body configurations were considered by utilizing
windtunnel test data obtained from NASA technical reports.
From this, a feasible body design was chosen. The tangent-cone
method was used to approximate pressure distributiotxs on the
top and I_)ttom of the chosen body design. Lift, drag, and
stability information could then be calculated and analyzed.
The propulsion .system consisted of 5 turbojets providing
thrust up to Mach 3 and 3 laser-powered _ramjets which
increased the speed to Math 6. Both of these .systems use
liquid hydrogen for fuel. The nxajority of the design was sizing
the scramjets and stepping through the compression of the
airflow from the nose of the plane to the combustion chamber.
SUMMARY OF THE HYDROGEN FUELED AIRCRAFt
Introduction
As research continues in the development of an aircraft
capable of travelling at hypersonic flight velocities, both the
propulsion and thermal management .systems stand out as areas
requiring innovative technological breakthroughs. For propul-
sion, the difficulty involves efficiently compressing and
combusting hydrogen in a supersonic stream, i.e., developing
a viable scramjet. With thermal management, the challenge lies
in development of materials and active cooling systems capable
of handling the enormous heat fluxes associated with
hypersonic flight.
This paper focuses on these problems and presents
component designs for both an active cooling system and an
all-c_ernal-compression scramjet. These sTstcms are mated to
a Math-6 passenger cruise aircraft whose aerodynamic
configuration was derived from an optimization of NASA
windtunnel test results. The following outlines the develop-
ment of the configuration and then focuses in on the design
of the two component systems.
Overall, the craft's statistics are:
Total Wcight: 295,000 kg
Total Length:
Wing Span:
Height:
Power:
Payload:
Fuel:
PRE(_EDING PP_GE BLANK NOT F!LI_,ED
91m
34 m
18m
4 Turbojets, 200 kN each
_ramjets, 900 "kiNat cmim
200 pas._ngers
21 tons cargo
105,000 kg H a
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Aerodynamics
The objective of the aerodynamics group is to develop a
feasible aerod)aaamic configuration for a hypersonic transport.
This is donc by studying the NASA windtunnel test results for
a large number of assortcd body designs. One particular design
is chosen as a baseline and then modifications are made based
on the conclusions derived from the studies. Next, the tangent-
cone method is utilized to calculate pressure distributions on
the top and bottom surfaces of the aircraft. From the pressure
distribution, lift and drag information is calculated and
anai_,_cd.
A number of configurations are investigated. Ideas that are
studied include using : (1)a forward-delta wing, a blended
wing-body, or a distinct wing-body ("clipped delta"); (2) using
a high-profile or low-profile no_ with or without canards;
(3) tip fins or a vertical tail; (4) vertical position of the wing
on the body; (S) engine position; and (6) wing cros,s-_ctionai
geometry.
Once the hod T design is chosen, an analysis to obtain
pertinent aerodynamic characteristics is performed by
constructing a model based on geometries of the final
configuration. For .supersonic analysis, a technique known as
thc tangent-conc method is employed. This involves modeling
the aircraft as a _,_tcm of truncated cones, and then, by using
hypersonic flow tables, one is able to obtain the pressure
distribution over the given surfaces. Integrating this distribu-
tion over the prescribed areas provides estinlates of lift and
drag due to the pressure, but of course, does not account for
skin friction and other effects that are not pressurc-rclated.
Calculations of stability are made and the change-in-moment
coefficient relative to the change-in-angle-of-attack is analyzed.
This parameter remained positive rendering the plane statically
and o_xmmically stable. Conventionally the dCn/d0 is to be
negative for stability, but the vray the moment is defined is
opposite to what is conventional so the results are consistent.
Propulsion
The objective of the propulsion team was to design a
conceptual _ramjet engine systcm inherently coupled with the
airframe. This emphasis on integration comes from the need
to efficiently compress, mix, and combust hydrogen without
excessive engine length and weight.
The takeoff-and-acceleration to Mach 3.5 portion of the
mission is powered by four hydrogen-fueled turbojets each
producing 300 kN of thrust. The T were sized using 120% of
the required takeoff thrust (approximately 1 MN). From Math
3.5 to cruise at Mach 6, a hydrogen-fueled, all-external-
compression seramjet powers the aircraft. The two engine
systems are placed on the undersurface of the airframe in an
over/under configuration. The turbojets are located alx)ve the
_ramjets and access the airflow through bay doors that close
during seramjet operation.
The remaining diseus,sion focuses on the design of a fully
integrated ._ramjet propulsion _'stcm. The calculations were
simplified by designing solely around conditions at cruise,
Math 6. This enabled the group to work through an iterative
optimization under fLxcd flight conditions.
The first phase was to design the compression surface. The
step-by-step design process is as follows: (1)Choose an initial
compression ramp angle such that the total pressure loss
across the initial oblique sht_-k equals 0.99 and then place the
inlet in a position such that the oblique shock intersects the
cowl lip; (2)Contour an isentropic compression ramp with
Math lines foeused at the cowl lip that turns (compresses)
the flow to sufficient combustion pressures; (3)Analyze the
shoek structure at the focal point (the cowl lip) to determine
whether the design has exceeded the theoretical compression
limit of the ramp. The expansion-surface geometry was
determined using the same technique without the shock
structure constraints.
The next phase detcrmines heat addition required in the
combustor. By using Rayteigh line heat addition anal}._is, the
amount of heat that could be added to the flow by hydrt_gen
combustion, given the desired combustor-cxit Math number
and inlet Math number, was determined. By comparison with
required flight power level, an iteratia/e process was developed
that matched mass flow of fuel to the power level required
and to Rayleigh line heat addition limitations.
The final phase was to size the effective intake, By
computing the mass flow of air required for a stoichiometric
burn wfth the h)drogen, it was possible to calculate the area
ratios rcquired at lx_th the beginning of the compre._sion
surface and at the engine inlet. By computing the net thrust
produced by the propulsion sTstem, and then reiterating all tff
the previous design phases to match this to the thrust required
at cruise, the final dimensions and ma._s flows associated with
this scramjet design were obtained.
Thermal Management
When cruising at hypersonic velocities, the enormous heat
fluxes associated with aerodynamic heating become a
significant design factor. It has been calculated that during
cruise, thc influx of heat approaches 70 M-_ While 33 MW
of this can be naturally radiated off into .qgacc from the upper
surface of the aircraft, the difficult), lies in dissipating the
remaining 37 M_( The following foeuse_ on the design of a
system of heat exchangers that will be incorporated into an
active cooling _stem aboard the aircraft. This heat exchanger
system utilizes the hydrogen fuel as the heat sink and uses
ethylene glycol as the primary coolant and is capable of
absorbing up to 45 MW.
To eliminate problems in pumping hydrogen through large
areas of the vehicle, a secondary cooling system, utilizing
ethylene glycol as the ctuflant, and the liquid hydrogen fuel
as a heat sink is ttsed. The ethylene glycol is nom'olatile and
has a large heat capacity. Pumping it throughout the vehicle
is not difficult and is not as risky as the hydrogen would Ix:
if pumped.through the body.
Because of the complicatiorts of two-phase flow, the heat
exchanger _,stem is separated into three stages: (l)liquid
hydrogen, (2)hydrogen phase change, and (3)gaseous
hydrogen. The design concentrates on the heat exchange trails
for stages one and three, leaving stage two as a black I_x.
The heat exchange unit for the liquid phase is a crossflow
heat exchanger because a cro_sflow provides the most effective
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heat transfer. Since the amount of heat that needs to be
removed and the flow rate are specified, the temperature
change of the hydrogen can bc computed. The hydrogen needs
to be heated from its storage tank temperature to the
temperature at which the phase change will occur, 28 K. The
heat exchange unit ff)r this stage is designed with liquid
hydrogen flowing within the tubes and ethylene glycol pas,sing
over the tube bundle. It is easier to maintain the hydrogen ms
a liquid by passing it through the tulx-s. Dimensions of the heat
exchanger are 1.0 × 0.42 × 0.42 m. The tube bundle is nine
tulx-s high by ten tubes wide. A material with a low thermal
conductis_ty is needed Ix'cause it produces a high thermal
resistance. This high thermal resistance reduces the heat flux
and therefore prevents freezing of the ethylene glycol on the
.surface of the tubes.
In stage two the heat of vaporization of the hydrogen
determines the rate of heat exchange. The change in
temperature of the ethylene glycol is cau_d by the change in
enthMpy during the _porization procem of the hydrogen.
Multiph:_se flo_.'s are complicated and the problems involved
in computing the heat capacity of such a heat exchanger are
idealized.
Stage three is whcre the desired temperatures of both the
ethylene glycol and hydrogen are reached. The variance of the
specific heat of hydrogen over the large temperature range for
this stage make it nece_sat 3, to break the calculations into four
.sections, assuming a constant .specific heat over each motion.
Because the hydrogen is now in the gaseous phase, ethylene
glycol is chosen to flow inside the tubes, with the gaseous
hydrogen now passing over the tube bundles. The height and
width of the hear exchanger units are kept constant
throughout stage three. The depth changes for each of the four
_ctions depend on the nece._sar 3' number of tubes because
freezing is not as great a problem in this stage.
With the flow rate of the hydrogen at 18.5 kg/sec (le_ than
the 48 kg/_c needed for propulsion at cruise), the heat
exchanger can be run while the aircraft is slowing down. This
provides a method of cooling the body down before a landing.
Conclusions
As stated at the outset of this paper, the propulsion and
thermal management ,systems associated with a hypersonic
aircraft present a unique set of design "challenges, The models
presented in this paper attempt to overcome these difficulties
by fully interfacing all the different component systems. For
example, the airframe of the vehicle serves as both a lifting
surface and a compression surface for the propulsion .system.
Also, the liquid hydrogen provides a heat sink for the active
cooling g_ystem while performing its primary purpose of
powering the aircraft. The key to hypersonic flight lies in this
type of system integration.
All three areas of this model require refinement. A viscosity
model needs to be included in the aerodynamics code in order
to provide a more accurate prediction of the overall drag force.
With propulsion, the mixing stage of the engine cycle needs
to be modeled before a complete scramjet design can be
completed. And, _aally, a more intricate model of the piping
layout, including flow rates and pipe diameters, is needed to
complete the thermal management system.
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Two high-speed civil tran_sp, ort (HSCT) design concepts are presented. Both transports are designed for
a 5500-n.m range with 300 passengers. The first design concept is a Mach-2.5, joined-wing, single-fuselage
transport. The second design concept is a Math-4.0, twin-fuselage, variable-sweep wing transport. The
use ()1r conventional hydrocarbon fuels is emphasized to reduce thc amount of change required in current
airI_)rt facilities Atb,_anced aluminums are used in the designs when possible to reduce material and
pr(_luction costs over more exotic materials. Methods to reduce airport noise, community noise, and
fly-over noise are incorporated into the designs. In addition, requirements set forth by the Federal Aviation
Regulations (FAILs) have been addressed.
LIST OF SYMBOLS Table I. Design Requirements For A Transpacific Supersonic Transport
S)mbol Deseription Units
b Wing .'.;pan fl
c,MGC Mean Geometric Chord ft
C t Lift Coefficient
C o Drag C(_:fficient
6i,.j Leading Edge Flap Deflection deg
6,f Trailing Edge Flap Deflection deg
I."D Lift-to-Drag Ratio
S Wing Area ft'
T Thrust lbf
W Weight lb
I.CN lx)ad CkL_,sification Number
TO Take-off
I, Landing
FOD Foreign Object Damage
REQUIREMENTS
Payload:
Crew:
Range:
Cmise:
Take-off and
landing:
Fuel:
Materials:
Thermal
Protection:
Certification
Base:
300 pas,sengers at 175 Ibs. and 40 Ibs. of baggage
each.
2 pilots and 10 flight attendants at 175 Ibs. and 30
Ibs. of baggage each.
Design range of 5,500 n.m., followed by a 30 mill.
loiter
A) Math 2.5 at 65,000 ft.
B) Mach 4.0 at 80,000
Outbound and inbound subsonic cmi_ - legs at Math
0.95, 4%0O0 ft.
FAR 25 fieldlength of 12,000 ft.
Standard day, W t = 0.85 WTo
A) JP-4
B) JP-7 (Thermally Stable Jet Fuel)
A) Advanced aluminum where applicable
B) Titanium
As required, rely on passive s3_tems when feasible,
use active systems only when necessary
FAR 25, FAR 36 (noi_ requirements)
The design requirements _t fi)rth fi)r both airplanes are
prc_nted in Table 1. These design requirements have been
developed to provide an economically viable, second-
generation, supersonic transport. The mission profile fi)r the
airplanes is defined in Fig. 1. A brief de_ription of each
mission leg is included. The design mission repremnts a typical
Ix)s Angdes-to-Tokyo flight.
1) _t, sa_-ug, "l_Lxi, Tltke_ff
g) ClLah to 10,000 tt at 250 k-el
3) Aocele_tc to M=.95, Clhab to
45,000 rt /
4) _b_ic OrtUne (H=.gfi, 15o r_l
B) _(.0, 80,_ ft
45,01Xl ft
9) 311 _nu"t._ l_ltmr
10) _ to l,$00 ft
11} C1_ to 45,_ r_
12_ _le c"oliN ( _.95, 31_ _} i
13) _ to 1,51111 ft )
14) I._m0.ir.ll, 'I'_t, _l_utd_,_ _s._o
MACH-2.5 TRANSPORT
Fig. I. Mi_ion Profile For A transpacific Supersonic Transport
pRE_J'tNG P,.l_, E'.
Configuration Description
The first HSCT design concept is a Math-2.5, joined-wing,
single-fumlage transport, which was developed using the
methyls of Dr. Jan Roskam _. A threeMew of this configuration
is shown in Fig. 2. Table 2 contains basic information about
,_,_ the airplane. High-temperature aluminum is used in the
• primary structure to keep production costs low. The joined-
wing is incorporated into the Math-2.5 transport to reduce the
, , ,, wing structural weight, and to improve low-speed trimmed lift
capabilities.
A four-post main gear is u_d to meet [x)ad Classification
Numbers (LCN) requirements for current international
runways, The four _'iable-cycle engines are located in pairs
under the ,_ngs. The nose of the airplane is dropped 12 5 °
during approach to improve pilot visibility.
BLANK NOT _L_:_D _1_0_
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Fig. 2. Math-2.5 Transport Threc_'iew
Table 2. Math 2.5 Transport Characteristic Data
Front Rear Vertical
W-rag X_qng Tail
Area (fi2) 7226 14OO 730
MGC (ft) 76 16.5 39
Span (ft) 118 86 20
Aspect Ratio 19 5.3 .55
L.E. Sweep 70 ° -70 ° 70 °
Fu_lage Overall
lx'ngth (ft) 300 308
Max Height (ft) 15.5 42
Max Width (ft) 14.0 118
Weight
TO. Weight 618,000 lbs
Empty Weight 278,000 lbs
Fuel Weight 262,750 Ibs
Payload Weight 64,500 Ibs
TO. Thrust 247,200 lbs
Wing Loading 85 Ib/fi 2
Thrust/_'eight 0+40 Ib/lb
Aerodynamics and Stability
The aerod,vnamic analysis of the airplane was completed
with the BDAP program series 2. The crui_- drag I-_)lar is
presented in Fig. 3. For trimmed flight, a maximum lift-to-drag
ratio (L/D) of 8.9 is possible for this airplane. In cruim, the
airplane is marginally stable. A combination of fuel manage-
ment (center of graxSt),, or cg. movement) and elevator
deflections arc u_d to trim the airplane in cruim.
For low speed flight (take-off and approach), the as,striated
drag polar is pre_-nted in Fig. 4. The maximum trimmablc lift
coefficients are:
Clean: C_a _ = I. 15
TO: CI=,_ , = 130 6k. _= 10 ° 6,cf= 10 °
Landing: Cilia x = !.40 6t_ t = 10 ° 6,,, = 30 °
In subsonic flight, the airplane is unstable and will require
stability augmentation. Directionally, the airplane is stable due
to the large vertical tail. The rudder has been sized to trim
in the event the most outI-M)ard engine fails.
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Propulsion System Design and Integration
"l_c propulsion system uses four Pratt and _hitney variable-
cycle VSCE-516 engines. These engines were chomn for their
good performance in both subsonic and supersonic flight
regimes, and their reduced noim during takeoff The engine
characteristics are shown in "lablc 3.
Table 3 - Math 2.5 Transport Propulsion S).'stcm Data
Fan Pressure Ratio 3. i: 1.0
B)13as,_ Ratio 1.3
Co)repress, or Pressure Ratio 16.0
Primary Burner Exit Temp. 3260°R
_condary Burner Exit Temp. 2960°R
._aled Airflow: At Sea Level 755 Ibm/_c
At Crui_" 519 Ibm/see
Thrust: At _a Ltwel Static 61300 Ibf
At Cruim i 5836 lbf
Specific Fuel Consumption
At _'a lx:vel Static 1.23 Ibm/lbffhr
At Crui_, 1.44 Ibm/lbUhr
Engine: Bare Weight 8835 lb
Overall Length 18.2 ft
Max Diameter 6.0 ft
Nacelle: Overall Length 40.0 ft
Weight and Balance
The basic weights for the airplane are presented in Table
4. The e.g. excursion diagram for the airplane, with and
without fuel management, is shown in Fig. 4.
Table 4. Maeh-2.5 Transport Weights
Structure 187,2(,4 lbs
Powerplant 46,870 lbs
Fixed Equipment 43,870 lbs
Empty Weight 278,004 lbs
Operating Weight Empty 283,414 lbs
Payload Weight 64,500 lbs
Fuel Weight 279,331 lbs
Ramp Weight 627,246 Ibs
Take-off Wcight 618,000 lbs
I I I I I_
Fig. 6. Math-4.0 Transport Threcvlew
Performance
The airplane was originally sized for the 5,500-nautical-mile
mi,_sion a._suming a cruise Thrust-Specific Fuel Corksumption
(TSFC) = l.l and an L/D = 12. The_ were optimistic
_sumptions, and the airplane does not have a 5,500-nauticai-
mile range. As shown in the payload-range diagram of Fig. 5,
the range with the design payload is 4,700-nautical-miles. The
airplane met all other requirements, including cruise s)3eed,
FAR 25 climb gradients, and takeoff and landing distances.
Economic Analysis
The procurement cost of the airplane was estimated to be
$271 million per airplane -_'4'_. Assuming a 14-year depreciation
cycle, the direct and indirect operating costs were estimated
to be $158,870 per flight and $13,310 per flight, respectively.
The one-way ticket prices were determined for a variety of
passenger load factors, and airplane finance rates, as shown in
Table 5.
Table 5. Break Even, One Way Ticket Prices
Airplane Finance Load Factor
Rate ' 50% 70% 90%
6% $ i ,440 $1,029 $800
8% $1,477 $1,055 $821
10% $t,516 $1,083 $842
12% $1,557 $1,112 $863
°A.s,sumed fixed annua/interest rate
Conduslons and Recommendations
The configuration solved many problertts a,_sociated with
conventional supersonic trartsports, primarily, poor low-speed
performance. The airplane had a high trimmed-approach lift
coefficient, and a relatively short field length. However the
increased wetted area of the rear wing increased the skin-
friction drag, thus reducing the L/D ratio. Coupled with high
TSFC, the airplane did not meet its desired mission range.
Fig. 7. Mach-4.0 Transl_lrt Crui._ Drag Polar
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For future work, the aertnl>aaamics should be refined to
incre',tsc the trimmed, cruise L/D ratio. Special attention should
be given to the interaction of the main and rear wings.
Improvements in engine performance should also be
investigated.
MACH-4.0 TRANSPORT
Configuration Description
The second HSCT design concept is a twin-fuselage, ,_-ariablc-
.sweep wing transport, which w:t_ dry'eloped using the methods
of Dr. Jan Roskamk A threc_ew of the airplane is shown in
Fig. 6. Some basic information atx)ut the airp-lanc is presented
in Table 6. The twin fu_lage concept is used to produce high
fineness ratio fuselages and to lower drag. The fuselagcs are
blended into the wing structure. The variable-sweep wing is
incorporated into the design to improve low-speed pcrfof
mance, reduce the required fieldlength, and improve t:_eoff
and climbout rates. The "platypus" nose of the airplane is
designed to help reduce sonic-boom ovcrpressures. Six
turbojct engines ;tre located under the wing, in three pods of
two engines each. An tmusual "six-poster" landing gear has
been designed for the configuration, which will be di_'usscd
in detail in the section entitled Special Features Design.
Table 6. Mach 4.0 Transport Characteristic Data
Wing VcrticM
Cruise Approach Tails
Area 12,941 ftz 12,941 ft2 2 x 257 ftz
Span 138 ft 263 ft 10.7 ft
Aspect Ratio 1.47 5.34 0.44
L.E• Sweep 78 _ 30 ° 67 °
Thicknes,s Ratio 0.02 0.02 0.03
Fuselage Overall
ltcngth (ft) 246 316
Max Height (ft) 10.3 35
Max Width (ft) 10.3 263
Weight
TO. Weight 1,155,800 Ibs
Empty Weight 531,4(if) lbs
Fucl Weight 660,000 Ibs
Payload Weight (_i,500 Ibs
TO. Thrttst 520,000 lbs
_qng boading 89 lb/ft 2
Thrust/_;cight 0.45 Ib/lh
Aerodynamics and Stability
As with the Math-2.5 airplane, the aerodynamic anab.,sis w:ts
completed with the BDAP program .series. Above transonic
Mach numbers, the wing is kept in the fully swept (78 °)
position. The wing/fuselage camber has been designed to
optimize the cruise L/D ratio. The airplane drag polar is shown
in Fig. 7. The maximum cruise L/D ratio is 7.0. In the crui_
D)rtion of the flight profile the airplane is marginally stable.
A fuel management s3,_tem is u,_d to keep the airplane c.g.
travel to a minimum, and a large canard is used to trim and
control the airplane. The elevator is not used during cruise,
because it reduces the cruise L/D ratio significantly.
Below tranmnic Math numbers the wing moves forward. In
the takeoff and approach conditions, the wing is ,swept fully
forward (30°). In the approach condition, the airplane is
unstable. To help trim the aircraft, the canard is kept in the
full up (-20 ° ) position to provide a positive pitching moment.
The low-speed drag polar for the airplane is presented in Fig.
8. The flaps on the outboard wing are deflected 20 ° for takeoff
and landing. A double hinged ele_'ator is used to rotate the
airplane and to provide longitudinal control• A combination of
outboard ailerons and inboard spoilers are umd fi)r roll
control.
Propulsion System Design and Performance
The propulsion .system fi)r the Math-4.0 airplane consists of
six turbojet engines. The turbojet engine w-,ts sciccted since
it is capable of operating during -all flight regimes of the
• / 1,-_, {;Lr iLr'l'_ -*' I . I "! i']':+;!
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Fig. 9. Mach-.i.0 Transport CG Excursion Diagram (Wings Aft )
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airplane (Math 0 to Math 4). The engine used in this design
, 6
is a _'aled version of the ASTM4-01 engine. The engine
characteristics are shown in Table 7.
Table 7. Math 4.0 Translx)rt Propulsion S},_tem Data
Compressor Pressure Ratio
At _'a Level 14.6
At Cnlise 3.0
Tud_ine Inlet Tcmp 3500 ° R
Mass FIo_v:
At _'a l,cvel 686 lbm/,_c
At Crui_. 380 lnm/._c
Thrust:
At ,_a Lc,,v[ Static 86,640 lbf
At Cnli_" 19,000 Ibf
Specific Fuel Consumption
At ,_L'ala:vcl Static 1.06 Ibm/lbf/hr
At (:raise ! .69 Ibm/lbf/hr
Engine: Installed Weight 17,684 lbf
Over'all l,cngth 12.7 ft
Max Diameter 6.6 R
Nacelle: Overall l.ength 68.4 fi
Weight and Balance
The basic weights for the airplane are presented in Table
8. The e.g. excursion diagrams for the airplanc with the wing
swept ',fit and the wing swept forward are shown in Figs. 9
and I 0, rcspccti_vly.
"fhbk. 8, Maeb 40 Transport 'C/bights
Struett,rc 326,054 Ins
Powerplant 114,657 lbs
Fixed F.quipment 65,846 Ins
I!mpty \Vcight _31,462 Ins
(_'u:rating Weight l:.mptT 539,422 lbs
Payh)ad Weight 64,_00 [bs
Fuel XX'eight 660,009 Ibs
IM_e-off Weight I, 155,813 Ibs
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Fig I0. ]MadF4,0 Tnmsport CG Exeursion Diagram
(_ing,,,Forward)
Math-4.0 Tran.,_ort Payload-Range Diagram
Performance
Duc to the large thrust-to-weight ratio of the airplane (sized
fi)r cruise speed) -all FAR climb requirements have been
exceeded. To reduce engine noise during takeoff, the engines
will be throttled back to the necessary thrust levels. The
payload-range diagram is presented in Fig. I 1. The airplane
meets the design range requirement and compares well vdth
the B(_-ing 747-300.
Special Features Design
Several special features have been incorporated into the
design of the Math-4.0 transport. The first of them is an
unusual landing gear configuration. The gear consists of six
main gear struts, with no nose gear. This w-,_sdone to eliminate
nomgcar forcign object damage (FOD) problems• Eliminating
the noscgcar allowed the designers to place two engines on
the eenteriine of the airplane, and move the x_dng-mounted
engines inboard of the wing pk, ot.
The ,second special fcature is the "plat)pus" no_, which is
uscd to reducc ,sonic boom overpressures. The plat)pus area
improves the effective area distribution s, thus reducing the
magnitude of the boom overpressures. In addition, the plaDTms
nora is mmvahle (canard) fi)r longitudinal control and pitch-
trim.
The skin temperatures of the airplane havc been estimated
and are shown in Fig. 12. The fuel is u,_d as the heat sink
to help cool the passenger _'ctions. A titanium mttlti-wall
structure is u_-d in addition to the cooling system to minimize
the heat load on the fuel
Economic Analysis
The procurement cost of the airplane has been estimated
to bc $638 million s's. Axs'uming a 14-ycar dcprcci:_ti(m ¢Tclc,
the direct and indirect operating costs haw been estimated
to bc $803,660 and $14,750 per flight respecti_vly. As shown
in Table 9, sexvral fixed-interest rates and pas_-nger-load
Factors were investigated when computing the brcakcvcn ticket
prices.
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The skin temperatures of
the airplane have been es-
timated, and tL-eshc_1% in
Figure 12. The fuel is used Ls
the heat sink to help cool the
_nKer 9_tions. A titanium
multi-_ll strx_ture is _ed in
sddition to the cooling s}-atem
%o minimize the heat load on
the fuel.
Fig. !2, Skin Temperature Distribution
Mle_4atcs nora gear FOD concerns. 1lie final configuration met
all design goals and appears to bca g(x_ choice for further
consideration.
For future work, sta_eral items should be investigated further.
The mechanisms imx)lved with the _ariable-s-weep wing and
the six-post main gear should be investigated in detail, ttigh-
speed windtunncl testing and computer simulation should be
initiated to verify the cruim performance, and estimate stabili_"
derivatives for a more detailed stability and control anal}_is.
Table 9. Math 4.0 Break Even, One Way Ticket Prices
Airplane Finance i.oad Factor
Rate * 50% 70% 90%
6% $5,984 $4,274 $3,32_
8% $6,050 $4,322 $3,361
10% $6,120 $4,372 $3,400
12% $6,194 $4,424 $3,441
"Assumed fixed annum interest rate
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HIGH-SPEED TRANSPACIFIC PASSENGER FLIGHT _-_ _ _,.-
OHIO STATE UNIVERSITY
The design task of high-speed passenger flight across the Pacific Ocean was addressed by four design
teams c_f eight students each. Two teams examined hypersonic flight (Mach >5) and two teams studied
supersonic flight (Math -= 3). The specific task of the aircraft was to transport at least 250 passengers
6500 nautical miles while operating from airport rtm_Ts of 15,000 feet. Four design concepts evolved;
the supersonic designs--one a _m'iable-sweep oblique wing and the other a cranked-arrow wing--use
conventional turbine engines and liquid hydrocarbon fuels. The rwo hypersonic configurations, one with
a ,_-ariablc-sweep wing and the other with a fixed, swept-wing ptanform, employ methane fueled, ,,ariable-
cycle turbojet/ramjet propulsion systems. Both supersonic aircraft weigh less than 700,000 lbs at takeoff,
while the x-ariablcgcomctry h)personic airplane is the heaviest at 1,100,000 los and weighs 170,000 los
mort" than the fixed-wing hypersonic design. All the conceptual designs are .shown to perform the
translx)rt mission, 'although development and operating cost estimates favor the supersonic designs over
the h_ocrsonic configurations.
1. THE AIRCRAFT CONCEPTS
1.1 Aircraft Specifications
The design t;Lsk was to develop a conceptual design of a
commercial p:L,_senger aircraft to operate around the Pacific
rim. Them specifications were kept to a minimum to allow
the students to u_ their initiative to a maximum. The aircraft
requircments are presented in Table 1.
The students were to define the configuration, produce an
interior view, predict the vehicle mission performance, and
estimate its development and operating costs and its impact
on the environment.
Table 1. Aircraft Requirements
Range
Payload
Takeoff and landing
Cruim
6500 nautic:d miles
250 + pz.ssengers
15000 feet
Math > 3
1.2 Description of the Aircraft
MI of the aircraft presented have very different character-
istics (wing shape, propulsion sTstem, weight, etc.) which are
driven by both the speed range considered and the designers'
preferences. Because of the heax T dependence on fuel in sizing
them aircraft, the Math-5 aircraft are larger and heavier that
the Math-3 aircraft. ALso, the heating problem is much greater
at Math 5, so the hypersonic planes require more highly-sm,ept
wings and/or active cot)ling sTstems. The configurations are
shown in Figs. I and 2, with the parameters summarizcd in
Table 2 and dcmribcd below.
_person_ Aircraft
M.3
,IkltihX_ * 60,OO0-65,000 ft.
_: 250"
We_t • 0,66 x 10' lb.
(W/S) • 13e 1_./fl.'2
F,._. ,_. "#
o _
WeTght • 0.66 X 10" lb.
(WlS),.. I75 lb./..12
BIMIee: 4 Turt_ B,/l_m
JP-4
Fig. 1. Supersonic Aircraft
Hypersonic Aircraft _/w_. o.. x lo',_,
_W/8)_" 146 IbJfL'|
Wehm: 6 e*4_lowllqmi_
FU_ JP-7 & M_lww
Fig. 2. Hylx'rsonic Aircraft
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Table 2. Airct_aft Parameters
Oblique Cranked Variable Fixed
Arrow Planform
Crui._ Math 3 3 5 5
Weight 690,0OO (ff..O,O00 1,100,000 930,000
Wing Area 3940 4800 5500 6300
(ft2)
Engine T_T_e turb.b_p_ss _per-flow variable cTcle super/ram
No, Engines 4 4 6 5
Fuel Type JP-4 JP-7 methane JP-7,methane
The two ,supersonic aircraft shown in Fig. 1 obviously
employ ve_" different meth_udolog T in solving this problem.
The cranked-arrow wing design u_.'s a fairly conventional
modified delta-w_ng to allow for better subsonic performance
while not compromising supersonic aerodynamics. The
subsonic two-dimensiona| secti_m generates a takeoff C L of 1.4
while still maintaining a cruise (L/D),,_ of 6.7. The airplane
is powered by four advanced-technology, supersonic thru-flow
fan engines currently under study at NASA-I.ewis Research
Center. The oblique wing design uses a different approach to
soh, e the low-speed lifting problem The wing s-weeps both
forward and "aft at supersonic ,_ecks for efficient cruise while
sweeping perpendicular to the fuselage for take-off and landing
to generate a subsonic L/D max of 19.2. Propulsion is handled
by four turbine-byp:t_,s engines. Overall length for both planes
is between 250 and 280 ft.
The hypersonic aircraft also employ different methcuds to
generate lift. The variable-planform wing uses a pivoted wing
similar to the B-1 wing. The high sweep angle required to
maintain a subsonic leading edge at Math 5 makes this wing
an efficient choice to minimize wing area. This design uses the
_u-iable cTcle engines (VCE) developed by General Electric.
The fixed wing design h;ts a moderate b, s'wept planform which
is designed with a supersonic leading edge. This group
examined the thermal problem in detail, or at least as much
detail &s 20 weeks would allow. An over/under superftow/
ramjet system powers this design. The_" aircraft differ more
in weight than the _personic aircraft, reflecting the degree
of optimism expressed in the engine development.
2. AIRCRAFt COMPARISONS
2.1 Approach
Table 3. Computational Methods Um'd in Ad+-anced Design
OSl,_ht-lhmse Prr_t_rams ,_:4.cul Programs
Airfoil Design and Analysis
Vortex lattice
l_amic Ix)ngitudinal & lateral
Stability
Ideal Ramjet Performance
Weights
NA_/Na_ T Engine
Harris Supersonic Wave Drag
Air Force I_ograms Stt_clent IX.t_eloped Programs
Digital DATCOM (Stability Shcx:k/Expansion
I)eriwativcs) MethcKl of Characteristics
A._'ent Performance Optimizsation
Balanced Field Take-off
IJncar Drag S],aqthcsis
2.2 Aerodynamics
The basic reference fi)r the course is Fundamentals of
Aircraft Design by L. M. Nicolai. This text contains many
methods for :ter_udynanlie computation ranging from linearized
theory to semi-empirical methods. _)me groups Icx)ked into
more ad_-anced methotts such xs the methcM of characteristics
to compute difficult flow regions (e.g., external nozzle flows).
Different computer meth_xls were a_Tilable to generate the lift,
drag, and stability characteristics of the aircraft. Digital
DATCOM, a vortex lattice c(udc, SI rBAERF fi)r subsonic anal)mis,
and the Harris wave drag code fi)r supersonic area ruling were
u_d. Important aerodynamic performance predicted by these
metht_ls for the aircraft is presented in Fig. 3.
The supersonic aircraft I_)th employ swept leading edges to
optimize I./D at supersonic speeds, but the platforms are veu"
different. The oblique wing design emplo)_ a singie-spar wing
which rotates on a fu_'lage-mounted pin. This design seeks to
optimize low-speed characteristics by maximizing wing span.
Drawbaclcs to this confignration arc" lack of data on this t)T_
of wing, and complicated stability _LSthe wing transitions from
un_'ept to oblique positions. The other supersonic design
uses a more conventional delta-wing design. The cranked
arrow design proxddcs gtu)d subsonic performance while
providing an efficient supersonic configuration. This design has
the advantage of "allowing a simplified structural and aerody-
Comparisons of the characteristics of the four dtmigns arc
made, based on the caiculations of the design teams. Them
calculations were made from standard materials supplemented
by several computer programs written by the students,
obtained from NASA and the Air Force and from prior
engineering courses. Table 3 lists the computational methodol-
ogies used.
In the folh)wing comparisons, the aircraft are d_:signated by
their planforms. The oblique wing and cranked arrow titles
represent the supersonic designs; the _-ariahle-planform and
fixed wing designate the h)personic aircraft.
SUPERSONIC HYPERSONIC
Series A Ot_<_O Wn_ _exios A VI_,_IO Pl_¢_l_rm
$or_ee B C_ar,ked Mr_w _Or_ B g_xeO P_a_m
Fig. 3, Aer(vdynamic Peril)finance
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namic analysis. While not offering as much low-speed
performance advantage :ks the oblique wing, the cranked arrow
_ing provides a more conventional solution.
2.3 Propulsion
This ckl.ss of aircraft, more than an t, other cla.,_s, is dependent
on an efficient, powerfnl, and highly integrated propulsion
s3,stcm. [!nh)rtunatcly, the airbreathing engine _tcms of today
do not provide an economical solution to the transpacific
problem. Advanced engine systems currcntly under develop-
ment must fill these needs nut accurate data for design is
difficult to obtain, making engine selection a demanding txsk.
The Math-3 aircr',fft again have a simpler choice than the
hypersonic aircraft _s the energy of the inlet gxscs is low
enough to allow a single engine with corg,entional fuels. Go(x.l
performance in the cruise regime while delivering high
transonic thrust is still critical, however. The hypersonic
aircr',fft face a more complicated problem High enthalpy,
pressure, and flow ,speed require the h)pcrsonic propulsion
_tem to change radically in order to perform at Math-5 and
start from zero velocity. Each group _mght its own solution
to this problem supported by data from General Electric and
NASA, and theory from Hill & Peterkin and other texts.
The propulsion s3.,stcms for the _personic aircraft shown in
Fig. 4 arc both based on turbine technology with advanced
efficiency-gaining _tcms. The oblique wing design incorpo-
rates a turbine-bypass engine which improves overall fuel
efficient T by byp_t_ing air pxst the the combustor to achieve
the most optimal mass-flow rate. This engine system achicwes
a cruim specific fuel consumption (s.f.c.) of 1.8 Ib fuel/lb
thrust/hr. The cranked arrow design employs conventional
turbine technology in the engine core, but u_s a supersonic
fan to accelerate the supersonic flow. This configuration
reduces drag similar to subsonic turboean engines; by" avoiding
deceleration losses. The s.f.c, is given ms !.4 In fucl/lb thrust/
hr. Both engines systems rely on conventional JP fuels. These
systems incorporate well-known turbine technology with
advanced air-processing techniques.
Operating over a greater Math range, hypersonic aircraft
must use the more complicated s3'stcms shown in Fig. 5 to
generate thrust. The _u-iablc-planfom) design uses the _ariable-
cTcle engine currently under development at General Electric.
Performance projections were provided by G.E which lent
credibility to the propulsion values for this group. The cruise
s.f.c, for this engine is 2.102 lb fuel/Ib thrust/hr. The fixed
wing aircraft urns an over/under superflow/ramjet configura-
tion. This configuration has a _-ariable-geometry inlet that
diverts air to one engine or the other at different Math
numbers. At takeoff, through the low-speed regime, and up to
Math 3, the supcrflow engine is umd, fueled by JP-7. At Math
3 the engine _,stem tranffe_ power to the ramjets, which
provide thrust to Math 5. The s.f.c, of the ramjet s3.,stem is 1.85
Ib fucl/lb thrust/hr at cruise. Both of these engine s)._tems arc
far from operational and have difficulties with heating,
combustion, and engine weighc Though there are many
difficulties with these propulsion _.,stems, research is currently
underway to soh,e these problems.
2.4 Weights
Weight estimation for all aircraft was provided by the _XATS
weight analysis c(xlc. This program uses empirical methods to
estimate the weight of each component in the aircraft, then
generates a composite weight for each ,system and an overall
gross weight. Specific weight information was input when
available from reports or engine data to improve the accuracy
of the estimation. Both Math-3 aircraft weighed between
650,000 and 700,000 lbs. This weight was driven by the
transpacific range which required a large amount of fuel. As
presented in Fig. 6, the fuel fraction of the Math-3 aircraft
ranged from 48% to 61% of the gross weight. The hypersonic
aircraft, largely due to their higher s.f.c, values, approximated
1,000,000 lbs in gross weight, with a fucl fraction of 62%. The
significant weight increase over the _personic aircraft and a
corresponding large volume requirement makes the Math-5
transport a more costly flight vehicle than the Math-3 aircraft.
However, as the performance section will show, this cost was
balanced by a lower mission time.
2.5 Performance
Many performance methods were used to evaluate the
trajectories of the aircraft. AS a first approximation the Bregnet
range equation was used to estimate the fuel fraction required
to cross the gh_en 6500-nautical-mile range. To optimize climb
Ob_u_ Wina
4 Turbine Bypass Engines
Supersonic Cruise:
SFC - 1.80 lb./lb, thrust/hr./engine
T - 14,939 lib. engine
Q.an_
4 Supersonic Through-Flow Engines
Supersonic Cruise:
SFC • 1.40 lb./lb, thrust/hr./engine
T - 15,500 lb./engine
t m'BJ_lt lilt!
_ _.smlt[ |1_ ell
(A) IlPtIlalC _Lm ;At [Kill
Fig. 4. Supersonic Engines
IB Yarlabll C_¢le Turboftn/Ran_Jel
H_.'_nlo Crule_.
SFC • 2.102 lbJ|b, thruat/hrJer_lr_
T " 11,965 IbJ_l.e
SFC • ,1121 lb./lb, thn_t/hrJen_
T • 4,411 IbJlm@lne
6 Superllow • l_'i_l En_lnell O_r-Undm"
Hyl_r_onM _u_-e
SFC - lit6 lb./lb, thn_t/ttrJenoIn_
T - _lO,_O0 Ibdenglne
Subeor_ C_¢_
SFC • 1.1 IbJIb. thrmdlhr./_l_
Fig. 5.
V_IMIL_
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Fig. 6. Weight Breakdown
performance, for example, the students in the cranked arrow
wing group dtweloped their own computer code based on the
energy-state method (Fig. 7). The constant excess specific
power contours are plotted on the altitude vs. Mach diagram
to indicate the most ad_-antageous climb. Following the path
of greatest excess specific power generates the minimum fuel
climb. This trajectory saved more than 40,000 tbs of fuel,
compared with a climb trajectory based on near-constant
d_Ttamic pressure.
Nicolai's design text provides meth(xis to c_Iculate takeoff
and landing characteristics to demonstrate conventional airport
capability. All four designs .satisfy the 6500-nautical-mile range
requirement including the FAA loiter requirement and the
15,000-ft maximum runway requirement.
2.6 Environmental Considerations
The high speeds and altitudes achieved by these aircraft
create special environmental problems not faced by conven-
tional transports. Most obviously, speeds above Mach 1
generate sonic booms which can bc disruptive to the general
public. An analysis of sonic overpressure indicates that overland
travel seems unlikely for large transports above Math 2.
Therefore, the target markets for the supersonic/h_personic
transports are transoceanic, generally connecting the North
American continent with Asia or E_. Also, the high
altitudes raise concerns of ozone depletion in the cruise range.
Though it is impossible to rule out nitrogen-oxygen compound
effects as trivial, current studies indicate that propulsion
systems using hydrocarbon fuels will not significantly damage
the atmosphere. Takeoff and landing engine noise is also a
major environmental concern. The new FAA noise regulations
present a difficult limit on engine noise. These regulations l!mit
engine manufacturers severely in the maximum thrust
expected for the larger engines. Each group weighed these
environmental problems in designing their aircraft.
2.7 Economic Analysis
In order to compare these advanced aircraft systems to
conventional long-di_ance transport, a cost estimation was
performed. The method used was the empirical costing
method in Nicolai's design text. Dollar _alues were ._aled to
1987 dollars using the inflation of the dollar from 1970.
Development costs for 250 aircraft built over a 10-year .span
are presented in Fig. 8, with ticket prices shown in Fig. 9. The
Mach-3 aircraft compared very well with conventional
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transports, showing only a 10% to 15% increase in ticket price.
Compared to the 8- to 12-hour travel-time savings, this makes
the Math-3 transport look very marketable. The Math-5
transports showed a more marked ticket price increase, 100%
to 150%, with only a moderate 1- to 2-hour decrease in travel
time from the Mach-3 aircraft. Such cost increases make the
hypersonic system much less lucrative than the Mach-3 system.
Aircraft costs and profit schedule follow the trends that the
ticket price indicates. The aircraft ticket price is highly
dependent on fuel price. This makes projecting the ticket costs
into the 1990s difficult. Many reports on air travel indicate that
passenger travel in the 1990s, especially in the Pacific basin,
will increase dramatically in the next decade; making
supersonic air travel a viable option.
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AIRCRAFT INTEGRATED DESIGN AND ANALYSIS: _ 7-_ _
A CLASSROOM EXPERIENCE N 9 8 7 g_ _O 3
PURDUE UNIVERSITY
AAE 451 is the capstone course required of all ,senior
undergraduates in the ,_hool of Aeronautics and Astronautics
at Purdue University. During the patst )'ear the first steps of a
long t_'olutionary prcx'e,_s were taken to change the content
and expectations of this course. "Ilaese changes are the result
of the availabilit T of a_,anced computational capabilities and
sophisticated electronic media availabiliff at Purdue. This
pre_'ntation will describe lx)th the long range objectives and
this )'ear's experience using the High Speed Commercial
Transport (HSCT) design, the AIAA Long Duration Aircr',fft
design and a Remotely Piloted "vehicle (RPV) design proposal
:LS project objectixvs. The central goal of them efforts w;ts to
prmide a u,_'r-friendly, computer-software-ba.sed, emironment
to supplement traditional design course methodology. The
ihardue 1Fniversit T Computer Center (PUCC), the Engineering
Computer Network (ECN), and stand-ahme PC's were used fi)r
this dcveh)pment. This year's accomplishments centered
primarily on aer(xl_amics software obtained from the NASA
langley Research Center and its integration into the cla.,ksroom.
Word proces_)r capability for oval and written work and
computer graphics were al_) blended into the cour,_. A total
of t 0 HSCT designs were generated, ranging from twin-fu._lage
and forward-s-wept wing aircr;fft, to the more traditional delta
and double-delta wing aircr',fft. Four Ixmg Duration Aircraft
designs were submitted, together with one RPV design tailored
fi)r photographic surveillance.
St,pporting these actix4ties were three video satellite lectures
tmamed from NASA/langley to Purdue. The_* lectures covered
di_'erse areas such a_san overview of HSCT design, supersonie-
aircr:fft stability and control, and optimization of aircr,'fft
performance. Plans for next )'ear's effort will be reviewed,
including dedicated computer workstation utilization, rentote
._tcllitc lectures, and univeesity/industrial cooperative efforts.
ORGANIZATION OF CI2L_gWORK AND SCHEDULE
The semester is 15 weeks long with an addition',d week for
final exants. Final rqx)rts are due the first day of the la_st week
of cla.s,s. Oral presentations are given during the last week of
class ",ffter the written reports have been submitted. The_-
pre_'ntations are limited to one hour fi)r each group with
about 30 minutes alh)tted :trier the presentation for questions
from the audience. All facult T members are imSted to these
presentations.
Formal lectures are presented during the first fi_'e weeks of
clatss. "lhese lectures fl)cus both on philo._)phical ismles that
have no, been emphasized in the classes before this time and
on the sYibject of aircraft performance.
Because no formal course in Aircraft Performance exists in
the present curriculum it was vet 3" important to di._uss
performance, propulsion, and other associated aerod)"namie
terminologies.
Students were assigned written work that outlined the
history of their &_signed area and its relation to their particular
project. In this paper they were asked to dimu_ issues that
the)" were likely to face during the course of their semester's
work and to rm_ew possible compromises and conflicts. This
fi)rced the students to commit to paper, at an early stage of
the design, their thoughts and ideas.
Oral presentations by the students began about six weeks
into the _mester. The class met Tuesday mornings from 8:30
to 11:20 am. and on Tuesday and Thursda)_ from 2:30 to 3:20
p.m. During the Tuesday morning session each group had one
member present an overview, complete with _ewgraphs, of a
certain area of their project.
These overviews began with weight estimation using
historical, statistical data. In addition, tradeoffs between wing
loading, and thrust-to-weight ratio for takeoff and cruise were
examined, together with the interaction between wing loading,
field length, and aerodynamic char:tctcristies for landing and
takeoff. The aerodynamics specialist presented an initial
planform design and discussed reasons for choosing that
design.
Stab/li D , and control followed in order of presentation. This
group was responsible for the initial sizing of comrol surfaces
based upon the initial weight estimate and the planform design.
The third group to report was the performance group. This
group defined the fuel nece_sat 3, to _tisfy range requirements,
based upon initial research by the propulsion specialist, and
the data available from aero_'namics investigations.
The engine data was pre,_nted next and di._u_sed together
with its impact upon performance and range.
Weight data for the updated aircraft was then presented,
together with a dimussion of the materials and structural fi)rms
neee._sary for construction of the design. Significant problems
were rcxSewed, such as heating or center of graxStT shifts
during operation.
Economics issues were then outlined to focus on the
primary issue, that is, operating at a profit.
Design updates were given each week. These updates
primarily focumd on weight updates from the computer ctxlc
used to generate the weight data.
)
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COMPUTER CODE UTIUZATION
Students were required to research their design to the fullest
extent possible. This included use of empirical relationships
,such as are found in literature and use of computer codes that
are available on the Engineering Computer Network (ECN)
and also a_-ailable on the PC's located in the design laborato_.
Aer_glynamic investigations were enhanced by the use of the
Vortex Lattice Method code (VLM) that currently runs on a
CYBER 205 computer. This c(xle a[_) furnishes _aiuable data
for stabilit3' investigatiorLs. Aerodynamic studies also use the
Supersonic Wave Drag program obtained from NASA langley
and a skin friction drag and a .supersonic L/D program also
obtained from Langley.
Performance studies were used in the subsonic regime, a
small code written for the IBM PC and similar compatible
machines. The FLOPS code for flight optimization and
performance was used in a preliminary manner. This code is
highly .sophisticated and as a result somewhat difficult to use.
_ructural analy,'sis codes are now being investigated to bring
capabilities on-line that are similar to those in the aerod}_am-
ics and performance area.
SATELLITE VIDEO TRANSMISSION ACTIVITIES
During the past academic year, the design class pioneered
the use of live video transmissions originating from the NASA
Iangley Research Center. Three programs were presented from
Langley: Mr. Corneilius Driver, An Ot_,rlqew of SSTDesign; Mr.
Leroy Spearman, Supersonic Stability and Control; and Mr. L.
Arnold McCullers, An Oz_yaqew of the FLOPS Hight Ol)timi-
zation and Performance Analysis Code. These programs were
taped for future use in the design course. The design class is
currently revie_4ng future speakers for the fall semester. These
vide() lectures are mpplemented by visitors to Purdue during
the semester.
SUMMARY OF HSCT DESIGN EFFORTS
Ten groups of students participated in the HSCTI" design
effort during the academic year 1987-88. These efforts were
greatly aided by Ms. Vicki Johnson of the NASA Langiey
Research Center. This paper will summarize significant details
of this work
The Request For Proposal (RFP) for this project was
generated by the Advanced Vehicle Concepts Branch at
Langley, in consultation with Purdue University personnel. The
RFP (see Aplx-ndix A) requests a design that will fly a 6500-
nautical-mile mission carrying between 250 and 300 pa_s-
sengers and travel at a cruise Math number between Mach 2
and Mach 6. The aircraft must be able to operate from a
conventional airport infrastructure and Ix • "economical to
operate." The anticipated introduction time for this aircraft is
in the year 2010.
The requirement that the aircraft operate within eMsting
airport infrastructure _'as a primary drh_er <ff the design, :is was
indicated by -all the design efforts. The reluctance to choose
exotic fuels led to a selection of a turM)jet propulsion unit
and conventional JP-X category fuels. In addition, the fact that
heating effects accelerate with increasing Mach number led to
the choice of Mach numbers near Mach 3 in all c:tses.
During the first semester, numerous problems wcrc
encountered because of the inability to obtain reliable and
detailed engine data for this class of aircraft. This made it
difficult to meet the range operational requirements and led
to a number of associated difficulties. These difficulties
definitely proved the wisdom of the old adage that the "engine
is the heart of the aircraft."
lack of reliable engine data caused the first semester design
to suffer fi'om takeoff power problcrrLs as well as excessive fuel
consumption problems and associated range difficulties. By the
beginning of the second .semtmter, these problems had been
overcome to a great extent, by the arrival at Purdue of "rubber
engine" data from Langley. This greatly eased the burden and
increased the confidence of the engine group. In addition,
most groups during the second semester had little difficult 3 '
achieving the 6500-nautical-mile range requirement.
Most of the designs proposed during the two semesters
carried pa._sengers in the 260-290 passenger range. Most made
extensive use of NASA wing planform data, and all foresaw the
need for titanium, heat-resistant structures, with some
utilization of advanced comtx)sites.
One group broke new ground and investigated an uncon-
ventional dual fuselage design. This design showed a great deal
of potential for cart3_ng large numbers of passengers and fuel.
The significant aspect of this aircraft wxs the distance between
the two fuselages and the structural connection between them
so as to ensure structural intcgrit3, and to minimize flexing
between the two sections.
Center-of-gravit3, (cg.) placement was also a significant issue
faced by the design groups. First of -all, because the aircraft
operates both subsonically and supersonically, there is an
aerocbaxamic center shift with respect to the c.g _cn the
aircraft goes supersonic. This shift is rearward and creates a
large static margin which tends to make the aircraft difficult
to trim. To an_clioratc this difficult3", fuel sequencing w-_s used
in the _pcrsonic flight regime to attempt to control the cg.
lx>sition. In the subsonic flight regime the reverse is true.
There is little that can be done in managing the c.g position
of an aircraft overloaded with fuel.
An examination of data generated by these groups will help
to explain some of the difficulties and possibilities faced during
HSCT design. First is a presentation of one of the better designs
generated by a group during the fall semester. This design was
dublx'd "The Wave" by iLs creators.
THE WAVE
As with the other three design teams who considered HSCT
design during the fall semester, the Wave group faced the
problem of learning about the design process, while at thc
same time attempting to master the intricacies of the computer
codes that had been acquired for this course. Their design,
shown in various ficws in Figs. 1, 2, and 3, w:ts an over-under
engine arrangement with an arrow wing much like a proposed
Ix>ckheed design. The length of the aircraft measures 220 fcet,
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Fig. 3. The _'ave - Side View
while the tip-to-tip span is 95 feet. Wing area of 6530 ft 2 and
a takeoff gross weight (ff 559,000 lbs provide a takeoff wing
loading of 86 psi'. The takeoff thrust-to-weight ratio was 0.39.
The primary design problem encountered by this group and
others was that operational range is very sensitive to the lift-
to-drag (L/D) ratio achieved at supersonic speeds. The desire
to use conventional fuels and a turbojet engine led the group
to choose Mach 2.8 as their cruise speed. At this speed and
an altitude of 65,000 feet, the maximum trimmed I./D attained
was computed to be 5.8. This fact, coupled with problems due
to overland sonic boom, led the group to plan for and to
achieve a 5500-nautical-mile range of the t}pe suitable for Los
Angeles-Tokyo routes.
A fairly extensive economic analysis was attempted by the
Wave group. Two seating configurations were proposed. One
configuration had a total of 312 coach _ats, while the other
had 182 business class seats and only 98 coach .seats. The
second configuration was preferred h)r marketing reasons. The
cost of the aircraft _as estimated to 1__ about $180 nfillion
and unless 500 aircraft could be sold, it was unlikely ever to
return all its costs without some form of subsidy. It was
concluded that the efficiency of the HSCT was its own worst
enemy. High speed makes it more productive. Ks a result,
fewer aircraft arc needed. However, fuel requirements at high
speed make the aircraft expensive to operate and very sensitive
to the price of fuel.
Some problems that affected the Wave group were Fairly
typical of those encountered by all the groups. The desire to
fit the aircraft within the existing infrastructure of major
international airports led the groups to place constraints on
aircraft length and width. These constraints precluded
achieving the necessary slenderness to develop high supersonic
L/D values. In addition, inattentiveness to cg. placement carly
in the design led to diflaculties integrating the landing gear into
the design. As a result, all aircraft from the fall semester had
characteristic long, storklike landing gear arrangements to
satisfy tipover and ground clearance requirements as weU as
being "able to rotate at takeoff. Some designs, because of the
takeoff rotation requirement, sprouted large canard surfaces to
satisfy this requirement which drastically lowered cruise
performance.
THE STORK
During the .spring semester, the six new groups considering
the HSCT design problem had the benefit of the experience
of the preceding semester's activities. Some groups chose to
ignore cc_ain of these lessons, for reasons unknown, and
reIxrated certain errors of judgement. Two features of the
.spring semester designs stood out. The first was the variety
of different designs. One design even considered the possibility
of a dual fuselage configuration. The ,second feature _a_.s the
improvement of supersonic L/D performance. This improve-
merit was due to the fact that the best aerodynamicists from
the fall semester had been retained as paid consultants
(undergraduate teaching assistants). As a result, the students
learned how to use computer codes more rapidly and then
were able to try different fuselage cambering and wing
cambering to raise the value of L/D
Where values of supersonic trimmed L/D were of the order
of 6 for designs submitted during fall semester, these values
rose to bem,een 7 and 8.2 during the spring. Much more
attention was paid to c.g. placement and control and to trade-
offs between takeoff requirements and cruise. An additional
factor that made the design process a bit easier and more
efficient during the ,spring was the a_xilability of "rubber
engines" from NASA Langley. This data made it much easier
to reliably size the powerplant and to integrate it with the
airframe for takeoff and cruise.
Figures 4, 5, and 6 show the dual fuselage design proposed
by a group who dubbed this design "The Stork." This vehicle
was designed to operate at Mach 3 and crui_ at an altitude
of 60,000 feet. Its maximum L/D was computed to be 8.2 and
was the result of optimizing the distance between the two
fuselages. One potential problem with this design was
excessive flexibility that might allow significant relative
movement between the two sections in flight. The group tried
to compensate for this by blending the wing structure and
fuselage in such a way as to create significant stiffness between
the two.
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Fig. 4. The Stork
Fig. 5. The Stork - Side _,fcw
The Stork design has a relatively low wing-loading of (xq psf
with a wing area of 9504 fiz. It h_Ls the capability to fly
efficiently overland at subsonic speeds and can be used on
longrangc routes _ch as New "fi_rk to Tokyo. The range is
estimated to be 6500 nautical miles, and it can carD" a
passenger load of 400. Its length of 226 feet and width of 138
feet make it suitable for conventional airport operation. In
addition, the thrust-to-weight ratio at takeoff is about 0.18,
making it a low-noise aircraft. The design team member
•_signed to do the economic analy,'sis was skeptical of the
commerci_ _4ability of this or ,any other supersonic transport
design.
SPARTACUS
Next in order of consideration for effcctiveness was a design
known as Spartacus. This design, shown in Figs. 7 and 8, was
the product of a six member team, who were all participants
in the Purdue Co-op program. The Spartacus design weighs
625,O00 lbs at takeoff and u_'s a thrust-to-weight ratio of 0.43,
a figure that woukl be noticeable to the pasmngers. The um
of the FLOPS code showed that the time to climb to 65,000
ft was 26 minutes and that, at a cruig- Math number of 2.8,
the crui_ leg of its Olx'ration took 4 hours and lO minutes.
Most noticeable in the Spartacus design is the presence of
a large horizontal tail sulrface for control of the aircraft. The
group argues that this is beneficial, particularly at takeoff, for
rotation. The wing loading is 95 psf and the aircraft htLs a range
of 6500 nautical miles with a supersonic L/D of 7.7. It is
projected that the aircraft can seat between 258 and 312
pa.gscngers, depending upon the arrangement chomn.
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Fig. 6. Planfi)rm Vitwv of Stork
Fig. -' Sp_wlacus Configuration
Fig. 8. Spartacus Planfi_ml Geometry
THE HAWK
The Hawk design, shown in Figs. 9 and IO, urns the NASA
AST-205 ms a baseline design. This design mats 276 pzts_-ngers
and utilizes wing and fumlage camber to achieve a maximum
supersonic L/D of 6.70 at Math 3, its chomn operating
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Fig. 9, '111c Hawk HSCT
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Fig. 10. "lhc Hawk Planform
Fig, I I. "l]ac McrcurT Mark 11
airspccd at 65,000 feet. This aircraft weighs 561,000 lbs and
hlrs a takeoff wing loading of 69 psf with a takeoff thrust-to-
weight ratio of 0.32. As with the other spring mmester designs.
the NASA ASTM3-1A engine w_s thorn :ts a powcrplant.
MERCURY MARK II
The Mercury Mark II design began the _mester _ts a long,
fl)Sng fuel tank that more re_mbled a missile than an aircraft.
Once the group began analyzing their design more carefully,
the wings became larger and the fumlage shorter, while the
crui_ airspeed was reduced. This design, shown in Fig. I I,
uses a variable sweep feature to overcome the compromi_s
required between low-speed landing and supersonic flight, ,as
wcll as the requirement for o_vrland flight. Passenger capacity
is 272 pa.s,sengcrs with a range of 6500 nautical miles. Design
team members recognized that the __riable-sweep feature
could have a weight penalty associated with it, :ts well a.s the
requirement that fuel management becomes intricate becau_
of wing-,w_-eep configuration changes during flight. "Ihe group
did not do as detailed an analysis as w-as done by others in
the aerodynamic area. As a remit, the)' achieved only a
supersonic L/D of 6.9. However, the aircraft is configured to
carr T plenty of fuel to meet the range requirements.
THE DOLPHIN
The Dolphin team used an over-under engine arrangement
similar to that used by the Wave design team. The Dolphin
design, depicted in Fig. 12, weighed 520,000 lbs. This team
claimed the ability to carry 300 pas_ngers a range of 6500
nautical miles and cruise at 65,000 feet. Wing loading at takeoff
w-as 81 psf and the total trip time was about 5 hours.
SW_W
The group designing the Swallow HSCT created the design
shown in Figs. 13 and 14. This design will cruim at Math 2.7
at 60,000 feet and is projected to can T 24 first-cla.,_s passengers
and 240 p_ssengers in coach. This aircraft is somewhat longer
than other designs, 292 feet in length, with a wing span of
110 feet. The range of this aircraft is 5545 nautical miles. The
design employs a fixed arrow wing with a cambered circular
fuselage. The wing loading at takeoff is 102 psf. The
aerodynamicist did a credible job of achieving a supersonic I,/D
of 8. This aircraft was one of the heavier designs, at 705,000
Ibs.
Fig. 12. The Dolphin
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Fig. 14. Three viev..'sof the Sw-.dlow
APPENDIX A: REQUEST FOR PROPOSAL
DESIGN FOR A HIGH-SPEED CIVIL TRANSPORT
Expanding international passenger markets and advances in
technologies applicable to high-speed flight could result in an
economically viable high-speed civil transport. It is proposed
to design such an aircraft with the following characteristics:
• Math number between 2 and 6
• 6,500 nautical mile range with modified rese_,es (see
mission profile)
• 250-300 pas,sengers
• Approach speed less than 160 kts
• Operate from conventional airports (balanced takeoff field
length less than 12,500 ft)
• Meet FAR 25 requirements
• First flight in year 2010
Other areas of consideration should include:
Airport noise. An attempt should be made to calculate
and minimize airport noise to comply- with FAR 36.
Sonic boortL Sonic boom levels should be calculated and
an attempt made to minimize boom to allow the possibility
of overland supersonic flight.
Fare leT_ls. The possibility of ticket cost l_ing compar-
able to that for an equivalent subsonic transport (with fucl at
$1.00 per gallon) should be investigated with a _lrcharge
included if necessa_.
The design cruise Mach number should bc fixed based on
appropriate technological and economic considerations. The
primary mission considered should be all high speed. An
alternate mission should be considered where part of the
mission is flown at subsonic speeds (for overland flight and
engine out possibilities).
In order to arrive at a final confignration capable of meeting
the design requirements, close interactions between all
discipline areas will be required. However, there are specific
technical areas _s,sociatcd with the various di._iplines which
must be addressed. The following sections outline the
di,_iplines and their associated technicai areas.
Configuration layout. Special consideration should be
given to the volume requirements of both passcngers and fuel.
Fuel type, volume, and loc-ation dtTmnding on Math number
should bc addressed. Physical realism should Ix- includcd
during the configuration layout with particular attention given
to landing gear placement and integration.
Aerodynamics. Good high-speed aerodynamic perfor-
mance is an obvious requirement for this corifiguration. Takeoff
and landing performance, subsonic aerodynamic performance,
and stability and control for the entire flight regime should
be acceptable. Finally, ,sonic boom should be e_aluated and an
attempt made to obtain acccptablc boom lc_'els.
Structures. Expected operating temperatures should Ix'
predicted and appropriate materials identified. Additionaily,
thermal management considerations should be addressed. The
effects of-all these factors on configuration weight should be
identified.
Propulsion. The propulsion _tem and fuel t3Tm should
be selected consistent vdth the design Mach number. Efficient
high-speed crui_ is an obvious requirement. In addition, off-
design subsonic cruise propulsion performance should be
evaluated. Finally, terminal area noise should be considered.
Performance. The aircraft should be sized to meet the
design mission. Acceleration rates during the entire mission
should be estimated and the effects on passengers considered.
Additionally, the effect of a subsonic leg during the mission
(as would exist with no overland supersonic flight or an engine
out condition) should be c_-aluated. Finally, the sensitivity of
the configuration to design range (between 4,000 and 8,000
nauti,._al miles) should be o,'aluated.
Economics. A market study should be conducted to
determine the need for this t3pe of aircraft and to estimate
the number of aircraft which will need to be produced.
Manufacturing costs and operating costs I_)th need to be
evaluated. The sensitivit)" of operating costs to fuel price should
be presented. The effects of design choices on the economics
need to be evaluated. Also the effect eft design range on both
the market and economics should be considered. Finally, the
effed of no overland cruise on the economics should be
identified.
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THE APOLLO LIGHTCRAFT PROJECT
RENSSELAER POLYTECHNIC INSTITUTE
The overall goal fi_r this NASA/USRA-spon+mored "Apollo Lightcraft Project" is to develop a revolutionary
launch vehicle technology that can reduce payload transport costs by a factor of 1000 below the _ace
Shuttle Orbiter. The RPI design team proposes to utilize advanced, highly energetic, beamed-energy
sources (laser, microwave) and inno+-ative combined-cycle (airbreathing/rocket) engines to accomplish
this goal. This _cond year of the NASA/USRA-+,_oonsored Advanced Aeronautical Design effort focused
on %._tems int___e,ration and analysis of the "Apollo Lightcraft." This beam-powered, single-stage-to-orbit
vehicle is cnvisioned as the globe-trotting family shuttlecraft of the 21st century, The five-person vehiclc
was inspired largely by the Apollo Command Module, then reconfigured to ificlude a flew from_seat
with dual cockpit controls for the pilot and copilot, while still retainiBg the three-abreast crev_
accommodations in the rear seat. Interior arrangement and cargo-T+pace is not unlike that of a full-sized
American station wagon. The gross iiftoff mass of the Xpog6-lJghtcraft is 5550 kg, of which 500 kg
is the payload and 300 kg is the I+IJ_zpropellant. The round trip cost to or'oil is projected to be three
orders of magnitude lower thajl tbe-__aJrrent .,+paceshuttle orbiter (see n-ote 1 ). The advanced laser-driven
"5-speed" combined-cycle engine has "shiftpoints" at Math 1, 5, 11 and at greater than Math 25. The
Atxfllo Lightcraft is designed to climb into low Earth orbit in thr+e¢_minutes, or fly to any spot+on the
globe in less than 45 minutes-for the price of an airline ticket today.+'Detailed investigations of the Apollo
lJghtcraft Project during the second year of study helped evolve the propulsion .system design, while
focusing on the following areas: (1) man/machine interface, (2) flight control systems, (3) power
beaming .q_stem architecture, (4) reentry aerodynamics, (5) shroud structural dynamics, and (6) optimal
trajectory anal}+'si_The Apollo Lightcraft concept emerged intact after this critical examination, and no
teehnol_,ical b_ers ++'ere uncovered. The principal new findings are documented in the annual report
(see note 2). Ad_+anced design efforts for the next academic year will center on a one-meter-plus diameter
spacecraft, the IJghtcraft Technology Demonstrator (LTD). Detailed engineering design and analyses, as
well as critical proof-of-concept experiments, will be carried out on this small, near-term machine. As
premntly conceived, the LTDcould be constructed using state-of-the-art components derived from existing
liquid-chemical nuzket engine technology, ack+anced composite materials, and high+power laser optics
developed for the Strategic Defense Initiative (SDI). Lawrence Livermore National laboratory intends to
Ixx>st ,,inch a _acecraft, weighing roughly 120 kg, into low Earth orbit, using a 25-250 MW ground-
based laser, in the next 5 years.
= _ : INTRODUCTION
The long-range fi)cus of RPI's design project continues to
be centered on an Apollo-sized vehicle. In the first year of this
NASA/USRA-sponsored project, the student team concentrated
its efforts on designing a beam-powered, combined-cTcle
engine that could meet (and exceed) the ,severe demands of
a single-stage-to-orbit mission t. This initial effort was
.successful, pr_xlucing an engine/vehicle concept that required
only a 5-6% fuel fraction. To tran,q-,ort five people to orbit
(_500 kg pa}4oad, including spacesuits) required only $975
of I.H z and $2455 of laser energy. This represents a payload
delivery cost of $3.1 l/Ib, which is a factor of 1000 less than
the current Space Transportation System (STS).
Efforts during the 1987/1988 school year were concentrated
on the many complex systems integration issues involved in
the Apollo Lightcraft concept. This detailed investigation
evolved the propulsion ,system to even greater detail, while
major attention was devoted to the following areas: (1) man/
machine interface, (2) flight control systems, (3) power
beaming system architecture, (4) reentry aerodynamics, (5)
shroud stntctural dynamics, and (6) optimal trajectory analysis.
The Atxfllo kightcraft s_ed this critical analysis, and
emerged intact 2. A summary of the principal new findings is
presented in the following section.
Design efforts for the next 1988/1989 calendar year will
center on the IJghtcraft Technology Demonstrator (LTD), and
associated snfall scale, proof-of-principle experiments. The LTD
is likely to be the first full-scale realization of a single-stage-
to-orbit, laser-propelled launch vehicle, having a hunch mass
of about 300 kg and a dry mass of 120 kg. Once in orbit, the
LTD spacecraft will function as an autonomous low Earth orbit
(LEO) satellite complete with a fueled attitude-control system.
Roughly 18 kg is reserved for the sophisticated microcircuitry
(i.e., "brain") that controLs laser-launch and satellite functions.
FAMILY OF LASER-BOOSTED LIGHTCRAFT
Figure 1 shows a family of laser-boosted lightcraft which are
likely to trace the development of this new propulsion
technology. First to appear will be a small, 1.4-meter-diamcter,
unmanned drone which Lawrence Livermore National
Laboratory intends to design, build and boost into orbit within
the next five years. This $2M/year program is now entering
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Fig. 1. F_mfity of laser B(x)stcd IJghtcraft
its second )'ear. The Lightcraft Technology Demonstrator
(LTD) will have a dry launch m_t_s of 120 kg, and be propelled
to space with a 25 to 250 MW ground-based laser (GBL)
placed upon a 3-kin-altitude mountain site. As portrayed in Fig.
2, this powerful I:Lser could be built using existing CO 2 EDL
l_ser technolo_' by _ts,scmbling 25 to 100 smaller units into
an array. A Chandel-t)T_e beam combiner could then be
invoked to link the l:tscrs together. Redundant lasers would be
built into the _stem <so that inoperative units could be
dropped out with no loss in _tems utility.
As pre_'ntly conceived, the LTD vehicle could be con-
structed using components derived from existing chemical
rocket engine technology, advanced composite smtctures, and
high-power optics being developed fi)r SDI applications. The
1-m-diameter laser beam would be delivered directly to the
LTD by a 4-m-diameter, high-power laser tclemope (transmit-
ter). The Lightcraft must reach orbital velocity within a
ma_,dmum range of 800 km from the transmitter.
The other three, more advanced, lightcnfft in Fig. 1 would
parallel the earl), dtwelopment of United States .spacecraft, and
utilize orbital laser power beams. It _ems re_.sonablc that
since I_.ser propulsion technology will Ix."in its infancy, we
must return to the minimum weight/volume approach to
spacecr',tft design. Hence, the one-, two-, and fi_v-person
ligbtcraft arc designated Mercut T, Gemini, and Apollo,
respectively. The Mercut T lJghtcraft is expected to be 2.6-m
in diameter, have a mass of 1300 kg, and require four I_tser
beams to deliver the ncecssary propulsive power. Each beam
would cant the same power _s that of the ITD, but bc
somewhat smaller (e.g., 50 cm) in diameter; thLs will probably
nece_itatc the application of visible wavelengths to transmit
the higher beam powers consumed during tbe acceleration nm
to orbit.
A two-man, 3-m-diameter, 2600-kg Gemini Ifightcnfft may
require eight such power beams. The 5550-kg, 4.92-m Apollo
IJghtcr',fft h:ts been designed fiw twelve power beams of
roughly 75-cm diametcr each. In [:tst }'ear's report, 2500 MW
w:ts proven to be adequate for the Apollo IJghtcraft acceler-
ation run, .so each beam must can T approximately 210 MW t.
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APOLLO LIGHTCRAFT SYSTEMS INTEGRATION
Crew Accommodations
Figure 3 portrays the Apollo I.ightcraft crew accommoda-
tions. The upper cockpit level provides sufficient volttme for
the pilot and copilot, its well as a dual set of controls. This
"front _'at" cockpit of the Apollo Lightcraft is identical to that
of the two-place Gemini lJghtcraft. Retractable flat display
_'reens with ke)i_o,trds fold up and out of the w-ay to facilitate
entrance and egress. Twin joy sticks are employed fi)r control,
like those employed in the M.'mned Maneuvering Unit (MMU).
The lower p:Ls.scngcr level (rear seat ) is similar to the original
Apollo capsule, having three people seated shoulder-to-
shoulder. The p,xs_ngcr level would also be provided with fiat
display screens, since direct _iewing of the outside through
transparent windows is only I'X_ssible when the propulsive
power I_eam is shut off These flat display ._rcens can In: linked
into a "super _ision" s]_tem, once the Apollo I.ightcr',fft h_s
finished its acceleration run and the power beam has t_:en cut
off, when the vehicle is eoa_sting through space. The "super
vision" system uses fiber-optic cables, electronic imagc
processing and the display _-reens to look out the 45-m-
diameter primary optics. The optical train configuration is
similar to the National Multiple Mirror Telemope. Occupants
of the Apollo lighter',fit can u_" this sTstem for high-resolution
xstronomieal obsenation, interplanetary lapser communications,
or fi_r examining promising landing sites from low Earth orbit.
For the latter ftmction, this 4.5-m mirror gives a re_flution of
6 cm in the _isible spectrum.
Landing Gear
A tripod landing gear with each leg individu:dly actuated was
selected because it is the minimum-weight sTstem for a vehicle
that can land/takeoff vertically, and hover. The gear is
conceptually identical to that employed on the Lunar
Excursion Module. As indicated in Fig. 4, each leg is equipped
with a 2-ft-diamcter pad which (when full)' retracted) becomes
an integral part of the reent O' heat shield. Once lowered (i.e.,
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SHROUD IRANrLAIES
TO FULL FORWARD \
Fig. 5, Crew Entrance and Egress (Gear permits pointing to laser
power satellite.)
extended), the gear reveals three hatches in the pressurized
hull. Two are normally used for entrance and egress (as shown
in Fig. 5), _4aile the other is employed only during emergen-
cies. The 2-fi-diameter opening is probably sufficient for most
pcople, even with spacesuits. Obviously, larger openings are
required to accommodate backpack oxygen _'stcms fi)r e_ra-
vchicul:u- activiU' (EVA). The entire vehicle kneels for the crew
to enter, and in order to point the primary optics precimly
at the laser relay .satellite.
Receptive Optical Train
Access hatches are placed in the vehicle underb_xb" surface .
to eliminate the Potential for damage to the delicate primary
optics (PO) which comprise roughly 50% of the vehiclc's
upper, exterior-surface area.
Additional mc:tsures are required to protect the PO against
possible dust and flying insect hazards. Electrostatic repulsion,
forced airblowing, and vehicle rotation are potential solutions,
possibly used in combination. AI._), sinec a mbsonic "pop-up"
maneuver is employed (as demribcd in last year's report), the
...........',J............i/
/_ i///ff/
HEAT SHIELD /,, i- "
Fig. 4. l_mding Gear Configuration/DtT_loyment
Fig. 6. Top '_qew of AD)IIo l.ightcraft Sho_ing Prim;try Optical Sur-.
face and Single I_ser Beam
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lx)tential threat of aerosol and insect impact damage (abrasion,
etc.) is minimized when traversing the dense lower
atmosphere.
Figure 6 presents a top view of the Alxfllo Hghtcraft,
indicating the location of the PO su_lcc. During the liftoff
phase, the combined-cycle engine operates in a Rotary
Detonation Wave Enginc (RDWE) mCxlc, as sho_al in Fig. 7.
This engine mode is a _.riation of the External Radiation-
Heated (ERH) thnkstcr di_ussed in last year's report. Figure
8 is a diagram of the vehicle's bottom surface showing the
location of the secondary and tertiary optics required in this
A
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Fig. 8. Alx)llo Nghtcraft Side and Bottom Views (Displa)ing Optics
Used in RDWE M(_e)
propulsive mode. B_Lsically, the primary optic is designed to
receive pulsed I_ser beams at only thc twelve specific Ioeations
given in Fig. 6. Each beam is _.sumed to have a roughly
Gaumian intensity distribution, and three detectors (per beam)
monitor the laser intensity at the beam's edge. These detectors
are linked to an active feedback s),tem to pro_4de accurate
beam pointing and tracking information.
ERH Thruster: RDWE Mode
During the RD_E mode which is u_d for hover and
acceleration to about Mach 1 flight.q",ccd, each of the twch, e
secondary optics condenses the reflected beam onto a tertiary
optic, which tn turn projects a small, 2-era-diameter D_ser beam
across the vehicle's lower surface. Throtlgh the mechanism of
inverse bremstrahlung absorption, this laser energy is
transferred directly into the air, and creates in the process a
high pressure (e.g., (_) atm.) "plasma finger." Each 80-cm-
diameter beam is designed to create only one plasma finger.
The RDWE firing sequence can either detonate all of the
a_lablc fingers simultaneously, or in some predetermined
pattern (e.g., fingers 1-2-3-4-5, etc., sequentially, as shown in
Fig. 7). More plasma fingers can Ix" inserted between the
fundamental twelve sites (which are tied directly to the
receptive optical train) by invoking vehicle rotation. Due to
the structural limitations of existing advanced composite
materials, maximum rim speeds are not likely to exceed the
ambient .speed of sound.
During liftoff and acceleration to Math 1, the generation of
excessive noise levels can be prevented by pulsing all twelve
plasma fingers simultaneously at sub-audible rates (e.g., below
16 Hz), or by operation in the RD_'E mode at super-audible
frequencies (e.g., > 10 kHz to 20 kHz). Significant noise
abatement may also be possible by phased detonation of the
plasma fingers, such that the outgoing sound patterns exactly
cancel (i.e., an "electronic muffler").
It is interesting to note that the RDWE mode automatically
compresses air into adjacent plasma-finger sit(..m, just prior to
their detonation. Hence, inherent to the RDWE operation is
this "supercharging" function which can provide high thrust
levels at liftoff, with zero forward velocity.
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Fig. 9. "Shroud lift" ERH Thruster Mode ( 1.0 < M_ < 6.0)
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Fig. 10. Shroud Optical Functions vs. Translation
Once the vehicle attains a forward velocity of Mach 0.3 to
0.5, the annular shroud begins to convect large quantities of
flesh, unheated air across the lower centerbody ERH thruster
surface. However, this particular ERH thruster mode becomes
ineffective at about Math 3, just as the scramjet mode begins
to produce thrust. Accelerating through Math 3 was perceived
as a potential problem in the combined-cycle engine proposed
for the Apollo Lightcraft.
ERIt Thruster: Shroud Lift Mode
To eliminate thc potential problem of accelerating through
Math 3, a second ERH thruster mode was developed. Referred
to as the "shroud lift" mode, this mechanism has been analyzed
mathematically and exhibits excellent thrust levels from Mach
I up to Math 6. The new ERH thruster concept, tx)rtrayed
in Fig. 9, will require the inclusion tff an annular "super-ignitor
array" to the inside shroud surface. This material acts as a self-
excited "spark plug" to reduce the time and energy required
to ignite a Laser Supported Detonation (LSD) _"ave at the array
surface. Candidate materials are currently being investigated
under the Lawrence Livermore Laboratory (IJ.L)-sponsored
laser propulsion program.
To prepare for engine operation in this m(xle, the shroud
is first shifted "aft from position ",g' in Figure 10, to position
"B." This brings the super-ignitor array into the focus of the
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Fig. 12. Adaptive Primary Optics
primary optics. Next, the pulsed laser beam ignites a 4.cm-wide
annular LSD wave at the super-ignitor array, which resides at
a location close to the shroud leading edge. The resulting 600-
atm pressure toroidal plasma bubble then expands against the
,shroud, generating thrust, as the inlet air blows the bubble aft.
When the plasma pressure falls to the local static pressure
level, the impulse ends, just before the bubble leaves the
shroud trailing edge (see Fig. 9). A complete description of
the Math number vs. altitude performance for this new ERH
thntster mode is de_ribed in note 2.
Scramjet Propulsion Mode
The present conception of the complete combined-cycle
engine is a 5-speed (1) RDWE thruster, (2) shroud-lift ERH
thruster, (3) scramjet, (4) MHD-fanjet, and (5) rocket.
Shift points are now Mach 1,5,11, and "above Mach 25. The
scramjet mode, with its "planar heater," is pictured in Fig. 11,
and has not changed in concept from last year's vision.
However, it was discovered that significant phase distortions
due to aero-optical phenomena will be produced in the laser
power beam as it transverses the bow shock wave. These
effects are dominant mostly in the lower supersonic-flight
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Accelerator, Using Electron Beams
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Fig. 14. Superconducting Magnet Coruqguration for MHD Fanjct
(Xqcw from rear, looking forward)
Math numbers typical of the ERH thruster mode, and to a
lcs._'r extent, in the scramjet and MHD-fanjet modes. As a
result, it is now clear that the primat T mirror must be an
adaptive _h-face that is actively controlled throughout the
acceleration run (see Fig. 12). This should present no
particular difficult)', especially since these phase distortions are
a direct function of Bight Math nun]her, and can he sensed
as well as corrected at the vehicle fligJat platform. Finally,
adaptive mirror technology is ad'vancing at a rapid rate under
several Department of Defense (DOD)-sponsored SDI
programs.
MHD-Fanjet Propulsion Mode
Two new dt_,elopments in the MHD-fanjct engine concept
hear mentioning. Most important/L it was noted in the
previous NASA/USRA report that some mechanism for
augmenting the conductivity of inlet air must be found. Figure
13 l_)rtrab,'s the most promising ._otution that could imme-
diately bc invoked: a large numbcr (c.g., 24-48) of electron
beam accelcrators could be mounted within the vehicle
fi)rel_xdy, just upstream of the primary optics (see Fig. 6).
"lqae._ devices would inject relativistic e-l_-ams (e.g., 3 at 4
MeV) into the compressed inlet air just ms it enters the MHD
air accelerators. Performance of the MHI') accelerators _ts
found to be quite ,sensitive to air pl;tsma conductiv/ty'.
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Fig. 15. Rc-cnn'y Heat Shield Configuration
Second, it is evident that from studying Fig. I4 that the
optimum spacing of superconducting magnets h)r the annular
MHD air accelerator may not exactly match the requiren_cnts
lx'rceived from structural and heat transfer considerations.
Perhaps one solution would Ix: to retract c_'er T other magnet
out of the annular duct flow at flight ST)CerEs below Math I 1,
v,_cn they just prrxlucc mort" drag.
Finally, it is fairly obvious that the revolution in low-
temperature superconductors will greatly reduce magnet
cooling requirements of such advanced h)l_ermnic engines.
Aerodynamics of Reentry
An examination of the reentry heat shield contour pro[x)_d
last ),ear for the Apollo l.ightcraft h_.s indicated that a rc_ision
might be nece,_sar T. Figure 15 dtpicts the old 45 ° h',df-angle
cone in relation with a prol-u}md 50 ° blunted cone. A larger
cone angle and more scverc cone truncation may t-u: required
to reduce pe:d_ acceleration rates to something more in line
with human tolerance.
Incidentally, this change will al.,_) improve impulm coupling
in the P,I)_T, mode, since the thrust vector will l_" more
dosely aligned with the vehicle flight axis.
Annular Shroud Structural Dynamics
It is well underst(x)d that operation of a pulsed engine at
an), of the natural frequencies of the engine's structure is
undesirable. This could lead to an unstable d)_aamie situation,
where the vibrations induced by the engine pulms would
couple with the natural vibration of the structure. This
undamped behavior would _)on lead to a catastrophic failure
of the system. To reduce the risk of this oecurring, it is
nece,_arT to either avoid engine OlX-ration at the natural
frequencies, or to pa.,_s through these frequencies quickly. In
the past year, analyses were carried out to determine the
natural frequencies of the Lightcr'aft's annular shroud. Natural
frequencies were determined for both loom and global m(Mes
of _bration. Of course, since the actual materials and structure
of the shroud art" not yet determined, these caiculations art"
merely estimates. However, the anal)ale procedure devclor, cd
is ,sound.
Fig. 16.
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Optimal Trajectory Sensitivity Studies
last year, optimum trajectories were determined R_r the
Apollo Lighter:fit following a single relay ,satellite. To continue
the trajectory optimization study, it was neccssar T to determine
ho',v sensitive the optimum trajectories were to changes in
some of the trajectory parameters. Such parameters (normally
held constant) as vehicle liftoff weight, vehicle drag, anti
maximum a_:dlahle lapser power were examined The trajecto-
ries were found remarkably insensitive to small changes in
these operating parameters.
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
"111e next }'ear's effort will h_zus on a detailed analysis of the
IJghtcraft Technology Demonstrator pictured in Fig. 16. This
im'estigation will emphasize small-scale experiments on this
near-term _:oncept which could be built with existing
technology. The I+TD's "3-speed" combined-cTcIe engine is a
much simplified version of the Apollo IJghtcraft's engine; it
eliminates the RDXVE and MHD-fanjct propulsion modes.
A major conclusion of this }'ear's stud}' was the following:
In order to continue climbing the stctT) learning cutx'e in laser
propulsion technolog3 _, emphasis must now s'witch to detailed
engineering analysis of the most elementary propulsion sTstem
components, and to critical proof-of-concept experiments. The
LTD vehicle provides just this ,sort of opportunity'.
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AUTONOMOUS SPACE PROCESSOR FOR ORBITAL DEBRIS REMOVAL
AND FLAME AUGMENTATION ADDITIVES IN SCRAMJETS
FOR THE NATIONAL AEROSPACE PLANE
UNIVERSITY OF ARIZONA
This is a brief de.,_.ription of the t 'SRA-sponsored design project at the University of Arizona. Approximately
eight)-percent of this clti)n W;L_ spent pursning a novel engineering concept for the in-situ processing
of orbital debris utilizing res_mrccs available in h)w Earth orbit (LEO); the other twent}_percent was
devoted to di._overing innovative additives fi)r the anchoring (ff supersonic combustion zones that find
direct use in the Aerospace Plane that is expected to u_" _'ramjets. The _riousnem of the orbital debris
prohlem is briefly described Available "solutions" are outlined from the literature. The engineering design
is briefly mentioned, with an cmpha.sls on the I_)sitive ;tspccts of the space emironment that should
bc u.'_'d in an economical approach The aspects of operating in microgra_4ty, vacuum, and in ntilizing
_)]:lr energy are mentioned. A quantitative computer animation w,xs developed to pro_4de design data.
"lhree specific dead spacecraft were identified for an initial cleanup mimion The design concept, which
includes a solar processor, remote arm manipulators, and the gradual f,roceming of the debris, is also
dc.,_:ribed This is followed by a description of hardware construction. Operation and actual proceming
of sinltllated debris parts (aluminum, for now) are demonstrated. In the NASP task, construction of the
new design for measuring the radiation from the key free radicals (:Is enhanced by the additives) is
described Immediate (1988) and h)ng-range (through 1992) future plans are show_ to clearly indicate
the fi.gl (.ngineering design stratc,O.." in the light of the national space program thn_sts.
LIST OF SYMBOLS
V -- Volume (width)(thickne_s)([ength)
p = density in g/cm 5
C = heat capacity in J/g°C
H_ -- latent heat of fusion in J/g
tt, = latent heat of vaporizati<)n in J/g
T,), = melting temperature in °Celsius
T, = vaporization temperature in °Celsius
T,, = initial temperature in °Celsius
INTRODUCTION
Orbital dchris is a growing hazard affecting all space
program efforts. Human activities in space have generated
significant quantities of debris that pose a major threat to
continued explorations. Many of these problems have been
lucidly described by Kessler I':. Although it is not within the
scope of this USRA effort to make a thorough study of the
hazard aspects of this debris, it is worthwhile to recall that
a direct collision is only one aspect of the h_ard. In fact, such
a hit did occur during a flight of the Space Shuttle Cottmtbia _,
causing extensive window damage. These hype_,ch)cit 3"
impacts have the fx)tential to vaporize metals. Occ_.sional re-
entry of some of the larger debris pieces have created
significant anxiety concerning the possible dangers ,x_ociated
with Earth impact. "DTe SkTlah cr_sh in Australia and the
subsequent impact of a Russian spacecraft in C_mada provide
IV,x) exantples. Tile ! _nitcd States Space Command h;ts created
a good databa.,_: representation t)f the debris objects in orbit.
_'veral large pieces arc" evident. Even astronomers, who argued
fi)r telescopes in low Earth orbit (I.EO) to search the pristine
S -/8
skT, away from polluted terrestrial sites, have been painfully
surprimd to see the sky xiew temporarily obstructed by
orbiting objects'. If these past encounters with debris are
considered bad, the future looks much worse. S):stcmatie
projections have shown that by 1990 the probability of
collisions is almost double what it is ttx]ay. Man), of the more
recent acti_4tics in LEO will not alleviate this problem.
Taking a more constructive point of view, a concept for the
utilization of the resources in I.EO to clear the debris w;_s
pre._nted by Ramohalli in 1986 s. The concept uses _)lar
energy to protein the materials and either retrieves, or I_ttrns
up in reentq', the larger pieces of debris. Finally these
spacecraft would self-process to a compact mass to be
retrieved by the Shuttle or re-enter the Earth's atmosphere It)
burn up, or splash down harmlessly. A quantitative computer
animation showed the feasibility of this approach". One point
of s_ome importance must be made here. It can be argued th:tt
larger pieces are not really a hazard and that the problem is
duc mostly to the innumerable smaller particles. Future
spacecraft can alwa_.'s avoid large debris, but smaller particles
are more unpredictable and essentially tmtrackable. Hence, the
argument goes, we are soh,ing the wrong problem. We
di_grec. It is certainly truc that the large, well-characterized
orbiting debris mere to pore a small threat to space operations
at this time. But even a single collision can multiply the
number of fragments enormously; thus, by ignoring the larger
dehris, we will have lost the opportunity tt) clear large COMpact
maKses. Reccnt operations in spacc havc heen shown to create
an incredibly large number of small particles vdth a single
collision.
This paper presents the first step in a well-planned
engineering design activity that will cventttally lead to the
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development of technologies to clear orbital debris. At the
time of this report, the concept has evolved, the first protot}pe
has been designed, the first hardware built and processing
using solar energy has been demonstrated to Ix: feasible. In
the National Aerospace Plane (NASP) contribution, we have
proven the design of an apparatus for measuring the enhanced
radiation associated with the flame stability enhancement
proved earlier _. This paper ends with a summary of future
activities.
MISSION SPECIFICATIONS
The debris processor is to be launched from the Space
Shuttle. Once launched, the processor will maneuver to a piece
of debris, cut the piece into manageable pieces and then store
them in an attached collection bin. The processor will then
maneuver to another piece of debris and the cutting process
will be repeated. This pattern will continue until the collection
bin reaches its capacity. With the bin full, the craft will either
be retrieved by the Shuttle or directed to a splashdown
recovery.
An initial mission was studied in great detail by Ramohalli
and Cassidy 6 and a computer simulation was generated. The
proposed initial mission consists of the collection of three well-
known pieces of .space debris followed by a splashdown
recovery. The three candidates for the first mission are the
Cosmos 631 satellite, the Cosmos 631 satellite D3oster and the
Cosmos 655 satellite. The mission will begin with the removal
of the outcrrhost target. Once this piece is processed, the craft
will maneuver to the second piece in the next lower orbit.
The craft will maneuver by Hohmann transfer so that
maximum fuel efficiency will be achieved. The craft will
process the second target then maneuver to the final craft
(using a Hohmann transfer once again). Once the final target
is processed the processor will be guided to a splashdown
recovery. "lb carry out the mission, a state-of-the-art propulsion
system will be employed which will provide a specific impulse
of 300 sec. The initial mission will require approximately 191
kg of propellant.
DESIGN SPECIFICATIONS
Solar focal point cutter
A solar focal point cutter has been developed which utilizes
the .sun's energy to dismember orbital debris. The cutter was
designed to utilize the abundant ,solar energy available in I.EO.
To cut a material using focused light, energy must be input
to a point faster than it can be conducted, convected, reflected,
or re-radiated away. in space the only mode of heat transfer
from a body is radiation, although conduction is resl_msiblc
for removing heat from the focal t_)int. The rate of conduction
from the focal point is determined from the equation:
The total amount of energy required to pr_luce a kerf (or
cut) by complete vat-x_rization is given by the equation:
E = pV[C(T m T,,) + C(T, To, ) + H, + ttv] (2)
Equation (2) was used to estimate the beat flux (energ3_/
unit area) required to vaporize various thicknes,_-s of pure
"aluminum. It w_s estimated that a heat flux of 5493 W/cm _
is needed to vaporize a 1/16-inch piece of aluminum (the
ab.worpti_4t 3' of aluminum was estimated to be 0.3 in the
calculation). From equation (2) it follows that the main
consideration for cutting using concentrated solar energy' is the
energy fltLX. For this reason the focal point cutter w_s designed
to collect and concentrate large amounts of .solar energy, into
small fix.-M point areas.
Robotic Manipulator Arm
A robotic manipulator arm is being developed which will
allow pieces of debris to Ix _ tx)sitioncd and moved during the
solar cutting process. The final arm design will have to meet
several requirements. The movement of the arm should not
interfere with the operation of the fiuzal point cutter. Hydraulic
actuators cannot be umd because that hydraulic fluid leakage
would be difficult to control in the vacuum of space. The arm
should position the debris .so that the concentrated light is
perpendicular to the plate in order to minimize the cutting
q : k?k;V(0t/0r ) ( ! )
where k is the thermal conductivity coefficient (for Aluminum
237 W/mK).
Fig. i. The first design of the Cartesian remote arm manipttlator.
(This design is currently being revised to operate in polar
coordinates. )
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time. Materials u_'d in the rol_)tic arm will bc limited duc
to spacc environment considerations (vacuum, low tempera-
ture, radiation). A Cartesian robotic arm was constructed and
operated. This design is currently being altered in order to
employ a lx)lar-coordinatcd s-ystem of motion. The Cartesian
arm is shown in Fig. 1.
DESIGN CONFIGURATION
The developed ,solar focal point cutter uses a ,system of
mirrors and lenses to collect and focus solar radiation in order
to cut pieces of space debris. Several hinged joints are
incorporated into the cutter design (Fig. 2) so that the cutter
can be compacted into a small volume for transport alx_ard
the Space Shuttle. The collapsible feature also greatly decrca,ses
the probability of a direct collision with a meteorite when
maneuvering under its own power by allowing the frontal
surface area to be reduced. Gold mirrors were used in the
prototype since they reflect infrared radiation much better
than silver mirrors. This greater abilit 3, to reflect infrared
radiation isn't important on Earth, but is extremely important
when used in space where infrared radiation is abundant.
Fresnel lenses were used since their flat geometries make them
lighter than corresponding converging lenses having similar
focal points and focal lengths, These lenses are also relatively
inexpensive. Aluminum was used throughout the design for the
G
F F
Fig. 2. The ftmdamt, ntal design of the ,_)lar concentrator. The combinations of Fresnel lenms (F) and the gold film
reflectors (G) represent inno_-ations.
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supp()rt structures :rod the mirror antl Ions framev,()rk
Ahnuinuna was selected because it is lightweight, rigid, and
rcladve b inexpensive'. Figure 3 shows a photograph taken of
the assembled fi)cal point cutter (note that in this phot()graph
the table is u_d only to hold the cutter and is not part of
the actu:d solar cutter).
PERFORMANCE
Tests were performed hy placing different metal samples at
the compound focal point of the cutter. The cutter x_as
sklcccssful in vaporizing a hole in a O.O05-inch-thick alunminun]
can. A hole was melted in an O.O09Jnch piece of tin, but the
hole cto_'d upon cooling (which should not be a problenl in
the hard vacuum of space). A piece of I/8-inch solder v,as
melted when tested. Figure 4 sho_vs the results of the solar
tuner tests. In order to verify the success of our speci:d
collector design, a single Fresnel lens was used to duplicate
the solar cutter tests. The single Fresncl lens could not melt
the O.O05-inch aluminum can.
S[_IMARY AND FtrrURE WORK
This USRA sponsored engineering design work has the
tfltimate goal of developing an atm)nomous craft for clearing
orbital debris; it is hoped that the craft can quali b' fi/r a
Getaway Special on the Space Transportation Sy_qcm (STS). In
a planned gradual march toxvard this goal, the first stt_ps have
been taken 'ltw fimdamcntal mission has been identified. The
space resources have been quantified. The propulsion
requirements were calculated. Using a standard, state-of- the-
Aluminum (0.005")
TIN (0.0o9")
,"_flder
Fig 3 Photograph of the completed tablctop hardware showing thc
ft)t;tl point cutter.
Fig. 4. l-Txamplcsof the succcssfid opcration of Ihc focal p_finl ,_ll;tr
processor
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art (300 see, specific impulse) propellant s_'stem, a three-
rendczvons mission was en,dsioncd. The inclination, altitude,
mas,s, and gcner;tl configuration of three satellites were read
from the Space Command database. The outermost debris
object was identified for processing first, from the autonomous
craft launched from LEO. The latmch to LEO is as,sumed to
be accomplished w4th the STS or an Expendable Launch
Vehicle (El.V). The outermost orbit is thorn first to minimize
the propellant requirements with the low initial m_s,s. After
_,lar processing, the debris- proce,_sing vehicle executes a
Hohmann transfer to reach the next lower orbit and the debris
removal nix'rations continue. After the processing of the third
piece of debris, the craft _'lf-proce,_ses for a sp'h,shdown, STS
retrieval, or burnup upon reentry into the" Earth's atmosphere.
A quantitative computer animation provided the first design
data.
The mechanical execution w_s divided into fimr stages and
two tmsks. The stages are concept demonstration, .tabletop
working model with manual operation, prototype hardware
with autonomous operation, and "flight-rea_ _' hardware with
space-qualified construction. The emphasis is on the basic
engineering design philosophy rather than on delivering a
piece of hardware. The two tasks that proceed in parallel are
the focal point _flar processor and the roll,tic manipulator.
At thc .time of this to-port (May, 1988) the initial fe;Lsibilit)
demonstration is Complete/ The tabletop working m_lcl is
completed for the _lar processor. The robotic manipulator is
progressing and is expected to be complete by tbe end of the
summer. Cutting of aluminum, stainless steel, and bending
(fi_rming) of a metal rod are all demonstrated. The hardware
performs as designed.
The autonomous rolx_tic operation is being dcweloped from
a fundamental point of view. Pattern recognitkm, tracking,
manet_,ering, and processing are all considered _par'ately
drawing on the available technology and arc being integrated
economically. High-tech materials and inno_atlons are being
planned. One example is the innovative u_ of Fresnd lends
and g[_lcl film reflect0rs to maximize the use of the infrared
portion of the solar spectrum. This provides the maximum
thermal energy for the focal point processing and al_ provides
fi_r easy foiding(stowing) and dcployability. The small frontal
area also minimizes the probability of a meteorite impact. "
Fig. _. Flame augmentation tlcsign fi)r_'ramjcls. The ha.sic engineering design showing the flame exit (tube), the
photonmltiplier /ul×" :t_t-mbly, lhc so,Inner, amplifier and the mldia/ion analyzer. The platfi_rm design ix particularly
noteworthy, and represcnts a selflc_cating aligner. Examples of two fl;tmcs without anti with tile Free Radical donor
injection.
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A graduate stutlcnt is eurre uly being trained ;it JPl. where
the details of space-qualified hardware will bc lcamcd.
The full)' operational hardware is expected to be dcvclol_'d
hy the end of the year (December, 1988). Thc automation,
or autonomy, in operation will bc the main theme of dcsign
engineering in 1989. The space qualification and space
hard,rare use will take place in 1990 and the Ca:tawav Spccial
hardware will be tested and qt,alificd in 1991. 1.
In the minor program of NASP flame anchoring, an apparatus
w;ts designed for the identification of thc key frcc radicals in 2.
open jet turl_ulcnt flames (Fig. 5). The apparatus concentrates 3
the flame radiation to a photomultiplicr tube and scans in the
_avclcngth r:mgc of 3000 ,_, and 9000 ,,_,.AI the time of this .i.
report (Ma}, 1988) strong signals were seen in the OH band 5.
as expected and in direct support of the earlier experiments 6.
at tbe ITnivcrsity of Arizona that dcmonstr:|ted augmentation
of stahility through donor injections. It is expected that the 7.
design of this apparatus will evolve to autonomously inject the
chemicals to suit _rying flight conditions of the seramjct 8.
engine.
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DESIGN OF THE UNMANNED M[ITIPLE EXPLORATORY PROBE SYSTEM
(MEPS) FOR MARS OBSERVATIONS
AUBURN UNIVERSITY
'll)e unmanned Multq)k' I!xph)rat_)r3 Probe .S_stcm (MEPS) is designed for Mars ob_'n'ations in
prcparati.n fi)r m:mncd mi,;sions n) the planet early in the 21st centut T. MEPS will test vehicle s3.stems,
pr<>vidc important data al)uut thc Martian surfat.'e and atmosphere, and a,,,,sist the planning of manned
missions. This mission vdll bt. a precursor to the manned missions. MEPS will consist of six primary
s3.'stcms. A (kmmland Infi)rmation Center (CIC) xxill be employed as an onboard mimion control,
c()mmunication_ link, anti ob,,cn'ation post. The Space Translx)rtation Main Engine (STME) will Ix" u_'d
to provide Ihc thrust Ibr }{arlh-'_lar,, transit lblhm'ing vehicle constrtlcrion near the Space Station. A _)lar
lander;()rbitai Transfer Vehicle ((1IV) will bc deplo_vd during transit to achieve a polar orbit alx)ut
Mars. A seconda_" propulsion will hc used to place MEI_ into orbit about Mars; this s3stem and d_c
aembmlkc _ill circtdari:,c thc orbi! Folhming orhit cim-ularization, a satellite will ix.- deplo)'cd to obsctwe
thc Martian sur£1cc and atmosphere and to study the space em'ironmem, polar and equatorial lander
s3stems _ill hind on Mar,; with rovers to collect _lrfacc and atmospheric _mples while on-lx)ard
laborat,orJes will pn>vidc inJ#al _amplc stud)'. Two .,,olid n_'kel lx_,stct"payIt_d vehicles will launch
_mlples into a Imv Mars orbit. The (WV will rendezvous with each payload capsule and then transfer
the samples to Earth fi)r hands-on oh_.rvation.
INTRODUCTION
In August of 1987 the Ride commission premntcd to Dr.
James Fletcher s_vral recommcndations for future NASA goals.
()no goal is very encottraging for the American space
program--a manned mission to Mars by the turn of the
centu_', tlowcver, just as Apollo required Ranger and Su_-eyor
to lead t[Ic %va}' to the ,Moon, any manned Mars mission wilt
need precursor, tmmanncd missions to test vchiclc systems,
oh.,v,'r_v Mars fi)r ]x)ssible landing sites and probable dangers,
and expand the current datah:tsc initiated by Mariner and
\'iking A design Slt,dy into such an unmanned mission has
resnltcd in the Multiple Exploratory Probe System (MElt.).
MISSION DF_CRIPTION
Figure 1 presents the vehicle configuration fiw the MEPS
mission while Fig. 2 shows the mission profile. Designed for
modular construction, MEt_ is composed of six primary
systcms--main propulsion, polar ]ander,'OT_, secondary
propulsitm, command infiwmation centcr/satdlitc, equatorial
lander, and acrobrake. _'ith the exception of the aerobrake,
each system is enclomd duriug intcq)lanctao transport and
descerlt t() the Mars surface by :t thin-walled _.Tlindcr supported
by bulkheads and stringers. "l'he_" cylindrical modules are 2S
feet in dianmter and will be completely constructed on Earth
for transport to Low Earth Orbit (I.EO) using llcax 3- l.ift
Lmnch Vehicles (HLI.Vs). The modules will I_" placed in an
approxim:lte 270-nautic,tlmile orbit ncar the operational Space
St;ilion wDJlc :tslr(matlls ptTformJng Extnl-VchJt'o_lar Ac[Jvitit's
(EVAs) will as,,_'mblc the vehicle. The m(xh,lcs will he joined
using 5-lbot connectors similar ill design tt) the modttlc
enclostlres; the aerohrakc vdll bc connected to the equatorial
landcr using :t IO-R)ot connector. Specially designed pins using
at t:mg and clc_is comp()sition will provide permanent
:ittatchments fi)r the xx'hicle comlxments. "llwse pins d() nt)t
require I(_)ls, Ihus minimizing l_;k time.
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One module is extremely important to the success of
MEPS--CIC. The CIC is an onboard Mission Control; respon-
sibilities include g,'stems maintenance, data collection and
processing, trajectory" maintenance, guidance and control,
propulsivc bum control, and module deplo)Tnent. Computers
with some degree of artificial intelligence will bc employed,
using special flight software to accomplish "all mission tasks.
Thc C[C will provide the communications [ink between Earth
and MEPS, and between several of thc MEPS systems.
Obmrvation equipment will be located within this mt_lule for
mapping of the Martian surf:ace, measurement of the heat
budget of Mars, and stu_" of the space em'ironment during
transit and while in Mars orbit. A solar array panel and auxiliary'
rechargeable batteries will provide the required power for
MEPS.
Once construction has been completed and all s).'stems bare
been remotely checked by ground-ba._d technicians and the
CIC, MEPS vdll be moved to the ecliptic plane using orbit
transfer vehicles (O1%'s). A propulsive burn by the main engine
will be employed to begin the Earth to Mars transit. The
propulsion gstem u,_d fi)r departure is the STME This engine
is still under design, but is projected to be more reliable and
cost-effective than the Space Sbuttlc Main Engine. Design
•
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Fig. 2. MEPS Mission Profile
points include reusability, space applications, and space
operation; liquid hydrogen and liquid oxygen will bc u_d as
the propellant _. Once the STME has put MEPS on the trajectory
to Mars, the entire propulsion module will be released and
deboosted into a high Earth orbit for retrieval and reuse.
The transfer has been anal_ed using the patched-conic
approximation, which accounts for an elliptic path between
planets and a hyperbolic pas,_tge near the target planet. A
Hohmann, or minimum cncrgy, transfer Will be uscd, rcquiring
285 days for transit.
At approximately the halfway point in the transfer the polar
lander and an accompans_ing three-stage orbit transfer vehicle
will be deployed. FoUowing separation, this system will enter
a trajectory for polar orbit insertion about Mars. Upon
approach to Mars the first stage of the OI'V will perform a
burn to insert thc _tem into an elliptic polar orbit.
The reasoning behind the separation at this point in the
mission is the savings of weight. If the lander system were
released from the vehicle 'after attaining orbit about Mars, a
plane change of at least 60 ° will be required to transfer into
a polar orbit. Sinceflac m_tudc of the propulsive burn is
proportional to a trigonometric function of the inclination
angle, the greater the angle the grcatcr the burn, and thus the
more fuel required. This maneuver not only requires more fuel,
but al_) increased structure to support the extra weight during
transit and aeroBrakirig B_,;-pe/forming the maneuver during
the transit minimum energy will be required becau_ the plane
, . 2.
change wdl be relatwely small.
During transit of the polar lander the remainder of the MEPS
vehicle will be approaching Mars at the nominal inclination.
The first of four propulsive burns by the _condary propulsion
_tcm Will bc initiated to place MEI_ into a high-ecccntricit 3,
elliptic orbit -about Mars. The propulsion STstem wiU consist
of three engines using storable propellants; two of the_
engines are directed fi)rward to retrofire fi)r the fi_t two burns
and during braking. Following systems checks a second
impulsive burn will be applied at apoapsis of the orbit to lower
the orbit periapsis into the atmos'pherc. Upon approach of the
pcriapsis the aerohraking will begin.
Aerobraking is the process of obtaining a circular orbit about
a planet by gradually reducing the vehicle's elliptic orbit
through atmospheric passage. MEPS will employ a 95-f_x)t 70 °
right circular cone aerobrake for orbit circularization. The
inner 25-foot diameter will he rigid and compo_d of graphite
polyamidc hontTcomb and ceramic foam tiles. The remaining
brake will be a flexible blanket of sheets of interwoven ceramic
fibers alternated with ceramic felt filler _.
A computer program was written to aid the aerobraking
analysis. Using the assumptions of constant drag, which can be
achieved by firing the secondary propulsion system, and
constant atmospheric conditions at periapsis altitude, the
program m_xlels the braking process for each orbital p:t_s. At
the desired periapsis altitude (51.8 nautical miles) the braking
required to obtain a 270-nantical-mile apoapsis will take 21.9
days. When this apoapsis is achieved, the third propulsive burn
will rai_ the periapsis out of the atmosphere to 270 nautical
miles in order to circularize the orbit. If necessary, a final burn
will be applied at the periapsis to adjust the apoapsis.
Following orbit circularization the aerobrake will _'paratc
and the CIC will prepare to deploy an ob_-rvation ,satellite and
the equatorial lander. The ,satellite is ka.'atcd within the CIC
module to aid in s3,_tems maintenance. The .satellite will be
designed fi)r a five year _rvice life, using a _lar array panel
and rcchargeable batteries for power. The _tcllitc will employ
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a payload as,sist module to achieve an ob,_n'ation orbit of 380
nautical miles. Experiment packages will allow surface
mapping, ob_'n,ation of polar cloud cover and dust cloud/dust
storm formations, determination of the water vapor and caroon
dioxide distribution in the atmosphere, study' of the distribu-
tion and temperature of atmospheric gases, and studies of the
,space em_ronment to be performed. All data will be collected
and stored within the satellite until relay to the CIC; the CIC
will store the data until transmission to Earth receiving stations.
Following deployment of the equatorial lander from MEPS,
and of the polar lander from the OTV, the two landers will
enter the atmosphere. Using atmospheric drag, parachutes, and
retro-thmsters, the .systems will land s'_ely on the martian
surface'. The two landers make up the Mars surface exploration
.D_tem, which has been developed for two purpo_s: to obtain
_ientific data about the geolo_-, atmospheric chemistry,, and
meteoroh)g 3, of Mars, and to car D, soil, rock, and atmospberic
,_mplcs back to Earth.
Two rovers arc located in each lander, ms well as an
automated laboratory" and a ,sample return vehicle. Each rover
is designed with tracks fi)r mobility, equipment for gathering
,samples, and artificial hardware and _)ftware for complete
automation. The rovers will travel 0.3 miles per day, gathering
_mples and photographing the surface during its traverse. The
Viking mission to march for life will continue, as well as
obtaining core samples, mismometer readings, and geochem-
ical and climate data. Adaptations of Wtldng systems will be
used.
The rovers will return to the lander to unh)ad samples. ,_me
samples vdll go through lalx)ratory processes such as biologic
and organic experiments and spectrometer readings. Data will
be stored before transmission to the CIC and, ultimately, to
Earth. In addition, the transmission link can be used by Earth-
based ob_tz, ers to override rover programs to rand the rovers
to any, area of interest.
Robot arms will move canisters of .samples from the rovers
to the Sample Return Vehicle (SRV), a solid rocket booster
with a payload capsule. The vehicles will launch from the
landers and enter a low Mars orbit. The payload from the
martian pole will rendezvous with the OT'% the .second stage
of the OTV will then pro_4de the propulsive burn for the
inclination change to the ecliptic plane. After both SRVs have
been captured, the third stage will perform a burn to transfer
the vehicle to Earth.
The time frame for MEPS is the late 1990s. Detailed analysis
of the MEPS mission will continue until the early 1990s.
Construction will begin soon after the Space Station becomes
operational (approximately 1995) and will require 2.5 years.
The initial transfer burn is _heduled to take place in late 1998,
MEPS will arrive at Mars in September 1999, and the ,samples
will return to Earth by 2001. The rovers, satellite, and CIC will
continue operations a_slong as possible.
CONCLUSIONS
Unmanned systems have alwa},_ been used to forge a [)ath
for manned mimions. The multiple ,system design of MEPS will
allow maximum collection of data concerning all phases of a
Mars tniKsion during a single trip. The ,success of MEPS will
ensure success of the manned Mars miKsions of the earl)' 21 st
century'.
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THE SPACE STATION INTEGRATED REFUSE MANAGEMENT SYSTEM
UNIVERSITY OF CENTRAL FLORIDA
The University of Central Florida's design of an Integrated Refuse Management System for the prolx)Sed
International Space Station is addressed. Four integratable subsystems capable of handling an estimated
Orbiter shortfall of nearly 40,000 [bs of refuse produced annually are discussed. The subsystems
investigated were (!) Collection and Transfer, (2) Recycle and Reuse, (3) Advanced Disposal, and (4)
Propulsion Assist in Dispo_l. Emphasis is placed on the recycling or reuse of those materials ultimately
pros4ding a source of Space Station refuse. Special consideration is given to various disposal methods
capable of completely removing refuse from clog" proximity of the Space Station. There is evidence that
pyrolysis is the optimal solution for disposal of refuse through employment of a Rocket Jettison Vehicle.
Additionally, design considerations and specifications of the Refuse Management S)_em are discussed
Optimal and alternate design solutions for each of the four subsystems are ._ummarized. Finally, the system
configuration is de_ribed and r_v'iewed.
INTRODUCTION REQUIREMENTS
S//-/-,5
/522 /i/
Accumulation of refu_ is merely a minor inconvenience in
everyday life. From a macro_opic viewpoint, this problem has
become significantly greater in proportion to increases in
population. Moreover, refu_ collection, recycling, and disposal
for the purpo_s of a permanently manned Space Station is a
virtually unexplored problem. Until now, there has been no
real need to study the waste problem for space mimions due
to the limited duration of operations and payload capabilities
for returning relatively small amounts of waste back to earth.
Bccau.,_ • the Space Station is to be a permanent, multipurpose
facility, therc exists a need to address the refttse problem in
a "comprehensive, long-range resource management
framework"_.
The potential Space Station refuse problem has been
estimated considering a waste return requirement of approx-
imately 120,000 lbs/yr and a shuttle return capability of about
80,000 Ibs/yr 2. The difference between the return requirement
and the Shuttle return capability highlights the magnitude of
this overwhelming problem. Nearly forty-thousand pounds of
excess refum will accumulate over the first year of manned
operation _. If the shuttle alone is to Ix- relied on to remove
Space Station rcfu_, then its payload capacity during its return
to Earth will be entirely utilized for the transportation of refuse
to the detriment of other payload requirements. Simply stated,
the Space Shuttle's return capacity will fall to accommodate
the annual buildup of refuse on the Space Station. This
consequence may be unawfidable "unless an orbit waste
processing reum-recycle and other alternatives to Shuttle
• , . |
deorbttmg are tmplemented". It must be noted that available
Space Station refuse data are based on h}pothetical conditions
and arc therefore only estimates t. Nonethclem, the needs of
Space Station require the dcvclopment of an effective and
efficient refuse management system tailor-made for the space
environment.
System Specifications
The Space Station Integrated Rcfum Management System
(SSIRMS) involves the control of generation, storage,
collection, transfer, processing, and dispo.'sal of refuse that is
in accord v,_th the best principles of public health, economics,
engineering, conscr_'ation, aesthetics, and other environmental
considerations. To this end, techniques must be developed to
.satisfy the crew and laboratory refitse accumulation, and which,
in addition, interface with the Space Station's various
subsystems. The system must accommodate the accumulation
of a range of diverse waste materials. Hard plastics, metals,
papers, pharmaceuticals, ceramics, ball bearings, and semicon-
ductor waste products were considered in the system design.
Power requirements were kept to a minimum. Automation was
deemed to be a driving factor in eliminating unnecessary crew
involvement. Finally, much attention was given to the
performance requirements of refuse collection and transfer,
sanitization and disposal, and the associated propulsion and
power systems.
System Prof'de
The Space Station Integrated Refuse Management System has
been designed to successfully reuse or dispose both biolog-
ically active and inactive materials. In accordmlce with NASA
Standard 3000, the treatment of metabolic b(Mily wastes was
excluded from the yearlong study. To facilitate the monumen-
tal task of addressing all aspects of refil_ management, four
design areas have been defined. To fulfill the mission of
recycling or reusing refuse on the Space Station, the task of
successfully making u_ • of any existing potential energy or
material properties that refuse may po_se_s was established.
The second area of concern dealt with the collection and
PRECEDING P_GE BLANK NOT _:ILMED
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transfer of all materi;ds to either be reused or completely
removed from the station em"ironment. Third, design of an
expendable jettison vehiclc for refuse containment and
transport out of clo_ proximity of the Space Station was
conducted I.astly, numerous jetti_n vehicle launch ._enarios
werc anal_,7_ed. _lection of a proper dispo_l site and the
development of a s}stcm to propel the vehicle to that site were
completed.
The SSII_MS has been designed with both the e_sting
technolo_' of the 1980's and the a_sumed tcchnolo_' level that
will have been developed through post-initial operating
capability of the Space Station.
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
The first step in an}' refuse management _tem (Fig. 1) is
that of collection and transfer. The design of a Space Station
subsystem capable of collecting and transporting refu_ from
its generation site to its disposal and or rewcling site was
accomplished. Refu._ canister transport, receptaclc designs,
storage _.stems, and power _pply were among the topics
researched. The subsTstem design selected is of a multi-
dLsposal site configuration. Each site contains a compactor,
access to the transfer flow path, and a _lpply of bags, labels,
and capsules. Materials research warranted the use of high
density polyethylene bags to be placed sparsely throughout the
modules and within the compactors for convenient waste
dispo_l. Following compaction and evacuation of the refuse,
the packages are manually inserted into cylindrical capsules
constructed of pol)propylene. The capsules are then intro-
duced to a special transfer .system referred to as the "hank
shuttle network." The network, similar to those used in
commercial bank applications, can be used to transport
capsules to an external storage, recycling , or distx)sal l_acility.
Airflow in the bank shuttle s35tem will be generated by a blow-
motor vacuum pump which receives power from solar panels
placed along the Space Station strncture. In the event of a
power failure, hand pumps will be available at each of the
waste handling facilities. A selected storage design consists of
an e_crior rack unit to houm exce_s refu_ generated from
any of the propo_d multi-disposal site arrangements. General
sanitization, airborne, and surface contaminant control were
addressed. Combinations of room arrangement, microbioh)g-
ical filtration, and application of germicidal _pors and gases
pv_LvsrspR_CE_S_UGr_c1Li-r_
Fig. 1: Space Station (partial view) with propo_d waste recycle
facility and jclfi._m _vhiclc.
were employed fi)r an optimum solution. Focus was also
placed on inventory control v_ich incorporates the use of
color coding and bar coding to maximize simplicity and
automation, respcclivcly.
The objective of pr(u, lucing a technically self-supporting
recycIe/reuse system led to the design of the Pyr()lysis
Processing Facility (PPF). Pyrolysis is the destructive
distillation of a carbonaceous material in the presence of heat
and the ab_nce of oxTgen. The facility is composed of ( I )
refuse size reduction, (2) p}xolysis reactor design, and (3)
power generation.
Befi)re implementing the pyrol)_is process, it is ncccssau, to
first reduce the size of the refuse which will in turn incrcase
the efficient') of the s)_tem. A number of refuse size reduction
concepts were evaluated with respect to overall system
perfornTance. Reduction dt_Sces such as hammermills, wvt
pulpers, rasp mills, grinders, and shredders were investigated
The chosen shredding dt_4ee is composed of diametrically-
op_)sed, counter-rotating blades that are serf-cleaning and have
the ability to rcject materials that would otherwise damage or
shut down the s3=stem. Previously developed by Foster-Miller
Associates, this unique shredding s)'stem shows great promise
based on results obtained during extensive testing for
microgra_4ty applications.
Anal)._is of pyrol}_sis reactor designs included, but wcrc not
limited to (1) fluidized bed, (2) rotary kiln, (3) hot wire, and
(4) cyclonic cntraincd-flow devices. Virtually all of the
p_Tolysis reactor designs arc extremely efficient, p}Tolyzing up
to 96% of the refuse material introduced The optimal design
selection is the cTclonic entrained-flow pyrolysis reactor. This
device involves a very high throughput reactor in which refuse
particles are introduced into a cTclonc or vortex tube at high
velocities. The circular wall area of the cyclone is externally
hc_ated and the particles follow a spiral path through the
reactor. The constant contact with the thermally activated wall
combined with the high vehucity of the particles make this an
cfficicnt and complete p)xol)xing process. The reactor is ideal
for space applications. Problems resulting from a lack of gravity
will not be a factor as the reactor creates its own gravitational
environment. Inno_,ative reactor design has reduced temper-
ature requirements from 1500°C to 600°C. This reduction in
temperature "Mso lcmds to a reduction in power generation
requircmcnts.
Research has indicated that power allotments on the Space
Station have nearly been exhausted, and the availability of any
"excess" power wdll be scarce at best. It is for this reason that
power generation was included as a major design aspect.
,_'eral power generation s2_,_tems were considercd to supply
power to the PPE The s)_tems include (l) hybrid electrical,
(2) modular radioisotope thermoelectric, (3) heat pipe
Rankinc, (4) thcrmionic, and (5) electrostatic parametric
power generation. Analysis of the possible solutions has
indicated that a combination of an electrostatic parametric
generator coupled w_ith a heat pipc "Rankine cycle will best
meet the requirements of suppl)fing power to the Pyrolysis
Pr_uccssing Facility.
The objective of removing refuse from the Space Station
environment subsequent to recycling was fidfilled with the
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design of an expendable jettison vehicle. The primary design
goal concerned the :',_,afecontainment of refu_ while the
vehicle is docked at the Station. A ,_cond goal was to insure
prompt destruction of the vehicle and its contents upon
reentry into the Earth's atmosphere. To undertake such a
mission a vehicle was designed which employs a rigid,
aluminum alloy __3,linder to be launched via an expendable
rocket. The vehicle will be a.,_sembled and mated with its
propulsion trait on Earth. It will then be placed into low Earth
orbit, bc retrieved by an orbital maneuvering vehicle, and
placed into its desired location on the Space Station. The
vehicle designed is 4.5 feet in diameter and 3.5 feet in length.
The interior features pigeonhole storage racks that will
accommodate six canisters of compacted rerun. Studies of
worst case _-enarios dc_ribe the need for a maximum of ten
vehicles annually. In addition to vehicle design, debris casualt T
risks and environmental effects associated with atmospheric
reentry were investigated
PROPULSION SYSTEM DESIGN AND INTEGRATION
To insure prompt destruction of the jettison vehicle, designs
fiJr the propulsion _,stem and for ,,chicle integration were
required. Additionally, the _lcction of a proper distx)_l site
for the _'hicle and its contents wa.s of utmost concern. Four
major dispo_l sites were researched in detail. These sites arc
(1) the sun, (2) the Moon, (3) the Earth-Moon libration
points, and (4) the Earth's upper atmosphere. Propulsion
%'stems and launch ._enarios for each of the four sites were
twaluated Of the candidate systems, reentry into the Earth's
atmosphere for refit_ incineration was determined to be the
most attractive solution. Propulsion for the vehicle was
_-lccted in accordance with mass limitations and the total
change in vclocit T requirement of 280 fi/_c. Interfacing a
Morton Thiokol Star 17 expendable rocket to the jettison
vehicle will optimally pro_4de the pn)pulsion/dispo_l system
The assembly is referred to as the Rocket Jettison Vehicle
(Ry':).
Prcliminar3' studies cited the need fi_r transporting numerous
RW's to the Space Station _4a the Orbiter fleet. To alkwiate an},
dependence on the Shuttle, the project .scope was broadened
to encompass a range of expendable latmch vehicles (ELVs)
for the sole purpose of transporting RJVs to the Space Station.
The Titan 3 commercial rocket was ._lccted to complete this
task Subsequent to filling an RJV with compacted refu,_, either
an orbital maneuvering vehicle or a propo_d cold gas _stem
would remove the RJV from close proximity of the Space
Station. It would then initiate spin with proper launch attitude.
Finally, the launch of the Star 17 rocket, which incorporates
gtfidance and navigation controls, will deliver the reff_se
payload into the upper atmosphere to achieve complete
destruction within one low Earth orbit.
ECONOMIC ANALYSIS
Cost is a major determining factor in most decision making
models. Cost goals fi_r the Refuse Management System included
the investment cost of human and material resources for design
preparation, construction, enplaccment, and maintenance.
Incremental and marginal benefits associated with changes
beyond a base level or reference dcsign were u_d in this study
duc to the problem of choosing between several _4able
alternatives. Becau_ the project was based on a current
technology level, relatively accurate cost estimates could be
made. For example, Shuttle launch costs are approaching
$5,000/!b. Thus, 40,000 lbs of refu_ equates to $200 million
in Shuttle launch costs to Low E-,u'th Orbit per }.ear. U._ of
the Titan 3, as opl_J_d to the Shuttle, will cut launch costs
approximately in haft. Cost comparisons _ch as the_ ranked
second among all design considerations for the yearlong stud),.
Crew :'safety was rated highest.
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
The Space Station Integrated Rcfuse Management System is
capable of handling the projected Orbiter shortfall of
approximately 40,000 lbs of refuse annually. The SSIRMS
consists of four integratable subsystems that will minil'nize
contamination risks, crew involvement, and dependence on the
Shuttle for refuse management.
The Collection and Transfer subaltern is designed to be as
automated as possible requiring only that the crew place waste
into bags and activate switches which cau_ the collection and
transfer process to begin. The subsystem was designed to
pro,vide for a contamination-flee environment, yet in the event
of a possible contamination occurrence, workstation isolation
would prcvent the spread of contaminants.
Equipment suggested for use in the design has been
pre_5ously manufactured or has been determined to be highly
feasible to construct. Because of the a_-ailability of the needed
hardware, the cost of the _bs3._tem design should be relatively
low in comparison to alternative waste management systems.
To completely integrate the Collection and Transfer design
with the remaining subsystems, further stud)' is recommended
in the areas of (1) component dimensions, (2) costs, (3)
alternate means of canister transport, and (4) subsTstenl
weight.
The design of a self-supporting Pyrolysis Processing Facility
was achieved. The facility consists of a shredder _tcm, a
cyclonic entrained-flow p_Tol}*is reactor, and a h)ff)rid power
generating system. Recommendations include the need for ,an
in-depth computer study to determine the relative merit of
p)Tol}_is oil as a rocket fuel, and the need for a detailed cost
anal)_is.
In terms of the complete disposal of Space Station rcfum,
it was concluded that a jettison vehicle would provide the
means for transporting wastes to a tier 3" destruction in the
Earth's upper atmosphere. Further investigation is recom-
mended in the areas of (1) orbital mcchanics, (2) protot3.pe
vehicle development, and (3) vehicle testing under simulated
launch conditions.
Low cost and e:tsc of operation make the delivery of the
Rocket Jettison an attractive choice for Space Station rcfi_"
management. While paper, plastics, and other incinerablc
materials have negligible emironmcntal effects on the Earth.
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hazardous materials and heavy metals may justify the need fi_r
an alternate disposal site. For now, research has shown the
Moon to be the best alternate and redundant site.
It is concluded that the transportation of cargo should be
accomplished using unmanned vehicles such as the Titan. Also,
a._scmbly on Earth of the RJV s3_fem proves economical and
practical. Extensive extra.vehicular activity and sophisticated
attachment design would consequently be eliminated.
Above all, an environmental impact study should be
performed to predict the consequences of _nding refiL_
through the atmosphere or to any alternate site. The
incorporation of guidance controls, artificial intelligence
capabilities, and spin tables needs to be addressed. Further
re.arch concerning the availability of alternative off-the-shelf
rockets to interface _ith the required performance parameters
should be pursued
_N_
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DESIGN AND MANUFACTURE OF SOLID ZrO 2 ELECTROLYTE
CLEMSON UNIVERSITY
BACKGROUND
Oxygen anions in cubic zirconia (zirconia stabilized in the
cubic phase by small additions of CaO, MgO, or Y20_) diffuse
very rapidly, through the zirconia ct3_talline structure. This is
becau_" these additions create oxygen vacancies, (Oxygen
vacancies arc places in the zirconia ct3_tal structure which
would ordinarily bc occupied by oxygen anions if the zirconia
were pure..The_ places are empty in the impure stabilized
zirconia structures.)
An electric field will "pump" oxygen from one side of the
elcctrolytc to the other. A negative electrode will donate two
electrons to an oxygen atom, thus creating an oxygen anion.
The electric field then pushes this anion toward the positive
electrtMc on the opposite side of the ,solid electrolyte. When
the oxygen anion reaches the positive electrode, it loses the
additional electrons and becomes an oxygen atom again.
Them processes are most efficient in electrolytes which axe
actually very thin membranes. The challenge is to produce thin
continuous membranes which are strong enough mechanically
to withstand the pressure differential acros,s the membrane. A
high ratio of surface area to thickness is also desirable. It is
also important that the material be leak proof. Molecular gases
must not be "able to diffuse through the electrolyte.
Several universities at the NASA/USRA Third Annual Summer
Conference reported that they would build systems which
would decompose CO 2 gas in the martian atmosphere. (For
example_ ,see Mars Oxygen Demonstration Project Design
Summary Report, Joseph A. Verne, Old Dominion University,
1987.) An essential component of these systems was a ,solid
yttria stabilized zirconia (YSZ) electrolyte cell. Discussion w4th
these universities revealed that optimizing the design of such
an electrolyte was highly, desirable but there was relatively little
commercial interest in doing so. Thus, the design and
fabrication of such an electrolyte would be a challenging and
worthwhile project for ceramic engineering students at
Clemson [Miversity.
/_¢3
It is vet 3" important that the engineering designer knows
how his project fits with the rest of the project. For this reason,
the claxs spent considerable time studying the conditions on
the martian surface. The necessity of having an oxygen
generating apparattts to take on a mission to Mars ,soon became
obvious. Students were encouraged to review reports
generated b)' Old Dominion University.
The class formed into teams, each having three members.
Each team submitted a progress report every two weeks, with
occasional oral reports. The whole class met to trade
information on fabrication techniques and where to find
_arious supplies.
Each team showed evidence of experimental work by
presenting the results of attempts to form a cell that the team
had designed. The team that submitted the best design
presented its report at the Fourth Annual Summer Conference,
held in Cocoa Beach, Florida. Summaries of the five teams
foUow.
EXTRUSION
Extrusion is similar to squeezing toothpaste from a tube.
Ceramic material with a clay-like character is placed in a
cylindrical chamber and squeezed out through holes in a die
at the end of the chamber. In this case, the plastic material
is a ceramic powder-water mixture with minor additions of
binders.
Ceramic engineers use extrusion for forming intricate thin
wall tubes for catalyst supports. There are several commercial
companies with the technical expertise to make thin walled
multiceil tubes. Tubes such as these could satisfy the
requirements of the solid electrolyte configuration very wel).
Unfortunately, the expertise for forming these tubes is
proprietary and not obtainable from open literature.
Raw Materials
PROJECT ASSIGNMENT
--_ The following project assignment was given to the students:
"Design and build a suitable YSZ solid electrolyte cell. Describe
advantages of the design and fabrication method. Finally, to the
limits of available resources, fabricate the design. Explain why
Reactive alumina
A-152 (Alcoa Chemicals) alumina
Partially stabilized zirconia (TX-3Y,, Toya Soda)
Stabilized zirconia (Tosoh)
Methocel binder (2 ! 3-30, Dow Chemicals)
A-152 alumina
it would bc superior to other designs."
Actual Success _ "
CONDUCT OF CERAMIC ENGINEERING 425/625
The basis of this class was a lecture and laborator)"
combination. "I_e first few sessions dealt with zirconia, the
structure of zirconia, and how to stabilize zirconia.
This group found that the extrusion process xx_s alrt_ady
performed commercially. The group concentrated on establish-
ing the important parameters neces,cat)" to form the solid
electrolyte material.
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Because of the expense of YSZ, this group experimented
mainly with "alumina and learned that the following pararnetcrs
were important if they were to obtain uniform results:
I. A wide range of particle sizes must be present.
2. Pressure in the extrusion chamber is important.
3. A binder is necessary to give the unfired material
strength.
4. Other agents are necessary to regulate plasticity.
5. The drying very slowly and carefully is e_sential.
6. Firing carefully in order is necessary to prevent cracking.
Comments
The extrusion process is a vet 3' strong candidate for making
complex solid electrolyte tubes. With enough money, several
companies could become interested in producing a satisfactory
product without much further research.
SLIP CASTING
Comments
The slip c_.sting process ha_s a great deal of potential fi)r
producing a cell. Proponents of slip c_sting, however, must
successfully overcome the problems of ulaevcn ca_sting and
cracking. These problems arc solvable, however, and slip
casting is a possible means for producing these cells.
TAPE CASTING
Tape casting is a primary method for forming long, flat,
extremely thin "tapes" of ceramic materials. The process u_s
a slurry of ceramic powders, binders, plasticizers, and
di.q_ersants,combined with a nonaqueous solvent. A device
(doctor blade) spreads this slurt 3' on a surface where the
solvent evat'x)rates. The result is a very thin, fiat, flexiblc layer
of mostly ceramic powder which on firing becomes a hard
ceramic material.
The advantage of this process is the ea_se of prcxlucing very
thin ceramic shapes, which are very dt_irable for this project.
Slip ca.sting is the common meth_xl for forming vases and
"art potter) ;' in ceramic shops. A slip is a cream), mixture of
ceramic powder, water, and other additives. The additives keep
the ceramic powder in suspension and modify the flow
properties of the mixture. The slip casting process consists of
pouring the slip into a porous mold (usuaily plaster) and
waiting until a leathery "skin" of material has formed on the
mold surface. When the "skin" is thick enough, the remaining
slip is poured out of the mold. The material remaining in the
mold must Iota some of the fluid. After the skin has dried
,sufficiently, it becomes more rigid and shrinks aw_ly from the
mold surface.
Raw Materials
Polyvinyl butyral (binder, But_ar 98) 2
Menhaden fish oil (defl_x:culant)
325-mesh alumina
Fine alumina powder
Submicron alumina
Toyo _xla zirconia
Octyl phthalate (plasticizer, ,_anticizer 160-Mon_nto)
Polyethylene glycol (plasticizer)
Ethyl alcohol (solvent)
Trichloroethylene (solvent)
Raw Materials Actual Success
Reactive "alumina
Partially stabilized zirconia (TX-3Y, Toya Soda)
Stabilized zirconia (Tosoh)
Ethanolamine (for rheology adjustments)
Pol)adn_4 alcohol (PVA) hinder
Mcthocell
Cellulose ether
Actual Success
This method of forming ceramic shapes ks a traditional
method. Consequently, ceramists have extensively studied slip
casting and can easily make simple shapes to ck)se tolerances.
The shape proposed by this group was not simple, however,
and difficulties arose because of cracking. The group also
encountered difficult)' when trying to separate the shape from
the plaster mold.
The group finally succeeded in reducing the cracking. This
was accomplished by grinding the zirconia for _weral hours
in a ball mill. The slip became thixotropic and the wall
thickness of the finished cell became uneven as a result.
Tape casting has been a traditional "high tcch" ceramic
manufacturing process. It requires sophisticated control and is
a more complicated mamtfacturing process. The potential for
manufacturing uniformly smooth, fiat, precisely dimensioned
plates makes this extra effort ",'cry cost effective.
This group was probably the most successful of all the
groups in the class. In fact, we intend to perfect this process
for manufacturing ZrO z electrolytes in future classes. A
significant finding by this group is that the green tapes are
capai)le of being "glued" together into a more complex shape.
This finding will make tape ca.sting even more attractive. This
process will likely be more successful than the others in
producing a dcsirahle cell. This group repre_nted Clemson
at Cocoa Beach in June, 1988, because of their success.
SOL GEL
The sol gel technique is the most recently developed of any
technique tried by this class. The group tried to form
momflithic plates of yttria stabilized ZrO 2 by causing an
organometallic salt of Zr (zirconium n-prol_)xide) di.,_,_flved in
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2-propanol (propyl alcohol) to hydrolyze. The group also tried
other materials such as zirconium acetate dissolved in HzO.
The main idea of the sol gel technique is first to form a
gel of zirconium oxide together with the stabilizing oxide
(yttria, calcia or magnesia). Next, the water is removed from
the gel and the dehydrated gel is fired to form a solid ceramic
material. The advantage of this technique is that it forms a
chemically homogeneous, fine-grained, reproduoble material.
Raw Materials
2,4 Pentanedione
2-Propanol
Calcium hydroxide
Concentrated nitric acid
Diacetin
Distilled water
DMF
Hydrcx:hloric acid (optional)
Yttrium nitrate
Zirconium acetate sol
Zirconium n-propoxide
Actual Success
In contrast to .some of the other techniques, the .sol gel
proce._s is relatively new. The group was actually able to make
thin membranes by this technique. Note, however, that the
Raw Materials
Acetone
Aluminum Oxide
Carbon steel furnace electrode (mold material)
Darvon C
Distilled Water
MethylceUulose
Plaster (mold material)
Polyvinyl alcohol (PVA)
Yttria (12 mol.%)stabilized zirconia
Actual Success
This group was hampered because investment casting
depends on very many factors, especially impurities in mold
matcrials. Interracial tension between the mold materials and
the ceramic slip is strongly materials dependent. It is often
dtT_'ndent on low impurity levels in one of the materials. In
spite of all this, the group actually fabricated some tubes and
geometric shapes by this method.
Comments
Investment casting as a technique requires further develop-
ment than the other techniques addressed by the clas.s. There
needs to be much more control over the process before
investment casting is a practical process.
degree of control was not as good as the tape casting process.
The group gained experience with differing mold surfaces. At : = SUMMARY
first, the specimens cracked when the group tried to dt T them..
The group partially overcame this problem by using various " CIemson University students definite b, benefitted from this
dr34ng additives. -- :experience with USRA/NASA. The challenge that this project
_gave the students was both exciting and attention-getting.
Comments Students spent far more time per credit hour on this project
than on their other courses.
This technique may merit further stud}' if it is found that This project aoX,anced the art of making efficient oxygen
ultra-fine grain size is desirable. [lnfired pieces made from this generators as well. Clemson students are now well on the way
material may bc difficult to handle, to designing a solid electrolyte with a large active surface area
INVESTMENT CASTING
Investment casting as de._ribcd here, refers to using a
disposable mold. Substances which either evaporate or quietly
oxidize at high temperatures are materials possibly _itablc for
making molds. Plaster and similar materials may partially
decompo_, thereby reducing to a powder. The_ are al_
gatisfactory in some cases.
It is important that the products of decomposition or
combustion not affect or contaminate the ceramic materials.
Also, swelling or excessive thermal expansion can lead to
cracking of the part.
The objective is to form the ceramic part in the mold. The
unfired part remains in the mold during the firing process. The
mold either disintegrates or disappears during the firing
procegs, leaving the ceramic part free.
and comparatively small volume. Previous devices have had to
endure the limitation of using only simple shapes .such as tubes.
The results of this project have demonstrated that better
Configurations are not only possible but practical.
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THE DEVELOPMENT OF A CISLUNAR SPACE INFRASTRUCTURE
UNIVERSITY OF COLORADO, BOULDER
The primary objective (ff the University of Colorado Advanced Mission Design Program is to definc the
characteristics and evolution of a near-Earth .,,;pace infrastructure. The envisioned foundati_m includes a
permanently manned, raft-sustaining base on the lunar ,surface, an LI space station, and a transportation
.system that anchors the,_ clcments to a h)w Earth orbit (IEO) station. The motivation of this project
gxs ha._d on the idea that a near-Earth .space infrastructure is not an end but an important step in
a larger plan to expand man's capabilities in .space _tence and technology. The prc_nce of a cislunar
space infrastructure would greatly facilitate the staging of future pianetar3 _missions, as well as facilitating
the full exploration of the lx)tentiat for mience and industry on the lunar _rface. This paper will provide
a _)und rationale and a detailed _-enario in _lpport of the cislunar infrastructure design.
LIST OF ACRONYMS
CEI£S: Controlled Ecological life Support S}_tcm
ECI.%: Em_ronmcntally Controlled Life Snpport S_tem
EIKII'V: Electric Propulsion Orbital Transfer Vehicle
ESA: European .Space AgenQ,
EVA: Extra-Vehicular Activity
FRG: Federal Republic of Germany
GEe: Gco_nchronous Earth Orbit
GNP: Grogs National Product
tIE.O: High Earth Orbit
HPV: Human Powered Vehicle
LI: lJbration Point between the Earth and Moon
I_O: Ix)w Earth Orbit
OMV: Orbital Maneuvering Vchicle
OI_': Orbital Transfer Vehicle
INTRODUCTION
Recently, both the National Commission on Space report and
Dr. Sally Ride's report to the NASA Administrator have
advocated returning to the Mtxm. The University of Colorado
Ach_nced Design cla.,_s undert(x)k an evaluation of how such
a mission might twelve. The primary goal was to define the
evolution of a near-Earth space infTastructurc having manned
lunar activities. "I_ne approach w:Ls to be programmatic and ,_s
to avoid Apollo-like, highly-focus'd, technoh)gy demonstration
characteristics.
A multipha._d program was develolx'd by grouping mimion
activities within levels of incre:Lsing infrastructure support. The
activities include them conducted in orbit, a_s well as them
perfi)rmed on the lunar surface. _hen defining mission
,_enarios, weighted consideration was given to the cconomic
fe;tsibility, flexibility, mientific interest, safety, and required
hardware of these missions. A preliminar T design of key
components and/or systems of the infrastructure are
pre_'nted.
It w_s desired that each phase of the program b;L_cd on
clear, supportahlc rationale. A set of metrics was dcvelOl_'d
to evaluate continued program growth. Predetermined
brcakl_fints provided for program evaluation. Addilionall}, the
impact of such a program and associated space infra._tructure
on the nation's ccoflomy v_-its assessed.
3/.3
INYRASTRUCT_,E
An infrastructure is traditionally defined as "'the basic
facilities, equipment, _r_ces and installations needed for the
growth and fimctioning of an organization" (T/_, American
Heritage Dictionary). Examples of such an infratstructure arc
found in the highway ._estems, the railwa_._ s3_tem, and the
detailed network by which goods and m_'ices are distrihuted
throughout this counto,. In toda)'s societT, the facilities,
equipment, and services arc taken .so much for granted, that
the infrastructure has Ix:come _irtually transparent. It is not
until a dis,'tstcr or crisis occurs that the infr',tstructure becomes
visible. Natural disasters such as floods, tornados, and
earthquakes often disrupt portions of our infrastructure. The
oil embargo of 1973 disrupted a major supply line that was
a large part of the oil distribution infrastructure. Gas prices
ro_ dramatically as the United States was forced to l(_)k
elsc,_ere for oil. This example illustrates the importance of
a strong infrastructure. Certainly prices incrca_scd, but the oil
distribution infrastructure was flexible enough to continue to
operate throughout the crisis. The embargo did not result in
a complete halt of the countD_s oil-dependent activities. The
infr-a.stmcture ens-ured a certain degree of programmatic safety.
It allowed a parallel or alternative progression of events This
was oppo._d to a situation _anerc there is little infr;tstructurc
and where critical _-rvices are completely lost in times of
natural dis,xster.
A space infrastructure prmSdes a sort of "_-',fffolding" in
anticipation of future program expansions. Development of a
sound in_astructurc for the space program will prmSde tilt"
fimndation for the fi_turc development and exploration of
.q3ace. It is neces_r 7 to build this infr_tstructure so that it may
be the fimndation from which fl_tt_rc space activities can
flourish. The infra.structure must bc capable of expanding to
adequately support inmwative and more technologically
advanced missions than are premntl)imagined ltistoricall), it
has been shown to be difficuh to predict ._'ientific break-
throughs or their implementations, hut it has hccn possible to
show that all of the._' things occur only wl_cn the infrastruc-
tnre is capable of supporting them. "llms, a space infraslructure
program should be de_vloped which will promote unexpected
advances and th:lt will alk)w all the benefits ()f these athanccs
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to be realized. The thesis developed hcrein highlights a space
program founded on an infrastructure basis that v_411be strong,
cost efficient, and most importantly, flexible.
LUNAR KEY
POPULATION EVENTS
0 5 10 15 2O
I_I,TION&LE
The United States and the Soviet [Mion are no longer the
only nations with strong space programs. Western Europe,
Japan, China, and India each participate in space-related
activities. American successes such as At_filo, Titan, Saturn,
Voyager. Skylab and the Space Shuttle are being overshadowed
by names from other nations, such as Soydz, Ariane, Energia,
Vega, Mir and Hermes. Without the development of a near-
Earth space infrastructure, the United States could soon lose
its historic stature as a leader in space technology. Similar
occurrences could happen in other technological arenas.
Consequently, the United States and specifically NASA's
expertise may one day be no hmger in demand.
The University of Colorado Advanced Design Program
proposes a near-Earth space infrastructure consisting of a lunar
base, a manned 1.1 space station and a fleet of a._sociated
transportation vehicles. A near-Earth space infrastructure has
the potential to generate great economic and .scientific returns,
as well as less-tangible benefits such as increased national pride
and greater American stature in world politics. It is expected
that a near-Earth space infrastructure would be beneficial to
the future of the United States by providing a degree of
economic return similar to that attained by the Apollo
program. An American presence in Earth orbit would advance
research in areas such as Earth studies, materials proces,sing,
and variable gravity experiments, as well as astronomy and
solar studies. Although the direct benefits of a space initiative
are difficult to assess, the United States must make an
investment now in the technological future offered by space.
The U.S. has exhausted many of the advantages gleaned from
the infrastructure put into place by previous generations. It is
time to build the infrastructure from w4aich the United States
of the 21st century will flourish. This investment will aid
America in maintaining leads in science, technology and
industry.
METHODOLOGY
The evolution of the proposed infrastructure is illustrated
in Fig. 1. This preliminary .scenario timeline consists of specific
mission target dates that can accommodate changes depending
on both funding and available technologies. The timeline is
subject to any initial delays dependent on the date of program
initiation. The infrastructure development program is checked
periodically by means of breakpoints. These breakpoints, or
milestones, are used to evaluate the progress and success of
the program. Additionally, they will establish a series of
questions that will drive the future of the program.
The evolution of the program is controlled by f(mr goals.
These goals relate to safety, cost, mission efficiency and
program ('valuation. The grouping of mission objectives into
phases that require similar levels of infrastructure support is
optimized using these goals and expected levels of availabIe
tcchnoh)gy.
1989
1991
1993
1995
1997
1999
2001
2002
2005
2007
2009
2011
2015
2015
2017
2019
2021
CONnNUOUS
HAB|TA_0N
-- T_POR_RY
HABITAn0N
--3
I
I
l
I
1990: PROCRAU Ac_'rE"O
1913: ORBITAL_IANEU_INC V_._ff.l..E
1994: PHASE I - SITE BEL[C110N
Igg7: ORBITAL ,_,AN_C'ERVE_ICLE
ECLSS UFE SUPPORT
2001: .¢_'ALLWNAR LANOER. ECLSS
ELECTRICPROPULSION OTV
7.003:HIff,4-EAR'rHORBff _ACE_ORT
200_.:PHASE !(- OUII=OST DEVE'LOP_ENT
PHASE I ANO IIC_q..BS
COMPLETE _ANSPORTAIION S'fBTE_
2010:P_ASE ;:I- _ERI61ANE'NII.YUANNED
BABE 'MII_PHASE IIICE'LSB
;t013: F_ _DE CBSERVATORY
2017: PLA,4ETARYSTAGNG
202{_ AOVANCEO LI _AnON- PHASE _,_CELSS
2021: PHA_ IV - SELF-_AINING BASE
PHASE IV CEL_
Fig. I. Timclinc
The first goM is to maximize human .'safety. This is addressed
by minimizing transit times between destinations, by providing
adequate radiation protection against solar flares, and by
maximizing the use of automation and robotics to reduce risks
to humans. Cargo w41l Ix.-transported without human crew_..
As the number of human missions increases, the infrastructure
will enhance human .'safety by providing a .'safe haven and
resupply depot in the lunar vicinity at an 1.1 space station
The L! station provides for greater flexibility within the
transportation infrastructure. For example, emergencies on the
Moon could receive assistance from the LI station in
approximately one day. Assistance from LEO would take almost
four days.
Low cost is the second goal. Incorporation of pr_iously
designed space hardware, such as that propo_-d fi)r use on
a LEO space station will help reduce program costs by
eliminating additional research and development costs.
RecTcled hardware will minimize acquisition costs. The I.l
transportation node reduces overall transportation costs by
providing a staging point near the Mt_m. This k_'ation was
chosen to minimize overall AV expenditures. It -,d_) allows the
con_)lidation of crews and cargos in order to reduce overall
transportation activities and costs. Electric propulsion cargo
vehicles take advantage of low propellant usage to further
reduce operating costs.
The development timeline of the infrastructure was
mheduled using a reasonable, yet aggressive anti ambitious
polkT. This provided realistic dates for brcak[x)ints while
minimizing cost overruns which might occur if (for example)
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a contractor fell behind in development or production
.schedules. Funds will be committed on a phased basis. This
reduces the financial investment for any given phase. Overall
funding cost effectiveness should make follow-on program
funding more attractive for congressional appro_al.
The infrastructure was designed in an open-ended manner.
The inherent flexibility enables the continuance of a project
should it experience a setback. Open-endedness means that a
failure becomes merely a decision point and not a dead-end.
The most important characteristic of an open-ended design is
that the goals of the design form the foundation for further
expansion without specifying the direction the expansion must
take. Thus, single "final pathways" and bottlenecks are avoided.
Mission efficiency demands the logical planning of both
scientific experiments and mission objectives. Experiments for
each phase are selected to take full advantage of the available
.support from the infrastructure. For example, early infrastruc-
ture support enables new scientific information and demon-
strations of economical feasibility of using lunar materials for
future expansion of the infrastructure. These mission objectives
also imply what type of support is needed. For example, during
the Outpost Phrase, robotic vehicles are required to support
various construction activities at the base. When no longer
needed for construction, a simple changeover of modular
components could convert a construction vehicle into an
automated core .sample return vehicle.
Finally, the fourth goal is that the missions must provide the
means to evaluate further expansion of the infiastructure and
continuation into the next phase of development. For example,
if processing of lunar materials is infeasible (from a cost or
technology standpoint) then it is probable that the program
would not continue into Phase III, Permanent Base, and power
requirements may not justify a nuclear power plant.
Evaluation of design performance at any" particular stage of
development is accomplished by a set of .specific criteria and
metrics. The e_aluatious take place at .specified breakpoints and
the design current status is compared logically to the predicted
status for a given point on the overall timeline.
The methods by wahich the goals of the program will be
achieved are dependent upon the technologies available
throughout the period (ff system evolution. Some of the more
important technologies which will enable the s}._tem are life
sciences and life .support, transportation systems, propellant
storage and transfer, space construction techniques, automa-
tion and robotics, power generation, and .space suits.
Four as,sumptions were made in establishing the cislunar
infrastructurc scenario: (1) a reliable transportation .system
exists between Earth and LEO; (2) there is a functional LEO
space station; (3) a heavy lift launch vehicle exists; and (4)
on-orbit construction capabilities exist.
HEO AL'TIVlTIES
A high Earth orbit (HEO) platform is needed to support the
in-orbit activities and services that are necessary to promote
safe and efficient planetary exploration. For safety, flexibility
and cost efficiency, a platform will be placed in a halo orbit
about the first Earth-Moon libration point (L1). The manned
IA station will act as a staging point between LEO and the
Moon. The use of the LI station for cargo and fuel storage
along with refueling capabilities, will aid in a more cost
efficient transportation infrastructure. Other activities such ms
satellite servicing, geosynchronous orbit cleanup, and a
transportation control center provide additional justification
for an L1 station. The L1 station is also an excellent location
from which to base future planetary missions. Prior to full HEO
activities, the L1 site acts as a "parking orbit" for expended
external tanks from the Space Shuttle, for obsolete GEO
satellites and other .space hardware for which the costs of
transport to orbit have been paid. The role of this hardware
in future missions is only partially predicted.
LUNAR BASE #_'-'TIVI'I'IF_
The Moon will provide a focal point for advanced astronomy
and planetary studies, as well as lunar resource processing
Advancements in _iences will be enabled through the use
of lunar-based observatories to study the universe while a
better understanding of the solar system will be aided through
seleneological studies conducted on the Moon. The sciet'ltific
benefits of lunar-based astronomy should far exceed those of
comparable astronomical observations made from Earth.
Because the Moon is not shielded by an atmosphere, all
wavelengths of electromagnetic radiation (X-ray, infrared,
gamma ray and ultraviolet) will reach the lunar surface, hence
they can be studied in much greater detail. Additionally, radio-
interference from Earth can be shielded by the Moon, making
radiotelescopes located on the farside lunar surface more
effective.
Production of lunar resources will help reduce a
di:pendence on Earth-based supplies. Lunar-derived oxygen,
water and propellants are determined to be key lunar products.
Carbothermal reduction is a candidate process to extract
oxygen and water. The by-product would be spun lunar
fiberglass, useful for lunar construction. In addition, mining and
materials processing may provide the lunar bmse with raw
materials to be used in future expansions of lunar activities,
as well as space activities. A Controlled Ecological Life Support
System (CEI,C,S) will fulfill the requirements for long term
human space missions by reducing the total mass required to
be transported from Earth. The lunar CELSS will prox4de the
"seed" to start up other life support systems, such as those
needed for an advanced L1 station or a manned Mars mission
and base.
TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM
The programmatic needs of the transportation systems were
considered when selecting transportation system components.
Modular components were utilized to reduce costs, to enhance
efficiency, and to provide flexibility. The tratxsportation fleet
will consist of a variety of manned and unmanned vehicles. A
staging node at L I is proposed in order to reduce overall
transportation costs by providing an intermediate staging point
easily accessible from LEO, GEO, and lunar orbit. A halo orbit
at L1 has the additional advantage of providing access to all
orbit inclinations at the Moon and Earth.
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Fig. 2. Manned Orbital Transfer _&hicle
Modular manned orbital transfer vehicles will utilize
acrobraking technology and CtTogenic liquid oxygen/hydrogen
based propulsion to transfer crews and time-_nsitive cargo
throughout cislunar _,_oace. Additional manned transl_)rtation
w_ll be pro,tided by two t3pes of hmar landers. One lander
is u_d to bring modest amounts of equipment and small crews
from LI to the hmar surface. Cargo and larger crew
transportation reqnirements vdU be _tisfied by a larger lander
which travels between lunar orbit and lunar _lrface.
The manned orbital transfer vehicle, depicted in Fig. 2, is
composed of several modular components. The central
component is a structural frame w4th main engines, reaction
control, propellant umks, battcries, limited communications,
and a control systcm capable of remote or preprogrammed
operation. An aerobrake may bc attached to this flame in order
to sa_ AV expenditures on trips to I.EO, Trips from L1 to
GEe or to lunar orbit cannot u_ acrobvaking because no
atmosphere exists at the destination to provide the frictional
forces necessary to "brake" the vehicle. Therefore, for these
trips, the aerobrake would Ix." removed and left at L1 to save
weight, thereby ._aving propellant.
A habitation module that can support three crew members,
could be fixed to the frame. A crew of sLx would be transferred
by using two habitation modules end to end. ,%me lift* suptx)rt
requirements and most of the power requirements would IX*
derived from a life support module. This module urns an
oxygen/hydrogen fuel tell to provide 7 kW of continuous
power and 2 l man-days of potable water. It also would contain
tankage fi)r removal of wastes.
By using modular equipment, spacecn_ can be tailored to
meet most specific mission needs and thus optimize the
spacecraft for greater economy. 5k't this configured modular
approach does not require special spacccrafl for each different
mission. Additionally, OT_'s without crews or habitation
Fig. 3. Cargo I,unar lander
moduk_ can be used for in,_rtion stages for increased payload
capahihiT. These in,_rtion stages would Ix: remotely operable
or preprogrammed for return trips to i_O or for unmanned
cmergenc T ._)rtics.
The smaller lunar lander would be a single stage- vehicle
approximately twice the size cff the Apollo Iunar M(_ule with
a 9 metric mn dry weight. This lander could Ix: configured
to supi_)rt three crew members and many seientific payloads
for exploration relations. Later, ._s the lunar hawse becomes
more developed, fewer ._'icntillc payloacts will Ix, tran_erred
using this lander, and it would be equipped to transport four
or five crew members. This lander would shuttle between the
1.1 staging node and the lunar surface.
The second lunar lander would be substantially larger, and
is illustrated in Fig. 3. It would Ix" capable of landing 25-30
metric tons of payload on the lunar surface, as well _ a crew
of up to six. Due to the size of this vehicle, it would operate
only between low lunar orbit and the lunar surfhce. Cargo
destined fi)r the hmar surface would Ix_ sent directly to lunar
orbit from [_O, Crews would ix: transferred to Ll from IFO
and then to lunar orbit.
All manned transportation vehicles would use liquid ox),gcn/
hydrogen propellants. Additionally, all would use the life
support modules to pro_4de power and water suppIies. U,_, of
common and standardized equipment reduces costs by
requiring only one type of fuel to Ix" transferred and stored
This al_) enhances flexibility since redundant vehicles are used
extenMvcly throughout the transportation _tem.
l Jnmanned _q]icles consist of t_o basic t),pcs. Small orbital
maneuvering vehicles (OMV's) will shuttle Ix-twecn the 1,1
station and GEe to retriez_e and redeploy _tellites requiring
service. A nuclear electric ion propulsion vehicle will transfer
cargo and propellants from LEO to L1 or to lunar orbit. Thc_-
electric propulsive orbital transfer vehicles (EPOTV) would
take less than one year fi_r a round trip.
Cargo to the M_xon and propellant to the dtT_Jt at l.l would
be transferred by a fleet of electric propulsion vehicles. An
Electric Propulsion Orbital Transfer Vehicle (EPOTV) is shown
in Fig. 4. These vehicles would u_ 300 kW .'_)lar electric ion
propulsion with xenon or argon prolxqlant. The T would be
capable of transporting 25-30 metric tons to lunar orbit. Ion
propulsion provides a substantial savings in propellant
expenditures compared to traditional chemical propulsion
s}._tems such as liquid oxygen/hydrogen. Lower propellant
expenditures will lower cost. The primary disadvantage of
EPC_V sT.stems is the long transit time required. Proper staging
of equipment can overcome this di_ldwantage. As power and
propulsive technolo_ progresses, later versions wx)uld Ix-
nuck'ar powered at one megawatt or mort', and may have
incre,t_d cargo capabilities. Such a _vhicle may Ix- adapted to
use a variety of protx'llants derived from wa_stc and,'or space
debris.
Another unmanned vehicle is the Orbital Manenvering
Vehicle (O_VV). This is a remotel} operated spacecraft u_'d
to retrie_x" and transport GEe satellitcs, perform ._'rvicing
operations and other operations within the robotic capability
of the spacecraft. Sak-agc and re._xCllO missions arc candidate
operations that could bt" performed by such vehicles. The dry
Fig.4 Hcctric Propulsion O'D/
weight of each OMV would hc approximately five metric tons.
Since they arc umd in mi._sions requiring lob +_V eXlX'nditures,
acrobraking is not used and weight is kept to a minimum Also,
this small spacecraft could be used for robotic functions in
lunar orbit, at the LEO station, or the I+1 station.
INFRASTRUCTURE DEVELOPMENT
The lunar hast contigttration was designed considering
maximum crew safety, ease of construction, modularity,
adaptabilit T to different missions, durahilitT, and cost. The
driving factors in determining the size of the base were
requircd habitation area, experimental and research activities,
and the _x)lumc of the emironmcntally controlled life _lpport
_stetu (ECLqS).
The lunar b_._" design was devclopcd in incremental stcps
beginning from the remote-sensing site selection and moving
toward the ultimate goal of a self-sustaining hmar ba.se, l.unar
surface development occurs in four distinct phases. Thc
development of the IA station parallels tbe progress of the
lunar b_.se.
Ph.'t_" I, Remote-_'nsing and Site _-lection, will encompass
a variety of remote-sensing exploration missions, as well as
manned missions to two remote locations. This phase bill
Fig. 5 Initial LI Statit+n
determine the I(}cation of an initial outpost. Phase- I cotdd
begin ms early as 1994 with the Lunar Geo_ience Observer
mission currently proposed by NASA, but awaiting funding.
Remote .sensing of tbe lunar surface bill aid in selecting a safe
and promising site for the future lunar outpost. From the data
gained using this .satellite, approximately ten of the most
promising sites for a lunar outpost will be thorn. Further
t_-aluation of these sites will be performed by a cluster of small
probes. Each cluster mission will cover an area of approxi-
mately 1000 ,square kilometers. Each cluster consists of two
fully-instrumented ,soft landers and ten small probes bahich
hard land on tbe surface. Data from the hard landers arc
rclayed to the .soft lander fi)r transmission Hack to Earth. This
data will I_ + used to select two sites fi)r further evaluation by
a manned mission.
Continued lunar expansion will be evaluated at this point.
In addition to the data obtained, financial support must be+
available, as well as a transportation system capable of
supl-_rting the Outpost development pha_. In particular, the
large lunar lander must be ax-ailablc. It is anticipated that
expansion would continue into Phase 11 to allo,x for manned
_ientific studies on the Itmar m+rfacc.
Phase I1, Outpost Development, consists of establishing a
man-tended outpost on the moon to provide for a series of
ten to fourteen-day missions. The purpose of thc_ mimsions
x_ill be to perform .science experiments and to rematch hmar
procemsing capabilities. Concurrent with the lunar develop-
ment is the addition of a modest space station located at 1.1
to +rye :ts a transportation and staging node, as depicted in
Fig. 5.
A transportation n(Rle at I+1 provides a staging point for
manned lunar missions and a more cost-effectivc location from
which to service GEO satellites. For exan_plc, two crews can
be transported to LI. The crc_ will ready the lunar lander
for one crew to use for a lunar mission while the +cond crew
remains at the station to repair GEO satellites. Additionally,
robotic hmar exploration is enhanced by control of such
missions at the I.I station exploiting the lower transmission
delay times. Constructing the station with external tanks and
comt_ments dtweioped for the i.EO station reduces the cost
of building such a station.
The lunar bzksc will bc powered by a lOO-kW _lar array
with backup fucl cells. Other hardware staged to this point
include a habitation module, multi-purpose lunar surface
vehicles and a sandbagging dc_'icc to bag rcgolith for shielding
purposes. Radiation protection ",,,'ill 1_ proxidcd hy a rcgolith
"tent" supported by a trtt,_s structure. Such a structure is sltob33
in Fig. 6. 2
Lunar activities would s-at-)' widely depending upon current
mission objectives. Construction activities include deph)ying
solar arrays, sandbagging to construct the radiation shield, and
other actixities to establish the outpost. _lcnological stutlics
of the Moon would be perfomlcd by studying core _amplcs
rctunaed hy robotic missions as well as by stttd)ing minera-
logical debris from craters. Although much w:t,_ leanaed from
the l.unar Geoscicnccs Ohsen'er, new remote _-nsing packages
will t_: carried by the lunar I:mdcrs to take data during orbital
phases of those missions. Chemical anal)sis of Ihc _}il bill be
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Fig. 6. Rcgolith Shielding Tent
conducted to ca-aluate potential processing of raw materials.
Several candidate processes to obtain oxygen and water from
the lunar regolith viii be c_-aluated to determine the most
efficient process. Candidate volatile recovery processes would
bc asmssed for feasibility of simultaneous materials prtxluction
such as the production of fiberglass beams. Also, basic
astronomy facilities may be placed near the base during this
time peri(xi.
In addition, the effect on humans living in a l/6.g
emironmcnt wiU be assessed. Human factors involved in
working on the lunar surface will be evaluated in ordcr to
dcwelop a more ef_cient permanent b_tse if one is to bc built.
The_ :ts,sessments _illalso help to develop better operational
procedures to maximize pr(xluctivity and psychological well-
being of the outpost personnel.
The .success of Phase It acti_4ties will provide the means to
asscss the practicMity of continued lunar dta'elopment. Key
considerations are the following: lunar ox3-gen production
rates, CELSS efficiency, and demoi_stratcd lx)tential for further
_ientific and economic gains. These considerations will
determine if a permanently-manned ba_ is jtustified. Perhaps
the constrtiction of another outpost at :t different location
would be needed to perform additional studies before
committing to a permanently manned faciliU Studies beyond
the .scope of the_ missions must be planned before further
expansion of lunar facilities is warranted.
Phase Ill, Permanently-Manned Base, should lead to lower
.space program operational costs by beginning the development
of large-_ale processing activities to pr(widc water, propel-
lants, and other materials from lunar re_mrces. A nuclear
power plant will provide the energy required for the
anticipated increased level of proce_ing. Tw(J more habitation
modules, increased ECLSS and CELqS capability and closure,
and a larger crew on the lunar surface are required to support
the expanded lunar operations. A farside ob_'ta,atot T will be
constructed during this phase, if not already initiated by this
time.
This phase strives to establish economic uses of the Moon.
It would be hard to justif 3, substantial investments if there is
not a clear economic or technological return to the program.
Lunar derived propellants, oxygen and water fi)r life suplx)rt ,
and materi',ds for construction of larger habitat volumes are
candidate technoit_oies for economic retum.
Phase IV, _lf-Sustaining Base, results from the continued
success of Pha_se Ill operations. Integrating more _.'stents, new
processes and better technologies (such as CELC6) into thc
base, promotes greater independence from Earth based
supplies. These benefits will enhance operations within the
entire infrastructure. Transl-x)rtation costs will become lower
due to the availability of lunar-derived propellants and/or
future reductions in Earth-to-orbit costs. Structural materials
manufactured on the Moon may be u_d for base expansion,
new outposts, space station expansion, and materials to
_plx_rt the construction of equipment for manned Mars
missions.
An advanced LI station, illustrated in Fig. 7, becomes
justified as lunar activities and capabilities arc expanded. The
construction of an advanced IA station is warranted as the
permanently-manned Phase Ill matures. An advanced LI station
will probably rotate to generate artificial gravity, will use CEIX_;
for most life support needs, and will serve as a staging location
for manned Mars missions.
This ,sequence represents an economicaily feasible expansion
of the space program activities. Compression of this mhedule
can only be made with a firm commitment in resources and
technology development. A more probable .scenario is the
lengthening of this ,_,'hedule. Logically, the nation's capabilities
must expand in a manner that provides a clear means to
evaluate further growth. Them e_aluations should provide a
clear rationale concerning what the next phase will provide
both economically and scientifically. Pcrhaps the most
imtxJrtant breakpoint is the one between the outpost and
permanently manned phases of operations. Additional outposts
may be preferable to expanding one base; however, this can
only be truly e_uated by wcll designed missions during the
outpost phase.
A manned Mars mission is inevitablc, but it is impossible to
establish a specific timeframe. Such a mission would have
considerable impact on the propomd infrastructure program
1
/
Fig, 7. Advanced 1,1 Station
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and vice versa, l.imited space program funding could make
these programs competitors. Commitment to an early Mars
mission (perhaps including _)viet cooperation) would require
stretching the timelinc for development of the lunar infrastruc-
ture. An early Mars mission would most likely be staged from
I_O with all Earth-derived materials. It would not realize the
potential benefits of a mature cislunar infrastructure for
staging. Fortunately, many of the technological challenges
targeted for development in the infrastructure program are
applicable to a manned Mars mission. A Mars mission staged
at a later date may be a better choice. Long-term operations
fecal water to produce potable water, which is approximately
17% of the consumable mass. The methods employed during
this phase will be dependent on actual mission length. For
short stay missions (10-14 days), the waste will be sterilized
and converted back to water and carbon dioxide using a
supercritical water oxidation (SCWO) system. Waste process-
ing for the permanently-manned lunar base will be done with
a biological reactor, with SCWO being done on a limited basis.
Once wastes are processed by either of these methods, the
effluent water will be purified in fuel cells using an electrolysis
subsystem to convert recaptured water into hydrogen and
in space will help establish and demonstrate the required oxygen.
system reliability needed for a manned Mars mission, in Phase III will be characterized by the implementation of an
addition, the potential economic savings from the use of lunar- algal growth facility. This algae will feed on the nutrient-rich
derived propellants and materials could provide a less
expensive Mars spacecraft to depart from LI rather than LEO.
Finally, electric propulsion staging of fuel to Mars could take
advantage of similar technologies developed and proven in
cislunar space.
SPECIAL FEATURES
Many elements of the infrastructure have been discussed,
however there are several features that require additional
description. Them are the CELSS, training simulators, a human
powered short range lunar vehicle, and space suits.
The first of these features, CELqS, is an ackanccd life support
system utilizing regenerative techniques, both biological and
physiochemical, to recycle wastes and to pr_luce consuma-
bles. Currently such a _stcm does not exist; however, the
successful development (ff CEISS will be cruci',d to the design
and operation of advanced space missions (i.e., a permanently
manned lunar base or future manned missions to Mars). For
a lunar surface base, this lift- support system will provide
consumables and will process _xstes from the human crew.
Life support will bc necessary for a variety of scenarios
during the lunar surface development, that is, from a series of
short-stay missions to permanent habitation. CELSS develop-
ment will reflect these vat3"ing degrees of life support
requirements by embracing a phased-growth approach. In
order to develop the regenerative lift- support technologies
that CELSS entails, it is necessary to provide a framework in
which the various subsystems can be used as the technologies
become available. A four-ph,'tse development design has been
proposed which will provide a regenerative life support system
for all stages of the cislunar infrastructure development. _ The
phases of CELSS development do not directly correspond with
the infrastructure development phases.
Phase- I will close the hygiene water loop. Since hygiene
water constitutes approximately 77% of all the consumable
mass, which consists of potable water, hygiene water, oxygen
and food solids, this is a considerable savings. Since the purity
of hygiene water is not critical, it may be easily filtered using
filter .setups (0.22 micron nitrocellulose) currently available
commercially.
Phase II will see the ev{,lution of CEISS into a full-scale
waste processing system The goal will be to purify urine and
effluent water produced in Phase II and will ,serve as a means
to convert carbon dioxide to oxygen. Algae is also a rich
source of protein which will have potential as a food source
for the crew.
Phase IV,, the final phase in the CELSS development, will
make a logical addition to Phase III by growing higher plants
and supporting aquaculture. The growth of higher plant,s will
not only increase the production of high quality food products,
but will also increase oxygen production. The aquaculture will
provide variety in the crew members' diet. It will also be
closely tied to the algal subsystem, as the algae will provide
food for the aquaculture.
This phased approach to a CELSS development promotes
logical advancements which will directly satisfy each portion
of the infi-astructure development. Life support needs are based
on both mission length and crew size.
A second feature is development of on-orbit and lunar
surface high-fidelity simulation facilities. Current training
philosophy entails repetitive practice of required skills to
ensure the necessary skill level is attained. Once on the moon,
crews may spend greater times performing duties other than
flying .spacecraft. This implies a potential reduction in skill
efficiency. A simulator will be required at the base to allow
continuing practice of upcoming missions, emergency
procedures, and novel practice for emergency missions.
This capability could be enabled in one of two ways, or a
combination of both. First, a portion of a habitation module
could be dedicated to simulation. The second method would
use a dual mode transportation vehicle. This vehicle could be
used in a "simulation" mode to practice a mission or in an
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Fig. 8. Human Powered Vehicle
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"operate" mode which would 'allow use of the actual controls
and indicators onboard the lunar lander to simulate a mission.
Thin visual display boards would be placed over the window
areas. Greater computer power also would bc needed onboard.
The ad_antage of the dual mt_e transportation vehicle
option would be that if multiple lunar sites were used, a
simulator would automatically be axailable at each site. Also
the computer power to support simulation could be applied
to performing rendezvous predictions or other orbital
maneuvering calculations without ground, lunar base, or space
station support. The disadvantages are increased weight of the
displays, computers, and dual mtxtc circuitry, all of which
implies greater propellant consumption. A trade-off stud}' of
these options will be necessary to evaluate simulation
technology levels at the time of finM design. Another choice
could be a h}brid of the two, using transportation vehicle
controls tied to lunar based computer support and utilities.
Additionally, an Orbital Transfer Vehicle (OTV) simulator
would become necessary. Crews in space for long duration
may find the need to review emergency procedures, d!x:king
maneuvers or other ¢_erations. Such a simulator could bc
located in a space station node outfitted with a high-fidelity
simulator thus keeping OTV weight to a minimum.
A human-powered vehicle (HPV) has been proposed. This
vehicle was designed to fulfill the need for short range
transportation on the lunar surface. 4 Such a need will
undoubtedly arise x_Sth the advent of a lunar outpost and
increased lunar activities. The liP\, shown in Fig. 8, is a three-
wheeled vehicle which was modelled after an Earth-type
mountain bicTcle and a recumbent bicTcle. As the name
implies, it is will ix- powcred by the astronauts them._h'cs.
tlence, special design considerations have been given to space
suit flexibility, durability, hmar surface terrain, and human
."safety. Not only will the HPV provide shortrange trartsportation,
it will also be a .source of exercise and entertainment for the
a,stronauts.
In order for external lunar activities such as an HPV mission
to be effective, a new ,space suit design modified for the Moon's
harsh environment is warranted. These suits must be durable
enough to withstand the abrasiveness of the lunar soil and
prevent clinging of the soil to the suit. A high-powered vacuum
cleaner at the alrlock could aid in the removal of lunar soil.
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Additionally, the suit must be able to operate in a wide range
of thcrn_ai em_ronments, to Ix" flexible, and to require no
prebreathc, l'he suit should allow considerable use between
nmintenance periods and possibly automated rejuvenation tff
suit life-support systems. On-orbit Extra-Vehicular Activity
(EVA) space suits have similar requirements to .satisfy space
construction, transportation vehicle servicing, satellite
senficing, and other ,space actisfities. Current space suit design
allows only limited use between servicing, is not flexible, and
requires prebrcathc. Tcchnok)gical improvement of them .suits
is imperative in order to allow humans to efficiently operate
outside their habitats or vehicles, s
ECONOMICS
Is it pos,siblc to commit large expenditures to such a
program at a time when the economic climate of the
government is one that empha_sizes budget reductions in order
to balance the budget and to reduce the deficit? Perhaps a
better question is whether the United States can afford not to
pursue such activities. In order to stay competitive in world
markets at the turn of the centut)', the United _ates must make
a commitment to technological research and development.
After the Soviet [Mion, Japan and the Federal Republic of
Germany (FRG) are America's closest competitors in
technological arenas. During the years 1983-1986, the gross
national product (GNP) of the [ Tnitcd States '_s almost three
times that of Japan and over five times that of FRG. Research
and deveh,pment (R&D) spending in all three countries was
approximately 2.8% of GNE However, the distribution of such
funds and the output of the respective economies vat3-. Figure
9 illustrates the strong American commitment to defense R&l);
howca-er, only 10% of this amount is devoted to research Japan
and FRG .spend the majority of their R&D funds in non-dcfcnm
actidtics. 6
Each economy provides different pn_lucts to thc world
market. In order to measure the successful utilizatkm of R&D
cxpe'nditures, tcchnoh_-,y intensive exports were selected as
the metric ]'he country with more statc-of-thc-art technolog-
ical products for world markets should have a greater sharc
of export business. ]'he left half of Fig. 10, Rclative Market
Unimrsi O,of Colora_, &mlder 83
Share, illustrates the ratio of technology-intensive exl'x)rts for
Japan and FRG relative to thc U.S. export market. Japan's world
export market is approximately 80% of the U.S. market.
Although the United States has a larger share of the world
market in ab._[utc terms, it is not as effective as Japan and
FRG per R&D dollar expended. The right half of Fig. 10, R&D
Weighted Market Effectiveness, weights the export markets of
Japan and FRG to the amount of R&D funds expended. This
weighted market share is normalized to the U.S. R&D weighted
market share. Per R&D dollar, Japan is 2.3 times more effective
and FRG is 4.4 times more effective in generating technology-
intensive exports than is the ITnitcd States.
Clearly, the United States is currently losing its technological
edge. Japan is becoming increasingly competitive in computer
technology. The European Space Agent T (ESA) is closing the
technological gap between its space program and the U.S.
space program. Already, ESA competes very well for Western
launch services. In the next dccade, ESA plans to have
developed a small shuttle. Japan has similar designs to compete
in tbe world market for launch mr_ices, manned .spaceflight,
and possibly a space station. Where at one point the United
States was the undisputed leader in space technology, the turn
of the century cuuld find the U.S. trailing behind Russia, ESA,
and Japan, as well as various other countries trying to form
space programs.
Failure by the United States to commit the necessary
re_urces could result in further lagging of technological
growth in this country. This would further reduce exports and
weaken the country's economy. The proposed program to
develop a cost efficient space infrastructure and to explore the
Moon could prevent this pessimistic .scenario from occurring
by increasing the nation's commitment to research and
development.
Commitment to increased space program funding will
provide benefits throughout the nation's economy. Immediate
effects w_ll be increased employment to support the dtwelop-
mcnt of them projects and concurrent growth in local support
_-rvice economies to support the increased employment.
Universities will receive more funding to support higher
education and enhance graduate education. Other _'ctors of
engineering and science may benefit from quality graduate
education supported by funding of universities for space
,application studies. Thus, space is a technological target that
may embrace a broad advance in American competitiveness
into the next century.
Space technology requires a multi-discipiinatT effort.
Therefi_re, funding will support a wide range of activities,
thereby increasing the potential applications of new dc,,_qop-
ments into other _'ctors of industt3'. Perhaps the greatest
impact will bc in the area of automation and robotics. This
technology is vital to efficient space operations. However, this
technologD: has enormous potential in industt 3' to yiekl
products less expcnsivcly and with greater quality than is
currently possible.
Robotics inno_ttion will undoubtedly become more popular
in world markets. Other areas of technological interest
stimulated by the space progranl include artificial intelligence,
medicine, new high-strength low-weight alloys, and computers.
The Apollo program was politically motivated; it was
pursued in order to maintain the technological edge of the
United States. Approximately $40 billion were invested in this
program, resulting in an estimated $200 billion worth of
benefits. Return on this investment is continuing today. The
propo_d .space infrastructure should provide similar returns
to the economy as a whole. Although not -all of the specific
products can be anticipated at this time, an investment in the
future must be made to provide the framework for future
inno,_ation. Continued pursuit of products that show only a
short-term return on investment will not be in the interest of
the U.S. economy as a long-term world leader in technolt_sy.
CONCLUSION
The University of Colorado Advanced Mission Design
Program has defined the evolution of a cislunar space
infi",_structure and has designed many of the infrastructure
components. Technological advances, _ientific gains, eco-
nomic returns, greater political stature, and national pride
justif 3, the devt-lopment of such an infrastructure.
Specific activities will take place through the use of an L!
space station, a lunar habitat, and an extensive transportation
system. The development and construction of the infrastruc-
ture are phased such that specific brealq-mint criteria must be
satisfied before the next phase can begin. By advancing
logically and methodically, a solid foundation will be
cstablisbed upon which a credible and successful program may
be built.
Development of the infrastructure begins when the program
is accepted. Around 1990, research and design of technoh)gies,
as well as hardware and programmatic considerations will be
accelerated. This scenario continues through 2021, when the
lunar base becomes self-sufflcient. At this point the open-ended
nature of this design, becomes an important stepping stone for
more aggressive projects, .such as a manned Mars mission.
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DESIGN OF COMPONENTS FOR GROWING HIGHER PLANTS IN SPACE
UNIVERSITY OF FLORIDA
The overall goal of this project is to design unique sTstems and components for growing higher plants
in microgravity during k)ng-tcrm space missions (Mars and beyond). Specific design tasks were chosen
to contribute to and supplement NASA's Controlled Ecological I.ife Support System (CELt, S) project.
.¢,clcctcd tasks were automated .seeding of plants, plant health ,sensing, and food processing. Prototype
s3_tcms for planting Ix)th germinated and nongerminatcd seeds were fabricated and tested. Water and
air pressure differences and electrostatic fields were used to trap seeds for separation and transport for
planting. An ab_)rption ._ctromcter was developed to measure chlorophyll levels in plants as an earl)'
warning of plant health problems. In the area of f(_d processing, a milling system was created using
high-speed rotating blades which were aerodynamically configured to produce circulation and retractable
to prevent leakage. "Ihe project produced significant results having substantial benefit to NASA. It also
provided an outstanding learning experience for the students involved.
-- INTRODUCTION to NASA programs, availability of resources to be applied to
This project is being conducted in cooperation with the
personnel of the NASA Controlled Ecological IJfe Support
System (CELSS) project at the Kennedy' Space Center. The
overall goal of the project is to design unique ,systems and
comlxments for growing higher plants in microgravity during
long-term space missions. The plants will be used for food and
atmospheric regeneration.
The goals of the first semester were to obtain a compre-
hensive overview of the requirements of the integrated s3,_tem,
to identif3' promising design topics, to perform preliminary
design on the identified promising tasks, and to determine the
practicality of various candidate sTstems and components for
detailed design and prototype fabrication efforts. The areas
selected for in-depth study and preliminary design efforts were
(1) autom:tted seeding and tissue culture, (2) adaptable-
geomett T growth chambers, (3)plant health monitoring
_,stems (including the areas of leaf finding, nondestructive
tissue analysis and leaf diagnosis, and _nsors), (4)expert
systems fi)r automated, intelligent sensor interpretation,
intervention, and control, and (5)food preparation and w_tste
processing.
After initial study and preliminary design, the candidate
design tasks were ranked for appropriateness on the basis of
the background and interests t)f the cla.,_s, potential importance
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the effort, and the likelihood of successful design and
fabrication. The projects chosen for study, during the se'cond
semester were (1)automated seed separation, manipulation,
and placement; (2)automated .sensing and interpretation of
plant health; and (3)automated food processing, particularly
milling.
Three project groups were formed to address these topics,
design criteria were refined, and detailed design and prototype"
fabrication was initiated.
CONCEPTS AND DESIGNS
Automated Seed Manipulation and Planting
The Automated Seed Manipulation and Planting group
addressed the development of a system for safe seed separation,
acquisition, and planting operations. The seeding sTstems
constructed and tested during the spring semester, 1988, were
diverse and indicated promise for future development.
The mechanical division fabricated three seed separators
utilizing pressure gradients to move and separate wheat seeds.
These separators are called "minnow buckets" and use air and/
or water to generate the pressure gradient. Figure 1 sho_ the
Minnow Bucket Seeder-1 (MBS-I) which traps seeds in
machined holes on the inside wall. A cassette is then inserted
and aligned to a row of holes. Negative pres,_are is applied and
the seeds are implanted in the cassette. The cassette is then
withdrawn and delivered to the growth chamber. MBS-2,
depicted in Fig. 2, utilizes tube transfer to move the seeds from
the inside chamber to a cas.sette or planting tray. The tube
transfer mechanism consists of a spring-loaded bracket to ride
along the inside wall and collect the seeds and a rotating bkrck
to move the spring-loaded bracket. MBS-3 u_s water as a
medium and seeds were removed through tubes out the sides
of the container. A seed S_TJarator, Fig. 3, w-,ts designed and
built to separate seed and water which allowed for the planting
of germinated seeds.
Electrostatic fields were employed in the .seed separator
constructed by the electrical division. This separator operates
by forcing a temporary electric dilxfle on the wheat seeds and
PRECEDING PAGE BLANK NOT FILMED
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Fig. 2. MBS-2
Fig. 3. Seed _'parator
The spectrometer shown in Fig. 5, measures the amount of
chlorophyll in a leaf by measuring the intensity (ff light (ff a
s'pecific wavelength that is passed through a leaf. The three
wavelengths of light used corresponded to the near-IR
absorption peaks of chlorophyll a, chlorophyll b, and
chlorophyll-free structures. Interference filters, mounted on a
rotating disk and placed in a beam _ff collimated light, are u_d
to _lect a specific wavelength of light. A computer I_)sitions
the disk to ,select the proper filter. A lens then focuses the
fihered light onto the end of a fiber-optic light guide, which
carries the light to the detector clamp. A le',ff is placed between
the blades of the clamp and a photodetector is located directly
opposite the end of the light guide. The computer measures
the voltage prCxluced by the detector and stores the data on
a disk file for analysis (Fig. 6).
Experimentation showed that the mnsor is indeed measur-
ing levels of chlorophyll a and b and their changes before the
human cye can _c any changes. The detector clamp, (Fig. 7),
caums little damage to the leaf and will give fairly accurate
readings on similar locations on a led, freeing the clamp from
having to remain on the _same _q'_ot of a le-,ff for -all measurc-
merits. External light affects the readings only slightly, thus,
measurements may I×= taken in light or dark environments.
Future designs and experimentation will concentrate on
reducing the size of the _nsor and adapting it to a wider range
of plants. Additional research may allow the _nsor to Ix" umd
in conjunction with an expert system to diagno_ partictilar
stresses and propose specific treatment.
uses charged electrodes _o attract and move the seeds.
Allowing ._cds to align in the field lines, seed placement is
accomplished by _ed flow over thc cassette opening and then
by blowing those seeds into the cas,_tte (Fig. 4 ).
Seed deliver T to the hydroponic growth tray is accomplished
by the seed ca._settc. The cassette is compatible with all the
seed separators and consists of a plastic tube threaded with
millipore filter paper. During planting operations, the seetts are
placed in an empty cas,sette. The h)aded cassette is then placed
in the growth tray and nutrient solution provided. The solution
wets the filter paper and capillary action draws the nutrients
up to feed the seeds.
The aforementioned seeding systems were then tested and
produced encouraging results. The seeds were effectively
separated and the cassette showed that it can support the
growth of wheat plants. Problems remaining to be investigated
include improving the ._ticcess of delivering the seeds to the
cassette and providing adequate spacing between seeds for the
electric .separator.
Plant Health Sensing
The Plant Heahh Sensing group investigated many different
plant health indicators and the technologies used to test them.
The project selected focused on meamlring chlorophyll levels
using absorption spcctro_'opy.
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Food Processing
The food processing group developed a .system for food
processing in microgravity. KcT problems addressed in the
design of the system were blade insertion, particle confine-
ment, and blending efficiency• A prototype wheat milling
,system developed by members of the food processing group
consisted of a blending container, a set of deployable/
retractable blades, and a particle confinement system (Fig. 8).
A shaft containing the blades is inserted through a one-inch
diameter opening in the blending container and the blades arc
deployed only after the shaft is full), inserted. The particle
confinement system corksists of a rotating disk v, fffich covers
the blending container opening when no processing is being
performed.
Angles of attack, as depicted in Fig. 9A, were given to the
blades to improve the blending efficiency by inducing a
turbulent flow of the wheat around the blades (Fig. 9B).
Testing of the prototype produced l:avorable results with the
system meeting several of the key design criteria. Suggestions
are presented for solving some of the problems encountered
during testing.
The wheat milling .system develope'd by the f(x)d proce._ing
group is intended for implementation in a circular track food
proce_ing _,_tem.
CONCLUSION
The EGM 4001 Design Class designed and fabricated three
elements of a bioregenerative _tem for higher plant growth
as well as a processing system for particle reduction• The
bioregenerative areas included automated seed .separation and
manipulation "along with plant health sensing using compara-
tive chk)rophyll levels of sick and healthy plants. The
processing area studied the problem of particle reduction and
flow in microgravity.
Several useful products were produced by this effort. The
.seed ,separation and manipulation group created four types of
seeders. Three of these designs employed the air or water
pressure gradients to trap or move seeds while the other
.system utilized an electrostatic field to ,separate seeds. The
plant health sensing group fabricated an absorption spectrome-
ter to measure and compare chlorophyll levels of plants. The
food processing group built a milling device x_Cfich incorpo-
rated aerodynamic blades to induce flow against gravity.
Overall, these projects were highly successful in that the)'
produced novel and workable designs for components essential
to the growth and utilization of higher plants and atmospheric
regeneration during long term .space missions.
Fig. O. (A) Blade Angle, (B) Induced Flow
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DESIGN OF A LUNAR TRANSPORTATION SYSTEMN 9 9 1
FLORIDA A&M UNIVERSITY/FLORIDA STATE UNIVERSITY ,/0_ _ 5 /
INTRODUCTION
The establishment of lunar bases is the next logical step in
the exploration of space. Permanent lunar bases will support
scientific investigation, the industrialization of space, and the
development of self-sufficiency on the Moon. Scientific
investigation and research and development would lead to
applications utilizing lunar material resources. By utilizing
these resources, the industrialization of space can become a
re'MiD'. The above two factors coupled with the development
of key and enabling technologies would lead to achievement
of ,_lf-su_ciency of the lunar base.
An important element in lunar development is the transpor-
tation inf_,Lstructure. Transportation is characterized by the
technok_,y available in a specific timeframe and the need to
transport personnel and cargo between the Earth and Moon
and between lunar bases. In this study, attention is focused on
the transl_)rtation requirements during the establishment of
the first-generation lunar base. It is foreseen that in the early
years of habitation, lunar bases will serve as facilities for
scientific research, economic exploitation, and as the first steps
in colonization of the Moon.
Lunar development will begin with a research station. This
station will expand while additional stations are installed at
locations of scientific interest. Many beneficial locations exist
on the lunar surface. The first research station will evolve into
a production facility that must be connected with the remote
outer stations by a transportation system The growing
production capacity of the main station will then require raw
materials from distant regions, and as sclf-suffioency increases,
products produced at the main base must be transported to
the other stations. This will increase cargo transportation
demands. A typical growth function shows that the number
of lunar inhabitants will increase to about I000 in 25 years
and to about 10,O00 in 50 years, beginning with the year
20107 . The establishment of such lunar colonies will require
that an efficient mechanism be established for the transpor-
tation of personnel and cargo both over short and long
distances. Hence a study was undertaken to better understand
the selcno-physical and economic factors as they "affect the
problems associated with lunar transportation at a conceptual
level, both in the range of less than ten kilometers and more
than ten kilometers. Attention was focussed on specific
design(s) to be pursued during subsequent stages in advanced
courses. Some of the ob_ctJves _n the project included: (1)
minimizing the transportation of construction material and fuel
from earth, or maximizing the use of the lunar material; (2)
use of novel materials and light weight structures; (3) use of
new manufacturing methods and technoh_jy such as magnet-
ically levitated, or superconducting materials; and (4)
inno_ttivc conctT, tS of effectively utilizing the exotic lunar
conditiotxs, i.e., high thermal gradients, lack of atmosphere,
zero wind forces, and lower gravity, etc.
The designs were to be conceptual in nature but aimed at
long and short distance movement of men and materials. The
designs are applicable to the timeframe which encompasses
the first and second half of the 21st century as the lunar colony
continues to grow.
DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS
The Moon's geophysical and environmental conditions are
dramatically different from those of Earth and thus present a
.real challenge in the design of any facility 2. The following
characteristics influence the design of a transportation system
for the lunar surface.
The Moon has a gravitational field of about one-sixth of that
measured on the Earth's surface. Due to the low gravity, much
larger structures can be built on the Moon. The low gravity
allows use of materials of lower strength than on Earth for
structures of equivalent size.
The Moon has a slow rotation period of 28 days, so lunar
days and nights each last for 14 Earth days, therefore, solar
energy systems should be equipped with some means to store
energy during the long lunar night.
Moonquakes are much rarer and much shallower than
..Earthquakes. Seismic waves are intensely scattered near the
lunar surface. The energy of the waves arriving at a given point
is diffused so that the damaging effects are less than those of
a comparable event on the Earth.
The lunar atmosphere is a collisionless gas. This will
eliminate engineering problems associated with drag forces
and wind but might cause difficulty in lubricating moving parts.
A number of ,scientific experiments requiring hard vacuum can
be conducted on the Moon.
The drastic changes in surface temperature pose a problem
in the selection of materials for various lunar structures. The
materials chosen must withstand steep thermal gradients of
about 5 K per hr.
The magnetic field of the Moon is very weak, about one
thousand times less than that of the Earth.
The Moon is radioactive. Since the Moon has a small
magnetic field and no appreciable atmosphere, solar and
nuclear particles strike its surface unimpeded. The Moon
receives high-energy cosmic Pays, solar flare particles, and solar
wind particles. Solar flare particles are dangerous to electronic
devices and harmful to people.
Since there is no atmo_here to slow down cosmic particles,
even the smallest particles impact the surface at cosmic
velocities. These particles could damage some structures and
instruments on the lunar surf:ace.
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The hmar regolith is a layer of debris generated by meteorite
impacts. It contains rock and mineral fragments and gla,ss form
by impact melting. Regolith is an cxcdlent themaal insulator.
CONCEPTUAl. DESIGN
Short Range Design
In this range (< 10 km) a Multipurpom lunar Transporta
tion Vehicle (MPI.T_; as shown in Fig, 1 ) is considered.
The MPI.TV is an improvement on the original l,unar Rover
design and conforms to the following design criteria; ( 1) ease
of operati< m and versatility, ( 2 ) maximum payload capabilities,
and (3) non-terrain limiting.
In order to meet the ab(we criteria the MPI+TV is designed
to be a segmented vehicle. The fr<)nt tx)rtion of the vehicle
consists of tbe power and drive systems wifll ,some small
amount of Ioad-carr3,ing capability, 'Die mcond portion is
called the Muhi+Purpo_ Lunar Trailer (MPI+T). The MPLTV can
bc o)nfigurcd in a number <)f ways to best aid the specific
task :tt hand+ Coupling and uncoupling of the MPIT and the
.MPITI'X"is done with an clectromcchanical dcvicc. This device
wilt allo_ the MPI,T to be engaged or di_'ngagcd without the
opcrat()r having tt) leavc the MPIXV.
The MPITV will be designed to manetwer in a varici T of
different hmar environments without strict limitations. The
original l+unar Rover was severely limited by terrain because
the wheels could not withstand high-impact loads and al_)
becan_e tile wheels lost traction on lunar .,_fil if subjected to
an inclination greater than 20 _. The tracks designed for the
MPI:FV can surmount these constraints. The_, tracks can
withstand high-impact loads and maintain traction even during
60°-inclined climbs in Ioo,_ rail, ,-tsshown during experiments
on Earth. _ A prepared surface is not neccs,sary t-,ecau.,_- by ttmir
_vl T nature tracked vehicles lay down their own road. Another
advantage of tracked vehicles is that they have a much greater
surface contact area as comparcd to wheeled vehicles+ "ITlis
feature has a disadvantage in that the rcsistanee to rolling is
2.5 times grcatcr than wheels in _)ft sx)il. The advantage is that
an)+ load which the thick supports is distribtttcd (wet a much
greater area. From calculations it has been determined that the
ground prcssurc for the MPI.TV is 2.8_ psi (39,233 Pat white
the same load st]plp)rted hy 4 wheels, not taking into account
their deformation, is 41.6 psi (286,832 P-'t). Through them
features it can Ix' ,,;aid that MPI+TV will he able to Ix+st meet
the dcmands of a first generation lunar b;u'_'.
_eering Mechanism
The MIll?IX ' uses a newl) introduced steering mechanism
called the (;Icasman all-gear stecring system The Glcasman
s-yswm, ,_hown in Fig. 2, is vci T simple and U_'S commercially
availablc parts. If thesc parts are manufactttred out of materials
-+' ......... ; , i : , I
Fig. I. Mtdtipurl')t)_,c lunar Transf)()rtalit)n Xk.hiclc
Fig. 2 Glcasman r)rivc and Steering Mcchanism
that can withstand thc extreme temperatures of the hmar
surface, then the systcm can bc put to ttse on the Moon The
Glcasman sTstem is very reli;tblc and durable as shown in field
tests conducted by the l,nited States Army ++Thc cost of lhc
s3,stetn is alxmt <me+tenth that (ff an ordinary steering _.'stcm
in a tank
The s3'stcm uses tw,o standard differential worm and spider
gears and consists of a minimum number of parts. The ._,'stem
works in the folhwdng way: A power differential applies power
to the vehicle to mmz + in a straight line+ The steering
differential is mounted parallel to the power shaft and is in
front of the IX)wcr diffcrcntial. The input to this steering
differential is through a vmrm wheal that is turned by a worm
gear powered by an auxiliar T motor. "I1_is motor is c<mtrollcd
by a rheostat on the steering wheel. _'ltcn the vehicle travels
in it straight line, the steering is stead)' and the worm gear does
not move. Bccan,_ the steering differential is controlled by the
worm wheel, which cannot turn a worm gear, it is locked. To
make a turn, the speeds of the two driHng spr<a_-kcts must he
varied ._) that the tracks can mmv at two diffcrent spcedsr Tbis
is achieved through the tim" of the steering differential. The
motor and the worm gear act on the steering differential like
a drivcshafl in a car. "llae mort" the operator turns the whccl,
the more the worm gear turns the womt wheel. This cffcctive
torque then turns the entire fr<mt steering housing, gq_cn this
housing begins to rotate, tix" spider gears inside the housing
rotate thus eatlsing two side gears mounted on the axle ends
to rotate. The rotating spider gears fi)rcc one side to mow
forward and the other to move backw:trd. Since the axle shafts
art" alrcatk' re(tying in opposite dircctions with tbe help t)f ,in
idk:r gear, this turning action merely decelerates one side and
accelerates the other side. This :tcti()n is transmitted it) thc
track.', through sprockets ,,at th:tt one track speeds tip ,,,,'hilt"
die other sh)ws down.
In the (;lcasman drive there is no wastagc of p<)wcr and the
vehicle can turn al')()ut its o'wn ccntcr thus improving
maneuveral3ility. P,ecausc of the_" advantages coupled with h)w
cost, tilt' (;Icasman s3's|elu appc:irs It) bc an excellent candidatc
Fl_ri(/aA&M U_ai_,ersi/3;/Fh)_idaZla/eI1nis'e_sily 9]
Fig. 3. i.unar Turtle M(_lulc
for u_ on the MI)LT'¢ The power fl)r the vehicle is supplied
by a nuclear reactor or fucl ceils with cnergT storage
capabilities of silver zinc batteries.
Long Range Design
In this design the I,unar Turtle Mt_h)le (I.TM, _s shown in
Fig. 3) is considered to transport pa_ssengers and materials over
longer distances.
The LTM is a versatile transportation vehicle ttlat operates
above the surface of the Moon. "lllc proposed vehicle would
operate using vectored thrust produced by liquid chemical
rocket engines mounted on the underside uf the vehicle. Initial
laundl is achieved with the help of a catapult STstem Rotations
may be obtained using sm:tll thruster rockets mounted to the
sides of the I.TM. landing is achieved using the Moon's
gra_tational forces and the under.side rt_'kct engines are u,_d
for vehicle de_ent. "lhe cockpit is designed to alh)w maximum
comfi)rt visibility, and vehicle control. The cargo hold is
equipped fi)r multiple task flmctionality allowing fi)r the
transportation of cargo and/or people.
Cargo Bay
"ll_c I.TM is provided with a rea>_)nably sized cargo bay. The
cargo bay is 22 ft long, 10 ft wkle, and 8 ft higil. In order
to maximize storage space, the cargo b:t) is designed as a
rectangular volume. The I,TM can be used for transportation
of men and/or materials. The cargo bay will not be climate
controlled, hence the passengers will have t(, wear
environmental suits. Located at the front of tile cargo bay is
the air lock s)stem leading to the cockpit. The inner walls are
t(, be a honey comb structure using Almninum S()$2. The
outer sudaccs arc t<) consisl of Alunlinunl 202-i-T6 coatcd with
Kevlar. Fi_c floor of the cargo bay will consist of sections of
Alunlinun_ 202-i T6 sheets snppl)rtcd b_ a substructure to
allow access t(i the storage area underneath. Tic down
cap:tbilitics It) prcxcnt movenlent ()f nlatcri:tls are provided on
tilt' floor :ind walls.
Cockpit
111c c()ckpit of the 1XM is lo be pressurized and will utilize
:tn existing airl()ck design. The l]liv('rsily ()f Texas at Austin
design teanl came tip with a minimunl loss airh)ck for use ill
low gravity which allows onc man to enter at a time _'. The
weight of this ,system is 59 lbs. The cockpit consists of a
control panel and two pilot mats. Glass floor and ceiling panels
are used to ensure maximum visibility. The ,substructure anti
outer skin are to be made primarily with the sanlc aluminum
all()), u,'.R:(| for the rest of the LTM Entrance to the cockpit
will bc through the airl(x.'k chamber door located in the cargo
bay. Onboard equipment will be powered by silver zinc
hattcries. The_" batteries have an energy efficiency greater than
70% and a lift" c3vle of greater than 2000 cycles. The silver
zinc batteries offer quick recharge capabilities and can operate
at temperatures encountered in the lunar em4ronment.
Propulsion Systems
The I,TM u,_s a liquid chcmical rocket engine, po,_sibly onc
x_ich uses liquid o,..xygen as the oxklizer and liqukl hydrogen
as the fuel, since the M(_)n contains both of thc_" elements.
For mancm,edng, it is recommended that cold gas rockets bc
used. Rockets of this t}Tm arc lighm,eight and of simple
construction. These rockets will hc placed in the upper
corners of the I,TM and will bc used to orient the vehiclc. "File
thrust required will he shared b)' fi,ur engines. Calculations
were made considcring a maximum lunar weight of 7000 lbs
and a total fuel rate of !.5 Ibm/s. Them m_sumptions were
made _ as to approximate tile calculation of nozzle velucities
and areas. An exit velocit T of 10,tqOO fps and a nozzle diameter
uf 5 inches were determined It is propo_'d that solid
propellant rockcts be umd to supply the extra boosl needed
to reach the pkmned destination.
Launch
In detemlining the best way to launch the LTM, several
methods have been considered. To minimize fuel and to take
advantage of low gravity, a catapuh sl_tem is propomd. T()
fxwthcr flight distances an extra ._)lid booster mounted tl) the
H'M may be ignited. During the boosl pha._', control of the
vehicle to prevent spinning and/or veering off courm is
achieved by the um of four retro-rockets externally mounted
:it the top of the LTM For landing, the retro-rockets arc umd
fi,r sh)wing the LTM
Other Designs
A comnlon but innovative design called the lnnar lift w;ts
al,) consklercd, which im'olvcs a cable and pulley network for
hauling materials and men, powered hy a thermo-clectric
module buried under the lunar stlrfacc 'File thcml:tl nlodule
is a thermoelectric device that utilizes a tcmpcratt,rc
diffcrential to generate power The underl)ing design of a
thermo-nlodule is ba,md on the Secbeck effect. In tilt" hmar
lift system, a .thcrmo-nlodufc.hcat-pipc bank will charge the
batteries that will run tilt" ck'ctric motor. Stlch i! po%cr
gcnentti(in sTstem can al.,_) be used in tither designs, l)esign
of an underground superc()nducting rail system using a
rept,lsive magnetic force was adSO c(insidered [-st' of high-
temperature supercondncting matcrial in conjunction with
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highly powerful magnetic material can be an effective answer
to the problem. However the problcm of propulsion and
control is still a major issue.
Another design of a surfacc-based vehicle is a lunar van with
a self-sustaining oxygen supply with a range of 120 km and
a payload of 3600 kgs. This land-based vehicle is of square
boxed construction, taking advantage of lack of atmosphere
and hence zero drag. The box is made up of aluminum-Kevtar-
aluminum composite material. The wheels are magnetically
levitated and are of adjustablc height to compensate for rough
terrain. Another design is a fast moving surface-ba_sed vehicle
suspended above a trackway by the use of superconducting
magnets. The power requirements for such vehicles are
considerably lower than on Earth because of reduced weight
and lower wind loads.
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION
Transportation needs on the Moon can be met through the
use of a multipurpose lunar vehicle for short ranges and the
Lunar Turtle Module for long ranges. The power requirements
can be met through the use of advanced concepts such as fuel
cells augmented by banks of thermal modules.
The proposed s_,tems are conceptual in nature and further
detailed modeling, analysis, construction, and testing are
needed before the final design can be achieved.
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LUNAR LANDING AND LAUNCH FACILITIES AND OPERATIONS
FLORIDA INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY
INTRODUCTION
A preliminary definition of a lunar landing and launch facility
(I.LI.F or Complex 39L) has been formulated. A Phase Ill lunar
b_tse is consideredt21 Without specif3'ing specific lunar base
.scenarios, three tral'fic levels arc emhsioned: 6, 12, and 24
landings/launches per year. A single, multipurpose vehicle for
the lunar module is assumed. The design and specification of
the vehicle and of the lunar base are outside the .scope of this
stud)'. Howc_'er, the._ two items will impact those items
considered within the scope of this study because of
interactions at the _.,stem boundaries. The .scope of this study
is graphically lxJrtrayed with the systems diagram pre._nted in
Fig. I. Major functions or facilities are repre_nted b)' blocks
in the _'stem diagram. The dashed line reprcsents the
boundary of Complex 39L; and thus, the .scope of this study.
Figure I contains a simplified version of the overall system.
Obviously, other items could be included; e.g., lunar surface
transl_)rtation and electromagnetic latmchers. A di._ussion of
items on or outside the dashed lines which impact the design
of items within the boundao, will be include_Based upon this
diagram, nine major design items or areas are considered.
These items are:
I. Landing/lzmnch Site Consideratkms
2. Structure, Shelter,. "qafety, and En_4ronmental Needs
3. I_mding/Iaunch Guidance, Communications, and Comput-
ing NcecLs
4. l.unar Module Surface Transport S}_tem
5. HcasT Cargo Unkmding/Ix_ading S),_tcms
6. Personnel Unloading/k,ading S_tems
7. Propellant [Tnloading/I.oading S_,_tems
8. Vehicle Storage
9. Maintenance, Repair, Test and Check-Out Requirements
Initially, a general, conceptual description of each of these
items is givcn. Then, prcliminar3' sizes, capacities, and other
relevant design data for ,some of them items are identified. The
Earth-M¢_m transportation infrastructure and the baseline lunar
m_lule design are summarized in Figs. 2 and 3, respectively.
MAJOR DESIGN ITEMS
1. Landing/Launch Site Considerations
The lunar m(_luic will touch down vertically on a landing/
launch pad. It is desirable to ha_v a paved landing/launch pad
to satisfy lunar module transportation requirements. Loo_
particles on the pad can become dangerous projectiles in the
presence of engine blast from the hmar m_xlule. With a paved
pad this problem is greatly diminished. The ideal site would
be a large expanse of fiat rock which could be cleared of lunar
dust and u_'d without an t, further prtT_aration. The next-best
option would be to locate an area _ahere the lunar regolith
could be excavated to uncover a suitable hard rock site. From
lunar surface studies it is unlikely that such an ideal site can
be found 3. Thus it becomes necessary to prepare a landing pad
using other means. Concrete prepared using lunar regotith,
lunar gravel, or bags of lunar regolith are three possibilities.
For this study a paved landing pad is assumed
The landing pad (Fig. 4) will be circular with a diameter
of 50 m (approximately four times the diameter of the lunar
module). This diameter was determined by making compar-
isons with terrestrial vertically landed vehicles. A similar figure
(100 m) was arrived at independently by Eagle Engineering 4
from consideration of crui_ missile technology. A circular area
with a radius of approximately 250 m will be cleared of large
rocks and equipment to guard against possible navigation
errors and harmful blast effects. The landing pad will be
marked with tights similar to a terrestrial airport to a._sist lunar
module pilots with navigation and provide the necessary
illumination for television cameras used by controllers in the
communication and control facility. These lights will be the
only equipment within the 250-m radius during landing or
launch. This equipment must be capable of withstanding
engine blast effects, through use of replaceable lens covers on
cameras, for example. The number of landing/launch pads will
depend on the flight .schedule and the time required for pad
maintenance. Figure 4 shows one pad, though more may be
required.
2. Shelter, Structure, Safety, Environmental Needs
It is assumed that the lunar module will spend a significant
period of time on the lunar surface. This perkxl could be from
2 weeks to 2 months. When not in use, the vehicle's
r ................................................. "
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t 111¢1_
Fig. 1. Ixmar landing and Launch Facility (IJJ.F or Complex 39I.)
Systems Diagram
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Fig. 2 l'arth - Moon Transportation Infrastructure
ENGINE DATA:
Isp (s) : 470
Number of engines : 2
Thrust per engine (N) : 33400
Mass of each engine & its thrust structure (kg) : 95
Mass ratio Oxygen/Hydrogen (kg) : 5.5
APPROXIMATE MASS (kg):
Dry mass : I000
Landing gear mass : 1800
Oxygen tank mass : 100
Hydrogen tank mass : 400
TOTAL MASS : 3300
APPROXIMATE PROPELLANT CAPACITY (kg):
Oxygen :
Hydrogen :
TOTAL PROPELLANT CAPACITY :
21000
4000
25000
APPROXIMATE DIMENSIONS (m):
Height :
Diameter :
I0
l]
APPROXIMATE PAYLOAD CAPACITY (kg):
Maximum payload capacity :
Liftoff payload capacity :
Manned capsule (crew of 6) :
Fig. 3. B_'linc l.unar Mc_ulc Design
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temperature should be controlled by removing it from direct
,sunlight. This decreases the boil-off of cn/ogenics and -,dsJ
pro_ides a constant thermal emironment "lhe mtx.lule will be
serviced by personnel wearing spacc suits. The shaded
envfronment will decrease lx)th visibility problems and life
support requirements s. Other equipment such as robots and
t_K)ls will benefit from such an environment.
A quon_t hut structure is propo,_d for the shelter (Fig. 5).
This structure is referred to as the vehicle a,%sembly tent (VAT).
The facility will I'm large enough to contain four hear m_lulcs.
The dimensions are 50 m hmg, 36 m wide, and 18 m high
at the center line. Entrances, 15 m high and 16 m _4de, will
hc located at each end of the structure. A framework will he
constructed of a material such as 2014-T6 aluminum _'. Highly
reflective panels made of a mylar/evaporated aluminum
laminate will shield equipment inside thc %91T from incoming
thermal radiation. Thesc panels are expectt_d to reflect
approximately 90% of the thcrmal _)lar spectrum . Other panel
materials and laminates arc being investigated. Initial
calculations with one la}vr of panels yield a surface-level
temperature inside the VAT of approximately 0 ° C during the
It,mr clay. It was fi)und that using two layers of pancls
separated by 0. l m ga'_v a decre,'tse in surface temperature of
only 8 ° C. The panels will be sized so that a single per,_m
wearing a spacc suit could replace one easily. An initial size
of 2 m Y, 2 m will I_' ,%ssumed. The panels will attadl to the
frame at points approxim:ltely cver 3, 05 m. Approximately 850
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Fig. 5. Complex 39I. Vehicle A.gsembly Tent (VAT)
panels will be required. When a panel has degraded or lxicn
damaged it will be replaced with a new or refurbished panel.
Movable flaps _dll be used to cover the entrances at each end
of the structure. They will serve to block glare and possible
particles from engine bktst. These _411 be made of the ,_arne
material its the panels and will function simi'lar_y to a typical
stage curtain. Thw will cover an area of 240 m at each end.
A total mass of approximately 10 metric tons has been derived
for the propo_'d structure.
Most servicing and unloading/loading operations will be
performed in the VAT. Artificial lighting, etc., must be" provided
where personnel are working This is not a pressurized facility
and personnel must wear environmcntal suits. This facility will
not block radiation that is potentially dangerous to humans,
consequently, the amount of time humans can work in this
em_ronment will Ix" limited _. Permnne[ will be able to work
in the VAT approximately 33 hours per week without
exceeding earth-based exposure limits (5 rem/yr). All surface
actix4ty must be di_'ontinued during peric_ts of ,solar maxima
(large _flar flares). It may be determined that all surface
operations will IX" Ix'st performed during the 14-day lunar
night. Electronic devices will also be- affected by high doses
of radiation resulting in hardware and software failures.
Electronic equipment should be specially designed for lunar
applications.
One of the major environmental problems is damage cau_d
by engine blast during lunar landing and launch. The facility
is located a distance of .somewhat greater than 250 m from
the nearest landing pad, which should be stu'fieient to eliminate
danmgc from large particles (> 0.5 ram). Delicate equipment
shoukl be protected during landing and launch operations by
use of a shield or protccti_v blanket. For safety all personnel
on the surface within _ 3-5 km of the pad will be required
to remain behind a protective barrier until the landing or
latmch operation is complete. It is possible that a large barrier
cotdd be constructed between the pad anti the "_SkT This conkl
Ix" a pi[c of hmar regolith or a wall made from bagging funar
rcgolith.
3. Landing/Launch Guidance, Communications,
Computing Needs
The lunar module will be manually controlled by two pilots.
A,_sistance will be provided by a surface communications and
control facility similar to that of a terrestrial airport. It has been
determined that currently available terrestrial navigation
,systems can be applied to achieve high degrees of landing and
• 4
positioning accuracms. Onboard ,systems will utilize terrain
matching ,systems during periods when the base is out of view.
Terrain matching radar technology is u_d with high degrees
of accuracy in modern cruise missiles. An accurate map of
lunar ,surface features will be required. When the lunar base
is in view of the lunar module, surface-based translxmders will
be used. Transponders will be placed on the surface to provide
high-resolution triangulation. They should be detectable by the
lunar module radar system at a distance of 200 kin. It is
as,sumed that five transponders will be used Three transpond-
ers will be placed 120 ° from each other at a distance of 100
m from the center of the landing pad. Two other transponders
will be placed 1.5 km downrange and 1.5 km cro,_srange
respectively. A surface-based radar _.'stem consisting of a dish
approximately 1 m in diameter will be used to track the
transponder aboard the lunar module. This will enable the
operators in the communication and control facility to follow
the lunar module and to abort unmanned flights if nece._sar3 _.
4. Lunar Module Surface Transport System
The lunar module will be transported from the landing/'
launch pad m the VAT A battery-powered lunar forklift is
envisioned. A dolly will be placed under each footpad and a
harness will be attached to the lunar module or dollies. The
lunar module will then be towed by the forklift into the VAT
The forklift and the dollies will function best if the tovdng
surface is paved and level. It is assumed that the vehicle will
be operated by a person in an environmental suit, though this
is an area with potential robotic application that should be
investigated. This ,same system will be u_-d for transporting
lunar modules to vehicle storage.
5. Heavy Cargo Unloadlng/Loading Systems
Heax T cargo items such as habitat modules, construction
equipment, nuclear reactors, and hmar ox'Tgen (L['NOX)
production modules will be transported to the lunar b:tse on
a regular basis. These items will Ix" attached to the hmar
module and may or may not be stored in containers. The lunar
module will be transported into the VAT fully loaded vdth
payload. Once in the facility the mt_ule will be unloaded We
envision the use of abridgc crane. The crane will cncomp,'tss
an area of 15 m by 30 m at a height of 15 m. For a preliminary
design a maximum load of 45 metric tons is ,xssumed StLfficicnt.
The center beam is designed to deflect lens than 0.0 _, m when
the maximum loading is applied at its center point. It was
found that a standard 24 _ 62-m-wide flange beam constructed
of 4340 h)w-carbon steel will meet these design requirements 'J
This is a btcselinc design and other construction matcriadS arc
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being investigated. It is assumed that the entire structure will
be constructed of the ,same members. This gives a total crane
ma,_s of approximately 20 metric tons.
tMIoading and loading operations bill begin by detaching
(unstrapping) a payload from the lunar module. The crane will
then be positioned and attached to the payload. The payload
bill be lifted, transported away from the lunar module, and
lowered onto either a lunar transport vehicle, a doll}', or the
lunar forklift. If the transport vehicle is not a_lablc to take
the payload directly to its destination, then the payload will
Ix" translx)rted to cargo storage at Complex 39L to await
further processing. The lunar forklift will be used to tow the
dollies or to lift the payloads directly. Complex 39L cargo
storage will be a .separate tent structure similar to the _v_.T,
located nearby (Fig. 4). The lunar module will be loaded in
an inverse manner.
6, Personnel Unloading/Loading Systems
Three modes of personnel unloading/loading are envisioned.
The first mode requires Extra-Vehicular Activiq,- (EVA) similar
to that u_d in Atx)lio missions. The personnel will don space
suits and exit the lunar m(_Jule by climbing down a ladder
that is attached to one of the mtxlule legs. This can be done
either on the landing/launch pad or in the VAT If personnel
exit or enter the vehicle on the pad they mtLSt either walk
or be transported to or from the pad. It would be a_-antageous
for several reasons to have the personnel exit the vehicle "after
it has been towed to the VAT The main rexson is a decrease
in the amount of total EvA time required.
The second mode of unloading/loading is for the personnel
to remain in the module until it h_Ls been transported into the
VAT The), will then di_mbark into the pre,_surizcd compart-
ment of a lunar surface transport vehicle. The personnel will
Ix: transported to the habitat modules or wberever their final
destination may be. This is a "shirtsiccve" tran.q_ort operation
where space mits arc not required. This mode will require a
pressurized transport and an airiock mechanism to connect the
two vehicles.
The third mode of unloading/loading is for the personnel
to remain in the lunar module until it has been transported
into the _,9_T Here, the manned capsule of the lunar module
will be detached, lifted by the bridge crane, and either placed
on a dolly or on a lunar surface transport vehicle. The entire
manned capsule will then bc transported to the habitat
modules where the personnel can disembark through an
airlock. This mode, like the second mode, does not require
EVA. However, a separate pressurized tran_rt will not be
required as in the second mode. This example illustrates the
integration (modularity) that we belit_'e is necessary for a
successful lunar base.
7. Propellant Unloading/Loading Systems
The lunar module will land at Complex 391. with some
propellant remaining in its fuel tanks. &ssuming no LUNOX is
a_ailablc this will Ix" 'all the hydrogen and oxygen required for
the return flight to low lunar orbit (LI.O). The propdlant can
either Ix. left in the fuel tanks or transferred into propellant
storage tanks. If boil-off from the cryogenic tanks is significant,
it would be preferable to store the cryogens in larger tanks
with active cooling _tems. Hydrogen and oxygen storage
tanks will Ix: located at Complex 39L.
The storage requirements are set by the number of people
residing at the b_tse. As a design criteria we require that
enough propellant be stored to evacuate the entire lunar base
tx)pulation. For a population of 30 this would require storage
of approximately 150,000 kg of oxTgen and 30,000 kg of
hydrogen. If one spherical tank is used to store each cryogen
this would require tank diameters of roughly 6.0 m and 9.0
m for oxygen and hydrogen, respectively. Multiple tanks of
differing geometries may be used.
The storage tanks and pumps will be located in a _'parate
tent near the VAT This tent is referred to xs the fucl im,entory
tent (FIT, Fig. 4). The lunar module will be defucled/fueled
by remo_Sng the propellant tanks from the module with tbe
bridge crane, placing the tanks on dollies, and transporting
them to the propellant storage tent in the same manner that
cargo is transt_)rted. All propellant transfer operations will Ix-
performed in the FIT
8. Vehide Storage
A long-term vehicle storage area will be pro,tided at
Complex 39L (Fig. 4). This will be an area near the _,'XT that
has been cleared of large objects. It is a.ssumed that some
surface preparation will be required for transportation
purposes, but it is unlikdy that the paving requirements will
be ms stringent ms for the landing pad. At this pha._ in lunar
base development we envision an area largcenough to contain
six lunar modules (approximately 1000 m ). An}, incre:tse in
quantity of the lunar module fleet and landing/launch rates will
necessitate enlarging this area.
The lunar module will bc translx)rted to vehicle storage if
it has been damaged beyond repair, exceeded its otx-ratkmal
life, or will not Ix+ u_d for a hmg peritxi of time. The lunar
o
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modules will defuel prior to storage. The module will be
towed by the hmar forklift to a storage location as di_u_sed
previously. A dumc tent will then be constructed over the
module. This tent will consist of the same panels used in the
VAT, attached to a metal or composite support frame. The tent
is used to achieve a constant thermal environment and to
protect the module from potential particle Ix)mbardment. The
tents mu.st bc designed to enable a&sembly by a few personnel
in environmental suits.
9. Maintenance, Repair, Test and
Check-out Requirements
The lunar module is a reu_blc vehicle and will require
regular maintenance with each flight. Vehicle maintenance will
include but is not limited to vehicle test and check-out,
lubrication, recharging of environmental systems, recharging or
replacing batteries, regenerating fuel cells, modular parts
rcTflacement/repair, and _tem modifications. Unlike presently
operated reu_blc terrestrial space vehicles, the lunar module
should require minimal maintenance. For our highest
frequent.-), flight _-hedule (24 flights/yr), the lunar module
maintenance turnaround time is two weeks ( 14 days).
When a lunar module component malfunctions or is
damaged, it can either be repaired or disposed of. Repairs can
be performed onsitc, at one of the space stations, or on Earth.
In many cases it will bc desirable to repair the component
at Complex 39L Lunar m_u/ule mechanics will be constrained
by space suits, thus making detailed repairs difficult if not
impo_ible. Smaller components (computer systems, circuit
boards, etc.) can be brought into the Communications and
Control Facility to be worked on in a shirtsleeve em-ironment.
Detailed repairs on larger components (engines, fuel tanks,
etc.) will require a large pressurized l:acility. Such a facility is
beyond a Phase III lunar base, and repairs of this nature will
not be possiblc at Complex 39L
Four main lunar module turnaround procedures are
envisioned. The_ procedures are Initial Sating, Postflight
Servicing, Lunar Mcx]ule Modification, and Preflight Servicing.
The following is a preliminar)' description of some of the
operations that will be performed during each these
procedures.
Initial Sating operations will include transportation of the
lunar module into the VAT, unloading or draining fuel tanks,
attachment of ground power and purge lines to the lunar
module, purging main engines and fuel lines to remove
po_ible moisture resulting from hydrogen/oxygen combus-
tion, and unloading payloads. Also, the lunar module crew will
disembark sometime during the initial sating procedure. This
preliminary list of required operations can easily be expandcd
upon.
After Initial Sating is complete, postflight troubleshooting
will identify anomalies that may have occurred during launch,
flight, or landing. An umbilical containing electrical, commun-
ication, instrumentation, and control lines is connected to the
vehicle. Visual and electrical inspections will be performed on
the lunar module. Along with postflight inspection, routine
servicing will include lubrication, recharging of environmental
_stems, recharging or replacing batteries, regenerating fuel
cells, and other required routine maintenance tasks.
Fig. 7. Ltmar landing and launch Facility (l/J/or Complex 39L)
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Lunar Module Mc_lifications will then be made if ncce._,T.
Modifications may include replacing damaged components
discovered during the postflight inspection, adding or
removing equipment necessary to meet future mission
requirements, and replacement of outdated hardware with
new designs to enhance vehicle perfiJrmance. Lander
mtudifications, if extensive, can be performed over a long
period of time w_ile the craft is in vehicle storage. However,
man)" mtxlifications will be performed in parallel with routine
ser_Scing.
The lunar module will then be prepared for launch. This
Preflight _rvicing will include installation of flight supplies and
payload, attachment of fuel tanks, loading of personnel, visual
and electronic check-out of lunar module s3_tems, detachmem
of ground umbilicals, and transportation from the VAT to the
launch pad. Other related operations may be nccessar%
A sample I.tmar M_ltfle Turnaround ._hedulc (Fig. 6) was
developed using the four main procedures just demribed. This
figure is b_.sed upon preliminar T estimates regarding the time
required to perform each of the four main pr(v,:edurl__.
CONCLUSION
Short de._-riptions or ,,T,ccifications of nine designated design
iten_s have been prc_nted. The next stage in the design
process will be to determine preliminary estimat*._ fi)r the
major resource requirements of the _stem Thrcc major
resources which were identified are mass, power, and
manpower. The cost of commimioning and operating the hmar
base will hc directly related to the resource requirements.
While mass and power requirements can generally he
determined by standard engineering methods, ;_se_smcnts of
manpower requirements can be difficult. One assumption that
is made is that "all EVA operations will be undertaken by at
lea.st two people. This is a _afetT consideration wahich mimics
the buddy s)_tem that is used in _-uba diving
A design matrix has been developed (Fig. 7). The ro,_.'s of
this matrix consist of the nine major design items. Specifica-
tions, mass, power, and manpower determine the columns.
Three main resource requirement arex_ are recognized and are
referred to as: Construction, Operation, and Maintenance. The
Construction area represents the resources that will be
required during the construction phase of the landing and
launch facility. This will include but not bc limited to clearing
a site of large debris, landing/launch pad preparation,
construction of various tents, and assembly of cranes and other
structures. The Operation arca represents the resource
requirements for the steady-state operation cff the facili_ _. The
Maintenance area reprcmnt.,, the facility n_dntenance require-
ments, e.g., refurbishment of landing"launch pads, ten!
structures, and other hardware ( forMifts, cranes_ etc. ). A matrix
element is checked off when the design work corresponding
to that element h:ts been completed.
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l)c,_,Tibed herein is a system of equipment intended fi,r site preparation and corkstnlction of a lunar
h;usc. 'llle proximate era of hmar exph)ration and the initial pha.se of outpoM habitation are addressed
f)rilling, mining, and henefication of lunar .soil prior to pilot-plant o_'gen extraction and other .soil
pr(,cc,_sing techniques arc included within the .scope of this .,5._tem's capabilities. The centerpiece of the
design is thc SKI'VFER mobile walking, site preparation, and construction platfi)rm. The SKITTER si._tem
is modular in nattlre anti includes a _+ries of intcrchangablc implements who_' individual ttsc tends to
ix. _onal or intcrmittem Tbe concept is analogous to the farmer's tractor and implement ._t. The
proposed s)_,tem is mechanically simple and weight efficient and the individual implements arc designed
to take advamagc of the hmar environment v,Cfile operating within the constraints impo_d hy that
environment. The s-£stem's implement interfaces can aL,_) be used for transporting containerized cargo
on the hmar surface. A propo_'d hmar orhit to lunar surface landing p(xl might al_ be u_d to deliver
the walker and crane boom combination in a ready.to-work configuration.
INTRODUCTION THREE-LEGGED MOBILE PLATFORM: SKITI'ER
Conceptual design is curren0y in progrc&s for a system of
eqnipmcnt to conduct site preparation anti construction on the
lunar surface. This effort is centered in the Engineering Design
laborator3" at the (k'orgia Institute of Technoh_' in conjunc-
tion _'ith the NASA/USRA A(h_anced Design Program. Pr(x)f-
of-principle models have al_ been developed t<) _,'alidate
certain new technologies and concepts to bc utilized
Previously, little attention h;ts been directed to the pha_" of
Itmar mtrlace activit T that begins once equipment has landed
anti ends when the initial habitats become u_blc. Even then,
the hopper must bc filled before the first oxygen extraction
plant can become operational. Artistic renderings up to the
present time have t)pically envisioned terrestrial 13pes of
equipment (such ;LS the bulldozer and the backhoe) being
used. An engineering design approach to the mission, however,
shows the impracticality of such equipment that has not been
uniquely designed for the hmar emSronment. In particular,
such traditional equipment l)picall), dtT_cnds on its earthly
weight for counterbalance and for reaction to the application
force.
I)eliverabilit) to the Moon and the absence of human
operators during the unmanned pha._" of cxph)ration and
surfacc preparation place additional constraints on the design
and implementation of an), construction equipment. Design
principk's subsequently emph_tsized in this progcam included
the following:
• Mechanical simplicit T
• I:ault and accident tolerance
• Minimal weight
• rot_)tic maintenance ,anti rt'pair
• Conmaonalit)' of parts
• Standardization fi)r compatibility
• Reh)adablc, t:Lsk-specific control software
• I.ocalized bearing of fi)rccs within the _'stcm to avoid load
transfer to supporting structures
• Adaptability t() mission changes
• Modularity for weight and damage (-ontrol
A three-legged walker is proposed _ts a mobile work platform
for most of the acti_Stics involved in lun:tr base site preparation
and construction. Initially named SKITTER because of the
envisioned ability to "skitter" over the surface of the Moon,
it may also be defined xs a Spatial Kinematic Inertial Translator3-
Tripod Extremity Robot (SKITTER). Utilizing the principle of
dynan_ic stability and raking atbmntage of the M(xm's low
gravity, the system is capable of w_alking in an)" radial direction
and rotating around a point. The current light-weight
configuration is intended to clear the surface by some four
meters.
When used as a carrier for a series of specialized imple-
ments, it will enable or enhance the stability and dexterity of
each implement to pro_4de a mechanically simple and weight-
efficient means of carr)_ng out such tasks zs digging, drilling,
leveling, hoisting, and nfining. SKITI'ER is also designed to
transport lunar soil or containerized cargo. It is further
designed for landing with a crane or rolx)tic arm implement
attachcd_ and detaching its Vtkinglike landing pod.
A working proof-ofprinciple model of SKITTER was
designed and demonstrated at the NASA/USRA Summer
Conference hekl in Washington D.C. in 1987. During the
following year, efforts by some of the participating stndents
have been concentrated on the design of a more comprehen-
sive model, SKITIER II. The_ efforts art" de_ribed in the
following paragraphs:
3-D Graphic Simulation
Extensive analysis was conducted on the kinematic and
d3xmmic characteristics of SKIqTER As a resuh, two umr-
friendly programs were _Titten such that an)" ph}sical trait of
the platform (i.e., m:u_s, inertia, length) or constants (i.e.,
gravitT) could be e:tsily varied to optimize the system.
_KIT TORQUE is a program writtcl-i to simulate plalfi)ml
operations during either the "lean" or "jump" modes of
operation. The solution methodologies corresponding to these
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kinematic problems were implemented in a computer program
in order to solve for the angular velocity and acceleration
components of each joint. The determination of theme values
was necessary for completely solving the cb'namic problem To
accomplish this, the Newtonian force equations were derived
for the linkage so that the torque about each of the joints could
be solved for a.s a function of its position.
Computer graphic simulation is an excellent engineering
tool for analyzing and designing spatial mechanisms. *SKIT-3D
is a three-dimensional graphic simulation program which
allows the user to visualize SKITlqE.R's spatial configurations by
controlling _,stem, leg segment, or actuator movements of a
.screen repremntation of the platform. User input is in the form
of incremental positioning, direct positioning, or time-based
data files vdlich can Ix: u_d for platform animation. Output
is directed to a tureen, plotter, or dump dcwice.
handled by the end-effector. By utilizing the principle of
opposing forces, the emplanting and _'ooping function can be
achieved with little reliance on the force of gravit T. The arm
can bc umd to impact the bucket tips into the soil to break
up crust and aggregates prior to digging and ._ooping. I.eveling
is accomplished by planting one bucket and then moving the
other. The reverse surfaces of the buckets can act together to
clamp on a boulder fi)r its handling. The implement utilizes
the walker's dexterity to extend its work envelope, esix.cially
where deep bores or trenches are required.
Since the buckets ,_oop away from one another, tht T can
be unloaded one at a time into the bulk transport vehicle. A
conveyor or hopper _t_sociatcd with a pilot plant can al_) be
loaded directly.
Fluid conduits, fiber optic and electric cables can be
emplaced by trenching and backfilling with the implement.
Platform Structure Drill
Two student groups worked on the task of optimizing the
platform structure. Ease of assembly and weight reduction
were the primary design constraints. One group approached
the problem by using a tubular tru_ structure and modeled
femur, tibia, and central lxxly components as well as joint
connections using the SUPERTAB finite element modeling
routine. The final iteration of this design cut the initial
SKI'Iq'E.R I weight by approximately fifty percent. The .second
group approached the problem by using a monocoquc design.
By utilizing composite materials, this group was able to cut
the initial weight of SKITTER I by fifty percent.
IMPLEMENTS
Utilizing the dexterity of the three-legged walker permits
each task-specific implement to be designed with greater
mechanical Simplicity and minimum weight. Each implement
is self-sufficient in that it includes its own power, controls, and
communication devices.
SKITI_.R is designed with two triangtflar interfaces of
identical size, one on the upper interface of the body and one
on the lower. Most of the implements that have been designed
by the students are anticipated to attach interchangcably to the
lower interface. Commonality of the locking s}_tem will ,allow
successive implements to be `selected, utilized, and then
replaced in storage. Cargo pods and the Viking-type landing
tx)d can likewim utilize the bottom interface.
Digger
This implement will be umd for general excavation and soil
handling for surface reconfignration. This includes digging,
trenching, and leveling. The digger will also ,support lunar
resource pilot plants by mining and loading of soil. The digging
implement is comprimd of a moderate length arm and a
powerful end-effector. The end-effector consists of two
indclx'ndent clamshell-t)pe buckets arranged back to back so
as to generate equal but opposite forces for either digging or
clamping. The major Ioads and stresses are subsequently
The drill implement includes a rack and changer mechanism
for storing and handling the drill string rod elements. A variety
of drill bits and .sample acquisition devices will be axe.liable
on the rack to best address each given task. Rotary and short-
stroke vertical actuators power the down-hole activities. The
walker provides a stable platform and the large, generally
vertical motion for inmrting and withdrawing the drill string
as the work progresses. The walker also provides the tilt and
off-hole motions required by .some of the drilling and .sample
acquisition techniques.
The um of heat pipes facilitates limiting the maximum
temperature of the drill bit. The heat is thus conducted to the
lower portion of the drill string. A significant portion of the
heat generated as the drill progresses is contained in the
cuttings. By removing the cuttings quickly, the bit temperature
management is enhanced.
Cutting removal from the bit location is accomplished by
an enclosed staircam-likc device. This device incorporates
vertical fences arranged radially at intervals along a generally
helical auger flight. By accelerating the device vertically
upward, the cuttings achieve a given vertical velocity. As the
device stops, the cuttings ricochet off the underside of the
helical ceiling above. The cuttings advance one or more fences
up the stalrca.m. A net upward progres,sion of the cuttings
continues with successive strokes of the device. A proof-of-
principle model has successfully demonstrated this staircase
auger concept. The low lunar gravity is expected to enhance
this process. Cutting removal at an extended depth may be
accomplished by a continuous staircase or to a coaxial bail that
is intermittently ralmd to the ,surface. Urns of the drill include
sample acquisition, drilling holes fi)r emplacing scientific
instruments and anchors, and testing foundation quality at
propomd facility sites.
Slinger
The primary purpo_ of the slinger implement is to cover
a lunar habitat re(Mule with Itx)m regolith. The regolith must
Ix _ cla.s,sified into large and small particle sizes to avoid danlagc
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to the skin of the module by large particle impact. The tool
at the operating point of the implement is a rotating di_ that
has intermittently spaced radial tabs attached to both flat
surfaces. The implement engages the disc into the surface of
the soil and as the dim rotates, the tabs dig and accelerate
the smaller particles into a trajectoD'. This stream of soil is
directed toward the mtxlule by manipulating the orientation
of the di_. Particles much larger than the working edge of
the tabs arc thrown to the side rather than .along the stream
of the smaller particles. Thus a single moving part digs,
ckL,_sifies, and ejects the desired particles toward the module.
A proof-of-principle device has been shown to be capable of
slinging only the .sand from a sand-gravel mix.
Both the di_ and partial guard are expected to wear, ,so
a rack of replacements is incorporated in the implement. The
arm is capable of loading the replacement wheel/guard
as_mbly onto the spindle. Overall, the device is somewhat
anMogous to a snowblower except that it preclassifies by size
of the particles to be thrown.
Robotic Arm
The rolx)tic arm implement may be connected to the upper
or lower interface on SKITTER Its urns include maintenance
and repair of other machines, emplacing .scientific instruments
and handling of small _conda D, equipment. It includes a rack
of interchangeable end-effectors and adaptors. The walker's
onsite dexterity can bc u_'d to extend and shape the umfill
work envelol x_ of the arm.
Palletized Cargo
The w_dkcr is capable of transporting cargo that is engaged
at the lower interface. The pallet or cargo container would
bc equipped the same as an implement with respect to the
mechanical configuration of the interface. The cargo mmss,
geomett3', and rigidity must conform to identified constraints.
Prtg-edurally, the walker would or/cnt it,ll to engage the
pallet interface, actuate the latch mechanism, then raise to
walk to the desired site. There, the procedure would be
reversed 'after placing the pallet on the surface or other fixed
location.
Bulk Transport Vehicle
This four wheeled vehicle is intended fi)r transportation of
a variety of bulk materials and cargo on the lunar surface. It
is equipped with a direct-coupled, curvilinear .synchronous
motor at each wheel. The wheel spindles are rigidly mounted
to the chassis. The chassis is compri_d of two nearly identical
sections, one at the front and one at the rear, providing
independent roll and articulated steering motions. A _,_'parate
_xly is centered near each of the two axles and can be tilted
to dump its contents. In dumping lunar .soil, as an example,
one body would dump to the rear, and the other would dump
as the vehicle moves in the opposite direction.
Interchangeable bodies can be installed to suit specific tasLs.
The top of each Ixx]y is configured similarly to an implement.
This allows the walker to handle the body exchange task. It
is also feasible to u_ a combination of the dump, steer, and
wheel actuators to _ff-r/ght the vehicle following a rollover
accident.
CONCLUSION
During the past year great progress was made in three areas.
Teaching of the Design Process. Nearly 180 students
met the challenge of designing equipment for the unique lunar
environment with creative and innovative designs. In the
process, they learned about system organization, database
usage, Computer Aided Design (CAD), finite-clement anal),_is,
patent proceedings, product liability, and engineering
professionalism which will enhance their design careers.
Expanding the Design Program. Discussions with the
top academic administrators at Georgia Tech are currently
under_,ay for the development of an interdisciplinary design
program. The new program would expose more students from
a variety of backgrounds to the challenges of designing for
space applications.
Georgia Tech looks forward to the exciting year "ahead in
continuing their relationship with NASA, USRA, and other
universities for developing new concepts for space
applications.
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THREE SYNERGISTIC STUDIES: A MANNED LUNAR OUTPOST, A MANNED
MARS EXPLORER, AND AN ANTARCTIC PLANETARY TESTBED
UNIVERSITY OF HOUSTON _".._ "_
The students at the University of Houston College of Architecture undertook three synergistic _udies
during the 1987-1988 academic year. These studies included a Manned Lunar Outpost, a Manned Mars
Explorer Mission, and an Antarctic Planetar 3, T___tl_xlwhich would provide the necessary data and facilities
for testing proposed missions to the Moon, Mars and beyond. All research was based on existing or
near-term technology.
MANNED LUNAR OUTPOST
The Manned Lunar Outpost (MLO) is proposed as an initial
permanent base for manned activities on the Moon. The study
concentrated on identifying the equipment, support systems,
and initial base configuration necessary to accomplish the
various science, industrial, and exploration activities envisi-
oned. The mi._sion planning included goals of low dependence
on Earth-based g(x)4s, support of the .Space Station, and the
eventual self-sufficiency of the MLO by incorporating an
agriculture facilit3".
The primary concepts of the MLO were: using hard m(xlules
for habitation areas wSth inflatable interconnect nodes; creating
a flexible, modular transportation system; designing a
multifunctional vehicle; and using an overhead radiation
protection .system.
The tran.q-_)rtation system, dubbed the Lunar Mobile Surface
Transport System (LMSTS), carries the hard modules to the
surface of the Moon and provides a method to move them to
the desired location through the use of interchangeable pallets
(Fig. 1 ). The avionics pallets are changed out with wheel and
hitch pallets, transforming the LMSTS into a "tractor-trailer"
u,_d with the Multi-Functional Vehicle (MFV) (Fig. 2). In
addition, the I.MSTS aids in the positioning and leveling of the
m(_lulcs as they are docked into the OUtlX)St configuration.
The MFV design consists of a pressurized temporary safe
haven, a crane, and modular implements. It would be used
extensively during the irtstallation of the outpost.
The modules are placed under the Regolith Support
Structure (1L_S) which provides a stable environment and
radiation protection for the entire b_se (Fig. 3). The overhead
structure was .selected, ;ts oppo_d to simply burying the
modules, to provide the optx)rtunity to study the ad_antages
and di_d_antages of this t3y,c of system. The a_antages were
determined to include ea.sT access to the exterior of the
modules, providing a protected area for vehicles and
equipment u.sed in EVA, and creating an area (ff constant
temperature. Disadvantages include a need for prefabrication
of structural components in low Earth orbit (lEO), and the
need to develop a convt3"or _tcm to lift the regolith into
place. However, once in place, the R&_;provides a vet T flexible
system, readily accommodating the future growth of the
OUtl_)St.
The research considers all components in depth, including
the precortstruction and construction phases of the initial MLO.
Study team members included Nathan Moore, Thomas Polette,
and Larry Toups, with Nilanjan Bhattacharya consulting.
MANNED MARS EXPLORER
The Manned Mars Explorer study had two primary objec-
tives: to develop a mission scenario to deliver a crew of six
to the vicinity of Mars; and to design a transportation system
to accomplish this mission.
Fig. I: Lunar Mobile Surface Transport S)_tcm
Fig. 2: Multi-Functional Vehicle
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Several criteria were established as principal drivers for the
mission scenario. These included:
1. Using an opposition class Venus inbound swingby
trajectory. This option offers a relatively short overall mission,
compared to conjunction class missions, while allowing a Mars
vicinity staytime of 60 days for exploration, prospecting, and
resource evaluation and utilization.
2. Planning a manned Mars landing for scientific as well as
political reasons.
3. Concentrating on studying Phobos and/or Deimos as an
initial staging base for Mars vicinity activity. Phobos and
Deimos offer incentives for utilization which include natural
resources, a negligible gravity environment, and Mars
obser,,_ation capability. Man)" excursions will be planned for the
surface of Pholx)s and/or Dcimos after a manned Mars landing.
4. Depending on highly reliable and reusable vehicles and
components for redundant tasks throughout the mission.
Fig. 3: Regolith Support _ructure
Based on these criteria the following mission scenario _,as
developed: A Manned Planetary Vehicle (MPV) would be built
in IJ_O, then outfitted with a crew of six. The MPV would
travel to the vicinity of Mars in approximately 300 days, where
it would stay for 60 days before the return leg to LEO of
approximately 2 l0 da$5.
The 60-day exploration period to the vicinity of Mars would
consist of sending a crew of three to the surface of Mars for
one week. The crew would then return to the MPV and spend
the remainder of the time ferrying between the MPV and
Phobos/Deimos. During this period, the}' would perform
scientific study on resource utilization of Phobos/Deimos, and
remote sensing of Mars.
The transportation _stem design encompassed several
considerations including: all chemical propulsion vs. nuclear
electric propulsion; the issue of reliability" vs. redundancy; the
need for artificial gravity vs. zero gravity'; and the use of
necessm T but undeveloped technologies such as large-scale
aerobraking and tether sTstems. The illustrated design propo_s
the use of mature technologies combined with tho_ just over
the horizon to offer alternatives for a cost-efficient mission to
Mars,
The primary components of the transportation system
included a Manned Planetary Vehicle (Fig. 4) and a Crew
Command Vehicle (Fig. 5). As part of an alternative split
mission to Mars the design of an Interplanetary Cargo
Transport Vehicle and Manned Planetary Vehicle were
developed, both using nuclear electric propulsion.
A detailed comparison of chemical vs. nuclear electric
propulsion for the MPV v,_ts made, and an all chemical mission
was chosen as the most realistic• The MPV was designed to
create 1 g of a_ificial gravity, for crew health and ."safety. To
CREW COMMAND
(SHOWN WI"I3fOUT AEROBRAKIE)
SOLAR DYNAMIC I:_0WER CI_rERA_g2
-- PRESSURIZED ENVIRONMENT
--I:Ol DING At'ROBRAKE PALLET
FOUR ]'ETI _F-_ SYSTEM
STAGED PROPLILSION SYSTEM
PALLET
STRUCTURAL SUPPORT
Fig. 4: Manned Planetary Vehicle Components MPV Detail
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Fig. 5: Crew Command Vehicle
accomplish this task, a tether .system was developed which
resists twisting through a unique spreader system The tether
would bc deployed during trans-Mars coast and trans-Earth
coast and reeled in for all propulsive maneuvers.
Due to the long and dangerous nature of this mission,
reliabilit T of vehicle components was established ms a driving
force in design. This was shown through the design of a
multifunctional Crew Command Vehicle (CCV) which would
hour" the crew during all propulsive maneuvers and fen3' the
crew between the MPV, Mars, and Phobos/Deimos.
Study team members included _an Nolan, Deborah Neubek,
and C.J. Baxmann.
ANTARCTIC PLANETARY TESTBED
The Antarctic PlanetatT Testbcd was conceived _s a project
to complement crew preparation and construction technol(_gy
development for a Itmar base, Mars, and other planetary
exploration. The primary focus of the remarch was the
development of a program that defined the needs of a planetary
testbed Through the re_'arch of appropriate analogs, thesc
needs were defined _s a masterplan, mlection of a transpor-
tation system, development of a construction _tenT, and
design of a module which responds to the program
requirements.
The project's propomd D O Valley site w,xs chosen becau_
of its similarity to the harsh Martian environment ms well ms
the bare lunar land,'ape. The analogs al._ include international
cooperation, scientific re_'arch, supply/resupply logistics and
"launch windows" determined by weather conditions that limit
or prohibit sea and air aecem to the continent (Fig. 6).
U.S. McMurdo Station
APT Site _
Fig. 6: Map of Antarctica
The m_sterplan consists of sixteen circulation modules, two
habitation and laboratory/work modules, a galley module, a
recreation m_xlule, an experiment/health maintenance module
and a utility/logistics module. An inflatable structure is
envisioned to provide a large area for vehicle storage and
agricultural facilities. An obmrvation/control tower is al._)
included to be used for construction coordination and
mientific urn.
The transportation _tem, construction s3_tem, and design
of the modules were interrelated in their development.
Bccau._ of the limitations of deliver3' vehicles, the Sikorsk T
"Skycrane" helicopter was chomn as the method of transpor-
tation and placement for the modules. A module had to be
developed using volume and weight limitations of this deliver
vehicle that also adhered to ._ace Station modtfle dimensions
and ratios.
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Fig. 7: Packed Mixlulc
Fig. 8: Fully Deployed Mtglulc
Fig. 9: Pcrslx'ctivc of Mastcrplan
IrnlversiO , of ltouston
This module became the basic building bk_:k of the h_tsc.
It consists of a compact core with two telew.-oping utility
compartments, one on the top and one at the lx_ttom Once
then- utility compartments are dtT_loycd, the circulation core
is expo_d and Space Station-derived racks are attached to the
sides. The modules art- then leveled by six hydraulic jacks
(Figs. 7 and 8).
In addition to the master planning and design of basic
module t3pes, a conceptual analysis w',_s done for support
facilities such _.s power generation systems, waste management
7/
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s'}_tems, and space planning for the crew habitation modules
(Fig. 9).
A.s the project evolved, it became incre:tsingly cwident that
its t_)tential uses go far beyond just the training of space
mission crews. If appropriately executed and managed, this
facility could offer an ideal testing ground for advanced
technokmoies and systems for immediate benefits on Earth.
Study team members included M:tshid (Shi Shi) Ahmadi,
Alcjandro Bottelli, Fernando Brave, and Muhanlmad A. Siddiqui.
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MARSPLANE
UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS AT URBANA-CHAMPAIGN
INTRODUCTION
The concept of utilizing a winged vehicle for the remote
cxploratk)n of Mars was studied in the 1970's t2. This study,
directed by NASA's Jet Propulsion I_aboratory, considered an
unmanned, instrumented platform to perform the necessary
mission requirements to study the Mars environment. Two
versions were considered. In one, the Marsplane was deployed
during the entry maneuver and flew until its fuel was
exhausted, ll{s mission ended with the subscquent landing. In
the mcond version, the Marsplane could land and take off a
limited number of times.
In the past decade, technological advances 3A's in materials,
aerodynamics, and propulsion systems have increa.md the
feasibility of a Marsplane. It was the objective of this year's
design project to examine the impact of these technological
advances and to investigate (1) the feasibility of a manned
Marsplane, and (2) the spacecraft system necessary to deliver
the Marsplanc to the surface of Mars.
MARSPLANE SUMMARY
Mission and Design Specifications
Thc general specifications fi)r the Marsplane design were:
Paykmd: 1200 N; two suited astronauts with life support
systems sufficient for eight hours,
Airfield Performance: Operations from prepared airstrips
no longer than 1.0 kin,
Cruise Performance: A unrefuclcd endurance of 8.0 hrs.
at a cruise altitude of 1500 m, and
Crew Rescue: _enario for the rescue of the crew of a down
and disabled Marsplane.
(All Marsplane weights are those that would be experienced
on Mars. )
For the purposes of the design, it was m%-umed that the
mimion would occur in the 1995 to 2020 timeframe, that
facilities on the martian surfacc would bc available for
as,sembling and mtMcing the Marsplane, and that "all necemary
operational fiicilities, materials, and supplies (e.g., fuel) would
be available.
The major technical areas of responsibility for the Marsplane
design group members were Aerodynamics, Performance,
Power and Propulsion, Stability and Control, Structures and
Materials, Surface Operations, and Weights and Balance.
Becanm of the special problems of takeoff and landing (and
the wide range of pomible solutions to these problems),
airfield performance and design of the takeoff and landing
systems were included as part of surface operations. In addition
to the above major technical areas, several ,areas of less
/52z/?
z./
importance (e .g., auxiliary systems, packaging a_d as.sem 'b_/)
and reseue .scenarios) were studied by the design groups.
Design Drivers
The principal design drivers were found to be:
Low martian atmospheric density. This led to the need
for very low wing Ioadings (and correspondingly low
component weights) and for aerodynamic designs that were
efficient at low Reynolds numbers.
Need for a lightweight propulsion system (including
fuel weight). This was exacerbated by lack of fuel components
in the atmosphere. This led to the need for high propulsion
system and aerodynamic efficiencies.
Airfield performance specification and rescue capabil-
ity. This stimulated several designs to include Vertical Takeoff
and Landing (VTOL) capabilities.
Design Considerations and Results
1, Aerodynamics. The low atmospheric density together
with the need for high aerodynamic efficiency (i.e., low power
required) at cruise required the designs to incorporate large
_ing areas, large aspect ratios and high cruise lift coefficients.
It was also necessary to select wing airfoils with good stall
characteristics (maximum Cc>I.0 ) and low-profile drag at the
low cruise Reynolds numbers (i.e., in the neighborhood of 1
x 10s). All of the design groups found satisfactory solutions
to this problem, although in some designs the stall ,speed and
low cruise speed were uncomfortably close together. The
rewriting Marsplane configurations included conventional tail
aft, canard, joined wing and, in one case, a .sail wing.
2. Propulsion Systems. The need for high overall
propulsion system efficiency drove all the design groups to
mlect propellers for climb and cruise. In most cases, other
propulsion _tems were proposed for airfield operations. In
seven of the eight designs, the propellers were driven by
electric motors; in the other design, rocket motors at the blade
tips were used. The power sources for the motors were
batteries, fuel cells, solar cells (or a combination of these), and,
in one case, a Stirling engine. The most promising s'}stems
appeared to be ba_sed on hydrogen/oxygen fuel cells with the
resulting water conserved and recycled at the Mars'plane base.
3. MateriaLs, Structures, and Weights. In all cams,
composite materials were selected for the aircraft structure.
Due to the lack of algorithms for estimating the weight of an
adam.need aircraft concept such ms the Marsplanc, the estimated
mass results for conventional structures were reduced by I _,
to 25% to account for the use of composites. In addition, the
estimated weight of joined-wing designs was further reduced
on the hasis of results reported. The structural designs werc
PRE(_EDING P_GF BLANK D.CT F!LMED
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esmntially conventional except fi)r the _il wing In that c:tse,
the wing was formed by a leading-edge spar, a trailing-edge
cable, and a fabric cnveh)lx'.
The weight breakdowns for the Marsplane are premnted in
Table 1. Note the major importance of the propulsion _,stem
(including fuel) weight.
A ,serious question that was not addressed ,_xs whether
durahlc structures can be made at the weights umd in them
studies. In particular, the design of vdngs with the large ,xspect
ratios needs further study.
4. Climb atu# Cruise Performance, The climb perfor-
mance was meKlest becau_ • low installed power (correslxmd-
ing to low propulsion _stem weight) w,'as a rcsnltant dcsign
parameter. Surface level maximum climb rates ranged from
0.34 m/s (67 fpm) to 7.91 m/s (1557 fpm) with an average
_luc of 2.7 m/s (531 fpm), corresr, onding to an average time
to climb to crui_" altitude of about 10 rain.
Crui_" spcctLs ranged from 60 to 100 m/s with an a,cerage
of 78 m/s. At cruise altitude, the stalling speetts ranged from
41 to 87 m/s with an average of 57 m/s. The average ratio
of cruisc to stalling speed v,v,s 1.37.
The average total range for all designs w,'ts 2140 km with
restdts from 1812 to 2761 kin. Two of the designs failed to
meet the endurance requirement.
5. Surface Operations. Takeoff and landing performance
proved to bc the most difficuh design specification to _tisfy.
Bccattsc3_f thevet T low _wcr-to-weight ratios dictated by the
crui_" performance specifications, none of the designs could
meet the 1.0-km takeoff field length requirement without
additional propulsion a.s,sistance. All of the designs u_-d .some
form of rocket-based assistance. The ._)lutions wcre grouped
,msfi_llows.
Number of
Take-off Method Designs
Towed by a cart I
Carried by a cart 3
Auxiliar T rocket package; jcttisoncd 1
Vertical take off 3
All designs had conventional landing capabilities; however,
two of the desigols did not satisl_, the I.O-km field length
specification. In addition to conventional landing capability,
three of the designs had rocket-powered vertical landing
options.
The above airfield performance characteristics resulted in
only three designs that could cart 3' out the required remne
mi._sion This w:ts accomplished by cart3-ing extra fuel for a
vertical takeoff and landing sequence at the rc_xie site. The
remaining live designs were limited to dropping emergent T
supplies to downed crew.
Table I. Marsplanc Weight Data
Group Airframe Propulsion Payload Mi_. Total
No. S}_em
(including
fiicl )
(N) (%) (N) (%) (N) (%) (N) ("6) (N)
I 2435 48.7 1210 24.2 1200 24.0 155 3.1 5000
2 2437 52.5 806 17.4 1200 25.9 199 4.3 -t(vt2
3 2747 36,6 3246 43,3 1200 16.0 309 4.1 7502
4 2977 48,7 1707 27.9 117,t 19.2 260 4.2 6118
5 2216 36.9 2524 42.1 1200 20.0 60 1.0 (_)00
6 1429 29.8 2075 43.2 12(X) 25.0 95 2.0 4799
7 2688 54.5 932 18.9 1214 24.6 99 2.0 1933
8 2532 42.5 1839 30.9 1200 20.1 386 6.5 5957
SPACECRAFT SUMMARY
Mission and Design Specifications
The spacecr:tft mission was characterized hy two primar 3'
infrastructure components; a payload re-entt3' system cart3ing
the Marsplane and an instrument bus carding scientific
instruments fi)r remote mnsing of the planet's surface. "111e
instrument bus w,-ts to remain in orbit after separation from
the rc-entt 3' s_tem.
Enclo._d in a .sealed capsule and decelerated into :i parking
orbit by an advanced aerobrakc, the rc entry spacecraft will
await an opportune window fi)r descent to the surface.
Remote-_nsing instruments _,ill determine if the predesig-
nated landing site is suitable Ix.lore committing the re-entu'
system fi)r de_'ent to the surface. After the spacecraft's de_'ent
from orbit, the instrument bus remaining on-orbit will act a_s
a relay ._ttellite suplx)rting the plane in its operations.
Packaging requirements Slx'cif)4ng volume and ma._s were
dictated by the Marsplane design groups.._weral additional
mission requirements were al.'_)specified for the interplanetary
transport sTstem in a Request fi_r Proposal (RFP) given to the
students at the start of the ._mester. A partial list is given here:
!. Subsystems identified for the purposes of system
integration were: Aerobrake (including orhit capture, reentt3',
and detachment), Structure (including materials, design la)a rot,
thermal control), Power and Propulsion, Command and Data
Control, _'ience and Radio Relay Instrumentation, and Mis_sion
Management, Planning, and Costing
2. The spacecraft's components and payload will be
delivered to orbit in the cargo bay of the spacc shuttle anti
1_" a.sscmblcd on-orhit at the space station spacecr',tft ;L%,_umbly
and repair facility. The extent of shuttle support should hc
identified and minimized.
3. The spacecraft will bc able to be retricved by a remote
manipulatitm device on the space statit m or space shtflllc.
4. Nothing in the delivery s3_tem's design shall prcclndc it
from performing several possible missions, carD-ing vastly
different payloads to different destinations.
l_ldversi(! , of lllinrd._ at l'rhana.Cham/mign ] | |
5. The spacecraft will have a design lifetime of four years,
hut nothing in its design shall preclude it from cxcecding this
lifetimc.
6. The vehicle will u,_ technology available belbre 1998 and
use the latest advances in artificial intelligence where
applicable to enhance mission reliability and reduce mission
COSTS.
7. The design will strem simplicity, reliability, and low cost.
8. For cost estimating and overall planning, it will bc
as,sumed that four spacecraft/delivery _tems will bc built.
"llarec will be flight read),, while the fourth will be retained
for use in an integrated ground test system.
9. Mis, sion ._iencc requirements were based on the NASA
_)lar System Exploration Committee's recommendations and
included: (a) determining the elemental and mineralogical
composition of the martian surface; (b) determining the
distribution, abundance, ,_mrces, and concentration of volatile
materials and dust; (c) defining the global gravitational
magnetic fields; (d) mca.suring the global surface topography;
anti (el examining the structure and circtdation of the martian
atmosphere.
Configuration Descriptions
,"k'ven different configurations rcsulted from the spacecraft
design groups. Inertia configurations were obtained fi)r each
• 8
spacecraft and ddlvet T g,_tem. Analysis showed that a thermal
stagnation point exists approximately two aerobrake shield
diameters behind the acrobrake. Accordingly, the aircr',fft
payloads were packaged to fit within the resulting protected
conical wflu,ne behind the acrobrakc. In most instances the
acrohrake was reused for re-entry protection.
Propulsion Systems Design and Integration
One of the mission requirements specified the um of an
acrobmke fi)r the delivery ,D_stem to reduce the total mis,sion
fuel requirements. "llac use of an aerobrake at the Mars
terminal end of the traiectory reduced total _V requirements
to approximately -t.5 km/s. A onelvar time of flight was t)pical
fi)r these trajectories.
(kmvemional liquid oxygen-liquid hydrogen propulsion
systems were typically tl._-d tu accelerate the delivery g'stcm
from low Earth orbit on its way to Mars For the initial orbit
capture :rod subseqtlent terminal orbit maneuvers, space-
storable propcllants were used _TJically, thc_" were nitrogen
tt'troxidc,'50% l'l)Mtt-hydrazine based sTstems, with an I,_ of
293 s. Thus, it w_s demonstrated that it is possible, using
today's tcchnolog)', to deliver the plane/spacecr:fft payload to
Mars.
- t)
A progranl called AI-ROB allmvcd the optimization of shield
size _.x. inicctcd m:tss _,-s. inili:d semi-maior axis of the Mars
capture orbit to hc performed. Shield sizes of 120 m-' were
tlT_ical fi_r injected ma.s_'s of .i8_) kg with an initial scmi-ntajor
axis of 150,000 km and maxinmm alloveablc shield temper-
atures of 600"C Thrcc-dinlensional terrain plots produced
vdth the data obtained from AEROB were then constructed
to idcntil)' the optimal operating parameters. Compared to
conventional orbit capture propulsion _,'stems, one group
concluded that a 309,; upma._s .savings resulted from the use
of the aerobrakc.
Performance
Several different trajectory options were explored for the
III
mission using the MIT.IMP traicctoty generation program .
While Venus flybys were examined, requirements for a
minimum _XV were best made by a direct ascent for the
optimistic launch window between 2005 and 2010
Tot',d upmass (wet delivery vehicle, spacecraft, and payload)
varied from 15,800 kg to 28,000 kg.
With an as,sumcd base in place at Mars, one group found
it to Ix, advantageous to transfer _vhicle control from the Earth
to the Mars base at an appropriate time during the mission.
This dccrea_scd roundtrip communications times from the
spacecr;fft to the ba_e of control from 36.94 minutes (control
alwa_ at Earth) to 6.65 minutes (s_Stchcd from Earth to Mars
at Launch + 76 days).
Terminal orbit selection varied among the design groups.
kXq_ilc some groups sought to provide maximum global
coverage of the planet's surface, others ,sought to maximize
contact time with the Marsplane when it was in flight. T-,ddng
ad_antage of the fact that three delivery _,stcms would cart T
their respective payloads (Marsplane and spacecr:fft) to Mars
and then be available for operations, one group selected a sun-
sl_chronous orbit for two of their spacecraft. This arrangement
guaranteed global owcragc of the planet by the remote-mnsing
instmnwnts a,s well as continuous contact with the Marsplanc.
A strawman science instrument package wa,s defined by each
of the design groups. A representative package included a
gamma-ray spectrometer, a near-infrared mapping spectrome-
ter, a ta,' photometer, a dust detector, an atmospheric rounder,
a IN spectrometer, and a magnetometer.
Dovmmass to the surface w_s on the order of two Viking
landers. Pan, tchutes and landing rockets were sized to provide
a ,soft touchdown on the surface. Two 6.2 m disk-gap-hand
parachutes OeTfically were u,_d to decelerate the landing
payload from Math 2.1 to 100 m/s. At an appropriate ixfint
ab_n-e the surface, Viking-t3/x _ retro rockets provided the
terminal thrust profile, and hydraulically operated shock
absorbers provided the final landing load support.
Economic Analysis
Two t3pes of cost anal).'sts were undertaken by the ,_'ven
roups Most relied on a spreadsheet ro ranl obtained from
g "g ' " ".' P g'lt
the NA, A Marshall Space Fhght Center . Input to the
spreadsheet consisted of subsystem mass totals which were
directly proportional to the estimated cost of the spacccnfft
g,xtcms, Two groups used equations developed b_ _icnce
Applications httcmational Corporation (SAIC))-' for generating
cost estimates. Most of tile cost estimates were o11 the order
of $1.5 billion.
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CONCLUSIONS
The Marsplane and Delivery Sy.ntcm Project demonstrated
the technical fcasibilit 3, of tran.q_orting an atmospheric flight
system to Mars, a_sembling it there, and using it to carry out
manned aerial reconnaissance of the martian surface. Given
certain enabling technologies now under development (e.g.,
low mass propulsion and structural systems, in situ fuels, etc.),
a manned Marsplane appears to be a _iable tool for use in
future exploration of Mars.
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INTRODUCTION
In this summary, wc present the main conclusions and
results of a design stud}, conducted by a group of 25 students
at the University of Maryland. The students, all participants in
the spring 1988 courses ENEE488Q and ENEE418 in the
Electrical Engineering Department, considered the problem of
designing a frce-fl}4ng .space robot for applications in _teUite
servicing. In addition to the paper stud}', a subgroup of eight
students undertook the ambitious task of designing and
building a lalx)rator), testbcd for the concept of a free flyer.
This subgroup has already completed the main fabrication of
the mechanical hardware and most of the onboard electronics.
When completed by the end of the summer, the test bed will
consist of a seven-degrees-of-freedom dual-armed planar robot
that will float on an air table and carry out various commanded
taslcs. All the fabrication and testing is being conducted in the
Intelligent Se_rosystems Laboratory at the University of
Maryland.
The project team split up into subgroups as follows: (a)
articulation concepts 1 and 2, to stud}, competing ideas for
the overall systems architecture and manipulator design; (b)
real time control systems group; (c) a computer graphics
group to provide animations of a planar design; (d) a
mechanical hardware design group for the lal)oratory testbed;
and (e) a control systems hardware design group for the_same.
In this summary report, we discuss the results in functional
terms rather than in terms of the breakdown into groups.
A principal source of specifications for the design study was
the Request for Proposals (RFP) i_sued by NASA Goddard
Space Flight Center for the Flight Telcrobotic _r_4cer Project
(FTS). (Phase-B VYS Design Stud}" was awarded to Martin
Marietta Aerospace and Grumman Space Systems.)
1. System Architecture for the Free Flyer
The design of our Frec Flyer is based on the existing
Multimi_sion Modular Spacecraft (MMS) _stem architecture
since this design has already been built and tested extensively.
The MMS consists of four removable mfxlules and an adapter
ring to carry the payload (the frcc flyer). The fi)ur modules
are (!) Communication and Data Handling, (2) Attitude
Control System (ACS), (3) Powcr, and (4) Propulsion.
The Communication and Data Handling m(_lule contains a
computer which controls the Propulsion and Attitude Control
modules, the antennae of the free flyer, and all hou_keeping
tasks related to the MMS. It does not control the maniptdator
arms of the ffcc flyer. A separate computer on the free flyer
will control the arms. Our design u_'s this module with no
alterations.
The Attitude Control System (ACS) is used to orient and
stabilize the .spacecraft. The ACS, as we have adapted it to our
design, uses momentum wheels for attitude stabilization and
a propulsion system for orbit control in addition to the
following hardware components to achieve fully autonomous
orbit determination: one earth _nsor, four .sun sensors, one
polaris sensor, and one onboard clock.
The requirements for the power .system are from 1500-3000
W nominal load power for a maximum time without recharge
of 8 hrs. For the power system, we had the choice of two
types of storage cells, either nickel-hydrogen (Ni-H2), or
nickel-cadmium (Ni-Cd). The Ni-H 2 weighs less and is less
expensive when used above 1500 W. The Ni-Cd is .superior
in cell volume but the volumes approach each other as the
power approaches 3000 W. Also under consideration was a
retractable solar array which would be used as a source for
recharging as well as backup power. The retraction capability
is necessat 3" because of free-flyer robotic operations and
maneuvers which would be encumbered if the solar array was
permanently fixed. Both gallium-arsenide (Ga-As) and silicon
solar cells were compared and the Ga-As cell was found to
have better performance. Two designs for mechanical
retraction and a third design using an umbilical cord instead
of the solar arrays were worked out and their performance
analyzed.
The propulsion will consist of 12 low-level thrusters and 4
high level thrusters. Functions include correction of orbit
error, normal mode attitude control, station keeping, and
repositioning. Of the three types of propellant (solid, liquid,
and electrical), a liquid propellant was chosen due to various
adverse effects from the others that preclude their use.
There are three modes of operation for the free flyer. In
independent mode, the frce flyer will be mounted onto the
MMS system and will operate away from the space station for
applications on free-flying platforms. In this mode the MMS
system will provide the attitude control and limited-range
(1000 km) translational motion and local orientation motion.
If orbit transfer is required, the MMS propulsion module _411
be connected to the Orbital Maneuvering Vehicle (OMV).
Power will be pro_Sded by the MMS power module and the
internal battery module of the free flyer. Communication will
be provided through the high-gain antennae _ia the MMS
system communications module.
The other two modes of operation call for the free flyer to
be di_onnected from the MMS system and mounted on either
the .space station manipulator or the space shuttle manipulator
arm. In these modes, the manipulator am1 will provide the
attitude control and necessary translational and orientational
motion. Power will be provided by the space station or shuttle
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power sTstcms through an umbilical connection as well is
from the internal batteries, and communication will also Ix:
provided through the umbilical.
2. Arm Design
Each of two groups designed an arm. One group worked
on a novel "elephant trunk" design, whereas the other group
chore a more conventional multi-link arm with Ix_th transla-
tional and rotational degrees of freedom.
Initially the first group wanted to design a flcMblc ann that
behaved like an elcT, hant trunk because the flexible nature of
the arm would -allow it to work wcH in constrained _aces.
The arm was to be composed of a number of flattened spheres
or "Go stones," all in contact with each other. The stones
would have holes in tbe sides where control wires could be
fed through to form an appendage. The shalX: of the arm would
depend on the position of the control ,,_Sres. The design group
favored this but it Mso noted some mrious dt-a_xabaeks if this
design were to be used in space. The group modified this
design to ttsc hollow cones stacked on one another instt_ad
of the "C-o stones," and addcd a ball joint at the top of each
cone to support l_earing ti_rces. Strt,cturally this v,_s a stronger
design but it still employed wires that could become brittle
in a space environment. To solve this problem, the vdres were
replaced by fi)ur linear actuators connected between each
cone at the outer portion of the cone. This design is similar
to the remote manipulator design dry'eloped by L Lcifer anti
V. Scheinman at Stalfford University. Once they had the ba_sic
design, they' then chore the materials, bearings, linear actuators,
cone parameters, and general sizing of the hardware. For the
cone material, the group considered metals, plastics, compo-
sites, Aramid, and finally rattled on a fiber-reinforced gvaptfite/
epox T with a silicone coating to shield it from radiation. This
material has been used prea4ously by Geneva Electric for the
Air Force Dcfen_ • Satellite Communications Systems ItI ms well
ms by General Dynamics fi)r NASA's Remotc Manipulator
S),_tcm The approximate weight of each cone would be 0.56
Ibs. For the outer coating, Dupont hxs dry'eloped a teflon
fluorinated ethylene propylenc which rejects up to I00,000
BTU/'tu- and has excellent Irv" resistance.
The workspace of the cone arm depends on parameters
determining the cone geometry; the optimal design had 10
cones ,a4th an angle between an), two cones of +_20%
3. Ta___ile Sensing
The Free Fl}vr must be able to determine when contact is
made _4th an object at the end effector and how much force
is being exerted upon the object. Tactile sensors can
decompose the applied force into its three components
whereas a pressure .sensor can only measure normal force.
Thctile sensing involves both tran_uction, or the conversion
of the force into an electrical signal and data processing, or
the convcrsion of the signal into nseful information. The ideal
tactile mnsor should have capabilities similar to those of the
human sense of touch It .should have high mnsiti_4t 3" and high
cbnamic range (l-1000 g) The spatial resolution should Ix:
approximately O. 1 ram. The sensor's responw," _ould be stable,
repeatable, and fast (a response time of !-10 mscc).
Nonlinearities arc tolerable but they require more processing,
and hysteresis should tx • eliminated. The sensor should be
durable and should sur_%_c in the .space environment. "I'o _tisfy
these goals, we considered piezoelectric, electro-optical_ and
piezoresistivc .sensors.
Piezoelectric mn_rs arc vet T durable and flexible but they
measure only dynamic forces and are highly temperature
sensitive. Electro-optical mnsors rely on the modulation of a
light source by mechanical deformation of a flexible material.
Their main advantages are their high mnsitivity and immunity
to outside effects such as electromagnetic interference.
Problems with these devices arc short fatigue lift-, slow
reaction time (1/30 _c), restricted dynamic range of 18: l, and
highly nonlinear response. The third and probably most useful
design is the silicon piezoresistive tactile mnsor. It works on
the principle that forces on a piezoresistivc material can be
measured b_ changes in the intcmM resistance tff the matt'rial.
The piezoresistive sensor measures static as well as d}Ttamic
forces and is not nearly _s temperature dependent as the
piezoelectric sensor. Finally the sensor can be fabricated in
silicon and is vcr 3" cost effective. Therefore, the group chose
the piezoresistivc tactile sensor and designs incort_rating it
have been done by a student in the coury_'.
4, Laboratory Testbed Design
The dt_ign and ,xs,sembly of a small-.seale, two-dimensional,
dual-armed frec flyer (DAFFy robot for simulations and other
experimental procedures in zero grax4ty (O-g) was the goal of
the hardware simulation group. In designing the DAFT rot_)t,
the foremost goal wxs to provide an accurate simulation of O-
g in two dimensions. For this reason, the DAFF contains gas
jet propulsion and two manipulator arms, each with tv,o
_gments and a simple, pinching end cffcctor. Permanent
magnet DC (PMDC) scrvo motors are used to power the
manipulators and parallel, gripping end effectors. The arms, in
the present configuration are limited to two degrees of
freedom each, but allowances were made to add another
degree of freedom easily.
For the DAFF control system, a hierarchical computer
control structure similar to that proposed for the actual free
flyer has I_-en implemented. The placement of levels of the
hierarchy has been distributed both on and off the DAFE linked
by radio control to provide the greatest flexibility and
accessibility for software programming. All the control
parameters fiJr tile DAFF motors and propulsion are imple-
mented in software. The onboard computer, a VME-bus-based
68000 system w,xs chosen fi)r its high power, its expendability
_a the standard bus, and the availability of an operating %_tem
which can support the hierarchical control structure likely to
be used on an actual frec flyer. It also allows for very easy'
software development and testing.
4. I Propulsion System for the DAFF. The jet propulsion
s)mtem will consist of fimr fixed-position jet nozzles, two firing
forward and two firing backward, located at the four corners
of the DAFF platfi_rm. The jets will function primarily fiw
translational motion by firing either the forward or the reverse
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jets. The _tem will alm_ be capable of rotational control by
firing alternate-corner jets fi,r either chy,'kwise or counter-
clockwise rotation. The jets will be controlled by four two-
way, normally-clomd valves coupled with a common propellant
canister through a four-output manifold The pneumatic valves
will operate on a %.volt trigger level, and will rcquirc two bits
of control for forward, baclc_'ard, clockwi_, and counterclock-
wise rotation. "lhe propellent will be transferred to the jets
by flexible pneumatic tubing. The jets will be -_xcd to the
DAFT platform by a rigid bracket which will allow for ca.s)"
replacement of the jets for experimental purpo_s. Care will
be taken in placement of the jets so that exhaust ga_s do not
impinge on the DAFT platform or the experimental target
object.
4.2 DAFF Architecture. The architecture of the DAFT
control _'stem is based on two design goals. We want to
clo_qy simulate the actual Dual-Armed Free Flyer, and to make
the system `as versatile and expandable as possible. The DAFT
control system consists of a onbom:d computer and an offboard
per._mal computer (PC+). The onboard computer, a VME-bus-
b`ascd 68000 microprocessor, is responsible for running the
control loops fi)r the motors and actuators and for _)me
hou._keeping tasks. The 68000 is given control command over
the radio link from the PC and the radio link is also nscd fi>r
return information from the 68000 to the PC. The PC. is u._d
for high-level algorithms which can range from simple direct
control of the DAFT in an open-l,×,p configuration to complex
analysis of motion under computer control. The PC. serves ms
a u._+r interface, and is capable of I_)th human interaction or
connection to another computer running decision algorithms.
The architecture of the onboard computer consists of a
single microprocessor card, the MIZ_J1 8115, a di_ controller
fi_r the MIZAR, a card containing the components of the
cordless-telephone radio link, and one or more computer
interface cards for control, containing electronics that link to
x_rious cards containing amplifiers and drivers for the motors
and gas jets. This architecture is designed to provide
expandabilit)' through um of the VME bus and from the
mc_luladt 3' of the _arious systems. It is also intended to Mlow
for cas 3' development of software, becaum the MI/AR is a fidl-
featured computer that can be htx)kcd up to a terminal, and
has an operating s}_tem that allows programs to be dcvelolx'd
and tested intcractivcly and saved to disk. In the DAFF _tem,
the computer can operate in devxqopment or remote modes.
In dcweh)pment mc_le, the DAFT is hooked up to its two
external connectors which provide external power and link
the MIZAR to a disk drive ,and to the PC, which will be used
,as an RS232 terminal to connect to the operating _tem. In
remote operation mode, the DAFT is run from bat/cries, and
once programs have been booted, the terminal and disk drive
,are disconnected and the computer takes command through
the radio link to its other port.
Interfacing with the DC motors and the propulsion %.'stem
is accomplished by the addition of interface cards to the bus.
'l'he_" cards contain the custom digital-to-analog converters
and data latches. The power circuitry of the necessary
amplifiers and drivers is positioned on cards thai are not
connected to the backplane, Mthough they ,are held in the
subrack.
5. Graphics and Real Time Systems
A significant proportion of the mmester's work _-xs devoted
to the design of a re-d-time control _.'stcm as an operating
_,_/stem and al_> the design of good graphical animation
environment for the study of _phisticated motion-planning
algorithms. The details are discu._scd in the main b<xly of the
Final Report+ A current vcrsion of the operating system runs
on a Sun 3/260 and the animation runs on Silicon Graphics
_brkstations.
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CAMELOT lI: PERSONNEL TRANSPORT BETWEEN EARTH AND MARS
UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN
A summary of the _cond phase (ff a design study of a cycling _acecraft for regular and frequent
personnel transport between E'aa'thand a Mars base is presented. The first-phase stud)', called project
CAMEI.OT, was a mission analysis and configuration design and was completed by the Space Systems
IX.sign class at the University of Michigan in the winter term, 1987. In the second phase, the configuration
and component design has been developed by the Space S)_tems Design class in the wdntcr term, 1988,
bcyond the initial confignration study. Analysis has led to numerous design modifications and
improvements, as well as providing more detailed .system definition. Major components of the second-
phase study include innowative detailed designs such as an interface between the rotating and non-rotating
tx)rtions of the spacecraft, an elevator STstem that changes orientation to eliminate Coriolis forces, an
electromagnetic radiation shield that significantly reduces the mass of the spacecraft, and a detailed
a.,,_mbly _quence and cost anal)_is. In addition, modifications to the propulsion and the power
generation subsTstems, taxi-docking facilities, and internal layout design have led to a more efficient, more
reliable, and more comfortable vehicle. Finite-element stress and dynamic anat).++ishas verified much of
the s3_tcm and indicates the validity of the design. Computer simulation of man), moving components,
including toms rotation, ek'vator and interface operations, and attitude control mechanisms further
x-alidate and support the various s3_tems.
S.L/- J6
INTRODUCTION: DESIGN REQUIREMENTS
The initial study examined the mission objectives, functions,
and requirements fi)r the spacecraft. The mission of the
spacecr',fft is to provide frequent and regular transportation of
personnel between Earth and a Mars base. One of the
wssumptions for this stud), is that 17 engineers and scientists
are required every few years to replace existing crew of the
Mars base. The primal T objective of Project CAMEI.OT is to
trans,)re them seventeen people to Mars in the shortest
IX)Ssible time that will allow fi)r regularity and frequency of
.such transfcr. The Mars base is assumed to be well developed
with a large support infrastructure consisting of supply tankers,
fueling stations, a Phobos mining station, and adequate
communications facilities.
Consideration of the trajectorigs required and the functions
that the transportation _:stem would perform led to an initial
cnnfiguration whom main features wcrc a large rotating torus,
a non-rotating boom, two docking ports, a microgravity
rematch facility, and three _)lar d)_amie collection clusters.
As a result of tbe requirements and sub_quent design to meet
them requirements, the initial design team coined the acronym
CAMEI,OT-Circtdating Autonomous Mars-Earth Luxury Orbital
Transport. In the current stud), no changes were made in the
mi._sion objectives or trajectot T requirements, but mveral key
changes havc been made in the spacecraft sTstcms and layout.
Figure 1 shows the resulting design of the spacecraft from the
mcond phase study.
NOMINAL TRAJECTORY
Them assumptions result in an up-escalator orbit that has
a period of 2.135 yrs, exactly equal to the .synodic period, with
a short-leg transfer time between Earth and Mars of only 4.5
months and a hmg-leg transfer time between Mars and Earth
of 21 months. By equating the period of the escalator orbit
with the syn(Klic period of the two planets, the .spacecraft
should encounter Earth and Mars in the .same relative positions
each orbit. The i_sue is complicated, however, by the fact that
the Earth-Mars alignment, while repeating every .synodic period
relative to each other, does not repeat itmlf in an inertial
reference frame. The Earth-Mars alignment occurs 48.7 °
beyond the initial encounter relative to heliocentric coordi-
nates. This advance in the positions of the planets requires that
the semi-major axis of the e_alator orbit al_ be rotated by
48.7 ° in order for the encounters to occur on a regular basis.
With a flyby altitude of 1000 km from the Earth's surface, a
rotation of 43.7 ° is achieved using a gra_ftation a._sist at Earth.
This is almost the entire rotation required and a small
impulsive- bum (AV) near aphelion of the _acecraft's orbit
provides the remaining 5° of rotatkm.
The nominal trajectory was calculated nsing scveral standard
simplifications, n:tmely:
I. Earth and Mars are in concentric, co-planar, circt, lar orbits
arotmd the" sun.
2. Gravity effects of Mars arc ignored.
3. The synodic period of Earth and Mars is 2.135 yrs.
PREf_EOlbiG P,%GE _LAJ'_K t_07" F!L&_ED
MISSION OVERVIEW
After the spacecraft has been asmmbled in low Earth orbit
(LEO) and inserted into the emalator trajectory, two taxis
(orbital transfer vehicles) will depart from a lEO space station
with seventeen passengers (the three spacecraft crew
members will already be on board) and rendezvous with the
spacecraft. The two taxis will berth and remain attached until
five da)_ prior'to fly¢>y of Mars. The seventeen pa_mngcrs will
then di_mbark +ia the taxis to replace seventeen people
currently settling their tour (ff duty on the Mars hast. The three
spacecr',fft crew members will remain on board for station-
keeping and maintenance purposes until the next encounter
with Earth.
At approximately the same time of taLxi dtTmrture for the
spacecraft, two taxis v_411depart the Phol_)s spaceport with the
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replaced Mars-base personnel for eventual rendezvous with the
spacecraft. The taxis will be required to complete imptflsive
bums that Will alIow each taxi to escape planetary gravit 7 along
h}pcrbolic trajectories that will intercept the spacecraft
escalator trajectory. These two taxis will remain with the
_acecraft until the next planetary encounter. Earth encounter
and taxi transfer will occur in a similar manner. 3"he Earth taxi
base will most likely be stationed in a low Earth orbit, pos,sibly
as a space station.
PROPULSION
In order for the orbital maneuvers to be correctly
performed, various propulsion and attitude control systems
were designed. These include thrusters to spin up and maintain
the spin rate of the toms, engines for initial spacecraft orbital
insertion, engines for the propulsive AV to rotate the orbit,
and attitude control thrusters for solar alignment.
To provide toms spin four pairs of thrusters are placed on
the toms xvith the required amount of fuel. The actual spin-
up takes "about four hours. Orbital irtsertion from LEO is
accomplished v_4th nine liquid hydrogen/liquid oxygen (LHf
IL)X) rocket engines which generate alx)ut 70,000 N of thrust
each. The bum time for irtsertion is approximately eight hours.
The insertion bum is made with the end of the spacecraft
Ix)ore and .,_lar collectors facing almost 90 ° in relation to the
sun. Immediately after insertion a moment is applied to rotate
the vessel. This is accomplished by placing three engines near
the end of the lx_m Each generates 2500-4400 N of thrust.
The entire maneuver takes approximately one hour. During
this time electrical powcr must be provided by fuel cells, a.s
the solar collectors will not be in their optimum operating
position.
Once the _)lar collectors are oriented towards the sun, a
continuous ff)rce of approximately 55 N is provided by nine
hydrogen resistujets, each pr<xtucing at_mt 0.1 N of thrust,
mounted at the end of the boom near the main engines in
order to keep the collectors pointed at the sun.
The torus must maintain a relatively constant rotation for
artificial gravity. As it spins, there mill be .some frictional forces
in the interface which wiIl induce Ix)ore rotation. To prevent
I'mom rotation small thrusters will be mounted along the
length of the boom and on the tresses which support the solar
collectom.
Due to the nature of the up-escalator orbit and its
interaction with the orbits of the Earth and Moon, no
corrective orbital bum will be required until the third, fourth
and fifth orbits. The corrective orbital bums require no
additional rotation, a.s the3, are to Ix" perpendicular to the plane
of the spacecraft's motion, a AV away from the mn The ',V
required can be pro_4ded by five main engines rLdng at full
power, over a perk_l of approximately one hour at aphelion
of the orbit.
Other considerations are engine lift:time anti fuel storage.
Because the initial inmrtion uses 80% of the effective lifetime
of the nine main engines, and the3' are not needed again until
the third aphelion, they will be removed when the spacecraft
encounters the Earth for the first time. At that time a pod with
only five cngines of the .same t_lac will be attached, to be used
for the orbital corrections. Additional fuel tanks fi)r I.H2 and
LOX will be included in this pod. Ks the total time required
for orbital corrections is less than four hours, the maintenance
required for the_ _five engines should be minimal.
During the course of the mimion the LH 2 and I.OX will suffer
a certain amount of boil-off due to solar radiation. To minimize
boil-off the main engines are shielded from their fuel tanks by
a thermal irtsulator. The shal_ , insulation, and paint of the
tanks are also designed to minimize boil-off A small amount
of extra fuel will be carried in each tank _ts a safety factor.
tk'eause the temperature of I_X is higher than that of LH,
it is less vulnerable to radiation-induced boil-off, thus the LOX
tanks will lx- placed sunward of the I.H2 tauks to pro_4de
further shielding
DOCKING
A two-module dex:king facility has been designed incorpo-
rating significant changes since the earlier study. The two
me,Jules are the Dtx.'king and Operations Capsulc (DOC), and
the Cargo Acquisition Bay (CAB). The DOC contains all the
operations and control tbr ( l ) berthing of aero:Ls.sisted manned
tr.msfer vehicles (Taxis), (2) Mobile Remote Manipulator
System (MILMS), (3) Cargo Acquisition Bay (CAB), and (4)
Extra Vehicular Activity (E-_X).
The DOC contains the tv_x_ berthing ports where the taxis
mate with the spacecraft. The Ix.rthing is done using a _-stem
of two arms for each port that attach to the taxis "after the),
hax_" achieved rendezvous and berth them to the .spacecraft.
The DOC also contains an airlock chanfl_er that is u_-d for
tr;msfer of large cargo between thc CAB and the rest of the
spaceer:fft. This airltrt'k is the interface to the unpressurized
CAB anti _'rvcs as :in EVA staging arca. In addition, the airlock
has a contingenQ, exit leading directly to the outside and can
be u_'d ;Lsa h)perbaric chamber in case of an emergent'):.
The Cargo Acquisition Bay (CAB) was designed to be a
multipurpose tx_rt for transfer of all nonmanned cargo and al._)
to serve a_s a multipurpose space platfi)rm for a number of
established and utffore,seen urns. The CAB uses two MRMS to
transfer the cargo that is brought up on tbe supply spacecraft.
Them MRMS are mounted on tracks, allowing them to traver_"
the entire nonrotating structure of the spacecraft. In addition,
the CAB is al_) used fi)r (l)a platform fi)r rcpair anti
maintenance of the CASTLE, (2)taxi maintenance, (3)space
based manufacturing, and (4)hmg-dnration exposure
experiments.
POWER STSTEMS
Three important power levelsminimum lift" support, normal
operations, minimum power availal_lc-have been detailed in the
original CAMEI,OT report. The revised fignres for power
alh)mlent are ( 1) minimum lift' support = 200 kW, (2) normal
operations = 350 kW, and (3) minimum power axztilable = 400
kW.
Based on these power allotments, as well :Is other
considerations, it w,_s determined that a _lar dynamic power
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Castle Specifications Legend
Mass in Orbit 2.5 Million Kg
Orbital Peri .o:d 2.135 years
Inhabitants 3 Crew, 17 Passengers
Torus Cross Section 7.5 z 4 m
Torus Radius 35 m
Torus Rotation Rate 3.22 RPM
Artificial Gravity 0,4 g
Distance From Hub to
Main Engines 70 rn .P_
Main Engines 9 Ro_ketdyne
OTV Engines
"Thrustper Engime 67,000 N
Propellent Tank Radius 4 m
Solar Collector Radius 9.4 m
,/ /
Castle Isometric View
I
/
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Fig. l, Design Specifications
system would be used as the primary power system. A mlar
_'narnic power ,_'stem consists of an energy ,source subsystem,
a power conversion subs),'stern, and a radiator subsystem. The
energy _mrce subsTstem is made up of a _flar concentrator
that fi)cums energy from the sun into a receiver. The power
com'crsion subsystem consists of a heat engine that converts
thcrnaal energy into electricity by using an alternator. The
radiator subsTstem rejects the waste heat from the heat engine.
The _flar dynamic ,Wstem has sixteen ,solar dynamic units.
At the ends of each of the four booms, wanich are spaced evenly
and extend out from the main truss, are fotu" solar dynamic
units. Each of the sixteen concentrators will be of the
New¢onian parabolic type. The sixteen heat engines are free-
piston Stirling engines _ith linear alternators and the radiators
are of the Curie point radiator design. The reverse power
s3_tem consists of hydrogen-oxygen regenerative fuel cells.
Conditioning and regulation of all power generated is done by
a power management and distribution sTstem of 20 kHz, 440
_; AC power relying upon expert sTstcms.
INTERFACE
The nonrotating _ction of the spacecraft houms the ,solar
dynamic power units, orbital insertion burn engines, and
communications _.'stems, all _)f which require careful control
and precise orientation throughout the mission. Other
important operations undertaken in the nonrotating _'ction are
the d(v,'king of taxis and rnicrogravit 3" re,arch.
An interface system has been dm'i_'d to maintain a zero
rclatixv rotation between the torus and the boom _'ctions of
the interface are arranged ms concentric tTlinders. The outer
cylinder is the rotating portion of the interface and is
connected to the truss structure of the boom and the
micrograsit), lab. Bridging the tTlinders are two _ts of bearing
races. The angular contact bearings which are contained in
them races _fllow the torus to rotate while the boom remains
stationary. The major problem that arises is friction in the
Ix, arings. This will cause the boom to "bleed" energy from the
torus, thus decreasing the rotation rate of the torus and
increasing rotation of the tx>orn. While the ,system is made as
friction free as possible, a torque compen_ition system (TCS),
which is a combination of a drive gear around the circumfer-
ence of the interface with four electric drive motors, is
required.
The TCS u_s thrusters on the solar array booms, four 1/4-hp
(137.5-W) feedback-controlled AC indttction motors, and a
gearing _stem in the hub. When the torus slows down due
to friction (i.e., the nonrotating boom begins to rotate),
thrusters on the _)lar arra),,s will be fired to cotmteract the
angtdar momentum of the non-rotating boom Simultaneously,
the AC motors will be activated to bring the angular yoke'it)"
of the torus back up to 3.2 rprn.
Load Transfer
The interface also se_'es as the means of transferring thrust
loads from the btrom to the torus. The_- forces will Ix" greatest
during inmrtion and other correction burns. The bcorn truss
structure carries the It)acts to thc interface through the load
transfer cone, which connects the end of the boon) to the
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inner cylinder of the interface. The angular contact ball-lx_aring
_tcm then transfers the forces to the outer cylinder of the
interface which is connected to the hub of the torus.
Personnel and Crew Transfer
A third concentric cylinder located within the inner,
nonrotating portion of the interface, called the egress tube,
serves as a hallway through vohich personnel and equipment
are tranfferred in a shirtsleeve environment. The egress tube
is pressurized from the micro-gravity lab section of the boom,
and at the hub end of the egress tube there is a hydraulically
extendable connection which then mates with the elevator to
form a pre_'urized hallway.
Power and Data Transfer
Since elcctricit T is generated in the ,solar arrays positioned
on the nonrotating boom, the majority' of the power generated
will have to cross the interface to get to the torus. Power
transfer is completed by utilization of up to sLx electrical
conducting rollers located between the two surfaces. This
methtxl has a 99% efficiency and offers very small frictional
contribution. Continuous communications flow through the
interface is also essential. Data transfer and communication is
accomplished through two ,_ts of six laser transmitters, one
on either side of the gap, paired with two .sets of optical
collectors found directly opposite.
ELEVATOR
In order to reach the torus, which is the main living and
working area, personnel and supplies must travel through the
interface. At the interface, astronauts enter an elevator car and
travel out to the torus outer ring. Conversely, to disembark
at Earth and Mars, to work in the microgravity module, or to
perform EVA or repairs in the C_B, personnel are required to
travel to the interface. In order to facilitate this movement, an
elevator has been designed that not only moves "up" and
"down" the shafts, but also rotates to compensate for and
eliminate disorienting and uncomfortable effects due to
coupling of the various velocities of the .spacecraft, the elevator,
and the rotating torus. The elevator subsystem consists of an
elevator cabin that rides in a cradle inside the shaft. The cradle
consists of two circular tracks separated from the outside of
the cabin by two rings of ball bearings _4aich allow the cabin
to rotate within the tracks to compen_te for the Coriolis
force. Four rails attach to the circular tracks and orient the
cabin within the shaft. An electric motor uses a pullt3 " _stem
to drive the cabin's motion from the torus to the hub, and
gains potential energy in doing .so. This tx)tential energy is then
used to power motion in the opposite direction, thus
minimizing power requirements.
The shaft is unpressurizcd and therefore the pressurized
cabin must mate perfectly with the interface entrance and with
the torus entrance in order to avoid pressure losses. This is
accomplished by use of telescoping airlocks at the interface
and torus that move toward the cabin. The cabin is stationar 3'
at the hub and spinning with velocit T equal to that of the torus.
The teIe_oping airloeks lock onto the doorway creating a
pressurized passage.
Only two of the four shafts have been designed to hou_
elevator cabins. These two arc 180 ° opposed _) ;ts to minimize
walking distances within the torus. The cabins move with a
two m/s radial velocity thus coveting the 35-m s'p_ke in 17.5
s. Actual travel time, including acceleration and deceler_ation
as well as interface and habitat matching is 50-70 s per trip.
RADIATION PROTECTION AND TORUS
STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS
calator Orbit
_ Encounter
Fig. 2. Up E._alatorOrbit
Radiation Protection
Radiation shielding is a problem inherent in long term space
travel away from the protective atmosphere and mag41ctic field
(ff Earth. During an Earth-Ma_ mission several intense _)lar
flares are likely to be encountered and any- craft expected to
deliver a healthy crew must provide protection in case of .,_Jlar
events. Adding material to the spacecraft is a design alternative
but the extra weight leads to fuct requirements and mission
constraints that become excessive. For that reason the use of
.superconducting cables to generate a magnetic field about the
torus and thereby deflect virtually all of the impinging radiation
away from the habitat area was investigated. It is estimated that
the magnetic field seheme of protection requires alxmt half
a.s much mass as does the p_sive method dt.w,:ribed in the
earlier study.
In its simplest form a superconducting magnet consists of
a .spool of superconducting wire, an insulated container with
provisions for maintaining the operating temperature below
the critical limit, and a power ,source for starting ("charging")
the magnet, The superconducting material (which consists of
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brittle ceramic fibers embedded in a metallic, often coptx'r,
medium for ductility) has the unique property of exhibiting
zero resistance to the flow of direct current w'hen operating
below its critical temperature and critical current density. The
material that appears to have the greatest potential for
development as a high-critical-temperature superconductor is
yttrium-barium-copper oxide (YBa,CusO7.d).
To protect the interior of the torus it was determined that
a magnetic field of 0.43 Tesla is required. Four superconduct-
ing cables, each of 2.4 inches outer diameter, are required to
obtain the neccs,sary field. Two cables are positioned along the
inner radius of the torus while the other two cables are
positioned along the outer radius. The cables are placed
between the inner wall, _ahich acts a_s a pressure ves_l to
maintain suitable air pressure within the habitat, and the outer
hull of the ship, which acts to protect the ship from damaging
collisions with particles drifting in space. By positioning them
in this way, the cables are protected from colliding with space
particles, and the hull serves as additional insulation to
eliminate the need for four redundant cables :ts a safety feature.
If any cable happens to fail, the other cables ,serve as adequate
backup while repairs are made.
The operating principal is relatively simple. A low-voltage
(70 V), high-current power supply is needed. Once the magnet
is energized the power supply is removed. The current within
the cables will continue to circulate and maintain the field as
long as the cable is kept below the critical temperature.
Methods were devised to minimize losses in power xs well as
to maintain the temperature of the coils below the critical
temperature and to control temperature gradients between the
"light" and "dark" sides oftbe torus.
Structural Requirements
The four superconducting cables gill exert very large forces
on one another when they are fully charged. The force is
expected to be on the order of 2 MN/m. In addition, forces
due to propulsive burns, torus rotation, thermal stresses, and
intense pressure all contribute to the overall structural loads.
Finite-element meth(_.ks were umd to ensure that the structure
will withstand these It)ads.
Detailed fl_x)r plans were developed indicating location,
function, utilities, lighting, floor space and other _m'iables
required to optimally design and locate a room. Crew comfort
and :'safetT are the primary goals of thc design.
TRUSS DESIGN
Most of the components of the spacecraft are very _nsitive
to vibration and shocks and thus require adequate protection
from loads that would cause these effects. The propulsive
burns for orbital insertion and axis rotation are ,sources of such
loads. Other sources include attitude control thrusters and
taxi-docking maneuvers. In order to protect the spacecraft, a
tru,_s structure was designed that carries most of the loads
away from the various modules housed within the truss. The
main component of the truss structure is the main boom
which houses the propulsion system, the taxi-docking ports
and cargo acquisition bay, the solar dynamic trnsscs, the
microgravity facilit), and the interface. The solar dynamic
trusses make up the remainder of the truss work.
The main boom is a single-bay, single-laced four-element
design, with a one-meter-square cross-section per corner
element. A single bay thus has an eight-meter cross-section that
allows for containment of all modules within the boom. The
modules arc connected to the comers of the truss with x"iscous
dampers that damperj any loads travelling along the boom.
The solar booms are made up of the ,same truss elements
arranged in a slightly different pattern. Use of the .same design
allows for redundancy and interchangeability of elements and
connecting nodes. The solar lx)oms are 35 m king and hold
the solar collectors beyond the range of the docked taxis.
All elements of the trnusses are made of graphite-epox" T
composite clad with aluminum, which is considerably stronger
and lighter than traditional aluminum and withstands radiation
and temperatures encountered in space.
Finite-clement analysis of the entire spacecraft held together
by the trusses verified that the maximum stresses in the truss
did not exceed yield In addition, deflections are .seen to be
vet 3" small and optimization should lead to considerable weight
savings. Natural modes and rigid body d)_amics were also
studied using finite clement methods and yield similar tx)sitivc
results.
INTERNAL HABITAT DESIGN
In order to optimize the benefits of the low gravity field and
minimize di._'omfort due to the rapid rotation rate required
to produce artificial graxit)', a detailed stud), of all the rooms
and their functions w,_s performed In addition, latmch vehicle
constraints require that the torus be manifested into eleven
modules of varying sizes, each separated by" airlock-t)pe doors.
Each of the_- modules is integrated into the overall ventilation,
water supply, waste disposal, and electrical systems. In
addition, an innovative mass balancing _,stem has been
designed that empto._._ water tanks beneath the torus floor to
compensate for movement of people and objects within the
tortls.
ASSEMBLY
As indicated in earlier chapters, the spacecraft will be
assembled in a low Earth orbit. The orbit chosen has an
altitude of 1113 km and is inclined to the equator at an ,angle
of 28.5 °. This orbit was selected to minimize cost of launching
the components, final insertion into cycling traieetot3,, and
radiation hazards to the :Lssembly crew.
In order for the x_sembly _quence to proceed :LSoutlined,
it is _Lssumed that a hea_ T lift launch vehicle (HI.LV) capable
of transporting a maximum load of 210 metric tons to the
construction site will have been developed. Such an [tl.13,'
would be similar to the one de_'ril'a.'d in NASA TM 86520 with
a few minor modifications. In addition, development of several
key technologies is xgsumed, including roix)tics and artificial
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intelligence, telerolx)tics, and remote manipulator technolo-
gies. In addition, it is assumed that the LEO space station will
be in place, Mong with a manned lunar base.
Several techniques and tools have been designed to allow
for a small crew, inhabiting two modules, to easily and
efficiently complete the as._mbly. _cially designed devices
allow for the orientation and mating of the eleven torus
modules, the four radial elevator .q:_okes, the hub and interface
assemblies, the numerous trusses, and the _,lar boom and main
boom as._mblies. Some (ff them devices are modifications of
current designs, other are original and very tnno_aUve.
A detailed HLLV launch and assembly sequence has been
devised that calls for assembly to take fi'om four to twelve
months, with a further sLx-month period devoted to system
verification and startup. Contents (ff each HLLV or Shuttle II
launch are described and crew activities are mapped out for
the entire sequence.
A cost analysis including all development, terrestrial
manufacture, and orbital assembly costs (but excluding
development of the global infrastructure such as space station,
Shuttle II, HLLV, lunar base and _,-arious technologies) was
performed and indicates that the total cost from initiation of
development to insertion into t_'cling trajectory will be on the
order of 150 billion 1988 dollars.
Major components of the second-phase study include
innovative detailed designs of an interface between a rotating
portion of a spacecraft to a non-rotating portion, an elevator
system that changes orientation to eliminate Coriolis forces, an
electromagnetic radiation ._aield that significantly reduces the
mass of the spacecraft and a detailed assembly sequence and
cost analysis. In addition, modifications to the propulsion and
the power generation subsystems, taxi docking facilities, and
internal layout design have led to a more efficient, significantly
more reliable, and more comfortable vehicle. Finite elements
_ress and overall dynamic analysis has verified much tff the
system and indicates the validity of the design. Computer
simulation of many moving components, including torus
rotation, ekarator and interface operation, and attitude control
mechanisms further validate and support the design.
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CONCLUSION
A cycling spacecraft for regular, frequent transit between
Earth and a Mars base has been analyzed and developed beyond
the initial configuration study. Analysis has led to numerous
design modifications and improvements, as well as providing
more detailed system definition.
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VARIABLE-GRAVITY RESEARCH FACILITY CONCEPTUALIZATION
AND DESIGN STUDY SUMMARY
UNIVERSITY OF NORTH DAKOTA
BACKGROUND
The Variablc Gravity Research Facility (VGRF) is a
conceptn',d design of a manned orbiting station that will be
used to study the effects of different levels of gravity on human
physiologo'. The VGRF is a simple design which makes use of
existing equipment as much as possible to keep costs lob' (Fig.
1 ). This approach is intended to make the project affordable
under congressional budget constraints.
The United States and the Soviet Union have a modest
amount of data on human physiology in zero-gravity (O-g)
conditions as compared to the large amount of data in Earth-
gravity (l-g) conditions. It is clear that the physiological
changes that occur "after adaptation to 0 g are prohibitive to
peak performance on return to 1 g. In order to be physiolog-
ically fit to return to 1 g from 0 g, one must spend hours ever)"
day in exercise. Furthermore, it is not clear that "all physio-
logical sa/stems do readapt in reasonable time periods after
extended time in 0 g. The VGRF will provide a small amount
of data on the physiological adaptation to gravity levels
between 0 and l g.
/
/.>
incorporating them back into the SS infrastructure after the
VGRF experiments are completed.
Several minor modifications to the SSCM are required to
make it suitable for us in a gravity em_onment.
Sleeping compartments must be rearranged to permit
sleeping horizontally under gravity.
Racks to _pport equipment modules of the HM will have
to be taken to orbit since the _stem _ill now be under gravity.
Due to the rotation, the power requirements must be
handled differently than the _q; photovoltaic arrays which can
provide power during the rotation of the VGRF will need to
be developed. A 15-kW fuel cell _,stem using residual fuel from
the ET seems to be most appropriate.
Radiators will need to be mounted on the side of the HM
instead of at a remote location as on the SS truss.
PROPOSAL
It is proposed that three six-month missions be performed
at different gravity levels (0.255, 0.39, and 0.64 g) with crews
of three individuMs to obtain the first approximation of the
curves for physiological responses to different levels of gravity.
The resulting data will permit preliminary evaluation of the
appropriateness of artificial gravity ms a countermeasure for the
deconditioning that occurs in 0 g.
CONCEPTUAL DESIGN
The basic dcsign of the VGRF is a habitation module (HM)
attached by flexible Kevtar tethers to a counterweight. This
structure can be spun while in orbit to provide artificial gravity.
The cheapest counterweight is an external tank (ET) from the
Space Transportation System (Fig. 2). The HM will be slightly
modified from the Space Station Common Module (SSCM).
After the three six-month mi,_sions are completed it can be
reconfigured and used as the KSCM. The HM by itself lacks
some of the equipment needed to make the ,system habitable,
so one node (node 2 of the Space Station) will need to bc
included ms part of the VGRE In addition, as with the SS, a
cress" emergency return vehicle (CERV) will be needed for
s'afc_' purpoms. The VGRF cost can be substantiMly reduced
by using the HM, node, and CERV from the SS, then Fig. I. University of North Dakota Variable Gmxity Rc,'search Facility
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EXTERNAL TANK
Fig. 2. VGRF
Antennae must be mounted to compensate for the VGRFs
rotation while tracking communication .satellites.
Kevlar tethers will be the connecting element between the
HM and ET These can be attached to the HM and ET at the
handling Ix)ints used to move them structures in 1 g on Earth.
Small rocket motors for spin-up will be installed on the HM
and ET
Despinning will be accomplisbed by detaching the tethers
from the HM. Successivc missions will use new tethers and
ETs.
MISSION SEQUENCE
The HM will be carried to orbit on the first shuttle flight
(SFI). This must occur during normM SS deployment, but the
flight would need to be adwanced by two ),ears to permit the
SSCM to be adapted for the VGRE
Shuttle flight 2 (SF2) will cart 3, the node, CERV, ET, and first
crew to orbit. The VGRF will then be assembled, the crew
will enter the VGRF, and the system will be spun up for the
first mission.
After eight months the ET and HM components of the VGRF
will .separate to despin the HM portion of the VGRF as.sembly.
Shuttle flight 3 (SF3) will carry an additionM ET and tether
along with the second crew. During SF3, the first crew will
be recovered, the ET and tether attached to the HM, the
experimental samples unloaded, and the consumable .supplies
loaded. The second crew will then enter the VGRF, and it will
be spun up for the second mission. After eight months the ET
and HM ends of the VGRF will _parate to dcspin the HM
Shuttle flight 4 (SF4) will carry the third-mission ET, tether,
and the crew. The ,second crew will be recovered, the ET and
tether attached to the HM, the experimental ,samples unloaded,
and the consumable _lpplies loaded. The third crew will then
enter the VGRF, and it will be spun up for the third mission.
After eight months the ET and HM ends of the VGRF will
,separate to despin the HM.
Shuttle flight 5 (SFS) will recover the third crew and the
experimental samples. The HM will be picked up and
transported to the SS to be incorporated into that
infrastructure.
COSTS
The funding .sequence for the HM, n(xle, and CERV will need
to be modified to permit them to be utilized two years before
they are scheduled to be incorporated into the _.
Modifications to the HM, node, CERV $10 million
Tethers and other flight specific hard_tre $100 million
Equipment subtotal $110 million
Two shuttle flights* $220 million
Total Program Costs less than $400 million
*Only two of five Shuttle flights are charged to tbe VGRF
program for the following re:tsons.
VGRF SS Other
SF1 required for _S all
SF2 can cart3, other cxperi- I/2 I/2
mcnts and nt_,.lc, CERV for
SS
SF3 can carry other I/2 1/'2
experiments
SF4 can cat"D, other i/2 I/2
CXlx-rimcnts
SF5 can carry other experi- 1/2 I/2
ments and HM, n(x]c,
CERV movement to SS
Total 2 2 1
TETHER STABILITY TEST EQUIPMENT
At a more practical level, test equipment has been built to
cwaluate stability of the tether _tem A rotation arm h:Ls bccn
designed and constructed that will release a moclel HM-ET
tethered system and photograph it while it is in free fall.
Disturbances can be inmy.luccd into the HM model to permit
examination of their propagation in the tethers. To comple-
ment the experimental anal}_s, a substantial effort has bccn
made on the development of a computer model addressing
tether vibrations. The combination of a ph}_ical model anti
computer model will be ideal for evaluating various tether
designs.
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MARS OXYGEN PRODUCTION SYSTEM
-7
OLD DOMINION UNIVERSITY
This report summarizes the design and construction phase of the Mars oxygen demonstration project.
The b_sic hardware required to pr, rduce oxygen from simulated Mars atmosphere has been as,_,mbled
and tested Some design problems still remain with the sample collection and storage system. In addition,
design and development of computer compatible data acquisition and control instrumentation is
continuing.
INTRODUCTION
The combination of a stronger gravitational field and greater
distance from the Earth makes round-trip missions to the
surface of Mars more difficult than to the lunar surface. Using
conventional propulsion approaches, the ascent vehicle
required for Mars iiftoff and Earth return is a large part cff the
payload at Earth launch. Furthermore, propellant mass
accounts for Its much its 90% of the Mars ascent vehicle mass.
_qaen liquid propellants are u_d, liquid oxygen accounts
tSTJically for 80% of the propellant mas,s; however, oxygen can
be produced at Mars _. While o.-_gen production from Mars
atmosphere is straightforward, acceptance of oxTgen produc-
tion as an option for earl), round-trip missions to Mars is
lacking. The research goal cff Old Dominion University's Mats
oxygen demonstration (MOD) project is to build and operate
an oxygen production system to establish its viability for near-
term Mars missions
Mars oxygen production is an ideal candidate for extrater-
restrial resource utilization becau_ (1)the carbon dioxide
feedstock is certain; (2)the feedstock is not landing site
dependent; (3) collection of a gaseous feedstock is simple and
requires little equipment; (4)electrochemical extraction of
oxTgen from the feedstcn:k is simple, requiring no moving
parts; and (5) o_,gen is a _4tal resource for human ,survival and
an enabling resource for a variety of propulsive applications.
The ability to produce oxygen on the martian surface reliably
and autonomously for long periods of time and in large
quantities is an important goal for future space missions.
The martian atmosphere is 95.32% carbon dioxide 2. A
_triety of dt_ices can be used to collect martian atmosphere,
and since dissociation of carbon dioxide is not affected by
premure, it is only necessary to pressurize the atmosphere
mildly to move it through the system and keep the volume
of the oxygen .separation _stem small. Oxygen separation is
accomplished by heating martian atmosphere to temperatures
on the order of 1000 K where measurable dis,sociation of
carbon dioxide into carbon monoxide and oxygen occurs.
Stabilized zirconia can conduct o_gen ions (O-) at elevated
temperatures (hmizcd oxTgen is produced at the cathode of
the elcctrol)1c and pumped across the membrane to the anode
where it is converted to 02). Hence, ox'3,gen can be removed
and _'parated from a heated martian atmosphere stream by
applying a voltage across a malcd zirconia membrane. The
oxygen thus collected can Ix" pressurized and liquified for
.
storage using a variety of machines.
The MOD system has been designed to operate a zirconia
cell at temperatures and pressures similar to those that would
be used on Mars. The design assumes that martian atmosphere
is provided at pressures between 50 and 100 mbar and at
temperatures on the order of 300 K. The supply temperature
will be at least 300 K if a compressor is u_d to pump the
feed gas and will exceed 300 K if thermal absorption devices
are used for compression 3. The zirconia cell environment is
controlled by the oven temperature, and the supply and
collection pressures. Both the supply and oxygen collection
pressures will be varied as part of this study. In addition, tbe
oven temperature will be varied. The MOD system terminates
at the point where oxygen is supplied for liquefiaction and
storage. The _nt exhaust gas is returned to the ,surroundings.
OVERALL SYSTEM DESIGN
The Mars oxygen processor is shown schematically in Fig.
1. Simulated martian atmosphere is provided from pressurized
bottles of custom-mixed .specialty gas. The compositions of the
simulant and of martian atmosphere are compared in Table 1.
Trace elements and water vapor (which is xariable) are
omitted for economic reitsons. In addition, rather than increase
the carbon dioxide content to achieve a proportional
approximation of martian atmosphere, the argon content was
increased. Additional argon was used since it is inert and will
act ms a buffer gas, degrading dissociation of carbon dioxide,
rather than increasing performance artificially.
A two-bottle, manifold system (Union Carbide System SG
9150) is used to provide a continuous supply of feed gits for
endurance testing. The bottles are _'itched automatically and
can bc replaced when they are empty. The feed gas, which
Table 1. Nominal and Simulated Martian Atmosphere Compositions
Component Percent by _blume
Nominal ° Simulated
(Mars Gas)
CO, 95.32 95.32
N 2 2.7 2.7
Ar ! .6 1.78
02 0.13 0.13
CO 0.07 0.O7
Trace" Balance --
"Reference 2
_H,O, 0.03%; No, 2.5 ppm; Kr, 0.3 ppm; Xe, 0.08 ppm; O_, 0.03 ppm.
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Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of Mars oxTgen production s}_tcm.
is supplied at a pressure of 55 atm (800 psi), is throttled to
a pressure of-_4 atm before it is introduced into the flow
network. The supply line upstream from the flow controller
is of sufficient length to resublimate any- dry ice that might
form through the throttling process.
A m_t_s flow controller (Omega Engineering, Model FMA-
766-V) is used to control the flow of simulated martian
atmospbere+ Flow rates between 0 and 370 standard cubic
centimeters per minute (SCCM) can be maintained. The feed
gas presmre is monitored using a Datametrics Baroccll Type
600 pressure transducer which has a useful range of O-100
torr absolute. The controlled feed-gas stream is then
introduced into the zirconia cell and oven where it is heated
to temperatures on the order of 1000 K. The yttria-stabilized
zirconia cell w'_s manufactured by Ceramatec Corporation and
a mhematic of the cell assembly is shown in Fig. 2. The cell
assemb b consists (ff an outer ceramioalumina housing, a
thermocouplc well, a tubular zirconia cell and ,seal, stainless
steel electrical leads and connections, and an endplatc with
plumbing for the carbon dioxide, oxTgen, and exhaust gas
flow_. The zirconia tube is open only at the ox3gen outlet end
(at the top of the as,_*mbly). Both sides (ff the zirconia tube
are coated v,ith a t'u_rous platinum pmstc which form the an(Me
and cathode. Vohage and current are controlled and s-upplicd
through a DC high-current ix)wet supply. The oven used
presently was also manufactured by Ceramatec Corporation
mid h_s a umful upper temperature limit of approximately
1500 K. It is capable of maintaining constant temperatures to
within ± 2°C of its ._tpoint.
The oven exhanst-gas flow is monitored using an Omega
Engineering Model FMA-866A r, mass flow meter which
measures a maximum flow rate of 500 SCCM _lqac o_/gen
production rate is monitored using an Omega Engineering
Model FMA-863-V m_ts,s flow meter with a full _'alc range of
50 SC,CM. Line premures are measured with silicon-diaphragm,
peizo-resistive differential pressure transducers (Omega
Engineering, MtKIei 241 PC 15G).
S),_tem pressure is maintained through a 45.3-liter ballast
tank which is connected to a Gast, Model 5BA-1 vacuum pump.
The _-acuum pump is capable of removing 0.1 I/see at 0.01
ton" and its volume flow characteristic,'s are shown in Fig. 3
over the pressure range of interest. Both the oxygen and
exhaust gas lines are connected to the ballast tank, where the
two streams are combined and pumped back to the atmos-
phere. Hence the vacuum pump controls the system
throughput.
Because of the low flow rates, additional heat exchangers
are not required. Rather, using thermal analyses, the tube runs
have been made long enough between the oven and the
pressure and flow transducers to ensure that the fluid
temperatures are approximately at ambient conditions.
Temperatures will Ix, measured throughout the ,system using
thermocouples. The thermal instrumentation has not been
installed hill}, at this time duc to problems with the computer
interface. Copper-constantan, iron-constantan, chromel-alumcl
and nicrosil-nisil (type N) thcrmocouples are being evaluated
for various measurements throughout the _'stem. A source of
concern in thermoconplc selection haas been the rclx)rted
degradation of chromcl-Mumel thcrmocoupk_ during pro-
longed, tTclic u_" at 1OO0°C 't. Presently, type N thermocouptes
are being considered because they have been shown to bc
more stable _.
A Kcithlcy 500 data acquisition "lnd control _'stem (DAC)
has been u_'d during the )'ear fi)r d_lta acquisition and control
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studies. The DAC was connected to an IBM PC-AT Computer
which .served as the data acquisition host as well as the control
system manager. The DAC employed Soft 500 operating
software which _s compatible with BASIC to facilitate data
acquisition and control programming. Different circuit boards
are installed in the data acquisition and control box for
thermocouple measurements, voltage measurements and
anMog outputs. However, a major ._.,stem or software failure
occurred during the semester, requiting the DAC and one
circuit board to be shipped back to the manufacturer.
Presently, a Keithley 570 system is being ttsed which has
similar features to the original .system but which is not capable
of supporting the number of data channels and output
channels that will be required for the autonomous ,system, The
data acquisition and control as'pects of this project are still in
the development phase.
Computer-based data acquisition and control system design
has become the primary flu:us of the project at this time. In
order for autonomous oxygen production to be demonstrated,
a network of sensors must be integrated into the s3_tem that
pro_-idcs sulficient digital information to enable a computer to
monitor the hcalth of thc ox3gen production system The
initial focus has been to ident_' and install serLsors that
measure temperature, pressure, mass flow rate, voltage and
current, and _ahich pro_4de signals to the data acquisition
system. Pre_'ntly, the following measurements have been
identified as necessary for autonomous operation: (l)cell
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Fig. 2. Ccramatcc oxygen reparation cell _tsscmbly showing zirconia
cell (m central axis.
voltage, current, and temperature; (2)supply gas bottle
pressures; (3)supply mass flow rate; (4)supply gas temper-
ature and pressure; (5)oven temperature distribution and
power consumption; (6)oxygen temperature, pre_ure, and
mass flow rate; (7)exhaust gas temperature, pressure, and
mass flow rate; (8) ballast tank pres_sure; (9) power consumed
by the vacuum pump; and (lO)availability of external
electrical power. These measurements represent approxi-
mately 20 channels of data that must be monitored and
t_aluated by the computer.
At this time, the only quantities that viii be controlled
actively by the computer are: ( 1) the supply gas ma.ss flow rate;
(2) power to the zirconia cell; and (3) power to the oven. The
mass flow is controlled via the computer becattse its design
facilitates computer control. Cell wfltage and power must ix"
controUcd actively to avoid cell destruction during a system
up_t. In addition, even though the oven has its oven very
primitive (but reliable) '_oang-bang" tcmpcrature control, it is
necessaD" only to cut off the oven power in the event that
certain types of .system failures or up._ts occur. Tests have
shown that the oven cools down gradually when power is
removed, thereby protecting the cell from destruction due to
thermal stresses.
The long range plans for the system are to implement more
computer-based control elements and ultimately employ a
symbolic logic expert-s_stem controller vdaich can ident_, and
avoid certain types of .system failures as well as enable
extended, autonomous operation. That activity will require
significant graduate student involvement 5.
The present, Ce_matec cell design does not address two
key Mars design questions-long-life, high temperature, seal
desigr_s and the relative ratio of thermal to electrical energy
requirements. The Ceramatec cell has been designed so that
all of the .seals and virtually all of the electrical connectors are
in a thermal environment near ambient conditions. While Fig.
2 does not show the oven, it does indicate that the upper
a_sembly extends outside of the oven. 1his part of the _.,stcm
is air cooled with a small electric fan, mounted on the oven
controller. The thermal aspects of the seal design problem are
thus avoided, but the heat losses for a Mars system would be
excessive using this approach. Furthermore, since Mars lacks
an electric power generation facility, the magnitude of any
extra electric power requirement translates directly into
additkmal system mass _. Hence, the actual Mars oxygen
production system should be designed to utilize either solar
or radioisotope thermal energy supplies wherever possible,
since electric power translates into a fourfold or larger
corresponding thermal energy requirement (than do direct
thermal needs). The present design ,_xstcs a good deal of
electrical energy for unnece._u'y heat generation.
A Mars design requires that the cell s3.'stem, which may
employ a network of more than 10OO cells, mmtmfze heat
losses to the Mars environment. That energy can ix" managcd
properly only if the majority of the cells and their se',ds are
maintained within the same IO00-K thermal em4ronment.
Hence, the seals and connections must be designed differently
than the premnt design. Furthermore, Richter has shown that
the energy required fl)r dissociatk)n of the carbon dioxide can
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Fig. 3. Combincd oxygen and exhaust gas flow rate as a function
of ballast tank pressure.
be supplied at least partially by thermal means. It is anticipated
that the work at Clemson University, which is part of the USRA
program, as well as research at Stanford Universit3', Jet
Propulsion Laboratory, and Ceramatec Corporation will
addrem cell optimization in terms of seal design, geomett T and
energy management.
Single-cell tests using the Ceramatec design will demonstrate
the stability of the electrochemical process for Mars applica-
tions. The tests will not address seal and geometr T issues which
require more sophisticated (and expensive) design talent than
a team of undergraduate students can realistically produce. The
endurance tests, which still represent the ultimate goal of this
program, will occur intermittently to accommodate a _riet 3,
of other tests which have been delineated during this study.
The following tests have been identified: (1)nominal cell
performance tests; (2)MOD system certification and failure
tests; and (3) cell deterioration and repair tests. Each of these
test programs are described briefly in the following paragraphs.
(1) Nominal Cell Performance Tests
Starting with pure carbon dioxide, or during Pha.se-A tests,
the cell(s) will be e_aluated over a range of cell voltages,
operating temperatures, pressures, and mass flow rates. Those
tests will establish conversion efficiency and cell power
requirements as a function of the control parameters. In
addition, the s3_tem will be monitored carefully to make sure
that the various flows obey the known ph)_ical laws (i.e., no
leaks or other system anomalies).
Subsequently, in Phase B, the simulated martian atmosphere
will be used over a somewhat narrower parametric range to
establish the overall performance of the cell when the feed
g:ts is no longer a single species. Those measurements should
be the first tests which measure oxygen )"icld under Mars-like
conditions.
(2) MOD Certification and Failure Tests
During the carbon dioxide tests, where the yields and cell
performance are predictable, the system will be monitored ms
closely as the cell performance. The goal of the system
evaluation will be to certify that all of the instrumentation and
gas streams are consistent. Those tests will be carried out in
parallel with the Pha_se A cell study. Both studies require the
ability to take accurate samples from the various system lines.
The sampling _,'stem has been given special attention and will
be described at the end of this section.
Some types of system failures (such ms deliberate leaks and
instrument malfunctions) will be introduced during this study
in order to verify that the instrumentation will record the upset
and permit its identification. Those studies will be especially
helpful to the graduate students _,_sisting in this stud),.
(3) Cell Deterioration and Repair Tests
Depending on the operating conditiorts, the stability of
zireonia in conducting oxygen ions becomes critical. Since
oxygen is already contained in the zirconia cell lattice, albeit
stabilized with yttria, some migration or oxygen depletion may
occur over time. That depletion will be observable through
changes in cell resistance and electrical current for fixed-
voltage operation. Tests will be conducted to determine
deterioration rate as a function of operating conditions.
Interestingly, Gur and Hugglns _ have observed that dtq31ction
of oxygen near the cathode ,surface of a zirconia membrane
enhances or catalyzes the pn_tuction of oxygen from a nitric
oxide supply and this may also be true for carbon dioxide.
However, regardless of deliberate or accidental oxygen
depletion, cell life must be studied under those conditions.
Simple cell repair may also be possible by briefly reversing
the cell polarit T and conducting oxygen back into the feed-
gas stream. That process is known to clear or even open new
oxygen paths through the porous platinum electr(xles. In
addition, it may be possible to replace depleted oxygen atoms
in the cell matrix under the proper set (ff applied voltage and
controlled thermal conditions. Those tests will be conducted
as part of this study.
SAMPLING SYSTEM
Because most of the MOD s3_tem is operated at pressures
< 1 atm, sample collection and prevention of sample
contamination during handling are major concerns. As shown
in Fig. 1, a ,_ample collection flow network (including sample
bottles for martian gas, oxygen, and exhaust) has been
designed into the MOD _tem. The _tem can Ix _ e_acuatcd
below operating conditions using an independent vacuum
pump. The sampling _.,stem, including .sample bottles, can be
pumped down to pressures as low as 0.1 torr to minimize
residual gas contamination.
By properly operating the valve system on the MOD
network, a _mple can be taken of the feed gas, exhaust gas,
or oxygen. The feed gas can be collectcd at a premure -. 4
arm, and thcrcfi)re sample leaks reduce only the _mlple size.
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However, the oxygen and exhaust gases must be collected at
pressures between 50 and 100 mhar and can be contaminated
by leaks. In order to pre_rve subatmospheric samples, the
exhaust and oxygen ,sample bottles will be pressurized alxwe
1 atm using helium gas before they are removed from the
MOD system. Since helium is used as the carrier gas for gas
chromatograph analytical sTstems, it will not influence gas
chromatograph analyses. That part of the ,sample collection
system has not been added to the MOD .system at this time.
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
To date, the MOD system has been operated with a carbon
dioxide feed gas to produce oxygen. Tests will be started
during the summer which will begin to define the optimal
operating regime. A significant amount of instrumentation and
control work will be needed before autonomous-operation
endurance tests can bc demonstrated.
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CONCEPTUAL DESIGN OF A WATER _ SYSTEM TO SUPPORT A
MANNED MARS COLONY
PRAIRIE VIEW' A&M UNIVERSITY
SUMMARY
The initial tasks addressed by the Prairie View A&M
University team were the conceptual design of a breathable-
air manufacturing ,_fstem, a means of drilling for underground
water, and a method for storing water for future use.
Subsequently, the design objective of the team for the 1987-
1988 academic year was the conceptual design of an integrated
system for the supply of quality water for biological consump-
tion, farming, residential and industrial use. The source of
water for these applications is assumed to be artesian or
subsurface.
The first step of the project was to establish design criteria
and major assumptions. The following list includes some of the
ground rules used in thig stud},.
1. Water is .scarce, therefore efficient water management
through maximum recovery and reuse is critical.
2. Pollution problems will be minimized by exercising strict
control on water discharge.
3. An effective hierarchical monitoring and control system
will provide for. quality control and prompt attention to faulty
equipment and leaks.
4. Since the pressure of the martian atmosphere is a small
fraction of the Earth atmosphere, all vessels and equipment
must be sealed to prevent evaporation.
5. Four classes of wa(er are defined: (a) water for farming
must have a maximum rhineral content so that plant life will
flourish; (b) water for drinking must be free of pathogenic
organisms and have a maxiroum ,_alt content of less than 200
ppm; (c) water for manufac .ttp'ing must be sufficiently free of
ions so that it will not interfere with manufacturing processes
or damage the quality of products; and (d) ion-free water will
be provided for use in boilers in order to avoid corrosion of
construction materials.
6. The various impurities in water that are reduced or
removed at successive stages of treatmdot are turbidity, color,
hardness, alkalinity, flee-mineral acid, carbon dioxide, pH,
silica, oil, oxygen, hydrogen sulfide, ammoffia, dissolved solids,
suspended solids, organic solids, micro-organisms, and sulfate,
chloride, nitrate, fluoride, iron, and manganese|ons.
7. It has been assumed that the [x)tential underground raw
water supply on Mars resembles, in quality, representative
sources of underground water in Texas.
The assumed water impurities are:
meq/1 ppm
_x.lium chloride [NaCI] 7.80 456.3
Magnesium chloride [MgCI,] 0.60 28.6
Magnesium bicarbonate [Mg(HCO.,),] 0.36 43.9
Calcium bicarlxmatc [Ca(HCO_)z] 0.57 46.2
Calcium sulfate [CaSO.J 3.07 208.0
lJ
//"
8. Advanced technologies, which are not widely applied on
Earth, rather than traditional biological treatment, softening,
and clarification techniques were sought.
The second step of the effort was to generate a block
diagram of the expected treatment system and assign tasks to
individual students. Among the treatment steps considered
were sedimentation, softening, sand filtration, disinfection,
ultrafiltration, reverse osmosis, demineralization, electrodialy-
sis, vapor-compression evaporation, domestic waste treatment,
and industrial waste handling.
During the conceptual phase of study, no specific industries
were selected, and hence no specific waste facilities were
designed. It appears appropriate at this point to assume that
evaporation by depressurization is a feasible means of
recovering a major portion of the industrial waste water.
The list of processes for water purification and wastewater
treatment given above suggests that there will be a need for
on-site chemicals manufacturing for ion-exchange regeneration
and disinfection.
The third step of the project was to establish a basis for the
design capacity of the system. A total need of 10,000 gal/day
was assumed to be required. It was also assumed that 30,000
gallon raw-water intake volume is needed to produce the
desired effluent volume. The following is a smmm_ of the
potential users and the Ievel of treatment required.
Farming. Municipal _(domestic) wastewater treatment
effluent. All waste producgd by quarters and biological waste
is directed to the wastewater treatment facility. Additional
water needed can be supplied by proper blending of reverse
osmosis (stage 1) unit efflu_t and raw water to arrive at the
desirable salinity level.
Fig. 1. Effective Ranges of Some Separation Techniques
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Domestic (Washing Cooking). Thc cfflucnt from the
reverse osmosis (stage 1) is disinfccted and stored for use in
the quarters.
Drinking. Part of the effluent from the reverse osmosis
(stage 2) is disinfected and stored.
Processing (Manufacturing). The major part of the
reverse osmosis (stage 2) effluent is directed for this
application.
Steam and Special Users. Ion-free de-aerated water is
produced fi)r applications that require high purity water.
The fourth step of the project was for each student to ,screen
thc technology available and select the most suitable
process(es) fl)r the specific treatment phase. Detailed
a_sumptions and criteria were established for each individual
unit. As a result of them ,screening studies, the following
sequence of treatment steps were selected for the ,system.
Sand Filtration, The purpose is to remove suspended
_)lids v, ith particle sizes > 10 m. The process selected i,_ a
sand-on-grax_q bed constructed on site. This has been chosen
over cloth filtration and rotary x-acuum filtration. The former
is excluded bccanse of the semi-manual nature of operation;
the latter was excluded because it employs moving parts and
requires frequent maintenance. Fig. 1 shows the ,solid remo_,_al
process.
Ultra filtration. The process was selected as an additional
cleaning step ff)r the removal of fine suspended ,solids (other
candidates were microfiltration, centrifugation, and ultraeen-
trifugation), t_tr'_ltration w_s mlectcd because it has a high
removal efficient3' for a wide range of particle sizes and has
fewer moving parts. Size range of particles removed is 0.01-
10m.
Reverse Osmosis. The process operation is based on
increasing the pressure above the osmotic pressure of the
brine solution to force clear water molecules across a
permeable membrane. Two stages of reversc osmosis, with
each membrane having a different permeabilit T, Were preferred
over one stage. The first stage effluent can be ttsed, in part,
for domestic and farming applications. The remaining part of
thc first stage effluent is directed to the ,second stage osmosis
process to produce extra clcan water for industrial processing.
This procem was ,selected over electrodial}_is because of lower
power requirements, and over the ion exchange process for
size and weight considerations.
Demineraltzation. This is an ion exchange process, and
is selected as an additional cleaning step to produce an ultra
ion-free water for speciality manufacturing and steam-making.
Domestic Wastewater Treatment. The technology
available is divided into two t3T_es based exclusively on cost.
The diversity of processes to select from is shown in Fig. 2.
Industrial wastew_ter facilities were not addressed at this point
due to lack of information regarding the nature and concen-
trations of contaminants produced.
A general arrangement of the designed system is shown in
Fig. 3. The industrial portion is hypothetically drawn for future
analysis. The names of investigators are also written on the
corresponding unit of the ,system.

1987-88 DESIGN PROJECTS
Students in Acrospace Engineering (ASE) and Mechanical
Engineering (ME) at the University of Texas at Austin
complcted eight ._parate design projects under the sponsor-
ship of the NASA/USRA Advanced Space Design Program.
During the Fall semester of 1987, ASE and ME students worked
on various aspects of a "bootstrap" lunar base. ASE students
concentrated on the overall definition of the base while the
ME team designed a convertible lunar lander lower stage. Six
design projects were executed during the spring semester of
1988. Aerospace engineering students designed a fast Mars
mission crew transfer vehicle, an Earth-orbiting transportation
node to support the lunar base, a lunar base construction
shack/initial habitat vehicle, and carried out a systems
a&sessment aimed at arresting ozone depletion in the Earth's
atmosphere. The ME students designed a lunar surface
personnel navigation system and investigated radiation
shielding structures for a lunar b;t_.
Thc design objectives, a summ,'u 3' of the results, and selected
comments are given concerning each of the projects. Due to
the number of projects completed, the reader should refer to
the text of the final project reports for additional and detailed
inforumtion. (Fin_a!_ project rep_)rts can be obtained from
Universities Space Re,arch As._)ciation, 17225 E1 Camino Real,
Suite 450, Houston Texas 77058.)
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t987-88 ADVANCED SPACE DESIGN PROJECTS: RESULTS FROM
THE FALL SEMESTER OF 1987 AND THE SPRING SEMESTER OF 1988
UNIVERSITY OF TEXAS AT AUSTIN _'_'_ _'-/(_
BOOTSTRAP I,UNAR BASE
A design fi)r a bootstr_ap lunar base was _q)ecified that
required minimal total payload to be delivered to the Moon
in the process of establishing a preliminary basc. The
.q-_ccifications required that thcrc be maximum utility of cvcry
item delivered to the lunar _l_ace and that ever 3' item be
reu_ble or "transformable" (capable of being u_d for another
purpose). The A_gE dcsign team divided its efforts into three
areas: lander fleet requirements definition, lander design
development, and hmar surface operations definition. The
lander flect group defined the trajectory, navigation, and
communications requirements fi)r the fleet. Thc lander design
group dcfincd preliminary specifications and design for
candidate lander vehicles, concentrating on transformable
lower-stage designs that would provide resources for
establishing the b(x)tstrap basc. "Nac surface operations group
defined a b:Lse development seenario in which the bootstrap
• base becomes the cornerstone for development of a permanent
lunar ba.m.
A team of ME students designed a lower stage for a lunar
lander vehicle that can be converted into a shaft head and
elevator for vertical access to a buried lunar base facility. The
design specifications were the .came as tho_ given to the ASE
group designing candidate lower stages for lunar landcrs,
namely that no items transported to the lunar ._rface could
be of the single-use variety. The ckw-ator provides compression
and decompression operations that arc required during
astronaut transfer to and from the lunar surface and the habitat.
ASE and ME design specifications required that all items
transported to the Moon have secondary uses after completing
their primary task/mission. In particular, the requirement
stated that the often-depicted mene of a lunar landscape
littered with spent descent stages should not occur, and that
:dl lower stages should be transformable into items useful in
the on-going development of a lunar ba.se. Conceptual designs
were presented for lower stages that convert into a crane, a
storage shelter, a nuclear power plant support structure, and
a vertical access shaft/ele_-ator. In addition, a generic truss
lander (nicknamed the "tinker toy lander") was presented.
This lander is constructed of generic structural elements which
can be used as needed elsewhere in the lunar ba.se. Diagrams
of these landers are shown in Fig. 1.
FAST MARS-MISSION CREW TRANSFER VEHICLE
This design consists of trajectories and vehicle specifications
for the crew transfer vehicle required in the piloted, s_lit
mission to Mars. The purpose of the fast crew transfer is to
reduce the trip mission, trip time, and thus minimize the total
radiation dosage and the effects of microgravity on the crew.
After the interplanetary transfer from low Earth orbit to a
predetermined Mars orbit, the crew vehicle is _rviced at the
cargo transfer vehicle already in orbit about Mars and remaitxs
in Mars orbit for 40 days. The crew vehicle then flies a 150-
day trajectot 3' back to Earth. The crew _q',,ends approximately
40 da).'s in the vicinity of Mars. In case of a mission abort prior
to entering Mars orbit (and being refueled), the crew transfer
vehicle would be capable of a h)w energy (slow) return to
Earth. An abort -after Mars orbit v, ould require refueling prior
to return to Earth. In the proposed mcnario, "all propulsk_e
velocity changes are made using LHz/LOX propellants.
The vehicle itseff does not emph)y artificial gravity and the
life ._upl_)rt _tcm is designed for a nominal mission duration
of one year with remrves for a slow-return abort. The vehicle
F,9,g(_L, tNG _;_t_.F P,ZA;2K _'!(?.T F!!-g _ED !
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employs four crew modulcs similar t() the propo_d Space
Station Common Modules plus a heavily shielded command
module. The shielding is designed to protect the crew in case
of a major .solar radiation event. Figure 2 shows the trajectories
for a typical mission along with a sketch of the fast crew
transfer vehicle it._lf.
OPJ3rrING TP, AdNSII:JORT/LTION NODE
This design specifies the components of an Earth-orbiting
transportation n(xJe which supports the establishment and
maintenance of a permanent lunar base during its first decade.
The study includes a comparison of two lunar b_se traffic
models and assumes the existence of orbital transfer vehicles
((YI'Vs), orbital maneuvcrirlg vehiclt_ (OIMVs) and heavy lift
launch vehicles (HLLVs). It is assumed that the transportation
node, called GATEXVAY, is distinct from the ,,;pace station, and
is designed to be a high-acti_it3' "noi_;" environment unsuitable
for microgravity experiments.
GATE-,_TAY is characterized by a delta truss d{__ign and has
facilities for a dedicated crew of four plus temporat 3,
accommodations for transient personnel. Propellant storage
sufficient to meet the fuel and oxidizer requirements of the
(XI'Vs is pro_fded. Provision is made for a.ssembly (ff
payload stacks at a hangar area within the facility. Remote
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Fig. 3. GATEWAY Transportation Ntxle
manipulators and other facilities necessary for OTV and OMV
maintenance are included in the design. A sketch of the
GATEWAY design is given in Fig. 3.
Several candidate launch sites and orbital inclinations were
studied [or use by GATEWAY and its associated vehicle fleet.
A circular orbit at an altitude of 240 to 260 nautical miles and
an inclination o.f 28.5 °, supported by launches out of Kennedy
Space Center (KSC) was chosen. Analyses of the number of
launch windows available per year between GATEWAY and
_arious lunar orbits and lunar orbiting facilities are included.
it is concluded that unless a lunar orbiting facifity (MOON-
PORT) is in a lunar equatorial orbit, it will only be occasionally
accessible from GATEWAY and might as well not exist. It seems
much easier to reach most points on the lunar ,surface directly
from GATEWAY than to go through a seldom accessible lunar
orbiting transportation n(xlc.
LUNAR CONSTRUCTION SHACK VEHICLE
The lunar shack vehicle is a lunar lander which provides an
initial construction crew of eight with a habitat and radiation
protection during the initial phases of lunar base construction.
Fig. 4. Water Rc._'_,oir Heat Exchanger
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Fig. 5. l,unar Shack Vehicle
The lunar shack vehicle carries supplies for an initial
construction period of three weeks and can be resupplied The
crew and additional supplies are brought to the surface via a
manned lunar m(xlule. It is assumed that a nuclear power plant
has been landed prior to the arrival of the lunar shack and
that it takes approximately one week to activate the nuclear
power plant. During the first week, power is obtained fi'om
fuel cells in the lunar shack. The fuel cells also serve as a
backup power supply for the shack vehicle. The de_ent
engines and the fuel cells share a LOX/LH 2 fuel s3"stem.
Several design features deserve comment. First, the thermal
control system of the vehicle features a water reservoir heat
exchanger consisting of an insulated water reservoir that acts
as a heat sink during the lunar day- and as a heat source during
the lunar night. Provision is made to radiate heat from the
reservoir during the lunar night if and when necessary. Second,
crev¢ radiation protection is provided by partially burying the
shack vehicle. The center of the cylindrical vehicle is buried
with the ends, which contain airlocks, remaining uncovered.
Slumping of the regolith over the airlocks is prevented by
collars at the ends of the buried segments. Finally, interior
layouts for the chosen design and an alternate design are
provided. Figure 4 depicts the functions of the water reservoir
heat exchanger. Figure 5 depicts the lunar shack as it lands,
after it is lowered to the ground, and after it is covered with
regolith for radiation protection.
OZONE DEPLETION ARRESTING SYSTEMS ASSESSMENT
This stud}, is an initial inquiry into (1) the nature of the
mechanism(s) which is causing the depletion of ozone at high
altitudes over the south pole (and to a smaller extent over
the remainder of the Earth), (2) the possibility of slowing or
stopping the ozone depletion process either by accelerating
the formation of ozone or by removing substances responsible
for ozone depletion from the atmosphere, and (3) the
preliminary characterization of vehicles and/or mechanical
systems which might be useful in combatting the ozone
depletion problcm. The study resulted in more questions than
answers, but this was expected. The primary motivation of this
stud}, was to focus the immediate attention of engineers on
this problem because of its possible extreme consequences.
It was felt that early thought on possible solution mechanisms,
even with a lack of complete understanding of the underlying
causes, would be beneficial.
Important questions identified during the stud), are: (1)
What are the effects of the decrease in atmospheric ozone and
at what stage does the problem become critical? (2) How can
we accelerate the natural processes that "wash" out of the
atmosphcre substances that attack ozone? (3) Can we shift the
reaction equilibrium away from ozone dcstruction by
introducing additional substances without causing other
harmful effects? (4) Can we filter ozone-destroying substances
from the atmosphere, either near the .surface or at altitude?
and (5) What facilities and/or vehicles will be necessary to
implement a solution?
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Fig. 6. Radio Beacon Installation for Lunar Surface Navigation
I
Fig. 7. Candidate Radiation Shielding Concepts fi,r flit Lunar Base
LUNAR SURFACE NAVIGATION SYSTEM
This stud)' investigates a navigation _stem to be u_d on
the lunar surface by :t_tronauts to locate their positions when
beyond tile line of sight of the ba._ f:acility. The navigation
system is to bc deployed for um in the early development of
lunar surface operations. The navigation ,_.'stem must be usable
by an astronaut while in full pre_ttre suit. The stud), provides
an analysis of four na_4gational methods for adaptation to the
lunar surface: celestial, satellite, inertial, and radio-beacon. The
stud), revealed that a spread-spectrum, radio-beacon navigation
system is best suited for the design needs. The report develops
the scenario necc._sary for initial olx-ratiorts of a lunar base,
and pro_4des alternatives wahich will allow the original s_,_tem
to be expanded as lunar surface activities expand. A celestial
navigation _tem is _lggested ms a back-up in case of power
failure of the spread-spectrum, radio-bcacon navigational
s3._tem. Figure 6 sho'_,'s a buried radio-beacon installation with
a Ni-Cd batter V recharged by solar energy.
LUNAR BASE RADIATION PROTECTIVE STRUCTURES - ME
This stud)" analyzes alternatives and proposes a design that
w411 provide astronauts protcction from lunar radiation and
micrometcoritc haTarcLs. The protective structure is designed
for u,_ on a manned lunar research outpost. &s in other studies
performed by the University of Texans at Attstin this year,
emphasis w_s placed on increased um of in-situ materials. Any
material delivered to the lunar surface is designed for
continuous u_ or is to be trarksformable. "lhe study investi-
gated Ix)th surface and below-surface alternatives. The most
promising solution was the use of exi._ting lunar la_-a tubes to,
providc radiation protection. However, the design team
concluded that current information is instttficicnt to design the
nece._ary structures using the lava tubes. &s a resuIt, the team
designed a structure consisting of a __3'lindrical mcu.]ule buried
in hmar rcgolith. Figure 7 depicts the shielding alternatives
considered,
CLOSING REMARKS AND A CHAIJFNGE
One of the key conclusions from this year's design
experiences w:ts the importance of transformable elements in
space mi._ion design. One of the constraints that will bc placed
on all future projects at the University of Texas at Austin will
Ix- that each design re._alts in a "zero junk heap." This mcans
that an}' piece of cquipment, or tool, or component that ha_s
been designed for a specific purpose (one-time tt_') must also
bc trans-formablc to perform additional _sks. "111cfaculty fi)und
that a.s students become more ad(T_t at transformable concepts,
they easily can implement the multiple-u._ philo_)phy. The
potential savings from the implementation of this concept :trc
tremendous.
The lMiversity of Texas challenges all participants in the
Ad_"anced Design Program to incorporate the transformable
philosophy in future design efforts.
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SUMMARY OF AEROSPACE AND NUCLEAR ENGINEERING A_TIES
TEXAS / 732
INTRODUCTION
The Texas A&M Nuclear and Aerospace engineering
departments have worked on five different projects for the
NASA/USRA Advanced Design Program during the 1987/88
year. The aeros'pace department worked on two types of lunar
tunnelers that would create habitable space. The first design
used a heated cone to melt the lunar regolith, and the second
used a conventional drill to bore its way through the crust.
Both used a dump truck to get rid of waste heat from the
reactor as well as excess regolith from the tunneling operation.
The nuclear engineering department worked on three separate
projects. The NEPTUNE system is a manned, outer-planetary
explorer designed with Jupiter exploration as the baseline
mission. The lifetime requirement for both reactor and power-
conversion ,systems was twenty years. The second project
undertaken for the power supply was a Mars Sample Return
Mission power .supply. This was designed to produce 2 kW
of electrical power for seven years. The design consisted of
a General Purpose Heat Source (GPHS) utilizing a Stifling
engine ms the power conversion unit. A mass optimization was
performed to aid in overall design. The last design was a
reactor to provide power for propulsion to Mars and power
on the surface. The requirements of 300 kW of electric_d
power output and a mass of < 10,000 Rg were set. This
allowed the reactor and power conversion unit to fit within
thc Space Shuttle cargo bay.
NEPTUNE
At the present time there are no definitive plans for a
manned, outer-planetary mission. The goal of the NEPTI._krE
design is to fill this void. To ,satisfactorily explore the outer
planets, a long mission time is required. The mass of chemical-
thruster propellant required for such a mission is prohibitive.
Currently, the only system capable of providing a reasonable
mission time with an acceptable propellant mass is nuclear
electric propulsion. The power requirements for nuclear
electric propulsion are very high for the amount of thrust
necessary to achieve a reasonable mimion time. In addition,
the outer planets are too far from the sun to use current
photovoltaic technology. The only system capable of supplying
large amounts of power reliably for long periods under these
conditions is a nuclear reactor.
The specific requirements for the NEPTbq_IE system were
determined by an acceptable mixsion time and the required
power level for propulsion. As a reference mimion, a lO-year,
manned-return voyage to Jupiter was examined. Based on the
necessary thrust to meet this goal, the power level required
is --6 MW Since the mission is manned, additional power is
required for life support and scientific equipment. For
exploration beyond Jupiter, a system lifetime of 20 years was
,specified.
The propulsion system selected to meet the reference
mission thrust requirements is a mercury bombardment ion
drive. This system was chosen on the basis of its high specific
impulse and demonstrated feasibilit3:
The high power level required by the propulsion system
necessitates the use of dynamic energy conversion. The
Rankine cycle provides the potential for relatively high thermal-
to-electric conversion efficiency and w'as selected for this
reason. Additionally, the high temperatures needed for efficient
waste-heat rejection led to the selection of a liquid-metal
working fluid. Figure 1 shows the reactor system diagram.
A liquid-metal coolant is boiled directly in the reactor core,
and a wet mixture is sent to a pair of Ljungstrom turbines for
electric power conversion. Turbine exhaust is condensed in
a shell-and-tube heat exchanger to the reactor inlet temper-
ature. Primary-loop potassium is condensed in the heat
exchanger tubes with a sodium-potassium (NaK) secondary
fluid on the shell side. The NaK fluid rejects waste heat to
space in a tube-and-fin radiator. Parallel centrifugal pumps are
employed in both Ioo_.
The reactor fuel is uranium nitride for high thermal
conductivity and high uranium dettsity. High uranium density
provides a high power density and thus, a compact core. Since
the reactor operates at high temperatures for long periods of
time, the primary concern in selecting cladding is creep
strength. The molybdenum-l.25% titanium-.025% zirconium-
0.I% carbon alloy (Mo-TZC) was selected on this basis as the
clad.
Due to material limitations in the high temperature/high
burnup environment of the reactor, two cores are needed to
fulfill the mission lifetime requirements. The initial core is
burned for ten years, while a standby core located within the
,same reactor ves,sel is held in a shutdown mode. After ten
years, the standby core is activated, and the initial core is shut
down while still immersed in flowing liquid potassium. The
reactor is controlled by movable absorbing blades within the
cole.
The pota._sium from the turbine exhaust is condensed within
tubes in a shell-and-tube heat exchanger by the NaK on the
shell side. The volume of the secondary loop is much greater
than that of the primary loop. By using NaK as the secondary
fluid, gtx)d heat transfer characteristics are maintained while
providing a lower mass than if potassium alone was used. The
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radiator consists of rows of parallel tubes with connecting fins
in a cruciform arrangement. Titanium-6% aluminium-4%
_madium was chosen as the radiator material on the basis of
low material density and high strength at operating temper-
atures. The radiator surface is coated with calcium titanate to
improve emissivity.
MARS SAMPLE RETURN POWER SUPPLY
For centuries .seientists have studied Mars by means of
telescopes, satellites, and deep space probes. Valuable
geological, chemical, and other information could be gathered
by .sample and data collection on the Martian surface. The
object of this design is to conceptually develop a vehicle to
be used for the Mars Sample Return Mission. The vehicle must
be lightweight, reliable, and if possible, have redun 'dant parts
in case of a component failure ......................
This study is restricted to the power supply of the vehicle;
equipment necessary for the actual collecting of the soil
.samples is not included. The design will be dMded into four
categories consisting of the power suppl},, power converter,
heat transfer devices, and a radiator. A mass optimization will
then be performed on the entire .system and the _tem
efficiency calculated
The power supp b- design is ilhtstratcd in Fig. 2. The hot-
side heat pipes run vertically out of the GPHS .q_scmblics and
are attached to the Stirling engine/linear alternator configura-
tion. The cold-side heat pipes radiate horizontally from the
engine, passing through the vehicle Ix_dy. The radiator is
attached to both heat pipes and the vehicle body.
MPR-300 FOR MARTIAN APPLICATIONS
This design project was to provide power for a 2-6 month,
unmanned geo_aachronous Earth orbit GEO-to-Mars mi._sion
and to provide 6 years of terrestrial power on Mars. Research
sources were the German HTR reactor, current U.S.-
government journal articles on particle-bed .space reactors, and
the British MAGNOX carbon dioxide reactor of the 1960's.
From this research it was determined that a carbon dioxide,
gas-cooled, pebble-fueled reactor would Ix- feasible to meet
our requirements. The main reasons for this choice were
a_tilability of carbon dioxide on the martian surface and the
high power densities achievable in a small reactor with
particulate-_pe fuel.
The design objective was an electrical power lt_,el of 300
kW to provide power for the GEO-to-Mars journey and a high
cycle efficiency to keep the reactor thermal power output
around l M'_: The _'stem ma.c_s was required to be < 10,000
kg to ensure that it bc transported as a single shuttle payload.
This led to the choice of heat pipe radiators for waste heat
rejection, as the total mas,s of the heat rejection _,stem was
of utmost concern. Reliabiliu', provided by a redundant sTstem ,
was another design objective in order to meet mission goals.
The report outline consists of seven different _-ctions which
are contained in the lxu, ly of the report. (A copy of the final
project report can bc obtained from Universities Space
Research Association, 17225 El Camino Real, Suite 450,
Houston, Tex:ts 77058. ) The first section consists of ncutronics
which calculates flux distributions and fuel requirements. The
,second section is made up of thermal-hydraulk_ considerations
for calculating reactor core temperature and pressure
characteristics. ,_ction three consists of the thermodynamic
cycle calculations which defines states and arrives at an overall
cycle efficiency. The turbomachinery _qections can be seen
in section four. The heat pipe radiators for waste heat rejection
are explained in section five. The sixth section contains the
shadow shield configuration necessar T to protect electronic
components from radioactivity. _ction .seven is comprised of
propulsion and space logistics in order to successfully
complete the GEO to Mars mission.
The thermodynamic _.3,cle is a Brayton cycle consisting of
CO 2 gas coolant and the reactor, heat pipe radiator, and
compre&sor loop.
LUNAR TUNNELBORING MACHINE
A need exists for obtaining a ."safe and habitable Lunar Base
that is free from the hazards of radiation, temperature gradient,
and micrometeorites. A dc_ice for excavating lunar materi',fl
and simultaneously generating living space in the sub_qenean
environment has been researched and developed at the
conceptual level. Preliminary investigations indicate that a
dtMce using a mechanical head to shear its way through the
lunar material w_ile creating a rigid ceramic-like lining meets
design constraints using existing technology. The Lunar
Tunneler is totally automated and guided by a l:tser commun-
ication _,stem. Potentially, the excavated lunar material could
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be used in conjunction with surface mining for extraction cff
oxygen and other elements. Experiments in lunar material
excavation and further research on the concept of a
mechanical Lunar Tunneler are suggested.
From the findings pre_nted in the final project relx)rt , it
is concluded that a mechanical Lunar Tunneler is a viable and
efficient technique for creating large amounts of underground
living space. An SP-IO0 high-speed atomic reactor is the best
choice for supplying the power requirements becau_ of its
compacme_s, hmgevity under adverse conditions, and ability to
provide ample power for lunar tunneling The completely
mechanical cutterhead, with 26 disc cutters, would be able to
shear through the lunar material without using the large
amotmts of power required by a melting tunneler. The
mechanical head is based on a proven design and should be
vet 5' reliable with minimal downtime. In addition, using a
mechanical head would eliminate the problem of t_Jrting
molten lunar material through the interior of the tunnel-boring
machine. Using the existing lunar materials to form a rigid
ceramic structure was found to be totally viable and more
efficient than transporting structural lining materials from
Earth. Propulsion of the Lunar Tunneler would be performed
by a proven existing design built by Ix)vat and other companies.
Features of the propulsion system include low power
requirements, a hydraulically-activated gripper system, and the
ability to maneuver in all directions. The Lunar Tunneler can
be guided with a computer operating in conjunction with the
laser guidance system. Removal of the unheated lunar material
to the rear of the Tunneler would be accomplished by an
existing conveyor system developed by Flexowall. The
conveyor system is very reliable, has adjustable ,speed control,
and has the advantage of a large capacity for transporting
excavated material. The conveyor system would move the
excavated lunar material into a holding tank, where excess heat
would be transferred to the material. Once the holding tank
is filled, it transfers its load to the Dump Truck for removal
from the tunnel. This would eliminate the accumulation of heat
within the tunnel without requiring additional cooling
elements. In this conception, the Lunar Tunneler should prove
to be a straightforward and reliable design.
SUI_ELENEAN TUNNELER MELTING HEAD DESIGN
The placement of base facilities in subsurface tunnels
created xs a result of subsurface mining is described as an
alternative to the establishment of a base on the lunar surface.
Placement of the base facilities and operations in subselenean
tunnels will allow personnel to lb,_e and work shielded from
the problems of radiation and temperature variations. A
conceptual design for a tunneling device was executed, and
its feasibility was as,sessed. A tunneler was d_igned to melt
through the lunar material at a rate of 25 m/day (81 ft/day),
leaving behind glass-lined tunnels for later development. The
tunneler rises a 20 MWt nuclear generator to supply the heat
flux necessary to melt the regolith about its cone-shaped head.
Melted regolith is excavated through intakes in the head and
transferred to a truck that hauls it to the surface. The tunnel
walls are _lidified to provide _pport lining by using an active
cooling ,system about the mid-section of the tunneler. Results
of the conceptual design analysis indicate that the concept is
viable given further research and development in a few key"
areas, namely nuclear power production and high-temperature-
tolerant materials. The benefits resulting from locating a lunar
base in subselenean tunnels should encourage further
investigation of tunneling technology.
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PROJECT LONGSHOT
UNITED STATES NAVAL ACADEMY
Project Longshot presents a preliminary design for an
unmanned probe to Alpha Centauri with a planned launch
early in the 21 st century. A 100-year estimated travel time was
baselined for the mission. The work was based upon the
requirement stated in the National Commission on Space
Report, PRmeerlng the Space Frontier. One of the elements of
the Commission's solar and space physics plan is "a long-life,
high-velocity spacecraft to be sent out of the Solar System on
a trajectory to the nearest star." Adequate lead time is included
in the menario to allow the development of several enabling
technologies and to ensure that the required space operations
infrastructure will be in place.
- Using current technologies, ,such a mission would be
impossible. The main technology areas requiring advancement
are propuLsion, power, communications, control, and data
processing. "Ihe solutions em_sioned in this report are: pulsed-
fusion microexplosion propulsion with 10 6 sec specific
impulse, a space-rated, 300-kW fission reactor with a 10-year
active-power life once in the target system (as well as for
starting the fusi(m drive), an advanced high-power (hundreds-
of-kilowatts) laser communications system, and advanced,
artificially-intelligent, high-speed computers to provide
adequate internal command and control functions.
Duc to the 100-year transit time required and the enormous
distance involved, present propulsion systems are inadequate.
A puLsed-fusion interstellar drive det'_¢ed from the Daedalus
Report produced by the British Interplanetary Society in the
late 1970's was chosen as the best possible system to satisfy
the mission requirements.
In order to provide sustained power for spacecraft
operations and for propulsion system ignition and reignition,
a long-life, high-power electrical source is required. No power
sa,_tems exist t_xlay that can meet this demand. It is reasonable
to expect that such a system can be extrapolated from the
current SP-100 and Multi-Megawatt Reactor prograrrts. The
power system for the Longshot probe must deliver a sustained
power level of 300 kW "after operating at a reduced power
level for 100 years. The .system must be highly survixable and
fault-tolerant, in addition to pro_fding the necessary .'shielding
to protect the instrument and processing packages.
The interstellar probe must operate autonomously with no
outside input or control for a period in excess of 100 ),ears.
All probe _tcms must be highly rcliahle, multiply-rcdun('lant,
and serf-repairing if possible. Moving parts should be kept to
a minimum; new hmg-life lubricants will be necessary for
critical moving parts. This antonomy demands highly sophis-
ticated, artificially-intelligent control and data processing
sTstems. The Longshot control system must be able to control
all probe operations, compensate for equipment failures, and
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handle emergency situations. ALso, the processing system must
control the propulNon and instrumentation of the probe and
should be able to select interesting targets for investigation and
analysis.
The spacecraft will be boosted in modular components to
the U.S. Space Station in low Earth orbit. There it will undergo
sTstems checks as it is assembled and prepared for launch.
Longshot will then be nudged a safe distance away from the
station and will ignite its first-stage rockets to make a plane-
change into an orbit inclined 61 ° to the ecliptic. Once this
maneuver is accomplished, second-stage rockets will fire to
escape Earth-orbit into a 61 o heliocentric orbit. Finally, the last
stage will propel the probe out of the solar system where the
interstellar drive will be .started for constant acceleration to
the target ,system. At the 70-year point in the mission, the
probe will shut down the drive, rotate 180 °, and reignitc the
drive to decelerate into the target orbit about Alpha Centauri
B.
During transit from the solar sa,-stem to the Alpha Centauri
system, information concerning systems operation and
.scientific data will be returned to the Earth-orbital receiving
station utilizing laser communications power levels commen-
surate with the distance from Earth. The communicatiorts
,lasers operate at a wavelength at which the target stars'
emission spectra have a deep "hole." Once in the target system,
data from the _-arious instruments will be anal)xed by a
processing subsystem and transmitted back to the Earth at
maximum power and data rate. Instruments will include
packages for studying the stars in the system and any planets
that might be encountered. Scientific data on the interstellar
medium and astrometry can be gathered during transit. The
astrometric data will be particularly useful since it will extend
the distance to which accurate parallax measurements can be
made to more than 1.2 million parsecs and thus allow the
accurate determination of distances to hundreds of trillions of
stars.
The probe will consist of a large, truss-like structure that
will support four main components: the instrument package,
the fission reactor, the fusion drive sa,,stem , and the fuel tanks.
The fusion drive and fission reactor will be placed at the rear
of the truss, separated from the remainder of the .spacecraft
by thermal and radiation shielding. The tanks will be
cylindrical, five meters in diameter and 35 meters long, and
will be attached to the sides of the trttss (forward of the
nuclear .systems) in a hexagonal arrangement. Instrumentation
will be positioned for_ard of the fucl tanks. Particle shields
will be installed at both ends of the probe for protection from
collisions with dnst particles at the high velocities the probe
will be expected to reach. To conserve fuel, tanks will be
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jettisoned ms emptied, and the fltsion drive will be discarded
at the target system. The forward particle shield will be
jettisoned when the ,spacecraft rotates 180°; the rear particle
,shield will be discarded with the fusion drive.
Excess power produced by the fusion drive will be used by
spacecraft systems so that the fission reactor will operate at
minimum power levels during the interstellar transit. The
fission reactor will be the sole source of power for the probe
ms it orbits Alpha Centauri B.
THE LUNAR ORBITAL PROSPECTOR
UTAH STATE UNIVERSITY
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INTRODUCTION
The Apollo program's scientific output greatly increased our
understanding of the Moon's geophysical and geochemical
nature. Vast amounts of data were obtained through surface
sampling and orhital-based remote sensing measurements.
Although a large amount of data was collected, overall surface
coverage remains woefully incomplete. The low latitude orbits
of the Apollo Command Mexiules, combined with the relatively
small amount of time spent there, provided limited remote
.sensing of the .surface and offered only a tantalizing glimpse
of the Moon.
One of the primary rationales for establishing a manned
lunar presence is the possibility of utilizing the Moon's
resources. The Moon is abundant in oxygen and various metals
all of which can find ample application in cislunar ,space.
Additionally, undiscovered resources and large deposits of
known resources may exist on the Moon. Water ice has been
theorized to exist in permanently shadowed polar craters, _ and
early lunar volcanic activity may have provided a mechanism
fi_r forming large ore and mineral deposits near the lunar
surface 2. Given the known resource potential of only a few
explored lunar sites, the existence of large deposits of these
resources and other undiscovered resources elsewhere on the
Moon seems highly likely. As such, a continued search and
exploration for lunar resources on a global scale in conjunction
w4th a manned lunar base will aid in the utilization of these
resources.
A remote sensing orbital mission, such as the planned Lunar
Geoscience Orbiter (LGO), is a necessary precursor to the
dcwclopment of a manned lunar base. The need for a mission
of this nature, however, does not end with the establishment
of the base. Long-term obserx'ation of the Moon, continued
search for Itmar resources with new techniques, and continued
lunar science studies are paramount to understanding the
Moon and fully benefitting from its total resource potential.
Accompanying humankind's rcturn to the Moon will be a
renewed interest in lunar science studies. A manned lunar base
provides an invaluable opportunity to study the Moon via
surface sampling and monitoring. However, lunar science at a
basso site cannot properly address the full spectrum of .science
questions and objectives. Several of the mo_ fundamental
geophysical and geochemical issues, such as the composition,
structure, and thermal state of the interior, can only be
adequately addressed by long.term observation and electro-
magnetic sounding of thc lunar surface _. A long-term remote-
.sensing mission in conjunction with a lunar base can expand
on LGO's geochemical and geophysical data base and serve as
the "c3_cs and cars" of a manned base by searching for lunar
transient events and by monitoring man's impact on the lunar
environment.
The limited lifetime of the LGO and its inherently limited
ability to respond to changes in science and exploration needs
are its main deficiencies. The LGO's two-year projected lifetime
is adequate for its mission objectives but it fails to provide
substantial long-term observation of the Moon. LGO is, by its
very nature, inflexible to changes in science needs. New
meth_xls for locating resources, u,nforeseen science questiotxs,
long-term observation, orbits tailored to specific needs, and
new instrument technologies cannot be adequately accommo-
dated by LGO.
THE LUNAR ORBITING PROSPECTOR
The Lunar Orbiting Prospector (LOP) is a lunar-based
orbiting platform whose primary mission is to prospect the
Moon in .support of early lunar colonization and utilization
efforts. Using the LGO mission as a baseline, the LOP mission
is designed to direct the next generation of lunar exploration
in conjunction with a manned base.
The LOP design concept is divided into two distinct parts;
an orbiting platform carrying remote-sensing irxstruments and
a servicing vehicle that is lunar launched and landed. The
orbiting platform contains its own propulsion sTstem for
orbital maneuvering and remains in lunar orbit indefinitely.
The platform mounts modular remote-sensing instrument
packages, communications modules, and power systems. The
servicing vehicle, called the Genetic Transfer Vehicle (GTV),
launches from a base site, accomplishes rendezvous with the
platform for servicing, and returns to the base site. The GTV
serves as a "lunar truck" to deliver replacement instrument
modules, refueled propulsion modules, etc., and provides
servicing of the platform in the event of failure. The orbiting
platform is the focus of this paper.
The primary purpose of the orbiting platform is to map the
chemical and mineralogical composition of the Moon. Remote-
sensing instruments mounted on the platform probe the lunar
sau'face and subsurface with electromagnetic energy. The data
returned from the instruments will give an indication of the
mineral and chemical species present and an indication of the
subsurface geological structure of the Moon. Through careful
processing and examination of this data, lunar resource
distribution on a global scale can be determined.
The ability to replace, repair, and upgrade remote settsing
instruments is a critical attribute. The modular concept
permits the orbiting platform to be upgraded and modified as
needed. The spacecraft can be repaired, refuelcd, and its
instrument packages upgraded to perform nearly an), required
remote-sensing task. Highly specialized lunar remote-sensing
missions can be performed and/or small lunar experiments
flown without tailoring and deplo}fing an entire spacecraft for
each application. The value of this concept has been proven
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in Earth applications by shuttle-bmscd experiments and the
_'cond generation Mariner spacecraft.
MI_ION DESCRIPTION
The LOP mission is divided into three primary phrases:
transl_)rt from Earth to low Itmar orbit (LID), operation in
lunar orbit, and platform _r_icing in lunar orbit. Transport of
the platform from Earth can be accomplished by a vehicle with
a 1000-kg translunar payload capability. This is within the
capabilities of the Titan 34D with an upper stage or a Space
Shuttle/upper stage combination. An upper stage, _ch ms the
inertial upper stage (if'S) with a reduced propellant mmss,
provides the- initial translunar in_'rtion hum, and the platform's
on-board propulsion s3_tcm pro_4des midcoursc corrections
and lunar orbit in,_rtion bums.
After deliver T to low lunar orbit, non_al orbital operation
commences. The initial orbit is baselined to be a 100-km-
altitude near-l×)lar orbit. Here the platform can alter its orbit
to obtain the desired surface vi(w_4ng, and the orbit can be
changed periodically :ts needed. The initial remote-_nsing
package is baselined to be an updated version of LGO
instruments. The initial mi,_sion can thus serve as a means h)r
calibrating instruments, gaining experience _ith the spacecrafL
and obtaining an overall remote _nsing picture of the Moon.
Since the platfi_rm can mount various remote-sensing
instruments, many t3pes of orbit',d missions can be performed.
After completion of the fi_t remote-_,nsing mission, more
ambitious and/or complicated prospecting and exploration
missions can be contemplated. When such missions are
desired, the scrvicing vehicle provides a means for changing
instrument systems and spacecraft sub,_3'stems. The propulsion
m(x.lulc can also be replaced at this time by a refilelcd version
renewing the platfi)rm's orbit change ability. Since other
remote-_nsing mission objectives will require differing orbits,
the coincidence of instrument changeouts and platform
refi_eling is nece._sat3,. The concept of _rvicing the platform
in lunar orbit gives a great deal of flcxibilit 3' to mission
plafming, ",allows the spacecraft to meet new exploration and
_iencc needs, and is s4tal to the utility and usabilit T of the
LOP
SYSTEM DESCRIPTION
The genera configuration of the LOP is driven by three
major requirements: overall s3,_tem m_xlularity and cxpandabil-
it)', on-lx)ard propulsion, and a preferential-nadirpointing
instrument platform. Figure 1 sho_ the _.'stem configuzation.
Thc overall goal of the configuration is to allow the _tem
to grow and adapt to new and different science and
exploration needs. The base structure of the spacecraft se_'es
to house the propulsion module and mount the required
power, control, and communication sub,'stems. The sides of
the spacecraft provide 24 instrument drawers for mounting
required subsystems and sensor payloads. The instruments and
all other subsystems communicate through an optical
spacecraft data bus. The instrument drawers provide the
Fig. 1. The Lltnar Orbiting Platfi)rm Configunttion
opl_,rtunit_ fi)r replacing, adding, and upgrading an t' compat-
ible instrument system The primat 3, remote-mnsing instrtlment
module is mounted opposite the propulsion module in the
nadir-_)inting direction. This ix)sition gives the instruments
the required nadir and anti-nadir viewing v,hile providing for
unrestricted expansion away from undesired spacecraft
thermal and magnetic interference.
The spacecr_tfi is exix-cted t() continuously pitch to maintain
nadir I_)inting and yaw :ts required to maintain _)l:tr panels
normal to incident sunlight. The attitude control system
consists of four bi:ts momentum wheels, hydr_ine control
thrusters, and pitch and roll attitude _nsors. Pre_-nt estimates
indicate average pitch-pointing accuracy to be approximately
* 2 mrad, and in the ca'ent of attitude control failure, the
satellite is gra_4tT-gradient stabilized _.
Communications is pr(wided by four phased-array medium-
gain antennae mounted on the sides of the .spacecraft. These
antennae art" electronically steered to track relay _tcllites
l(_'ated at I,aGrange points LI and 1,2. The relay _tellites and
their locations allow constant data transmission t(, either the
lunar bmse or Earth. Pre_-nt estimates indicate the 1 Gbps will
be attainable, and if this rate is achieved, real time transmission
of a 1024 × 1024 × 8-pixel s3,_tem can be peffomlcd without
data compression or storage techniques s.
REMOTE SENSING CONCEPTS
Many _ariations of remote mnsing instruments can Ix- flown
on the LOP ms a result of its m(Mularity. Examination of thc_"
instruments reveals the remotc-_'nsing methods IX)ssible and
illustrates the LOP's ver_tility.
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REFLECTANCE SPECTROSCOPY
Sunlight reflected from the lunar surface contains absorption
lines that are characteristic of minerals present. Earth-based
obmrvations of the Mtx)n's reflectance spectra, coupled with
At_fllo-based groundtruth data, has validated this technique for
several lunar regions. Mineralogical mapping by this method,
combined with data from other instruments, can lead to a
much improved understanding of the Moon's surface proper-
ties and lunar crust history t'. ._ctrometers such as LGO's
visual and infrared mapping spectrometer (VIMS) use this
technique. T}]3ically the experiment utilizes an optical system
to f(_'us the reflected infrared light on a SlX'ctrally sensitive
detector array whose output is sent to the spacecraft data
system Data collected by infrared spectromopy can provide
complementary information with other instrumentation
systems.
GAMMA RAY SPECTROSCOPY
Measuring the Moon's natural gamma-ray emissions is
recognized as a powerful means for measuring surface
elemental ahundances. Gamma-ray spectrometers were flo_aa
on Ranger 3, 4, and 5 missions and on Apollo 15, 16, and 17
command mcKltlles _. A gamma-ray spectrometer record._ the
Moon's natural gamma-ray emimions caused by the decay of
radioactive elements such as U, l'h, and K. Other elements can
be detected by sensing the emitted gamma ra$.'s due to high-
encr_/ cosmic-ray interactions with hmar surface materials.
11fis method can be umd to detect hydrogen, indicative of
trapped watcr ice in permanently shadowed polar craters t.
ttistorically, these instruments utilize a Germanium cD'stal
cooled to a temperature of 125 K to detect incoming gamma+
ray enliss/ons _. Due to its intrinsic sensitivitT, the gamma-ray
spectrometer needs to be I_om mounted away from the
spacecr:fft to reduce mass inter;|ctions. Elemental sensitivity
and ground re.,aflution of the spectrometer vary dtT_:nding on
the total counting time available. Thus, the re_)Iution of the
spectrometer is best over regions overflown frequently.
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RAMAN SPECTROSCOPY
Incident light can interact with a molecule by either
absorption or mattering. If a photon interacts elastically with
the molecule, Raylcigh mattering occurs. If a photon interacts
inelastically with the molecule, Raman _attering occurs. The
distinguishing characteristic of the "Raman effect is the shift in
frequency that occurs between the exciting energy and the
mattered ener_'. This frequenc), difference, ca/led the Raman
shift, is directly characteristic of the molecule and is generally
independent of the excitation frequent3 _. Figure 2 illustrates
the Raman spectrum of nylon. The characteristic frequency
shift is denoted by a high-intensity spike at 2900 cm _. The
Raman effect occurs as a consequence of molecular electron-
state transitions which can give rise to an increase in
frequency, called the Anti-Stokes line, or a decrease in
frequent3", c',dled the Stokes line. Figure 2 illustrates a Stokes
line that is generally more inten_" than the Anti-Stokes line.
The l_tman spectrum covers wavelengths of 2.5 to 1000 vm.
The advent of tunable lasers has led to great success with this
technique in laboratory applications and, to a le_r degree,
in remote-sensing applications _.
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The Raman mnsing technique typically utilizes a tunable
laser for excitation and a spectrally ,sensitive detector with a
m_tsk filter to remove the laser signal. The main drawback of
the Raman spectrum method for remote sensing is the
extremely small returned signal, around six orders of
magnitude smaller than the incident energy. Figure 3 plots the
returned Raman energy for different laser powers and differing
spacecraft altitudes. In general, the intensities are vet 3• small,
but present estimates indicate that sensor technologies are
capable of detecting these small signals 9.
If one chooses the proper exciting frequency, the problems
of instrument sensitivity can be compensated for. Figure 4
shows photon energy vs. wavelength. The lower wavelengths
give higher photon energies, but these wavelengths limit laser
power and can cau_ problems with mineral fluoreseence.
Higher wavelengths, in the infrared, represent low photon
energies and stiff cooling requirements due to thermal
interference. This region should be awfided.
The resonance Raman effect can occur as a result of tx)th
electronic and vibrational transitions. The resonance occurs
when the exciting frequency falls within the interior of the
observable vibrational structure of the electronic absorption
band re.q3onsible fur -Raman scattering #. The intensities of some
resonance Raman effects may be up to six orders of magnitude
larger than Raman effects observed with the exciting frequency
removed from the resonant frequency.
_nsor sensitivity and a_'ailable laser power appear to be the
primary limitations of remote -Raman spectroseopy. If the
proper laser frequency is not utilized, the required sensor
sertsitivity, cooling, and laser power are highly restrictive. The
sensor requirements can be reduced by using visible and near-
ultraviolet spectra where instrument cooling requirements are
not significant and photon energies are higher. The baseline
Raman spectrometer configuration is shown in Fig. 5. A
krypton laser excites the _rface .,ample, and the returned
Raman .spectrum is focused by a Cassegrain optics s)_tem on
a spectral), sensitive detector. The operating wavelength of the
laser is in the visible range, and the ,spectrometer operation
is thus limited to lunar darkside sensing.
RADIO SUBSURFACE MAPPING
In order to full}, understand the .subsurface characteristics
and engineering quaiities of the Moon, an orbital-based
instrument capable of examining the subsurface is needed. The
absence of moisture on the lunar surface indicates that radio
frequency electromagnetic energy penetration will be
,substantially greater than that on Earth. The use of VHF
frequencies pulsed at the lunar surface can explore the lunar
subsurface at depths of at least tens of meters _°. Radar
sounders carried by Apollo 17 penetrated ms much as 1.5 km
below the lunar surface. This simple technique detects, stores,
and analyzes the return signal from a pulsed VHF transmission
that penetrates the surface before reflection. The system
baselincd for the orbiting platform is based on Apollo s3,,'stems
and Shuttle-based SIR-A and SIR-B .systems. This technique can
be used to detect subsurface structures and formations, gh'ing
geologists a three-dimensional picture of the Moon. Subsurface
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ORBITS
The Moon's low mass and lack of an atmosphere make it
a vet3, attractive b(_ly for remote-sensing orbiters. The Moon's
mass is small, about 1/80 that of Earth, hence, most orbits
about the Moon arc generally low in energy relative to
equi_-alcnt orbits about the Earth. This property substantially
reduces propellant requirements for lunar orbiting satellites.
The range of IX)ssiblc orbital altitudes about the Moon is also
attractive. Since the Moon d(x:s not possess an atmosphere,
orbital altitudes and lifetimes art" limited only by tolx)graphy
and lunar gravitational perturbations.
ORBITAL COVERAGE
The platforms's ability to change orbital parameters is
important to achkMng the desired mission versatility. To
optimize the relationship between surface coverage and
mission requircments, a x_riety of orbits is required. These
orbits may vat T in altitude, eccentricity, and inclination. Each
Equator
N
Polar Orblts
High Inc]inatlon Orbits
_ Equatorial Orbits
5
Fig. 6. Regional Coverage _. Orbit Inclination
mapping can lead to the location of subsurface mineral and
ore deposits formed by early lunar volcanic and geologic
activity 2.
By correlating subsurface maps with data from other remote-
sensing instruments, a greater understanding of the I(K'al
geoI(_2¢ and geochemistry can be obtained _.
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instrument package will require an orbit tailored to its specific
need and the platform must be capable of a wide variety of
orbits. Several classes of orbital coverage are considered:
optimal global surface coverage at moderate to low resolution,
regional coverage at moderate to high resolution, and very
high-resolution, site-specific coverage. Orbital parameters
dictate the type of surface coverage obtained, and by varying
orbital inclination, eccentricity, and periapsis, various remote-
sensing mission objectives can be realized.
Orbit inclination strongly influences the quality of regional
surface coverage. Figure 6 illustrates the effect of various orbit
inclinations on local coverage. In general, viewing is most
complete at the lunar latitudes corresponding to the orbit
inclination angle. Viewing of the entire lunar surface is offered
only" by polar orbits but this advantage is offset by sparse
coverage at low latitude regions where ,successive orbit tracks
are far apart. Reducing orbit inclination from 90 ° improves the
coverage at low latitudes and equatorial regions but this
completely eliminates polar coverage. Low inclination orbits
are consequently best suited to high-resolution, site-specific
coverage at low-latitude regions and polar orbits are best
suited to lower-resolution, global coverage and high-resolution
coverage of the polar regions.
Orbital altitude exerts a strong influence on instrument
resolution. High altitudes decrease optical resolution and
increase instrument dwelltime while low-altitude orbits
increase resolution and decrease dwelitime. Higher orbital
velocities, which are directly coupled to low altitudes, decrease
the amount of time available for instruments to sense the
surface. For reasonably small altitude differences, dwclltime is
not a significant factor as lunar orbits exhibit small changes
in orbital velocity with changes in orbital "altitude. Orbit
altitude selection is therefore a primary function of instrument
optical resolution, viewing needs, and orbital stability
considerations.
ORBrrAL STABILITY
Mission objectives require orbits stable enough to permit
orbital maintenance with a reasonable amount of maneuvering
but low enough for good instrument resolution. Due to the
Moon's anomalous gravity field, the stability of lunar orbits
appears to Ix- a direct function of altitude and inclination.
Experience from earlier lunar flights and known lunar
gravitational harmonics indicates that polar orbital inclinations
and low-altitude orbits are unstable• Exactly polar orbits
exhibit a rapid rise in eccentricity, lowering periapsis, and
leading to impact into the lunar surface• Large lunar
gravitational anomalies are known to exist but the overall
gravity field and its effect on low-altitude orbit stability is
poorly known. Numerical simulations of lunar orbits, based on
low-order spherical harmonics, suggest a pattern of rising
eccentricity on polar orbits I i and of oscillating eccentricity on
equatorial orbits 12. Present estimates of a 100-km polar-orbit
lifetime before periapsis crash are 9 months.
The net effect of orbital instabilities is to increase propellant
use for orbital sustenance. General avoidance of very low
altitudes and certain inclinations can partially negate stability
problems. Estimates of lunar gravity harmonics indicates stable,
near-polar orbits may be available. These are the so-called
"frozen" orbits 7. This fairy of slightly eccentric orbits has the
periapsis fixed near the Moon's south pole and may remain
stable for up to two years 13.
STRATEGIES
Several surface-coverage strategies are made possible by
simply varying the orbital altitude (e.g., large regions at low
resolution, small regions at high resolution, and global
coverage at moderate to high resolution). Global coverage at
moderate resolution can be achieved through the use of a lO0-
km polar orbit such a_s that planned with the LGO mission.
Higher altitudes reduce the resolution obtained but increase
the instruments' field of view thus allowing the equatorial
regions to be more adequately viewed. Complete surface
coverage from a polar orbit can be obtained in 27 days.
A highly elliptical orbit with a low periapsis over the region
of interest gives a high-resolution sensing opporttmity without
the stability problems caused by strong lunar gravity anomalies
that are associated with low, circular orbits. Since a small
fraction of the orbit is spent at low altitudes, the net effect
is to provide a low-altitude sensing opportunity while
maintaining a higher average orbital altitude. The drawback to
this method is the small region of coverage that accumulates
under the periapsis. The highly eccentric orbit is also capable
Fig. 8. AV Requirements for Orbit Plane Changes
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Fig. 9. Propellant Requirements for Plane Changes
of giving low-resolution, large-regional coverage on the
apoapsis side with a smaller AV requirement than is associated
with an equivalent transfer to a high circular orbit. The
elliptical orbit offers a variety of surface-coverage opportunities,
and by properly choosing periapsis latitude and orbit
eccentricity, a significant variation in surface coverage can be
obtained in one orbit.
A possibility exists for high-resolution global coverage by
using a highly eccentric orbit and periodically shifting the
latitude of periapsis. Figure 7 illustrates this concept. Since the
orbit precession is small, the orbit tan be considered to be
fixed in space while the Moon rotates under it. B3' rotating
the orbit line of apsides at appropriate interwals, enough to
allow high-resolution coverage under the periapsis to
accumulate, the entire lunar surface can be viewed from a low
"altitude without severe orbital stability problems.
AV REQUIREMENTS
Figure 8 displays velocity requirements for plane changes of
various lunar orbits 14. Figure 9 displays propellant require-
ments for the plane changes shown in Figure 8. The AV
requirements are based on velocity change occurring at the
high altitude aposelene where the maneuver is most efficient.
With the platform AV capacity of 1.5 kin/s, plane changes
greater than 50 ° are possible with most lunar orbits and an
orbital plane rotation of 90 ° is possible with highly elliptical
or high-altitude orbits.
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Fig. 10. AV Requirements for Coplanar Orbit Changes
Figure 10 plots AV requirements for coplanar orbit changes.
An initial 25-kin circular orbit is used to compute AV
requirements to both circular orbits and elliptical orbits with
a 25-km periapsis, since a 25-km circular orbit is the a._sumed
servicing location. Transfer from a 25-kin circular orbit to a
2000-kin circular orbit requires a modest 500 m/s AV, and an
eccentric orbit with a 2000-kin apoapsis requires only 300 m/s
AV. Computing propulsion requirements with a specific
impulse of 300 s translates into propellant burns of 100 kg
and 40 kg, respectively. With such small maneuvering
requirements, many platform orbital changes and adjustments
are possible in one mKsion.
Rotation of the line of apsides can be accomplished in _,o
_,s: _ccessive Hohmann transfers or a direct periapsis
vek,city direction change followed by an orbital eccentricity
correction maneuver. The successive Hohmann transfer
methtM invokes a maneuver to circularize the eccentric orbit
to a low circular orbit and another maneuver to locate the
new periapsis and correct orbital energy. It is believed that
this method is the most efficient, particularly for large apsidal
rotations. The AV requirements can be deduced from Fig. 10.
PROPELLANT CONSIDERATIONS
The LOP mi,_sion strategy is centered around three goals:
low operating cost, minimum Earth support, and provision tff
a versatile orbiting platform for lunar science, exploration, and
prospecting missions. Since a primary operating expense of the
LOP is likely to be propellant cost, this can be substantially
reduced through the use tff lunar-derived fuels that do not
require costly transport out of Earth's gravity well. Use of lunar-
derived fuels also helps to minimize Earth support
requirements.
MINERAL AND ELEMENT CONCENTRATIONS
Lunar minerals that show the most promise for lunar
propellant production are olivine [(Mg, Fe)2SiO4], pyroxene
[(Ca,Mg,Fe)SiO3], and ilmenite (FeTiO3). Olivine and
pyroxene occur in concentrations of up to 60% and ilmenite
in concentrations of up to 20% t5. These minerals arc
particularly promising for oxTgen production.
Since the Moon is primarily composed of oxygen, it becomes
an obviotLs choice for a bipropellant oxidizer. Ox}_gen can be
easily extracted from lunar minerals by man}, chemical and
thermal processes. The critical element of a lunar-derived
propellant is thus the fuel. Hydrogen is an excellent fuel when
used with oxygen but its lunar concentrations are sorely
lacking. Other lunar-derived propellant possibilities include,
hut are not limited to, silane (SiH_/Oz) , AICa/O2, AI/O2,
AICalVlg/O2, Ca/Oz, and lunar soil/Oz.
In theory, silane should perform well but has never been
used in practice. Silane's primary advantages are its lunar-
derk'ed silicon, its high .specific impulse (360 s), its thermal
stability for regenerative cooling, and its high boiling
temperature. Silane production from lunar materials, however,
is quite slow due to its reliance on MgO in the production
process t6.
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I.iquid hydrogen/liquid oxygen (LHa/LOX) gives the best
performance of the propellants but production of hydrogen
from lunar soils is time intensive. Silane performs well but is
also time intensive. Aluminum and oxygen thus show the most
promi_ for lunar-derived fuels 17. Powdered aluminum, _ahen
u._d in combination with an Earth-imported binder and lunar-
derived oxygen, can provide upwards of a 300-s .specific
impulse 19.
Performance levels of Al/O 2 are approximately 80-90% that
of currcnt solid-grain propellants and LOX/RP-1. Peak
performance of 290 s with Ai/HPTB/O2 is obtained with a
mixture ratio of 0.5, i.e., with large amounts of excess oxygen.
This appears to be due to the predominance of metallic oxides
(in liquid form) and gaseous oxygen in the combustion
.,_ecies In.
THRUSTER PARAMETERS
The thruster is a hybrid design. A refuelable oxygen tank
is mounted in the center of the .spacecraft where it is insulated
and shaded to minimize cryogenic lxfil-off. The solid fuel
portion of the thruster mounts on the end of the orbiter and
is fully replaceable. The solid fuel, casing, injector, and nozzle
are replaced with a refueled version on orbit. The nozzle and "
comb_0stion chamber is regeneratively cooled for reusability.
CONCLUSIONS
The Moon is a b_y rich in natural resources and full of
intriguing .scientific questions, and it will most certainly play
a central role in the growth of near-Earth and deep space
ventures of the twenty-first century. The LOP mission is an
example of one way to eat'dog the Moon's natural resources
and to an_'er lunar _mience questions in parallel. In a realistic
planetary exploration program, this minion must compete
with other interesting planetary missions and therefore the
LOP must be as low cost and adaptable as possible. This
flexibility is reflected in the LOP's heaD' design emphasis on
modularity. The LOP mission can easily" be expanded to include
new technologies, and additional orbiters could be launched
into lunar orbit to provide a constellation of remote-_nsing
platforms. This design thus projects a broad range of
possibilities for continued lunar exploration in the next
century.
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KEY ABBREVIATIONS
CCM
ECL_
EPS
EVA
EVAM
GEO
(,NC
I_O
Ltl
1.02
MMU
O'l'v"
RCS
Crew Command Module
Em_ironmental Control and Life Support System
Electrical Power System
Extravehicular ActivitT
E_ M(_,lule
Gco_'nchronous Orbit
Guidance, Navigation, and Control
lx)w Earth Orbit
Liquid Hydrogen
Á.iquid Oxygen
Manned Manucwering Unit
Orbit Transfer Vehicle
Reaction Control System
INTRODUCTION
For a low Earth orbit (LEO) to geo_nchronous orbit (GEO)
mission scenario, it can be shown that both a chemically-
propelled, acrobraked orbital transfer vehicle (OlXr), and a
high-thrust, nuclear OIV use approximately 50% le_ propel-
lant than a comparable, chemical OTV. At the University of
Virginia, two teams worked on designs for the_- t3T_es of OTVs.
One group fi)rmed X_SR Inc. and worked on the aerobraked
OIX 7,which was named Project Orion. The other group, named
MOVERS, collaborated on the design fi)r the nuclear engine
OTV This report will briefly review the nature and specifics
of their work. This introduction will summarize each of them
propellant sTstems and their correst_mding cost savings. It will
alm_ highlight the strengths and weaknesses of each OTV
concept.
The cost _avings made possible with either the Project Orion
OTV or the MOVERS (/IV are significant as compared to a
traditional chemical engine OT_ 7 without aerobraking. For the
15,0OO-pound payload, roundtrip mission, the Project Orion
O'IX.' required 132,000 pounds of propellant, and the MOVERS
OTV 121,000 pounds. An O'IX.' which employed only a
chemical engine would require approximately 250,000 pounds
of propellant. If a launch cost of $2500/pound is assumed, the
propellant _ings made possible by using an aerobrake and
a chemical engine result in cost savings of $236 million. The
um of a high-thrust nuclear engine results in slightly greater
_tvings of $250 million.
An a_sessment of potential sa_ings is incomplete without
addreming the ;LSsociated development costs. Both aerobrakc
and high-thrust nuclear engine technologies are in approxi-
mately the .same stage of development and it is anticipated that
development costs wotfld be approximately equal.
Although both OTV concepts result in significant dollar
savings, there are nonetheless a number of important
distinctions between the two concepts.
The first distinction is a subtle one, and becomes apparent
by looking at the weight summaries of the two craft and the
propellant requirements for the LEO-GEO mission. In short,
the MO_TRS high-thrust nuclear OTV is designed to deliver
more dry mass to GEO at a smaller cost than the W_SR's
aerobraked, chemical OTV.. Indeed, the MOVERS vehicle
delivers an extra 21,100 pounds (or 9,510 pounds -after
accounting for the fact that the nuclear propulsion s3_stem
weighs 11,590 pounds more than the aerobraked, chemical
system) of dry mass to GEO and back to LEO using 4.9% le_s
propellant than WWSR's craft. Note that, in this case, "dry
mass" refers to the weight of the cargo as well as the entire
structure of the unfuelcd system.
The weight difference between the two propulsion s)._tems
is the crucial detail. A.s the dr), mass of the spacecraft increases,
the relative significance of the weight difference decreases,
making the nuclear OTV increasingly more efficient in its um
of propellant than the chemical OTV. For smaller spacecraft,
the weight difference in the propulsion _stems become
increasingly important, ttowever, when light cargo or unloaded
missions are considered, the chemical O'lX r Ix-comes more
efficient in its use of propellant than the nuclear O1_:
Implicit in the precceding di_ussion is the assumption that
both types of OI'Ws can handle heavier payloads. The MOVEP_g
for example, could easily handle an Earth-Moon mission
w_ith a requirement to deliver and return an 80,O00-pound
payload by simply adding extra tankage along its boom The
addition of tankage to the Project Orion OTV is problematic.
Aerodynamic pas.ses require that the vehicle be compact, and
that the center of gravity be accurately known. This does not
mean that the Project Orion CfI%_ could not handle the larger
payloads. It wotfld just be much more difficult for such a
mission to be accomplished.
Although it may be more complicated to reconfigure the
Project Orion OTV to handle the heavier lunar payloads, the
demanding requirements of aerobraking do give the craft the
structural integri_" to possibly handle a lunar landing. In lunar
orbit, the Project Orion OTV might simply replace its
aerobraking shield with orbiting lunar legs. This exciting
possibilit)' requires further remarch. In an), case, this is simply
not an option a_tilable to the MOVERS
Another important distinction between the two OTV
concepts has to do with the cn_"ironmcntal impacts. The
Project Orion OIX _is perfectly s_e to um in LEO and can easily
be dt_:ked at a space station. There arc, however, a number
of environmental concerns associated with the MOX,TRS OTV.
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The worst case .scenario would be a misfired thrust vector
which puts the craft on a trajectory into the Earth's
atmosphere. Such a menarto would require the destruction of
the reactor at high ahitude, and the incorporation of some sort
of escape module for the crew into the design of the (7I_ r.
The destruction of the reactor in LEO has been shown to be
._afc for the human poptflation on Earth. However, more
research is required to assess these risks better.
The MOVEP_q (yrv -also has difficulty in dot'king with the
space station. The approaches to the station have to be handled
carefully due to the residual gamma radiation being prtuauced
in the reactor. A preferred technique would be to dot-k the
O_' at a docking station and then ferry the crew to the space
station. It is important to note that such a docking station is
currently being considered for even the chemicM spacecraft
that are intended to dock with the space station. However,
even if the problem of residual radiation could be managed
somehow, the size of MOVERS OTV might pose a threat to
the orbital stability of the Space Station if it were to hard dock.
Because of the radiation and stability problems that the
MOVERS OTV could cause for the Space Station, Project
Orion's ¢OTV would perhaps be more suited for mi&sions where
hard docking to the Space Station would be required.
Before a nuclear-powered OTV could be used, yet another
em'ironmental issue must be dealt with: the storage and
dispoml (ff spent reactor :Lssemblies. These simply cannot be
allowed to acenmulate in low Earth orbit. It may be possible
to reprocess the fuel, store in an orbit closer to the ,sun, or
to but 3 ' it on the Moon. In any case, this i_sue must be
addressed.
Finally, the last point of comparison between the MOVERS
OTV and the Project Orion has to do with stresses to which
the craft is exposed. The Project Orion OTV must endure the
high temperatures and the aerodynamic forces associated with
an aerohraking pass at very high Mach numbers, and this may
limit the design life of the spacecraft.
Clearly, each type of craft has both strengths and weaknesses.
P_)th offer potential for enormous cost _vings. It should also
be emphasized that neither technology is mutually exclusive.
Indeed, for more ambitious, manned mi.ssions into the solar
system, both technologies could be used together to achieve
enormous propellant savings. In fact, tho_ savings could make
_ch exciting missions po_ible.
In the following two sections of this report, there are
.summaries of the designs for WWSR's and MOVERS' OTVs.
These summaries contain design specifications for each vehicle
that were completed as of June 11, 1988. A more detailed
anal)_is of these systems can be found in the final reports
submitted by WWSR and MOVERS. (A copy of the final project
report can be obtained from Universities Space Research
Association, 17225 E! Camino Real, Suite 450, Houston, Texas
77058.)
PROJECT ORION
The goal of the Project Orion team was to submit a propo_!
for a chemically propelled, manned, orbital transfer vehicle
(OTV) that would mcct the criteria set forth 13)' the National
Commission on Space in t_'oneertng the Space Pamtier (1986).
The OTV will consist of modular components and be capable
of transporting a crew of three and a 12-ton payload between
the Space Station and geos}ltchronous orbit (Fig. 1 ).
Mission Requirements
Mission Objectives. The OTV will leave the ,Choace Station
carD4ng components for an experiment _sembly (payload,
15,000 Ibm). Such an assembly may be used for space defense
initiative (SDI) testing, but of course any payload is possible.
The OTV will -also card _ provisions for a full crew of 3 for a
7May mission. Fk-c days on .station will be anticipated for
carrying out the experiments. Upon completion of the
experiments, the O'I_ _ will return with the assembly to the
Space Station.
MtsMon Profile. Follo_4ng .separation from the Space
Station and subsequent systems checkout, the OTV performs
a phasing-orbit injection burn (PIB). The phasing orbit is
designed to bring the CffV to the transfer-orbit injection point
at the proper time ,so it will arrive at the correct location in
GEO. The transfer injection burn places the OTV in an
approximate Hohmann elliptical transfer to GEO, which lasts
approximately five hours. FoUov,4ng circularization and a plane-
change burn at GEO, the OTV can remain on station for five
days to complete the required experiments.
After the experiments are completed, an injection burn
places the OTV in a GEO-LEO transfer orbit that will take it
through the Earth's atmosphere+ The first aerobraking pass,
dipping the OTV to a height of 85 km alx)ve the Earth, lasts
only five minutes and leaves the vehicle in an intermediate
orbit. Based on the results of the first pass, correction burns
take the OTV through the atmosphere a second time. This time
the maneuver lasts "about 11 minutes and places the OTV in
an orbit that can be circularized at LEO by a small propulsive
burn.
Configuration. This mission wi!1 require the use of 6 sets
of propellant tanks containing LOz, and LH2, E*vXM, and CCM.
Weight Estimates
System Weight (Ibm)
Dry _ight:
ECIZxS 2,500
Fucl Tanks and Supporting _ructure 3,(/o0
Engine System 1,050
CCM, EVAM, and Components 13,260
Aerobrakc 2,800
Electronics 980
EPS 1,730
RCS 3,250
MMU 1280
Crew 510
Total 31,125
Wet Weight (15,(XX) pouml paylt+t_, LEC#GEO Option):
Propellant 132,000
( 127474 Ibm umd
4526 Ibm resx,rvc)
Payload 15,000
Total 178,125
i1111111111
EVA _dula EYA_I)
L02 (CO_}
3'7. ft
p..L._00" _,nU£a*a
Fig. 1. Orion (YI_ _ Configuration
Design
To complete the above minion, as well ;is our "worst case
scenario" (see Project Orion's final report), several systems
needed to be integrated. Each posed unique problems. The
aerohrake required that the OTV be compact and symmetrical.
The chemical propulsion .system required that the OTV be
lightweight. Being able to support manned-missions required
redundant fails',ffe systems. Major trade-offs were demanded
between redundancy and weight in order to maximize
performance. What follows is a brief de_ription of some of
the primary .,_stems of the
Aerobrake. Thc design of the Ol_ is based on a raked
spherc cone configuration (Fig. 2). This design has a blunt
nose configuration, similar to but not the same as the Aixfllo
space capsule. ,Several /:actors led to the selection of the
configuration. The most important is its low ballistic coefficient
(10 lb/ft 2) which makes it ideal for high-altitude maneuvering
where heating effects are small.
The aerobrake is 50 ft in diameter. This provides a cone of
protection from atmospheric heating large enough to envelope
the OTV and payload full},. The structure consists of aircraft-
type-aluminum skin, stringer, rib, and frame construction. The
skin is covercd with high-temperature, reusable, .surface
insulation similar to that u._d on the Space Shuttle. This
m_terial consists of sintered silic_ fibers reirdorced w4th si//con
fibers, bonded to the skin with a thin layer of RTV-560 adhesive
and NOMEX felt pad.
Control during the aerobraking maneuver is assured by the
asTmmetrical design of the airbrake, thus rotation of the OTV
by firing the RCS system results in a time-averaged lift to drag
ratio. Also, propellants are pumped between tanks to achitwe
a predetermined position for the center of gravity before
entering the atmosphere. Calculations by the design team have
shown that two passes through the atmosphere will be
octets3" to minimize heating effects and to ensure safety by
allowing intermediate correction maneuvers.
Engine System. The propulsion system selected by the
Project Orion team was the RI:IO0 engine currently being
designed by Pratt & Whitney. Two engines were deemed
necessat3' to provide redundancy. Using two engines ensures
a reliability of 99.6% over an expected lifespan of 25 missions.
The RUIO0 was selected over other engines because of its high
reliability, high thrust, and low weight. The RL-IO0 uses LH2
for its fuel and LOX for its oxidizer. Suspending metallic
"aluminum in the hydrogen will boost the .specific impulse of
the system to 502 seconds and thus lower propellant
requirements. The total expected thrust of the system is
15,000 Ibs. Even ff one engine should fail during the mission,
the other engine will have ample thrust to return the OTV to
the Space Station. The engines nozzles will be extended
through the aerobrake during firing. During aerobraking the
nozzles will be retracted so that the)' are flush with the
aerobrake.
The fuel system consists of six pairs of ,spherical 2029
aluminum alloy tanks containing LOX and LH 2. The LOX tanks
are 8.4ft in diameter and hold 18856 lbs LOX; LH 2 tanks are
11.6 ft in diameter and hold 3144 ibs LH 2. The tanks are
pressurized to 7 psi in order to reduce structural loading. Pairs
of tanks can easily be disconnected from the structure so that
extra weight can be eliminated for missions that do not require
maximum propellant. Two main pumps feed propellant to the
engines. Six auxiliary pumps are used to control the c.g. of
the OTV. Bleedoff from the tanks is used for tank pressurization,
EPS, and ECLSS.
CCM and EVAM. The modules are semimonocoque 2090-
aluminum structures stiffened with ring frames and skin
stringers. The CCM, which is 22 ft long and 12 ft wide,
contains various control, power, and life-support systems, as
well as crew quarters for three people. The cabin will be
pressurized to 14.7 psia with a mixture of nitrogen and oxygen
similar to Earth's atmosphere. The EVAM, which is 8 ft long
and 10 ft wide, will house two MMUs and tools needed for
various missions. It will be evacuated at all times but contains
an airlock which allows access to the CCM and to .space. A
robot arm similar to the one used on the Space Shuttle and
a satellite berthing ring are externally mounted to the EVAM
for satellite servicing.
JWffHfl ! ! 11 II ! !1111/11_
_lb /_mta _ tml i
Fig. 2. The Rake .e_hcrc-Conc Aerobrakc
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Power, Control and Life-Support Systems. Most of
these sTstems will be similar to those used on the Space
Shuttle. The EPS mill consist of two hydrogen-oxygen fuel cells
and one bipolar nickel-hydrogen batter 3, for backup. ECLSS
consists of an atmospheric revitalization s3.,stem , freon/water-
cooled thermal control sTstem, and appropriate systems for
food preparation and hygiene. GNC _ill utilize the planned
Global Positioning S_tem as well as onboard systems. RCS
consists of 36 hydrazine-fueled jets placed in 8 stations. Data
management will be controlled by three IBM 1750A avionic
system computers.
Cost Estimates
The estimated cost to construct and dq31oy the first OTV
is $1.09 billion. For construction and subsystem components
$800 million will Ix" needed. Re,arch and dtwelopment will
require $250 million. Most of this amount will be needed for
developing the aerobrake and software for the computer
system. Transporting the OTV on the Space Shuttle and
deploying it at the Space Station will require $40 million.
Conclusions and Recommendations
There is still a considerable amount of research that needs
to be completed before the Project Orion team will be fully
content with its design. The currem dcsign consists of modular
components--propellant tanks, CCM, E_XM, and engines--and
can easily be adapted for many missions other than the one
illustrated in this summar3'. The Projcct Orion team feels
confident that with a few minor changes the 07%" could be
used for lunar missions. Possible mimions include retrieving a
payload in orbit or landing on the Moon. The possibility of
Project Orion's OTV being capable of completing such
ambitious missions truly makes it a tr'ansfer vehicle for the 21st
centur)_.
THE MOVERS ORBITAL TRANSFER VEHICLE
The objective of the MOVERS design team was to explore
the potential of a high-thrust, nuclear, orbital tranffcr vehicle.
The following criteria were used in the design of the OTV.
The CH_' must be capable of delivering a 15,000-pound
payload to GEO from lEO. The craft must be able to sustain
a crew of three for seven da3_ , and support extra-vehicular
actMties (EVA). The basic spacecraft, moreover, should be
)
i
36" .......
Fig. 3. MO\T.RS OTV Design Configuration
adaptable to Earth-Moon missions with payloads a.s large as
80,000 pounds.
Basic OTV Configuration
Figure 3 is a diagram of the configuration for the MOVERS
O'I_: Looking from right to left, the configuration includes the
satellite-selMcing system, the command mt_,lulc, the living-
quarters module, the eight propellant tanks, the reactor shield,
the high-thrust nuclear engine, and the exhaust nozzle.
Weight Estimates for MO_T.RS OTV
Subs),'stcm Weight (Ibm)
lh 3, Wcqght
Habitation Modtdc Interior (bulkheatts, galley, etc.) 3,000
Command M(Kltlle Interior (panels, chairs, etc.) 800
Power S_tcms and ECL%q 4,000
Reaction Control System 1,041
Avionics and Rendezvotts Equipment 1,039
Satclllite _rving (propellant and H:trdware) 7,_)0
Nuclear Rt_actor and Engine 4,000
Reactor Shielding 8,500
Radiation Shielding and Skin 19,875
Tankage 6,(_30
Total 56,775
Propellant
Wet Wt4ght (no paylo_ul, LEO-GEO option):
93,293
Total 150,068
Wet Wtqght ( 15,0(>0 lxmml payload, LEO-GEO option):
Protx'tlant 121,184
Payload 1%000
Total 192,959
Description of OTV Subsystems
In designing the OTV, the MO_,T.1Lq design team studied the
following suhsystems extensively: avionics, crew _-stcms,
electrical power sTstems, environmental-control and lifc-
sup[x)rt sTstcms, na,dgation and orbital maneuvers, propulsion
systems, reaction-control systems, servicing systems, and
structures. Considerable tradc-offs were encountered in
preparing the design. This _'ction briefly outlines the _u'ious
systems that were ultimately chomn for the MOVERS OTV.
Avionics. State-of-the-art equipment, Ix)th hardware and
software, was chosen for the OTV. New ligatures of the
computer system inclnde bubble memor3' and elcctrolumines-
cent screens, while all .software will make u.se of the Ada
programming language.
Crew Systems. The crew compartment yeas designed to
maximize privacy and minimize crowding and sensor3"
deprivation. The command module will house all of the
command and control modules, as well _s the s'paccsuits and
other equipment needed for EVA operations.
Electrical Pou_r and Em_ronmental Control and Life
Support. A chemical power-production sTstem was thorn
to pro_4de power for the (_V. It u,ses two hydn)gen-oxygcn
fucl cells to produce the electrical power needed by the
spacecraft. The environmental control and lift- support sTstcm
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is integrated with OTV's power production system. The craft
will operate with a partially closed .system. The system receives
water, which is produced in the operation of the fuel cells,
and regenerates w_aste carbon dioxide into elements which can
be used again in the OTV's atmosphere.
Navtgattor_ The OTV employs a combination of reliable
instruments from the Space Shuttle .such as IMIYs and star
trackers, and recently developed state-of-the-art equipment
such ms a Global Positioning System (GPS) processor/receiver,
and a laser docking sTstem. In addition, a maneuver, termed
the PIB maneuver, was devised to make it much easier to
rendezvous with _tellites in GEO.
Propulsion. The MOVERS elected to employ nuclear
power on the OI'V in order to study the potential of this
exciting new propulsion technok_,y. A high-thrust, Nuclear
Engine for Rocket Vehicle Application (NERVA) derivative
engine was chosen. The engine, including the neutron/gamma
shield, weighs 12,500 pounds, has a specific impulse of 880
seconds, and can deliver 30,000 pounds of thrust. For the LEO
to GEO mission, these engines result in significant propellant
savings over traditional chemical engines, and were also found
to be very competitive with proposed, aerobraked, chemical
systems. Environmental analysis indicated that the problems of
catastrophic failures and of diffusion of radioactive particles
though the fuel rods in low Earth orbits do not pose significant
health hazards to the human population on Earth.
Reaction Control System (RCS). A supercritical hydro-
gen/oxygen RCS was chosen for the _ This system has a
specific impulse of 410 seconds, which gave it the lowest wet
mass of all the RCS systems considered for the OTV. This was
an important design criterion given that the OTWs large
moments of inertia mean that considerable RCS thrusting is
necessary to obtain desired rotations and translations. The
system was also chosen because the propellants are the same
gases which are used in the fuel cells, thus minimizing the
number of fluids that must be stored at the space station and
on the OTV.
Tankage. The optimum configuration of propellant tanks
for the OTV was four cylindrical and four spherical aluminum
tanks. The tanks were made out of aluminum because
alternative composite materials would tend to delaminate
when exposed to the reactor's radiation and the ambient
background radiation of space. The cylindrical shape was
chosen because it maximizes the amount of propellant that can
be transported to the space station within the Shuttle's cargo
bay. Additionally, all tanks are shielded by the radiation shield.
This is important because it minimizes cryogenic heating, and
thus cryogenic boiloff.
Satellite Servicing. Three types of satellite-servicing
missions were identified: resupply of expendables such as
attitude-control system propellants and water; replacement of
failed elements; and the upgrading of spacecraft systems to
incorporate advances in technology. To capture satellites, a
remote manipulating system (RMS) has been incorporated into
the OTV design. A manned maneuvering unit is also included
onboard the _ The satellite-servicing station includes a
berthing .system to facilitate the changeout of defective or
obsolete satellite parts, and to provide for fluid resupply.
Structures. The exterior skin of the OTV is an aluminum
alloy. A thickness of 5 g/cm 2 provides sufficient protection
against background radiation. In the event of a sudden solar
flare, the OlV will be oriented so that the radiation shield will
protect the crew from the flare.
Sample Mission: April 24, 1996, Telstar Satellite Repair
The OTV and crew are called upon to service a failing Telstar
satellite. After preparing the OTV for departure, the crew
performs a phasing-orbit injection burn (PIB). This is used to
position the OTV so that when it returns to its initial position
it is correctly aligned to rendezvous with the target satellite
in GEO. The dry mass of the OTV at the time of the first burn
is 50,300 pounds, and 84,926 pounds of propellant are
onboard to complete the roundtrip, tip to 2 hours and 11
minutes are required to complete the alignment orbit. When
the OIV returns to the initial departure point, a second transfer
burn is performed to place the OTV into an approximate
Hohmann transfer for rendezvous. The time of flight for this
Hohmann transfer orbit is 5 hours and 16 minutes. Once the
OTV reaches its destination, a third circularization and plane-
change burn is performed to put it into the same orbit as the
Telstar satellite. At this point, 4.5 days of servicing begins.
To return to the Space Station the above sequence is
essentially repeated in reverse. A deceleration and plane-
change burn is initiated to put the spacecraft into an
approximate Hohmann transfer orbit. Time of flight is again
5 hours and 16 minutes. Once the OTV reaches perigee,
another burn is performed to put the craft into an alignment
orbit. The time of flight for the alignment orbit is 1 hour and
43 minutes and the OTV returns to the point where the second
burn was performed, just as the Space Station gets there. A
third deceleration burn is then performed to put the orv into
the Space Station's orbit. The total mission time is 5 days, 2
hours and 29 minutes.
Cost of an OTV
To develop and build the first nuclear _ $5.09 billion will
be necessary. In addition, it will cost $101 million to deliver
the craft to the space station assuming a hunch cost of $2000/
pound.
Conduslons
This report has outlined the basic components of the
MOVERS design team's orbital transfer vehicle. A significant
aspect of this research is that it indicated that high-thrust,
nuclear propulsion may be appropriate for OTV applications,
and that further research is warranted.
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SPACE-BASED LASER-POWERED ORBITAL TRANSFER VEHICLE
(VROSECrSUCK) N 9 0 0
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The project SIJCK (.Space Iaser Interorbital Cargo Kite) involves conceptual designs of reusable space-
based laser-powered orbital transfer vehicles (LOTV) for ferrying 16,000 kg cargo primarily between low
Earth orbit (LEO) and get-xsynchronous earth orbit (GEO). The power to LOTV is beamed by a single
32-MW solar-pumped iodide l_ orbiting the Earth at an altitude of one Earth radius. The laser engine
.selected for the LOTV is tya.sed on a continuous-wave, steady-state propulsion scheme and uses an array
of seven discrete plasmas in a flow of hydrogen propellant. Both all-propulsive and aerobraked LOTV
configurations were anal)xed and developed. The all-propulsive vehicle uses a rigid 11.5-m aperture
primary mirror and its engine produces a thrust of 2000 N at a specific impulse of 1500 sec. For the
LEO-to-GEO trip, the payt_md ratio, mp_,_/(mpmpettan t + m_ ,_hide) = 1.19 and the trip time is about
6 da).'s. The aerobraked version uses a lightweight, retractable wrapped-rib primary mirror which is folded
for aerobraking, and a 20-m-diameter inflatable-ballute aeroshield which is jettisoned after aeromaneuver.
LifetTcle cost analysis shows that the aerobrakcd configuration may have an economic advantage over
the all-propulsive configuration as long as the cost of launching the propellant to LEO is higher than
about $500/kg in current dollars.
MISSION SPECIFICATIONS/REQUIREMENTS
The concept of the space-based LOTV is based on placing
the propulsion-power source in an orbit independent of the
vehicle. For the SLICK project, the power source is a direct
solar-pumped iodide laser (1.315 _m) orbiting at an altitude
of one Earth radius and zero inclination. The 32-MW laser
beam is transmitted by a 30-m aperture and is captured by
the IEYlX' onboard optics and focused inside a thrust chamber.
Within the chamber, the laser energy is converted int0 the_al
energy of the flowing propeIIant to prcx]uce thrust.
Two basic mission scenarios concerned with cargo transpor-
tation have been adopted for the project. In the first scenario,
an all-propulsive LOI'V transfers payloads between the 28.5 °
LEO and an equatorial geostationary orbit. For the second
_enario, the LOTV shuttling between LEO and GEO uses
aerobraking on the downleg to LEO to reduce AV and
propellant mass. Both scenarios assume that the Laser Power
Station (LPS) consists of either (a) a single 32-MW laser, or
(b) one laser and two laser transmitter relays to eliminate
constraints due to line-of-sight between the laser and LOTV,,
or (c) one laser, one laser transmitter relay, and one relay
equipped with both laser transmitter mirror and solar
collector-transmitter. S}_tem (c) ensures that the LOTVs are
always illuminated, even when the laser is in Earth shadow.
The LOTVs are designed to function with any of the three LPS
systems.
Mission models assume a 16,000 kg payload transfer from
LEO to GEO and either 16,000 kg (all-return option)i3_O
kg (standard option), or 1,600 kg (minimum-return optGn)
payload transfer from GEO to LEO. ALso, it has [x_efi _sta_b][SK_d
that a one-way trip duration should be no longer than twO: or
three weeks. While the project has focu._d on the LEO/GEO
transportation, an additional scenario concerned with cargo
transportation between LEO and log' lunar orbit (LLO) at i00-
km altitude h:ts al_) been considered. This scenario a._st//_es
a second nuclear-pumped laser placed on the lunar surface.
The hmar LOTV u_s aerobraking on its return to LEO and
has an option of supplementing the laser engine with low-
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thrust chemical (LH2/LOX) rockets for the trans-lunar and/or
trans-earth injection.
The basic laser engine to be used for all scenarios has the
following key characteristics: the propellant is hydrogen; thrust
= 2000 N; specific impulse -- 1500 sec; and thermal conversion
efficiency = 50%. These values have been established from the
continuous-wave thruster relation:
Ptas*r = TI_p go/2_ where Ptaser = laser power and g, =
acceleration of Earth gravity, and from assessment of results
and recommendations found in recent studies of laser
propulsion.
Throughout the design process, a technology level projected
for 2000-2010 has been generally assumed and the following
criteria have been given high priority: (a) maximize the
payload-to-propellant mass ratio; (b) provide maximum
reusability of the IL)'IY; and (c) provide flexibility in terms
of payload and propellant capacities.
ORBITAL DYNAMICS
The orbital dynamics of the LOTV has been calculated from
Lagrange's planetary equations, modified by changing the
independent variable from time to true anomaly. Time is
calculated as a function of the eccentric anomaly. For the low
thrust-to-weight ratio of the LOTV, a multiple impulse trajectory
is required and the AV required depends on the thrusting
duration. For transfers between LEO and GEO, the most
advantageous trajectory of the LOTV features a sequence of
near-elliptic orbits with multiple firings first near perigee
p6ffits andthen near apogee'points (Fig. 1 ). Tradeoffs between
AV, transfer duration, and number of spirals have been
analyzed, and the optimal arc angles from start-to-stop firing
have been determined to be approximately 120 ° for perigee
thrusting, 90 ° for apogee thrusting, and 50 ° for plane change
at the nodes.
For the range of thrust-to-weight ratios pertinent to our
[L)TVs (5 × 10 .3 to 6 × 103), the AV required for LEO-to-
GEO trarLsfer is about 4.5 km/s.
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Fig. 1. LEO-GEO Transfer
The return to LEO of the all-propulsive LOTV involves a
reversed sequence of near-eUiptical orbits. The return of the
aerobraked version, however, differs. Thrusting reduces perigee
of the orbit until it lies within the fringes of the Earth's
atmo_here. Friction forces due to atmospheric drag reduce
the ,speed of the vehicle, thereby lowering apogee. At this
point, only a reduced AV circularizing maneuver is required.
The acrobraldng will also complete the necessary plane change
to return to the orbital inclination of 28.5 ° .
Only initial, approximate calculations have been performed
for the lunar mission. The LEO-to-I£O transfer consists of
spiral-elliptical maneuvering into a high apogee (at 192,000 km
from Earth) elliptical orbit, a translunar injection (at the
median point between apogee and perigee) performed by two
low-thrust chemical thrusters, a 22.5 ° plane change, an I.LO
injection and circularization. On the return trip, the LOTE,
powered by the lunar laser, .spirals out and is aided by two
chemical thrusters in trans-Earth injection followed by
aerobraking maneuver and circularization. It is expected that
most of the 15,000 kg payload returned from Ii.O will contain
lunar-derived liquid oxygen.
CONFIGURATION
All-Propulsive LO1W
The all-propulsive configuration which emerged from initial
studies and a final selection process is shown schematically in
Fig. 2. Its major components are a hexagonal main truss
structure, the optical train and propulsion _._tem, pointing and
tracking .system, dynamics control system, and communication
system.
The main truss of the vehicle is an open structure made of
a boron/aluminum composite and titanium fittings. It houses
two liquid hydrogen tanks, a single liquid oxygen tank, the fuel
management/pump system, the control moment gyroseopes
(CMGs) electrical power sTstem, instrumentation, and the
variable optics mirror. The LOTV utilizes a detachable payload
,system. A payload mounting/docking apparatus is located on
the front face of the main hull. This apparatus is used to attach
the payload to the vehicle a_s well ms for docking with space
stations or refueling/service platforms. To allow for fuel tank
removal for major _rvicing, repair and/or replacement, xs well
ms for providing optional docking or payload attachment
mechanisms, the truss members on the front face of the hull
can be unlocked and removed.
The LOTV optics consist of the 11.5-m-aperture primary
mirror and three secondary mirrors. The primary and two
secondary mirrors are placed on a 14-m optical truss structure
which is mounted on a turntable allowing the system to rotate
thru 360 ° independently of vehicle orientation. The third
secondary mirror (employing adaptive optics) is mounted on
the main vehicle truss in a fixed position with respect to the
laser engine. Coupled with attitude and roll control of the
vehicle, the rotation of the optical truss allows laser beam
capture regardless of its incoming direction. The attitude and
roUing control of the vehicle is done primarily by the control
moment gyroscopes (CMG) located near the vehicle mass
center. The Reaction Control System (RCS) is composed of
Fig. 2. All-Propulsive LOTV
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four arrays of chemical thrusters (primary RCS) and fourteen
small magnetoplasma thrusters (.secondary RCS), all mounted
on the edges of the main truss structure. The system is used
to desaturatc CMGs, to pcrform any required trajectory
corrections or readjustments throughout the transfer and to
perform departing and docking manem, ers.
A continuous-wave laser propulsion ,scheme adopted for the
vehicle uses an array of discrete laser-sustained plasmas in a
steady flow of hydrogen propellant _. The plasmas are created
by an array of thrust chamber _4ndow lenses and the variable
optics mirror which .splits the incoming beam into seven
components and directs these components into the thrust
chamber. The thruster has a moveable nozzle with an external
gimbal ring and a ball-socket bearing to provide thrust
vectoring capability within 8 ° off the engine main axis. This
capability enables the vector thrust to line up with the vehicle
center of maxs.
The pointing and tracking .system is located at the end of
the optical truss which points toward the incoming laser beam.
It includes a low-powered, pulsed YAG laser (0.532 tam)
transmitter, a telescope and an optical sensor array. A similar
unit is assumed to be located on the LPS laser transmitter. Both
units can communicate with each other to control the rotation
of the optical truss as well as the pointing of the laser
transmitter. When both units are locked onto one another, very
fine tracking with an accuracy in the submicroradian range can
be performed.
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Fig. 3. Acrobrakcd LOTV
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Fig. 4. Aerobraked ILfI'V
Aerobraked LOTV
The aerobraked conligtwation is shown in Fig. 3. The main
truss structure has an equilateral-triangle cross-section which
accommodates the three-bag ballute arrangement. The
aerobrake system consists of a rigid cap designed to withstand
the stagnation conditions, three Nextel bags which, upon
inflation, protect the majority of the vehicle, inflation
mechanisms, deployment system and a support truss. Thc cap
and its support structure are designed to hold the ballute in
place, carry the forces developed during braking and to providc
a rigid hcatshield capable of withstanding thc stagnation
heating rates. The aluminum cap is covered with a rigid surface
insulation formed of small hexagonal tiles. Stored within the
cap structure are three spherical liquid nitrogen tanks and a
system of two-way pumps and valves which carry the nitrogen
into the ballute for inflation. Before aerobraking, the cap, with
the ballute bags folded around it are moved from their stored
position on the base of the vehicle into male-female locks at
the front of the vehicle; these locks are used for the detachable
payload during the LEO-to-GEO trip. (On a return trip to LEO,
a payload having a mass of 6,000 kg or less is stored in an
empty space behind the cap.) The aerobrake is moved on
tracks with a cable/puRey system and Nz jacks. After the
aerobrake is positioned, the bags are inflated to a 20-m
diameter and the vehicle is prepared for reentry (Fig. 4). The
2.5-ram-thick ballute is made of a Nextel-t3pe fabric (inner
surface), quartz felt insulation and Nicalon fabric (outer
surface). After the aeromaneuver, the ballute is jettisoned along
with the outer ring of tiles and the aluminum skirt around the
cap.
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The l 1.5-m-apcrture primary mirror is of a wrapped-fib
design vdaich allows for the mirror to be folded and retracted
for the duration of the aerobraking maneuver. The secondary
mirrors including the variable optics mirror are the ,same as
on the all-propulsive LOTV; however, their mounts and
.supporting tru_s structure allow for retraction and storability
for the aerobraking The laser engine is very similar to the one
used for the all-propulsive LOT_: The main difference is a lower
thrust ',-alue (1900 N) resulting from ,somewhat lower optical
quality and response of the wrapped-rib mirror as compared
to the rigid one.
The fuel tanks of the aerobraked LC/I'V are smaller which
reflects propellant savings due to aerobraking. The electrical
power _'stem is somewhat larger than that of the all-propulsive
LOTV to account for the power needs of the mechanisms
involved in folding, storing, retracting, and re-erecting of
several components. The systems of pointing and tracking,
Guidance, Navigation and Control (GNC), and Data Manage-
ment and Communication are similar for both aerobraked and
all-propulsive LOTVs.
Lunar Lorv
Only an aerobraked version of the lunar Ix'-)TV has been
investigated. Its general configuration is similar to the LEO/
GEO aerobraked vehicle. It uses a 30-m-diameter wrap-rib
primary mirror and a 33-m-diameter inflatable ballute
aerobrakc, For translunar insertion, the Iaser propulsion is
supplemented by two LI-I2/LOX chemicai thrusters which are
part of the reaction control system.
PROPULSION SYSTEM
The basic concept behind the LOTV is that the power for
the propulsion system is supplied by a source separate from
the LOTV itself. Since energy generation is remote and
independent of the vehicle, its propulskm unit can be very
lightweight and the .specific impulse can be raised significantly
above that of chemical systems. Actually, for cargo orbital
transfers, laser propulsion may represent an excellent
compromise between high-thrust, short transit-time .systems
that burn a lot of fuel (chemical OTV) and low-thrust systems
that burn little fuel but have very long transit times (electric
OTV). For many cargo mi._sions, increased trip-time during
transit can be readily accepted ms a price for significantly
reduced propellant needs.
The propulsion .system of the LOTV includes the optical
train, laser engine, and fuel siorage and delivery system. The
proposed optical system is similar to a true CzLs,_egrain and
contains an offcenter parabolic primary mirror and three
secondary mirrors (Fig. 5). From analysis of laser beam
transmission in _ace, small tracking errors, and maximum
LOTV-to-L_ distances during LEO/GEO transfers with a Single
laser in orbit, the maximum beam diameter incident on the
primary mirror was set at 11.5 m. Optimization studies
performed on a CAD/CAM sTstem led to selection of mirror
shapes, dimensions and focal length shown below:
INCIDENT BEAN DIAM. : I I .SN / .....................
BEA,_ DIAM. MIRROR 2-3_ .SN/_"
X-AXIS
"_-::22 ...................
Y-Axts .15M -2 ...... 2_
COF'_40N AXIS FOR NIRRORS I t, 2 ....... :- ..._'
HIRROR 4 HAS IT'S OWN AXIS SYSTEH
OPTICAL SYSTEM (]EOHETRY _LEO-GEO SCENARIOS_
Fig. 5. Optical System Geometry
Mirror Reflecting Shape/ ffvaluc
# Surface Minor Axis, m
I Concavc,off-ccnter Slightly 1.2
parabolic elliptical/11.5
2 Com_ex off-center Slightly 1.2
parabolic elliptical/1
3 Flat Elliptical/l
4 Seven slightly Elliptical/1 7.2
concave panels
The primary reflector of thc all-propulsive I.OTV consists of
a lightweight support frame upon which 19 hexagonal panels
are fixed. If the mirror is damaged, only a few panels will need
to be replaced. Each panel is fixed to a _pport structure at
three points for stability. A hontvcomb core is used for ,support
with composite facesheets for rigidity. The mirror surface has
reflective coating as well as a protective coating to reduce
degradation resulting from the lapser beam and environment.
The mirror mx_s per unit area is approximately 2.92 kg/m z.
The secondary mirrors tt_e a reflective surface which consists
of a multilayer dielectric coating applied to a substratc of fused
silica supported by a 7.62-era-thick honeycomb backing also
of fused silica. Dielectric coatings provide 99.5% reflectivity at
a wavelength of 1.315 /ma. High mirror reflectivity and limited
thrusting duration reduce a need to provide cooling of the
mirrors. The variable optics mirror, fixed to the vehicle main
tru_s, transforms the incident parallel beam into seven separate,
slightly converging beams entering the engine. This mirror
together with the engine window constitute a special feature
of the proposed LOTV.
For the primary mirror of the aerobraked ILTI'V, a _a'apped-
rib design has been chosen using a basic structure of the
reflector similar to an umbrella. It consists of a flexible material
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(polyester film-Mylar) stretched taut between graphite-epoxy
ribs which define the parabolic shape of the reflector. The ribs
can be wrapped around a small central hub making the stored
volume small enough to fit within the protection of the
aerobrake. Obviously, this s3.,stem does not have the optical
response and the life.span that the rigid system does. The
weight of the mirror is 200 kg. The mirror support arm is
foldable and its tip, which attaches to the hub of the mirror,
is able to rotate 120 ° to allow the hub to be slid alongside
the vehicle. The secondary mirrors of the aerobraking version
are the same in all details except that the mirrors #2 and #3
can be folded inside the optical truss for aerobraking
The laser engine consists of a laser-beam-to-hydrogen-
thermal-energy conversion chamber and a movable nozzle (Fig.
6). The conversion chamber is designed for an array of seven
discrete laser-sustained plasmas with peak temperatures of
approximately 17,000 K, corresponding to the maximum
ab_)rptivity of hydrogen to 1.315 #m radiation. The plasmas
are created by seven lenses in the front window of the
chamber. A multi-plasmas ._heme has a potential of higher
fractional absorption of the laser energy by the plasma than
a smgle-plasma .scheme. This may be related to the effect of
plasmas being in shadow of one another. Also, the performance
of individual, lower-power-level plasmas can be easily inferred
from current experimental studies. Finally, at high laser fluxes,
problems of the structural integrity of window lenses may be
le,_sened by using smaller lenses. The size and shape of the
conversion chamber are dictated by the window size allowin_
sustained operation of lenses at laser flux level of 2.5 × 10"
W/cm 2, plasma-front stability requirements, and an internal
wall reradiation pattern that would promote energy absorption.
In order to withstand the high chamber temperatures
encountered, a combination of (a) regenerative cooling, and
Fig. 6. kL_'r Engine
Table 1. Characteristics of the All-Propulsive LOTV
for LEO/GEO Transportation
Characteristic Standard AILRemm
Option Option
Proptasion:
Overall efficiency of the 92.5% 92.5%
optical train
Thermal conversion efficiency 50% 50%
Specific impulse 1500 sec 1500 sec
Propellant flow rate 0.136 kg/s 0.136 kg/s
Thrust 2000 N 2000 N
Masses:
Vehicle dry mass, M_ 3,855 kg 4,065 kg
LEO/GEO payload, Mpl_ 16,000 kg 16,000 kg
GEO/LEO payload, Mpl_ 5,000 kg 16,000 kg
Initial propellant at LEO (for round 14,000 kg 20,200 kg
trip, including RCS and reserve)
Overall initial mass 33,855 kg 40,265 kg
Performance:
LEO/GEO trip time 6.4 days 9 days
GEO/LEO trip time 5 days 7 days
LEO/GEO payload mass ratio,
Mpll / (Mpl + M_) 1.19 1.03
GEO/LEO payload mass ratio,
Mp|_/ (Mp, + M_) 0.69 1.38
(b) protection by means of reflective material .selection and
coatings is utilized. The liquid hydrogen is injected into the
chamber through six window injectors which vector the
hydrogen directly toward the plasmas. Gaseous hydrogen is
injected along the perimeter of the diameter wall just beneath
the window. This provides face cooling for the window and
a recirculatory mixing pattern for the hydrogen.
The movable nozzle will be equipped with a fully-cooled
ball-socket bearing, O-ring seals, and actuators-gimbal rings
system. Due to the very high temperatures of the engine,
gimballing the nozzle may be quite diflk'ult and will require
advances in high temperature materials.
The propellant feed s3_stem uses a turbopump system with
an electric motor to initiate the rotation of the pump until
the operational speed is achieved. The gaseous hydrogen from
the regenerative cooling system is used to drive the turbine.
The liquid hydrogen will be stored in two cylindrical tanks
with spherical endcaps. A 2 l-layer insulation scheme consisting
of double aluminized Mylar with silk net spacers vented to
outer _ace (to prevent convective heat transfer) is proposed
to limit the boiloff to less than 1% during a 12-day trip.
VEHICLE CHARACTERISTICS AND PERFORMANCE
Preliminary design and performance calculations included,
among others: (a) orbital mech_cs calculations (see Orbital
Dynamics section); (b) laser beam spread calculations based
on an approach used by Jones et al.2; (c) optical s),_tem
analysis and optimization using ray tracing techniques; (d)
thruster chamber estimates based on initial results obtained at
the University of Tennessee Space Institute and heat transfer
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Table 2. Characteristics of the Aerobraked LOTV
for I.EO/GEO Tran.w,ortation
Characteristic Standard All-Return
Option Option
Propld_io n:
Overall efficiency of the 87.9% 87.9%
optical train
Thermal conversion efficiency 50% 50%
Slx.cific Impulse 1500 sec 1500 sec
Propellant mass flow rate 0. i 29 kg/s O.129 kg/s
Thrust 1900 N 1900 N
,_Iasses:
Vehicle dry ma.ss at LEO, M_ 4843 kg 4971 kg
Vehicle dry mass at GEO, M_, 4317 kg 4445 kg
LEO/GEO payload, m#r 16,000 kg 16,0OO leg
GEO/LEO payload, Mol_ 5,000 kg 16,000 kg
Initial propellant at LEO 12,500 kg 16,400 kg
(for round trip, including
RCS and reserve)
Overall initial ma._s(LEO) 33,443 kg 37,37t kg
Performance:
LEO/GEO trip time 7.5 days
GEO/I$O trip time 1.5 days
LEO/GEO payIoad mass ratio, 1.1 1.0
MpV / (Me: + M_!)
GEO/LEO payload mass ratio, 0.79 1.83
Mpli / (Mp, + M_i)
and cooling analyses; (e) approximate nozzle flow calculations
obtained from the computer program NOTS (Naval Ordinance
Test Station); (f') liquid hydrogen tank insulation and boiloff
rate calculations; (g) mass and moments of inertia calculations;
(h) structural anal)_s obtained mostly from modified SASM
programs (Strnctural Analyses Software for Microcomputers)
and compiled for our urns; (i) aerobrake aerodynamics and
stability calculations based on 3-D Modified Newtonian theory;
(j) Aeromaneuver trajectory analysis and aerobrake heat
transfer at the stagnation point determined by POST code (at
NASA); (k) Heat transfer rate and temperature along the
ballute surface calculated from the laminar and turbulent
boundary3-1ayer equations coupled to the inviscid flowfield
solutions ; and (1) estimates of RCS and CMG characteristics
derived from the ma._s/moments of inertia values, roll rates of
the vehicle, slew rates of the optical train system and
a._sumptions on CMG desaturization and docking maneuvers.
The main characteristics of the LEO/GEO all-propulsive and
aerobraked LOTVs are listed in Tables 1 and 2, respectively.
SPECIAL FEATURF_
Mirror #4 of the optical train converts the vertical parallel
laser beam into seven horizontal, slightly converging beams
that enter the len._s of the engine (Fig. 7). This requires that
the mirror be. subdivided into sm'en parabolic facets. Each of
the seven beams is required to have intensity distribution
within certain limits permitting the correslxmding engine lens
to produce proper focusing on the plasma and at the .same
time preventing overheating of the non-transparent lattice
joints between the lenms. To ensure proper focusing and to
correct beam deviations due to structural deformations and
fluctuations, the individual mirror facets have .some measure
of adaptability. Each facet is controlled by linear actuators
which _ry the position of the facet by rotating it about a
spherical mount. Feedback control is pro,tided by"a "template"
of filtered and protected x-y error detectors. The template is
motmted between the mirror and the engine window, ff a
beam error is detected by a template, corrective software first
identifies the mirror facet(s) in question and then _nds a
corrective command to readjust the facet's position. The
variable-optics mirror, the window lenses, and the error
detection and control unit form a system responsible for
creation and control of the engine plasmas that play a critical
role in laser propulsion.
ECONOMIC ANALYSIS
Life-cycle cost analysis has been performed as,s'uming a 20-
)'ear useful operational life of the LOll, mission frequcncy of
5 or 10 per year, and major overhauls once every 20 or 30
missions for the aerobraked or all-propulsive configuration,
respectively. Cost estimating relationships 4.s have been used for
estimates of unit or material cost and of the design,
deveh)pment, test, and evaluation costs. The anab._is shows that
the acrobraked configuration may have an economic advantage
over the all-propulsive one as long as the cost of delivering
propellant to LEO is higher than alx)ut $500/kg in current
dollars.
Fig. 7. Adaptive Optics System
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CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS REFERENCES
Our preliminary design studies have outlined two workable
designs of laser-propelled orbital transfer vehicles. Results of
the studies indicate that the LOTV is a very attractive candidate
for cargo transportation around the Earth and in an Earth-Moon
_tcm. With ktser propulsion, the payload mass ratio values
are twice (or more) xs high as with the baseline chemical
propulsion _,_tem. It is expected that the technical problems
•x_sociated with laser propulsion will be fully overcome by the
next decade. Therefore, a further, continuous design/research
effort directed at various design aspects and applications of
kt_er propulsion is fully justified.
1. Myrabo L The "Mercury Lightcraft" Concept, Proceedings ,_DIO/
DARP Workshop on Laser Propulsion, Lawrence Livermore
National Laboratory, July 1986.
2. Jones W.S., Forsyth JB. and Skratt J.P L,xser Rocket System Analysis,
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_lar-Pumped Iodide Laser Space-to-Space Transmimion Station,
NASA TM 4002, 1987.
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DESIGN OF A RAM ACCELERATOR MASS LAUNCH SYSTEM
UNIVERSITY OF WASHINGTON
/$333 /
The Ram Accelerator, a chemically propelled, impulsive mass hunch system, is presented as a viable
concept for directly launching acceleration-insensitive payloads into low Earth orbit. The principles of
propulsion are based on those of an airbreathing supersonic ramjet. The payload vehicle acts as the ramjet
centerbody and travels through a fixed hunch tube that acts as the ramjet outer cowling. The launch
tub(: is filled with premixed gaseous fuel and oxidizer mixtures that combust at the base of the vehicle
and produce thrust. Two modes of in-tube propulsion involving ramjet cycles are used in sequence to
accelerate the vehicle from 0.7 km/sec to 9 km/sec. Requirements for placing a 2000 kg vehicle into
a 500-kin circular orbit, with a minimum amount of onboard rocket propellant for orbital maneuvers,
are examined. It is shown that in-tube propulsion requirements dictate a launch tube length of 5. I km
to achieve an exit velocity of 9 kin/see, with peak accelerations not to exceed 1000 g's. Aerodynamic
heating due to atmospheric transit requires minimal ablative protection and the vehicle retains a large
percentage of its exit velocity. An indirect orbital insertion maneuver with aerobraking and two apogee
burns is examined to minimize the required onboard propellant mass. An appropriate onboard propulsion
system design to perform the required orbital maneuvers with minimum mass requirements is also
determined. The structural designs of both the launch tube and the payload vehicle are examined using
simple structural models and finite element analysis for various materiaLs.
INTRODUCTION IN-TUBE PROPULSION
The viabilit T of any large-scale, permanent .space structure
rclies on the capability of launching mass easily and efficiently
into orbit. The Ram Accelerator mass launch ,system has
recently been proposed to greatly reduce the costs of placing
acceleration-insensitive payloacLs into low Earth orbit.
The Ram Accelerator, conceived and experimentally
demonstrated at the University (ff Washington L2, is a chemically
propelled, impulsive ma_s launch system capable of efficiently
accelerating relatively large masses from velocities of 0.7 kin/
sec to greater than 9.0 km/sec. The principles of propulsion
are based upon those of a conventional supersonic air-
breathing ramjet; however the device operates in a somewhat
different manner (Fig. 1). The payload-carrying vehicle
resembles the centerbody of the ramjet and accelerates
through a stationary tube which acts as the outer cowling. The
tube is filled with premLxed gaseous fuel and oxidizer mixtures
that burn in the _cinity of the vehicle's base, producing a
thrust which accelerates the vehicle through the tube. The
requirements for placing a 2000-kg vehicle into a 500-kin
circular orbit with a minimum amount of onboard rocket
propellant for orbital maneuvers are examined. The goal is to
achieve a 50% payload mass fraction.
The proposed design requirements have several self-imposed
paramctcrs that define the vehicle and tube configurations. As
a result of structural consideratkms the launch tube inner
diameter was fixed at 1.0 m. In-tube propulsive requirements
and vehicle structural constraints resulted in a vehicle diameter
of 0.76 m, a total length of 7.5 m and a nosecone half angle
of 7 °. An acceleration of 1000 g's was chosen as the upper
limit due to structural considerations on the vehicle and tube
wall. An ablating nosecone constructed from carbon-carbon
composite was chosen as the thermal protection mechanism
for atmospheric transit. The remainder of the vehicle is
constructed from titanium alloys and/or composites.
To achieve the desired launch velocity, two modes of in-tube
propulsion involving ramjet cycles are required 2. The two
modes that have been investigated are a thermally choked
subsonic combustion mode (Fig. la) and a mode which
utilizes a stabilized, oblique detonation wave for combustion
(Fig. lb). As with a ramjet, an initial velocity is required to
start the propulsive process. Thus, an initial accelerator _stem
is needed to accelerate the 2000-kg vehicle from rest to a
starting velocity of 700 m/sec. This initial velocity is pro_Sded
by firing the vehicle into the launch tube using a combustion-
driven gas gun.
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Fig. la. Modes of Ram Accelerator Propulsion: Subsonic Combus-
tion Mode
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Initial Accelerator
The gas gun utilizes a stoichiometric methane-air mixture
at a fill pressure of 47 atm and temperature of 300 K. To
maintain rapid-fire launch ,sequencing, the methane and air are
premixed in a feed pipe and injected into the combustion
chamber trans'verse to flowing air. A muzzle-blast relief section
surrounded by a dump tank open to the atmosphere is needed
to provide for gas exhaust and recoil control. The vehicle then
enters the ram accelerator launch tube.
The combustion chamber is 0.76 m in diameter and 42 m
in length. A peak combustion pressure of 428 atm drives the
vehicle at a maximum initial acceleration of 1000 g's causing
it to reach a velocity of 700 m/sec in a barrel length of 48
m The combustion chamber and barrel are constructed from
AISI 4340 steel with a yield point of 138 kN/cm 2 (200,000
psi). Using the maximum detonation pressure of 834 atm with
a factor of safety of 3, structural computations indicate a
uniform wall thickness of 7.8 cm.
Ram Accelerator
The thermally choked subsonic combustion mode (Fig. la)
accelerates the vehicle from 0.7 km/sec to 2.5 km/sec. The
composition of the pressurized gas mixture is chosen such that
the vehicle Math number is sufficient to ensure that the flow
remains supersonic through the throat of the diffuser. A normal
shock is located downstream of the diffu_r throat and is
stabilized by the heat release which chokes the flow
downstream of the vehicle. The flow behind the normal shock
then expands sxibsonically "aft of the vehicle where combustion
begirts and proceeds to thermal choking. At a velocity of 2.5
km/sec, a transition is made to the oblique detonation mode.
The oblique detonation combustion mode, which acceler-
ates the vehicle from 2.5 km/sec to 9 km/sec, requires a strong
oblique shock wave to raise the propellant temperature high
enough for combustion to occur (Fig. lb). This is accomp-
lished by means of a small azimuthal protuberance located on
the vehicle profile to initiate an oblique detonation wave. Both
mod,_.-s require that the nosecone half-angle be small enough
to ensure that the bow and reflected bow oblique shock waves
in the diffuser do not ignite the propellant.
The analyses for both modes of propulsion were performed
using one- and two-dimertsional gas dynamics to model the
flow around the body 2'3. T]le_/{oi'mance parameters Of the
tam accelerator can be de_ribed by the ballistic efficiency
(ratio of the rate of change of vehicle kinetic energy to the
rate of chemical energy expenditure) and thrust pressure ratio
(ratio of effective thrust pressure to peak cycle pressure).
These parameters were kept near optimum levels by varying
the propellant mixture along the length of the launch tube.
Nine different propellant mixtures were utilized in achieving
the desired velocity range, each at a fill pressure of 33 atm
and a fill temperature of 300 K. In this manner the acceleration
of the projectile can be kept near the design limit of 1000
g's at an average ballistic efficiency of 24% and an average
thrust pressure ratio of 14%. Based on the analysis, the
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Fig. 2. Propo_d Trajectory of the Ram Accelerator Vehicle
required total length of the stationary launch tube is 5.1 km,
93% of which is required for the oblique detonation
propulsion mode.
The analysis of the propulsive modes indicates that the
vehicle experiences peak pres,sures of 1000 atm and 1940 atm
in the thermally choked and oblique detonation modes,
respectively. Peak pressures on the launch tube wall were
likewise calculated to be I000 atm and 1870 atm for the
respective propulsive modes.
Using thick-walled tube theory, the wall thickness for the
launch tube wall was determined for AISI 4340 steel (as,suming
a conservative yield stress of 138 kN/cm 2) with a .safety factor
of 3. The wall thickness required for the thermally choked
portion of the barrel (l.O m ID) is 12.7 cm while the wall
thickness of the oblique detonation portion is 27.6 cm for the
first 2.3 km and 24.8 cm for the remaining 2.5 km.
ATMOSPHERIC TRANSIT
Once the necessary hunch velocity of 9 km/sec is obtained,
the vehicle must traverse the atmosphere. At such high
h}personic exit velocities, the vehicle will experience sc_'cre
aerodynamic heating and forces that will require adequate
thermal protection and stability augmentation for a controlled
ascent. Convective heating dominates the heat input to the
nosecone, which experiences .severe stagnation temperatures,
on the order of 9,000 K-13,000 K, even after considering the
effects of equilibrium dissociation across the bow shock wave
and in the boundat T layer. Radiative heating, even at the high
velocities considered, can be shown to be negligible in
comparison to convective heating.
A carbon-carbon ablating nosecone w_s chosen to protect
the vehicle from the atmospheric heating, ff an ablativc
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nosecone ,_4th low thermal conductivity is used, a large
amount of heat can be absorbed through the chemical charring
and sublimation of the ablator. Ablation will result in blunting
of IX_' shape during ascent. Since the drag of the vehicle,
being primarily pressure drag, is affected almost exclusively by
lx)dy shape, the blunting nosecone shape due to ablation
increases the drag, thereby increaMng the velocity loss.
The analysis of atmospheric heating on the nosecone was
divided into two .separate areas, non-stagnation and stagnation
regions. It was fi)und that the non-stagnation (i.e., sidewall)
heating was very small in comparison to stagnation region (i.e.,
nose tip) heating. Thus, only the stagnation-region convective
heat input rate needs to be considered in detail, using relations
for high speed dLssociated flow 4. A mass loss due to the heat
input is calculated and the resulting shape change is modeled
as a cone with a spherical cap whose radius increases with
mass loss (_#,suming the ablation process is axisymmetric).
The transit of the vehicle through the atmosphere is broken
down into altitude increments of 100 m so that variable
parameters such as Co, density, deceleration and velocity, can
be assumed constant for each increment. For each of these
increments, the shape change and mass loss of the vehicle nose
is determined and the resulting Ct_ of the vehicle is calculated
using a tangent-cone method and modified Newtonian flow.
All incremental mass and velocity losses are summed to result
in a total ablated mass loss and velocity loss.
All analyses have been performed between altitudes of 4 km
(launch altitude determined by geographical considerations)
and 40 kin, with launch angles ranging from 16 ° to 30 °. An
altitude of 40 km was assumed to be the edge of the sensible
atmosphere. The 16 ° to 30 ° launch angle constraint is the
consequence of parameters ,specified by orbital mechanics
considerations. Preliminary results indicate that a launch angle
of 20 ° is optimum. At this angle, the vehicle retains 85% of
its original launch velocity and suffers an ablative mass loss of
only 1.3%. The drag coefficient increases from .058 at launch
to. 11 during the atmospheric transit.
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Vehicle
Vehicle instability was investigated by using small perturba-
tion theory. Since the center of pressure (c.p.) ks located in
front of the center of gravity (c.g.), the vehicle ks inherently
unstable. The effect of changing atmospheric density on the
magnitude of instability is also of primary concern. The vehicle
appears to be highly unstable at launch for any atmospheric
disturbance. Angular accelerations on the order of 164 tad/
sec 2 at a 4-km launch altitude and .16 rad/sec 2 at a 40-kin
altitude were estimated. Stability augmentation devices, such
as control surfaces, will clearly be required.
ORBITAL MECHANICS
Before the vehicle's orbital path can be studied, a launch
site must be chosen. The primary factors to be considered are
maximizing the velocity imparted by the earth's rotation by
launching as close to the equator as possible and minimizing
the amount of atmosphere to be traversed by choosing a site
with a high altitude. In addition, an equatorial launch site is
desirable so that a frequent launch schedule will place all
projectiles into the same orbit. A launch site matching these
and other criteria is proposed at Mt. Kenya in Kenya. This site
offers a launch altitude of about 4000 m and lies very near
the equator.
Following atmospheric transit, the projectile follows a
ballistic trajectory which, if left undisturbed, would intersect
the earth. Therefore, to place the projectile into the desired
low Earth orbit (LEO) an appropriate circularization maneuver
or series of maneuvers must be carried out. This requires the
projectile to carry an onboard propulsion system. By
minimizing the mass of the onboard propulsion system it is
possible to maximize the payload-carrying capacity of the
vehicle.
A number of possible orbital insertion scenarios have been
proposed 1. Of the various scenarios the multi-step maneuver
involving aerobraking (Fig. 2) appears to offer the potential
for lowest onboard propulsion system mas,s. Therefore, this
scenario was studied in detail for the Ram Accelerator mass
launch concept. The proposed set of maneuvers increases the
velocity at the initial ballistic apogee so that the vehicle is
placed into an elliptical orbit whose perigee is within the
upper atmosphere (phase 3a in Fig. 2). As the vehicle traverses
the atmosphere, aerodynamic drag (i.e., aerobraking) slows it
down (phase 3b). This places the projectile into a new orbit
with a lower apogee which is tangent to the desired orbit. A
propellant burn is then made to circularize the orbit.
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To increase the flexibility of this launch concept the use of
a parking orbit below the desired final orbit, e.g., a space
station orbit, has been proposed. The parking orbit would be
used to "store" the vehicles until needed in the final orbit at
which time an orbital transfer would be performed. This allows
the continuous launching of vehicles without having to
_,nchronizc the vehicle launch with the orbital position of the
permanent structure in the final orbit.
Analyses have been made based on a parking orbit altitude
of 450 km and a final orbit of 500 kin. The total velocity
change needed from the onboard propellant at the optimum
launch angle of 20 ° from an equatorial launch site is
approximately 770 m/see. At this angle, the multi-step orbital
maneuver with aerobraking allows a 40% savings in the orbital
velocity change required from onboard propellant in compar-
ison to a similar orbital maneuver without acrohraking, thus
considerably decreasing the amount of onboard propellant
nceded
ON-BOARD PROPUI_ION SYSTEM
The orbital requirements of the payload vehicle dictate the
neces,_ary velocity change and thrust performancc for the
onboard propulsion wstem. The optimization of the mass
fraction of payload linfits the size and mass specifications of
the propellant ,system. Furthermore, feasibility considerations
set cost and .'safety limitations on the _tem. The optimal
system to meet these requirements using current technology
has been narrowed down to a chemical-propellant rocket
which employs the liquid propellants monomethylhydrazine
and nitrogen tetroxide (Fig. 3). This propulsion system
provides an I_ of 297 sec with a velocity change capability
of up to 1300 m/see. Solid propellant rockets were also
investigated and subsequently discarded as not meeting the
neces_y m,_,s limitations and performance requirements.
The onboard propulsion ,system operates most effectively
using a pressurized propellant delivery configuration, which
employs a gas generator and diaphragm-equipped tanks. This
setup can be easily expanded to incorporate the nece_ry
attitude control thrusters, operating from the same protx, llant
system. A nozzle designed to fit within the tail of the vehicle
employs an exit diameter of approximately half the vehicle
diameter. This nozzle configuration pro_fdes the nece_u'y
thrust levels and gives an acceptable ,specific impulse value for
the propellants used. The entire onboard propulsion sTstem,
including propellants, constitutes approximately 630 kg of the
proposed ma,_ of the vehicle, and a volume fraction of slight b'
more than one quarter. The cost of such a system at current
industry prices is in excess of a million dollars. To be cost
effective using this type of onboard propulsion, the launch
,system must employ a recover)" method to ultimately return
the rocket motors to the launch site.
STRUCTURAL DESIGN OF VEHICLE
Preliminary anal3,,ses on the structural design of the Ram
Accelerator payload vehicle (Fig. 4) were performed using
simplified models to determine stress components and
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Fig. 5. Structural Mt_lcl of the "Ran)Accelerator Vehicle With Axi-
_rnmctric Pressure
required shell thic-knessc.'s. Various structural configurations
and their corresponding masses for the vehicle were first
examined using aluminum alloys, titanium alloys, and
composite materials. These results served ms starting points for
a more detailed finite-element anal}_is. The pressure distribu-
tions on the vehicle used in the structural analysis were
obtained from computer simulations of the two in-tube launch
modes of the Ram Accelerator. The payload vehicle must
structurally withstand a maximum pressure of 1000 atm in the
subsonic combustion mtxte and 1940 atm in the oblique
detonation mode, and temperatures on the order of 3000-4000
K for brief periods (approximately 1 ,see).
To perform the structural analysis, the vehicle was
approximated as four sections (Fig. 5), and each section was
further approximated as a t3"linder. To obtain a conser_-ati've
stress estimate, the average radii of the leading and trailing
cones (sections I and W) were used as the effective radii of
the simple cylindrical mtxlels. The ablative material on the
nosecone yeas not considered as part of the structure. The
vehicle mittsection (II and III) consisted of two sections that
were in fact tylinders. (Note that section III provides the
necessary frustum for the oblique detonation mode). Thus, all
sections of the vehicle were analyzed using tylindrical pressure
vessel models.
,_ction 11 experiences relatively favorable radial pressures
which allowed for a thin-walled tTlindrical analysis. However,
due to severe radial pressures, thick-walled tTlindrical analysis
was necc,_sary for sections III and IV For the latter two
sections, the hoop stress was determined to be larger than the
longitudinal, radial, and shear stresses. Thus, using a factor of
safety of 1.4, sections III and IV were designed using the ht_p
stress criterion, vahile it was nece_sat T to design section II for
Iongitttdinal buckling considerations. The buckling stress
criterion for section II actually requires a larger thickness than
needed for hoop stress considerations.
A vehicle configuration incorporating T300/5208 graphite/
epoxy 5 resulted in minimum structural mass when approximat-
ing the composite material properties as isotropic. The analysis
produced a structural m,x_s of approximately 600 kg for a
vehicle length of 7.5 m
The effect of placement of the internal components, .such
as payload, onlx)ard propulsion system, guidance and controls,
on such factors as center of gra_Sty and moments of inertia
w_s analyzed. Estimates of the vehicle center of gravity place
it 3.8 m behind the nose tip with a moment of inertia of 6,200
kg/m 2 about an axis perpendicular to the axis of the vehicle.
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CONCLUSIONS
The Ram Accelerator ma_s launch system was conceived as
a means of economically launching acceleration-insensitive
payloads into low Earth orbit. Its study was divided into five
areas. Each area was anal}xed for feasibility using current
technology to launch a 2000-kg-pa_,toad vehicle with as high
a payload fraction as possible (the goal being 50%).
Following initial acceleration to 0.7 km/sec by a
combustion-driven ga_s gun, two ram accelerator propulsive
m_udes are needed to accelerate the vehicle to its 9.0 km/sec
launch velocity. Thc_ modes are a thermally choked subsonic
combustion mode which propels the vehicle to 2.5 km/sec and
an oblique detonation mode which accelerates the vehicle to
9.0 km/_c. The totM length of the stationary launch tube is
5.1kin
A carbon-carbon ablating nosecone was cho._n to protect
the vehicle during atmospheric transit. At an optimum launch
angle of 20 °, the vehicle retains 85% of its original latmch
velocity and suffers an ablative ma._s loss of only 26 kg. It was
found that the vehicle will require stability augmentation
de,Sees such as control surfaces to maintain dynamic stabilit T
during flight.
The orbital mechanics _heme which minimizes onboard
propellant requirements is a multi-step method with aerobrak-
ing. At the optimal launch angle of 20 °, the total velocity
change provided by the onboard propulsion system to obtain
the desired orbit is approximately 770 m/see. Using an MMH-
N20 _ bi-propellant rocket with an lw of 297 s, the onboard
propulsion system, including propellant, has a mass of
approximately 630 kg
Various structural configurations and their corresponding
masses for the vehicle were examined for their capabilities to
withstand the high pressures and acceleration in the launch
tube. A vehicle incorporating T300/5208 graphite-epoxy was
chosen. The mas,s of this configuration is approximately 600
kg.
At the present stage of the design, the payload fraction of
the vehicle is approximately 40%. Further refinements of the
in-tube propulsion modes and of the structural design are
needed to increase the payload fraction to the desired level
of 50% or more. Optimization of parking orbit altitudes and/
or eccentricity may also pro_4de an increase in the payload
fraction. Methtxls for recycling vehicle components or for
returning them to Earth should be investigated. The work done
thus far, howcver, has proven the potential of the Ram
Accelerator concept.
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INTRODUCTION
MARS ROVER VEHICLE
UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN, MADISON
This year the University of Wisconsin-Madison design team
studied surface operations for a Mars base. Specifically,
rcsearch was conducted concerning the possibilities for a Mars
Rover Sample Return mKsion. This year's focus was on the
development of a _stem that would accomplish the primary
tasks of the rover, to gather and return samples. All the aspects
of this complex and challenging task were investigated.
In order to achieve a complete system devices were
designed for every ,stage from sample acquisition to processing
and final storage.
The first part of the overall design was to develop a
framework in which the .sample handling task could be carried
out. This was assigned to the rover mobility team, because
without an understanding of how a sample handling system
fits within the rover concept, the ability to make realistic
decisions based on the limitations of a feasible system is lost.
It was also necessary to design the rover to be consistent with
the overall concept of a complete sample handling system
since transportation is needed to get to the samples.
The second facet of the design investigated was the core
drilling device. In discu_ions with NASA representatives, it
became evident that the core drill might be the primary sample
acquisition dtwice on board the rover. With this in mind, the
design team conceived of a device that would meet the
requirements set down by NASA. NASA recommended that
attention be focused on ,several key objectives for the designs.
First, the design should be durable and reliable. These
characteristics are very critical for a mission of this magnitude
-- and very challenging, since the rover would spend up to
10 years on Mars without ,_hcduled maintenance. Second,
NASA suggested that point failures and backup s3_tems be
considered. For any NASA mission, critical design aspects are
_tisfied by overdesign and redundancy. The final aspect cited
by NASA was to minimize mass, power requirements, and
volume. To accommodate these suggestions, a thorough
investigation and analysis of the designs were necessary.
The core drill itself met these requirements very well. The
,scope of the design was limited to developing a system that
would drill at least a meter into any surface substance likely
to Ix- found on Mars. The drill also needed to interface with
the rest of the rover s3'stems. What the core drill team
accomplished is summarized in a later section.
To allow for maximum scientific investigation of the core
brought up by the core drill, the Core Handling Device was
designed. On the front end of this device is the interface with
the core drilling device. Inside the dtwice the core is prepared
and anal)7ed. The device also interfaces with the ,%ample
Return Canister. The summary of this device is contained in
a later section.
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The final project was a Sample Return G_mister, a system to
contain and maintain the samples on the rover. "ihe team also
developed a system to transfer the ,samples to the waiting
ascent vehicle for return to Earth. The summ_y of these
dcwices is found in the final section.
SUMMARY FOR THE MARS ROVER MOBILITY STUDY
A Mars Rover Sample Return (MRSR) minion is tentatively
scheduled for the late 1990's. The primary goal of the mission
is to return samples of martian soil. To accomplish this mission
a three-cab rover that uses Grumman's convoluted conical
wheel was designed.
The rover was divided into three cabs to lower the center
of mass and to provide a smaller turning radius. The
convoluted conical wheels developed by Grumman have
several advantages. These wheels are non-pneumatic shells
made of a reinforced composite material. The flexible nature
of the wheels provides for improved stability when traveling
over loose soil and sand. Mounted inside each of the wheels
is a motor system linked through a harmonic drive to the shaft.
Each of the wheels is independently powered, therefore the
rover could lose as many as three of its eight wheels and still
remain mobile.
Three articulating, three-degree-of-freedom joints connect
the cabs of the rover which allow its trailing wheels to move
along the same path ms the front wheels. These joints are also
designed to improve the rover's climbing capabilities. The
joints are attached to the true-swing suspension arm. The
suspension provides the rover with the capability of moving
over one-meter-high obstacles and remaining stable on a 60%
slope. The suspension arms also fold back for storage for the
trip to Mars inside the aeroshell.
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Fig. I: Sample Return Canister Design - layout on front cab of the
Rover
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In addition to designing the components of the rover a study
was conducted on the problems of heat transfer. The
radioi_)tope thermal generators (RTGs) u_d to power the
rover build up considerable heat. It was determined that by
using an aluminum-titanium-alloy tubing for the chassis
substructure there would be no significant problems axsociated
with heat buildup from the power s)_tcms.
The final thrust of the project _s coordinating the layout
of the front cab. The other two cabs hound computer
equipment and RTG's wahich were basically black-box designs.
There were significant problems with integrating the four
design projects onto the front cab. The interface between each
of the projects was rather weak but an attempt was made to
create a uniform logical capability to deal with the sample
acquisition, processing and storage.
SUMMARY OF THE CORE DRILL STUDY
The core drill mechanism is designed to remove a 2.0 cm
x l.O m core .sample from the surface of Mars without the
use of water or lubricants. The various components and their
descriptions arc described in the following _ctions.
The frame or derrick of the system is designed to provide
maximum torsional stability and longitudinal strength while
minimizing mass. This is accomplished by a clomd box beam
constructed with side flanges. The box beam proxqdes torsional
stahility while the flanges provide for a mcurc surface to mount
the drill mechanism The drill motor is mounted to the derrick
by means of a slide mechanism which is wrapped around the
flanges. This method is extremely simplc and has no parts to
wear out. The derrick will be constructed of a titanium alloy
with a protective cover of titanium nitride to prevent
corrosion.
The positioning s)_tem of the derrick is powered by two
permanent magnet stepping motors. One motor pro_-ides 90 °
of motion from the horizontal to the vertical position, while
a smaller motor within the derrick provides fine control in the
vertical direction.
Downward force is provided to the drilling mechanism by
means of another stepping motor connected to the derrick
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Fig. 2: Canister fi)r Rover (with spherical containers) Capacity - 500
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which drives a pair of chains and sprockets. The chaitts arc
connected to the motor by a _t (ff spring mechanisms. Each
mechanism consists of two springs, one which provides
variable tension to convert the motion of the stepping motor
into a continuous force, the other to provide terLsion to remove
any slack in the chain. The materials used will Ix- allo}_ of
titanium or ",aluminum.
The drill motor it._lf is a permanent magnet, tt_}thless DC
motor. The maximum power allowed for the drilling OlX_ration
is 1000 W. The output power of the motor is l hp, with a
torque of 19.22 Nm at the point of maximum efficient_')', which
is about 90%. The output velocity must be geared down to
about 350 for maximum drilling efficienoy. This is accomp-
lished by the um of a harmonic drive s3,stem which is discussed
in the final report. (A cop), of the final project report can be
obtained from Universities Space Re,arch Association, 17225
El Camino Real, Suite 450, Houston, Texas 77058.)
The drill and motor are connected by means of a flexible
joint and chuck unit. The flexible joint provides shock
absorption and corrects misalignment problems (ff the shaft.
The chuck is designed to pro_dde an ca.%- and sure connection
that provides a means for dirt to be removed from the threads.
Again, the materials used will be titanium "alloys.
The actual drills will ix. tubes cor_structed of titanium alloy
attached to an integrally designed diamond bit. The bits and
auger flights are constructed for dr)" drilling techniques. There
are to be .separate bits designed fi)r drilling hard n)ck as well
as loose regolith.
Finally, a device was developed to remove the core from the
drill shaft. Thc device is a l-M-long phmger rod driven by a
linear actuator and mounted to the rover. This will al_) be
constructed of titanium.
SUMMARY FOR CORE HANDLING DEVICE STUDY
The core handling device is designed to removc the altered
outer skin of a core sample obtained from the core drill on
board the Mars rover. This needs to In: done because the outer
skin (_10% diameter) has Ix-en thermally and mechanically
altered during the drilling process, thus rendering it tl.',Kqess
for .scientific investigation. Once this outer l_)rtion has been
removed, .scientific investigation of the pristine inner core will
take place. The device was designed to meet the following
specifications.
Mass < 5 kg
Power < 100 Watts
Size _26 x 30 x 28 cm
Withstand temperature range of-50°C to +30°C
Withstand 10 g's during transi'x)rtation to Mars
Core samples at a rate of 1 per 6-hour period
Expected lifetime of 10 years
The primary design considerations were ma._s, complexity,
ruggedness, reliability, contamination, power, volume, integra-
tion, and point failures. Integration proved to be one of the
more difficult tasks. This .semester the entire rover project was
integrated to form a coherent logical s3,stem. Integration of the
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Core Handling Device w_s especially difficult since it proved
to be the centerpiece of the _,_u-nple handling process on board
the rover.
In order to accomplish its task, the Core Handling Device
must complete the fifllowing processes.
I. It must break the meter long core down into 10 cm
sections.
2. It must use a three-dimension, x-ray scanner to determine
density of the section.
3. While holding the core sample lengthwise, it removes thc
outer 10% of the core. This expo_s the inner core to scientific
investigation.
4. An optical scanner moves along the core for an initial
look.
5. Samples are cut out of the core and sent to a batter3' of
science instruments.
6. Sections to be investigated arc rcmoved and sent to the
,%ample Return Canister.
7. The s3,_tem is reinitializcd and the remaining core material
is dumped.
All of the mechanical components of this device have been
designed. At this point, seientific instruments are conceptual
black l_)xes.
SUMMARY FOR THE MARS SAMPLE RETURN
CANISTER STUDY
The function of the Mars Rover Sample Return Canister is
to house the martian ._amples collected during the mission. The
duration of the surface minion on Mars will be approximately
one year. This project includes the containment and storage
of _,_tmples and their transfer to an ascent vehicle for return
to Earth.
The driving force of this design is mission planning. The
Return (kanisters have been specifically designed to support the
proposed mission scenario. Options which pertain to other
mission scenarios have also been included in this report. The
main scenario which this design accommodates is the
following (in abbreviated form):
1. Deploy Rover
2. Drill at location (confirmation of "all systems on the
Rover)
3. Initial loop _ 100 meter radius
4. Subsequent I(s)ps
5. _-qample Selection
6. Transfer sarnples from Rover Canister to Final Canister
7. Seal Final Canister
8. Secure Final Canister inside ascent vehicle
With this scenario in mind, the design for the Sample Return
Canister was dcwelopcd. The divisions within the project are
broken down _s follows:
1. Transfer samples from core handling area to individual
storage containers
2. Individual storage containers
3. Transfer individual storage containers to Rover Canister
4. Rover Canister
5. Transfer individual storage containers to the ascent vehicle
6..Sample selection mechanism
7. Options
The first part of the proce_ involves interfacing with the
core handling device to receive samples. The samples that are
received from the core handling device are cut from 2-cm-
diameter cores. The cores are received from the Core Drill
on Ix)ard the Rover. The samples are cut into 2-cm increments
and pushed out of the core handling area. At this the point,
the ,Sample Return Canister begins its process. Receiving and
transferring samples is accomplished by way of a hollow
cylindrical drum. The drum has a cavity large enough to
receive a sample, but not wide enough for the sample to lose
its orientation. For scientific anal)_is, it vdll be important to
know which side of the .sample was deepest in the ground.
The hollow drum receives the samples and is then rotated 90 °
to a position where the ,samples can be pushed into the
individual storage containers. During this process, the
orientation of the .sample is maintained for future analysis.
The 2 x 2 cm samples are stored inside ,spherical containers
-- Individual Smnple Containers (ISCs). The ISCs prc_-ent
cross-contamination between the samples and protect each
sample from internal forces and vibrations generated from the
Rover's movements. The spherical shape provides a moment
of inertia that aids in the rolling of the spheres. The ISCs are
constructed of two hemispheres connected by a hinge. The
ISCs have a I-ram-thick outer shell of titanium aluminum.
Inside the I_Cs is a cushioning material molded to hold the
cTlindric_al samples. The cushioning is composed of low-density
pob'cthylene foam. The foam was chosen for its flexibility, light
weight and because it allows the passage of gases. The ISCs
will be stored in the open position inside the ISC dispenser
and pushed out one at a time. The ISCs will be sealed using
a mechanical clamping system after the samples are dropped
in. The seal on the ISCs "allows for the ,samples to breathe, but
at the same time it limits the dust that is allowed to get into
the ISCs.
The dt_4ce used for the transfer of ISCs into the Rover
Canister is simply a tube made up of four tracks. The tube
has a pivot point that allows it to interface between the Rover
Canister and the position where the ISCs are sealed. A servo
motor rotates the tube allowing the ISCs to roll to the inlet
of the Rover Canister. The inlet to the Rover Canister is
designed with two doors, in order to isolate the inside of the
canister from dust. There are photo sensors on both doors so
that the first door is opened and the ISC rolls in. As ,soon as
the ISC is inside, the first door closes and the second door
opens. This two-door design protects the inside of the canister
from dust storms that occur on the surfacc of Mars.
The Rover Canister is made up of a spiral tracking system.
The tracks are made up of three rails in order to contain the
ISCs and "allow them to roll. There are actually three separate
tracks irtside the Canister to best utilize the volume. This
storage arrangement has no moving parts within the Rover
Canister, utilizing gravity as the only driving force. The helical
system provides for a linear arrangement of the samples, thus
reducing the structural degrees of freedom and enhancing the
labeling scheme for each sample. The Rover Canister can store
approximately 500 ISCs and is passively cooled. From this p(_)l
of,samples, 300 will be returned to Earth for further anal),_is.
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The function of the Container Selection Mechanisms is to
select the best 300 ,samples out of the 500 contained in the
Rover Canister. The mechanism is located at the end of the
track system of the Rover Canister. The ISCs will be bar coded
before they are sent to Mars. The computer _ill keep track
of the order of the ,samples. A photo sensor will read the bar
code and then the computer will decide if that ,sample is to
be kept. The Container Selection Mechanism uses a servo
motor to rotate an ISC Pod _+45 ° to the discard track or the
ascent vehicle track. The total time needed to select and
transfer 500 ISCs is approximately 58 minutes, making it a very
efficient design.
The last interface requires a deMce to transfer ISCs from the
Rover Canister to the ascent vehicle. An interface device was
developed by Rockwell to make and break electrical connec-
tions from the Space Shuttle Orbiter to a payload. This dt_'ice
was modified to enable it to transfer the ISCs. The design _s
chosen over the other ideas because of its adjustment
capabilities on all three axes. Since the a_scent vehicle may not
be on a flat area, the alignment capabilities of this design will
be needed to insure an accurate transfer.
"Odd-shaped" samples (samples which do not conform to
the 2 x 2 cm size) and gas samplt,m (five 200-ml samples) can
al_) be handled by the standard IS(]. The 12-era-diameter void
inside the center of the Rover Canister is the proposed location
for thcse two options. This reservoir serves as a third canister
which permits an even larger pool of samples fi)r final
selcction. The Temporary Storage Reservoir .supports another
mission, but within the initial weight restriction of 20 kg, this
.scenario is not feasible.
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FIRESAFETY DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS FOR ADVANCED SPACE VEHICLES
WORCESTER POLYTECHNIC INSTITUTE dJ-" /
Firesafety is a major concern in the design of vehicles and
habitats for space. Ignition and ,spread of fires as well as their
prevention, control, and extinguishment are all of significant
importancc. One element in the minimization of these hazards
is an understanding of ignition in a 1-g vs. a microgravity
environment. Ignition characteristics are significantly different
depending on whether buoyant forces are present or absent.
Buoyancy tends to disperse pyrolysis products formed from the
fuel when energy is added, as from radiant flux. Without
buoyancy these products are not circulated and the amount
of energy necessary for ignition changes.
By measuring incident energy flux as a function of time in
lyoth microgravity and 1-g environments, it may be possible to
develi)p a systematic method for characterizing spacecraft
materials as to their degree of flammability.
INTRODUCTION
The desire to understand and explore space has driven man
to overcome the confines of the Earth's atmosphere and accept
the challenge of spaceflight. With our increasing ability to
travel, work, and explore in space comes a need for a better
understanding of the hazards in this relatively new endeavor.
One of the most important and immediate needs is to be able
to predict the ignition, spread, and growth of fire on board
spacecraft.
Firesafety aboard spacecraft has always been a concern;
however, with the increasing number and duration of
proposed missions, it is imperative that the spacecraft be
designed with a solid understanding of fire hazards, insuring
that "all risks have been minimized and extinguishment systems
are available.
In order to understand microgravity combustion, the process
on Earth must first be understood. In the presence of gravity,
the major driving force in a fire is buoyancy, or the difference
in densities between the surrounding air and the pyrolysis
vapors. It supplies the fire with a constant source of oxygen.
General predictions can be made regarding the ignition and
growth of fire in microgravity using data obtained from
groundbased experiments. It is important to conduct
experiments both on Earth and later in space under exactly
the ,same conditions.
BACKGROUND
Facilities that are capable of providing a short-term
microgravity environment are available and have been used for
ignition and combustion experiments. One such facility is the
drop tower. In order to produce a microgravity environment,
a test is conducted while the experiment package is allowed
to freefall from the top of the tower. Small towers provide
approximately 2 .seconds of testing time, while larger towers
provide approximately 5 seconds at about 10 _ g's. Low gravity
can also be achieved on board an aircraft flown on a Keplerian
trajectory which provides about 30 seconds of microgravity
conditions time at (about 10 .2 g's).
In addition to Earth-based testing, Skylab experiment M-479
was designed to observe the ignition and spread of fire for a
variety Of test samples I. In all cases, the crew monitored the
extent of surface flame propagation and flashover to adjacent
materials, rates of surface and bulk flame propagation, self
extinguishment, and extinguishment by both water spray and
vacuunl.
Drop tower and aircraft tests include premixed flame
ignition, propagation, and extinction, flame propagation across
solids, laminar gas-jet diffuse flames, premixed particle-oxidizer
flames, and droplet combustion.
Results from Skylab experiments and Earth-based micrograv-
ity testing provide a general idea of what to expect prior to
and during microgravity combustion. In most instances, there
is a general reduction in the dangers of combustion in
microgravity. The rate of combustion in reduced gravity
experiments have been shown to be much slower as compared
with 1-g combustion. In addition, combustion in microgravity
is much sootier and cooler because of the lack of buoyancy
to carry the byproducts away from the combustion area. In
some cases, flames disappear altogether during the tests, only
to reignite as gravity increases. This indicates that the flame
is not intense enough for the camera to record.
In all cases, flames in reduced gravity tend to be more
globular than their higher gravity counterparts. This includes
laminar gas-jet flame and flame spreading over solids. "Flames
are also shown to be enhanced when the combusted material
bubbles. This is theorized to be a result of the burst of fuel
vapors in the combustion field. Finally, microgravity flames,
although cooler, may radiate more heat as a result of the
increased soot particles present. This may result in an increase
risk of flashover to adjacent materials.
Recent work 2 at 1-g provides a theory for the ignition of
vaporizing fuel in microgravity as a result of radiant heat
absorption. They disregarded the common assumption that the
surface of the solid is hot enough to initiate ignition. Instead
they considered heating of vapor emitted from the solid fuel
surface to be the process which initiates ignition. By" absorbing
enough of the radiant heat, the vapor is ignited rather than
the surface of the solid. Assuming that radiation absorption is
proportional to fuel concentration, that transport and chemical
processes are one-dimensional, and that there is no convection,
as would be true in zero gravity, (except by the vaporization
of fuel), the analysis can be said to bc true for zero gravity.
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DEVELOPMENT OF IGNITION EXPERIMENT
At WPI an effort is underway to study one of the more
important aspects of microgras4ty combustion and ignition.
Understanding how a material ignites is a major step in
discovering how to prevent a fire in space applications. To
explain the microgravity ignition process, an experiment was
designed using specific materials. The microgravity ignition
experiment, along with several other WPI experiments, will be
flown on board the ,Space Shuttle ms part of a W'PI payload
in NASXs Get A_ty Special Program. (This unique program
provides universities, industry, and foreign countries the
opportunity to place small, self-contained payloads in the cargo
bay of the ,space shuttle at a small cost.) Once ground-based
testing of the prototype microgravity ignition experiment has
been completed, the actual flight hardware will be assembled.
After satisfying all NASA safety requirements for self-contained
payloads, the WPI experiment package will await a flight
opportunity on an upcoming Space Shuttle flight. By conduct-
ing identical experiments on the ground and comparing results
with data generated by the flight experiment, a better
understanding of the ignition process in microgravity is
possible, eventually leading to ,'-safer,spacecraft designs.
To investigate the ignition process in space, an experiment
was designed and built as shown in Fig. 1. Batteries supply
power to a high-intensity, infrared "lamp w_hich is used to ignite
a fuel sample. A radiometer located flush with the sample
measures energy flux as a function of time. The experiment
is terminated when ignition is detected by a flame ionization
sensor or in 30 seconds if ignition is not detected.
Ignition and combustion in microgravity are significantly
different than on earth because flow due to buoyancy is not
presem. It has been proposed that during the ignition process,
the ab_nce of buoyancy characteristic of a microgravity
environment will re,suit in the accumulation of a layer of
pyrolysis pr(xlucts (fuel vapors) at the fuel surface. Further,
the absence of gravity will reduce or eliminate normal air
circulation patterns seen in Earth gravity. It is this circulation
that permits the mixing of air with pyrolysis products to form
the correct fuel to air ratio necessary for ignition. This
circulation also cools pyrolysis products by entrainment and
"affects ignition time. Confinement of the fuel vapor and the
Thermocouples
IonSensor_%_
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Figure 1. Experiment _'hematic
lack of circulation may result in less energy required for
ignition, while the reduced availability of air may have the
opposite effect.
A high.intensity, infrared lamp with a rating of 8 amperes
at 30 volts (240 W) was determined to bc the most acceptable
means of meeting requirements for auto-ignition. The fuel
sample chosen for this experiment was alpha cellulose, a pure
form of paper, .supplied by the National Bureau of Standards.
Alpha cellulose was selected due to its uniformity and the
relx_tability attained during ignition testing. The .sample (alpha
cellulose) was mounted on a small disk of Torlon (chosen for
its resistance to high temperature) which also included the
flame ionization detector. When a material combusts, the
neighboring gases ionize. The flame ionization detector
consists of an open circuit with voltage applied across it. When
ignition occurs, the ionized particles close the circuit by
conducting a small current, thus detecting the flame.
Protruding through a hole at the center of the sample and
positioned in the center of the Torlon disk is the radiometer.
This device measures the incident heat flux reaching the
sample material. Thc radiometer has a 1/16-inch-diamcter
probe which is small enough .so that it does not absorb a
significant amount of the energy transmitted to the sample.
Thermocouples were placed at selected locations to provide
a temperature distribution during the ignition procem.
A microprocessor controls the sequence of the experiment
and simultaneously records necessar 3' data. Following the signal
to initiate the experiment, power is supplied to the lamp.
Feedback signals from the thcrmocouples, radiometer, and
flame ionization detector are channeled to the microprocessor
and pertinent information is stored. Once the flame ionization
sensor has indicated that the sample has ignited, power to the
lamp is removed, ending the experiment. If no flame is
detected within 30 seconds, the microprocessor automatically
stops the experiment.
The inner structure (lanlp, sample holder, radiometer, and
supports) is housed in a cTlindrical container. Fabricated from
aluminum stock, the container has a height of 9.5 inches and
a diameter of 6 inches. The purpose of the housing is twofold.
First, it prevents combustion products from contaminating the
remainder of the Get Away Special package or the remaining
ignition experiments, and .secondly, it provides a pre._sure
barrier in the event of a large pressure increase.
There will be four, virtually identical, microgravity ignition
experiments in the Get Away Special flight package in order
to insure that repeatable data has been obtained. Voltage to
two of the lamps will be different than the others in order
to get different flux rates. As soon as the microprocessor ends
one experiment, a signal to initiate the next experiment will
be sent.
Data collected during the experiment include temperature
ms a function of time, energy flux as a function of time, as well
as time to ignition. By integrating the time vs. energy flux curve
over time from to (lamp on) to tL (ignition) the incident
energy necessary for ignition can be determined Fig. 2. From
the results of the four experiments, it may be possible to draw
some conclusions about characteristics of the ignition process
in space.
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GROUND BASED EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES
Preliminary groundbascd ignition testing using prototype
hardware is partially completc. Once the grotmdbased testing
is concluded, a hypothesis regarding the role of gravity in the
ignition process will Ix: formulated. Using this hypothesis,
predictions with respect to the energy required for micrograv-
it)' ignition will be made. Following completion of flight
hardware assembly, the experiments will be flown on the
Space Shuttle when a slot becomes available. Data from the
flight experiments will be compared to what was expected as
a result of groundbased experiments. This should provide a
better understanding of mierogravity ignition.
In an attempt to simulate microgravity ignition, groundbased
experiments are being performed with the apparatus in various
orientations (Fig. 3). Inverting the apparatus (as shown in Fig.
3a) presents the particle cloud created by pyrolysis di,q:x._rsing
readily, because the particle cloud is less dense than the
surrounding atmosphere. The particle cloud therefore remains
in the vicinity of the fuel sample as would be expected when
the experiment is performed in space where gravity is absent.
For comparison, experiments were carried out in the
orientation shown in Fig. 3b. In this case, buoyant effects are
maximized as pyrolysis products rise from the sample
immediately "after forming. Results from the testing should
provide .some indication as to how significant gravitational
effects are to the amount (ff energy necessary for ignition.
r_
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SAFETY CONSIDERATIONS
Safety is a major concern when designing and building
hardware for spaceflight especially when combustion and
resulting high temperatures and pressures are possible. When
examining the WPI mtcrogravity ignition experiment, there are
many areas where safety must be considered. Using NASKs Get
Away Special Payloads Safety Manuafl as a guideline,
pertinent safety issues were examined.
The outer structure of each vessel (wall thicknesses,
material, and vessel ,sealing) that contains the individual
ignition experiments was designed such that the ASME Boiler
and Pressure Vessel Codes 4 are _tisfied for pressures and
temperatures expected immediately following ignition. The
experiment design also took into account Appendix B of Get
Away Special Payloads Safety Manual, "Payload Pressure
Vessel Criteria." This requires that in the event that all pressure
vessels fail under worst-case conditions, the resulting pressure
of the Get Away Special canister cannot exceed five atmos-
pheres. If the four separate ignition experiments were to fail,
the resulting pressure would not exceed this limit.
The case of a "rtm-away lamp" was considered where the
power to the lamp would not be terminated and the lamp
would continue to radiate until the batteries were depleted.
The result would be a significant amount of radiated energy.
Since this process would take place over a long time, most
of the heat would be absorbed by the aluminum container of
the individual experiments. Therefore, the temperature and
pressure rise within any individual experiment would be
acceptable. As a precautionary measure, fusible links will be
placed in the wires supplying power to the lamps. After an
adequate amount of current for ignition has passed through
the fuse without the microprocessor terminating power to the
lamp, the fuse would burn, interrupting the connection.
Even though some experiments and studies like those
discussed earlier have been performed, microgravity combus-
tion research is relatively new. There is still much that needs
to be studied if firesafety for space missions is to advance.
Other low-gravity combustion processes need to be studied
and compared with similar 1-g experiments. After more studies
have been made, scientists and engineers will be better able
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Figure 3a. Orientations to vary effects of gravity for ground b_tsed Figure 3b. Orientations to vary effects of gravity for ground based
testing: minimum effect testing: maximum effect
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tO design a firc:'safe spacecraft. _lecting materiMs, providing
proper extinguishment, and designing :'safe life-_tpport sTstems
will be based on fire_'_tfety research and _)tmd engineering
design practice. When human habitations are built for spacc
and ff missions to Mars are undertaken, there should be no
question _s to how a particular material will behave in the
event of a fire.
Although some tests at WPI have already been conducted,
the main goal remains to conduct the microgravity ignition
experiments aboard the space shuttle. Before that is possible,
the final flight hardware will have to _tisfy all NASA safety
specifications and be assigned by NASA to a future shuttle
flight. Once it is known how ignition and combustion behave
in space, it will be possible to design safer spacecraft allowing
astronauts and _ientists to work in space with minimum fire
hazards.
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